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ABSTRACT  
 

Lifestyle branding remains undefined and lacks a scientific body of knowledge, 

despite a rise in interest in the topic. This doctoral dissertation addresses this void in 

academia by empirically researching its meanings using qualitative methodology and 

thematic analysis through multiple-case research of SME fashion retail brands in Spain. 

The definition of lifestyle branding is explored and its dimensions for operationalization 

are presented. The primary contributions of this study are that lifestyle branding is 

discovered as brand-oriented type of positioning and related to a digital brand approach 

by contrast to more traditional retail branding. It is distinct from lifestyle imagery and is 

closely linked to brand authenticity. Founder’s and employees “living” the brand lifestyle 

are seen as essential in translating this brand authenticity, which have not been addressed 

by previous literature, and the brand’s symbolic universe is portrayed as a key dimension 

overriding others such as the importance of relationships/community and word-of-mouth 

or the client experience in a physical venue. An innovative discovery is that one product 

category is sufficient for lifestyle branding strategy and brand extensions are not 

necessary because of co-branding and collaborations with other partners that help co-

construct the brand. In addition, another key insight is that lifestyle-oriented brands are 

more brand-identity oriented whilst product-market driven brands focus more on mere 

lifestyle imagery. Use of digital social media channels such as Instagram, acts as a 

window display for brand image in the case of more product-oriented brand and for 

fostering relationships in the case of lifestyle-oriented brands. 

 

Keywords: lifestyle branding, lifestyle positioning, brand authenticity, digital branding, 

SME branding, Spanish fashion, co-creation of brand value 
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RESUMEN   

 
El término lifestyle branding carece de una discusión en el ámbito científico, a pesar del 

interés creciente que suscita tanto en el ámbito académico como en la industria. Esta tesis 

doctoral tiene como objetivo responder a este vacío de conocimiento a través del 

establecimiento de un estado de la cuestión sobre los estudios entorno al lifestyle branding 

y de una investigación aplicada utilizando metodología qualitativa y la técnica de estudios 

de caso múltiples en PYMES de moda española. Las principales aportaciones son la 

presentación de una definición del lifestyle branding como un concepto estratégico y sus 

dimensiones. Es un posicionamiento de marca relacionado con una perspectiva digital, 

frente a conceptualizaciones más tradicionales focalizadas en el entorno físico. El 

concepto es diferente al de lifestyle imagery y está estrechamente vinculado con la 

autenticidad de marca. El estilo de vida del fundador y el hecho de que los empleados 

vivan los valores de marca inciden en ello, aspectos que no han sido tratados por estudios 

académicos previos y por tanto novedosos. El universo simbólico de la marca es 

descubierto como una dimensión clave del lifestyle branding frente a otros como el de las 

relaciones, la comunidad o boca a oreja y la experiencia del cliente en un entorno físico. 

Otra aportación novedosa es el uso de una sola categoría de producto en lifestyle branding 

que facilita el establecer colaboraciones de marca y cobrandings que ayudan en la co-

creación de valor de marca. Por último las marcas con una orientación hacia el lifestyle 

tiene un foco mayor en la identidad de marca y las marcas con una orientación hacia el 

producto/mercado se concentra más en el imaginario de marca, en la imagen. 

 

Palabras clave: estilos de vida, lifestyle branding, posicionamiento de marca, autenticidad 

de marca, digital branding, PYMES española, moda española, co-creación de valor 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. JUSTIFICATION OF THE TOPIC   

 

In order to explain how we have gone about our study (Holliday, 2007) it is 

important to present the background of how we started. This doctoral thesis stems from 

previous academic, university-based research within the journalism field. It started in 

2006 by investigating the framing through which fashion was reported by leading global 

newspapers and how they placed fashion content within a broader category named 

“lifes&style”. It also included how consumer lifestyles where portrayed online by fashion 

media and bloggers1. That preliminary research continued forward trying to understand 

the origins of the lifestyle concept in marketing and developed to try to understand 

lifestyle segmentation studies in the United States. The underlying question was: why 

was fashion linked to life and style? Was there a specific attachment? These were starting 

questions that have been at the background of this present study which then partially 

influenced some of the research questions. 

Moving on some years, when this doctoral thesis began in 2015, and a more brand-

oriented perspective on lifestyle was adopted, suppositions began to arise as to how 

lifestyle brands seemed to be created around specific consumer lifestyles, such as 

Quiksilver for surfers or Harley Davidson for motorbike adventure-lovers moving on to 

the prototypical-example of Ralph Lauren, pioneers in lifestyle marketing in the 1940s. 

A hypothesis was that lifestyle branding implied a lot of brand extensions, to have apparel 

but also petwear, a café, a restaurant and that it implied the use of themed, flagship stores 

and experiential retail experiences and that a distinct lifestyle imagery was what 

characterized lifestyle branding.  

It is also relevant to mention that the professional access the author had to Spanish 

fashion companies during these years, has provided a more solid foundation and allowed 

to progressively monitor the topic across some fashion companies to see how it has 

evolve. Some companies that were initially considered were then later discarded, for 

                                                        
1 Within that research, the author published an article: Pérez del Castillo, T. (2010). “Moda online y 
estilos de vida”. In G. Fraile, C. Curat & N. Giacani (Eds.), Fashion Management (pp. 318-321), Temas 
Grupo Editorial, Buenos Aires. 
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example Nice Things, a Spanish fashion company that was considered worthy of research 

at the beginning was then discarded as more in-depth knowledge was gained on lifestyle 

branding. Given this prior knowledge of and access to the Spanish fashion industry on a 

constant and frequent basis, it was not a “new” terrain to research into. This has served 

as further assurance regarding what brands seemed to be doing or not lifestyle branding 

and how they evolved regarding business 2 . With these considerations in mind, the 

Methodology Chapter 6 reinforces the rigor and validity of the qualitative methodology 

used for this research. 

Summarizing, our thesis has since then grown out of these previous considerations 

and has also been sustained by the growing presence and use of lifestyle strategies and 

eventually lifestyle branding especially online, where any search of the words lifestyle 

branding or lifestyle results to date in thousands of managerial articles: lifestyle seems to 

be everywhere in the fashion field. But what does the concept mean when considered 

from a brand strategy perspective? What is lifestyle branding strategy and how can it be 

defined theoretically? 

 

1.2. PURPOSE AND ACADEMIC AND MANAGEMENT RELEVANCE 

 

There is abundant managerial and consulting material on the topic of lifestyle 

branding for the fashion industry and also increasing interest in the theme but few 

scientific publications are available. None of these empirically study the Spain fashion 

industry. Therefore, the aim of this research is to gain insight into lifestyle branding 

strategy, as a concept in itself, as to its meanings, and secondly as to how it is 

operationalized by Spanish fashion retail brands for increased business success. Although 

there is a vast body of literature on aspects of branding (Burt and Davies, 2010), there is 

no academic research of Spanish fashion retail brands usage of lifestyle branding as a 

positioning strategy. Therefore, given no scholarly, unanimous scientific 

conceptualization as to what lifestyle branding construct is, its definition, how to 

construct or operationalize it, and that “top-tier marketing journals regularly decry the 

academic-practitioner divide” (Austin and Matos, 2013: 653), this doctoral thesis aims to 

                                                        
2 For instance when this research started officially in 2015 companies such as Nice Things or Medwings 
from Camper group were considered but as a couple of years passed by and their profitability was 
questioned, they were discarded.   
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address this void, focusing on SMEs Spanish fashion retail context. This is the main 

purpose on which this research is sustained. 

There have been intents to construct conceptualizations on lifestyle branding but 

none of them presents a theoretical model regarding usage of the lifestyle concept in 

marketing management in the XX century (McCracken, 1990; Chatelat, 1990; Kahle and 

Chiagouris, 1997; Englis and Solomon, 1997, 2000; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999) 

nor have  interpretative models (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013) been empirically tested. 

Some authors have made efforts to explain it regarding communications strategy 

(Vyncke, 2005), the usefulness of lifestyle research regarding social media (Kahle and 

Valette-Florence, 2012) and how lifestyle branding is related to other marketing and 

branding constructs (Austin and Matos, 2013). Lifestyle branding has had many 

conceptualizations in media and management (Hess, 2018; Swystun, 2006), it has been 

studied in diverse industries but few scholars to date provide a definition from a scientific 

point of view (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; Helman and de 

Chernatony, 1999) or attempt to conceptualize its meanings (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 

2011; Hameide, 2011; Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003; Vyncke, 2002; Fernie, 

Moore and Lawrie, 1998).  

In addition, previous studies have presented the potential of lifestyle branding in 

specific countries: such as surfing brands in Australia (Franklin, 2012); their link to peer-

to-peer communication in small fashion companies in the United States (Austin, 2008) 

and there have been intents to categorize global fashion lifestyle brands in the Korean 

context (Oh et al., 2016). But up to date and to our knowledge there have been no 

scientific and empirical studies of lifestyle branding in the Spanish fashion retail context3. 

This justifies the need to research a concept that has not been studied in academia and 

that has not been empirically researched in the fashion industry nor in Spain. The few 

scattered and fragmented studies across the world on lifestyle branding reflect an interest 

in starting scientific research in that direction to discover theoretical anchorage of the 

“lifestyle branding” construct. In Spain, there is research on consumer lifestyles in 

relation to Spanish fashion magazines (Valls Martínez, 2017), of lifestyles as a paradigm 

of symbolic consumption (Fenollar, 2013); of immigrants’ lifestyles (Merino Sanz, 

                                                        
3 An under graduate thesis presents an economic perspective: Navarro Martin, A. (2015), “De identidad de 
marca a Lifestyle Brand”, Undergraduate Thesis, ICADE, Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid. 
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2009); of elderly population and their relation to advertising (Ramos Soler, 2005), but not 

regarding fashion retail brands and lifestyles. 

Therefore, lacking a unified, acclaimed body of knowledge on lifestyle branding 

this investigation has the primary objective of building lifestyle branding theory and 

related it to Spanish fashion industry, specifically SMEs brands -a focus that will be 

justified further on this study due to the specific characteristics of the sector. 

The purpose of studying the Spanish fashion industry and not another is that in 

the fashion management and communications sector, lifestyle has also locally become a 

buzzword. This is especially evident if related to fashion communications agencies, who 

present their own lifestyle department and mainstream media have a specific section 

named ‘life&style’ where fashion content is presented. Many Spanish fashion 

communications agencies boast the word in their slogans: Notabene is “Making Lifestyle 

a Conversation” and has alike other fashion communication agencies created a lifestyle 

department. Réplica presents itself as a “lifestyle communications agency”, Equipo 

Singular and The Gallery Room both claim they are “specializing in lifestyle”. In May 

2018 Globally the PR and communications agency became the lifestyle division4 of 

Newlink, a global communications agency. In fact, the strategic communications agency 

Llorente & Cuenca which has consulted for global fashion brands such as Mango, also 

has incorporated a lifestyle division since that date within under which it consults on 

lifestyle approaches for fashion brands such as a recent project for Vans.  

Our research has started in 2015 and concluded in 2019, and during this period 

brands that were considered to be doing lifestyle branding have evolved or disappeared. 

For instance, Spanish brand Nice Things and Medwinds –a Mediterranean-style brand- 

which we considered to being doing lifestyle due to their clear usage of lifestyle imagery 

and symbolism have decreased in brand positioning and disappeared in the case of the 

latter. Other prestigious brands such as Loewe a premium Spanish fashion brand has a 

“lifestyle” button in its website, which is in line with the traditional association of lifestyle 

                                                        
4 For instance in their “About” section, Globally defines itself as: “Hablamos Lifestyle. Creamos el deseo 
y aumentamos la aspiracionalidad de todo tipo de marcas, desde gran consumo a premium, convirtiéndolas 
en un estilo de vida. ¿Qué es el estilo de vida en comunicación? Es la capacidad que tiene cada persona 
de incorporar las distintas marcas a su forma de vida, haciéndolas propias y viviéndolas. La elección de 
una marca u otra está muy vinculada a las emociones y a las experiencias de cada persona. Por eso, las 
marcas deben estar en constante evolución, porque el ser humano, en relación al consumo, es infiel por 
naturaleza y busca nuevas experiencias” (https://globallylifestyle.com/about). 
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branding with the luxury category. Also, since the last five years, there is a strong window 

display of lifestyles aligned with the exponential growth of Instagram5 where influencers 

of all sorts have grown into lifestyle-personas that brands choose to associate themselves 

with and which is considered as a lifestyle-type of branding by experts (Díaz, 2018).  

Therefore there seems to be a clear trend of including fashion brands within a 

broader category of catering for lifestyles, of branding lifestyles themselves. But what 

does this concept actually mean and how is it relevant for fashion brand management?  

Are lifestyle brands different from other brands due to this shared meaning and 

“sub terrain unity” of products and services that they portray in their communications and 

retail channels? (McCracken, 1990). Modern notions of lifestyle have been developed in 

and dependent on the context of consumer culture (Chaney, 1996) and lifestyles are a 

logic underpinning consumption behavior (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999: 55). 

However, even from a sociological point of view, there are problems in defining 

something as nebulous as lifestyle (Chaney, 1996), there is still no exact definition of the 

word from a brand management perspective and it is little understood (Vyncke, 2005; 

Austin and Matos, 2013). Our contention is that a lifestyles perspective is an increasingly 

relevant for fashion brands not only as a type of brand association, since actual/aspiration 

user or consumption imagery are particularly relevant for brand positioning (Keller and 

Lehmann, 2006). But that the lifestyle lens has increasingly gained momentum due to the 

digital context of consumption, where consumer lifestyles are more easily viewed and 

measurable by brands6. Brands have a more direct way of interacting and participating in 

consumers’ lives and consumers are responsible for creating content through their 

interaction with brand’s online channels so lifestyle research  might be a powerful 

approach in market and communication research (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012; 

Vyncke 2005). Indeed a current direction of lifestyle research is focused on consumer 

behavior adoption and use of new media technologies (Wei, 2006) and social media opens 

new realms for lifestyle marketing (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2017). In the retail arena, 

there is recent research regarding the ‘experiential’ aspects of marketing, to brand 

                                                        
5 The social media platform has passed from 100-150 million users in 2013 to 1 billion in 2019 
(TechCrunch, 2018). 
6 The streaming service Netflix in December 2017 revealed how it displays targeted artwork as backgrounds 
of film titles according to user’s viewing habits and preferences. This exemplifies how technological 
personalization and customization targeted at customer’s lifestyles is possible due to Internet and can be 
adopted by fashion brands by tracking customer profiles in brand apps, Instagram, websites, etc.  
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experience (Brakus et al., 2009), to fashion brand experience (Kim, 2012), to fashion 

brand communications (Díaz Soloaga, 2014) and studies on fashion retailers becoming 

brands as well as the concept of the store as a brand (Burt and Davies, 2010) all of which 

could be considered to incorporate aspects of a lifestyle approach to marketing, and 

constitute part of a lifestyle branding strategy. However, these are scattered notions and 

not presented in a cohesive manner.  

 

1.3. OBJECTIVES: RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

 

From the beginning, our investigation adopts a qualitative paradigm since it is a 

search for hidden meanings and acquiring knowledge and is not oriented towards 

“testing” previous theory. It is also sustained on previous research themes that have been 

proposed by authors such as the application of traditional branding theory to the fashion 

retail context in Spain. The two main objectives of this doctoral investigation are 

organized therefore within these two research questions. It is necessary to clarify that they 

have been come as a results also of previous work on literature revision and industry 

analysis on the topic, that Part I of this study addresses. However, we have chosen to 

place them here so the overall aim our investigation addresses is made clear from the 

beginning: 

 

- Research question (RQ1): To define the lifestyle branding construct by 

understanding the meanings behind the term:  

o What does it mean strategically, how can it be defined?  

o Is it the same as lifestyle imagery or a different concept altogether? 

o Is it related to self-expressive branding literature? To brand 

authenticity? Is it the same as relationship marketing? 

o How does it relate to the digital context of branding in the XXI 

century? 
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- Research question 2 (RQ2): How lifestyle branding is operationalized 

according to brand dimensions:  

 
o The interplay of physical retail store with online channels; the role 

image and symbolic aspects play in brand communication.  

o The necessity or not of having product-category extensions. How 

many types of products can lifestyle brands bring together and how 

many product categories are necessary? 

o How it relates to consumer co-creation and client experience.  

o How can the lifestyle approach be useful for a more effective brand 

positioning?  

o How they try to bring together a specific meaning for the lifestyle they 

want to target or portray or that they already represent across their 

marketing and communications strategies and retail proposition. Are 

lifestyle brands different from other brands due to this shared meaning, 

the unity of their products and services that they then portray in their 

communication and retail channels? 

o In addition, this research question aims to test lifestyle branding 

dimensions in SMEs Spanish fashion brands, since they represent 

more than 85% of Spanish fashion companies (Lorenzana Iglesias, 

2018). Within the frame of this second research question we aim to 

research whether lifestyle branding means becoming a lifestyle brand 

or whether it is possible to use lifestyle branding dimensions per se, 

but not be a lifestyle brand. These meanderings will be addressed in 

the study of Spanish fashion SME brands in the applied research 

chapters. 

 

We posit that Spanish fashion brands have much to gain by delving into the 

strategic potential of a lifestyle branding strategy in an increasingly challenging and 

changing fashion retail context, where some fashion retail giants are losing market share 

due to lack of innovation and failure to surprise customers (Modaes.es, 2019). In Spain 

the majority of fashion brands are small to medium companies with few employees, they 

could benefit from a more strategic focus on catering to a specific consumer lifestyle 
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category by using a more strategic branding approach. There have been claims to the need 

for growth of SMEs into larger corporations (Modaes.es Dossier, 2017).  

It is of interest to research this lifestyle branding strategy in the Spanish fashion 

retail context, since not only retail but also manufacturer brands are using it in their 

communications. For instance Pikolinos, a company with a strong international presence 

mentions having a ‘brand universe’ in their website and presents their brand manifesto, 

around a certain Pikolinos lifestyle7. Others are using brand imagery portraying a specific 

lifestyle, and use the term ‘lifestyle’ in their communications across social media. 

Therefore lifestyle branding seems mostly to have developed using a communications 

strategy but how does it affect the entire company? In another range of ideas, is 

developing a lifestyle brand itself, about developing brand extensions, and adding 

products to enlarge the categorical breath of the brand, or is it enough to have a brand 

universe around a specific product(s)? Also relevant to the lifestyle branding concept are 

co-branding strategies and the leveraging of brand associations, by building on brand 

equity around partnerships with other brands to increase and multiply brand value. In 

Spain, for instance spaces such as El Paracaidista, although not a lifestyle brand in itself, 

have in the past years (until 2016) presented their umbrella brand, as a physical venue 

that exists only to support their online outlet. Their business is about brand positioning, 

about creating synergies between brands and building around their lifestyle. Although it 

closed its retail setting in Madrid in December 2017 and allied with an online travel 

platform Pangea. Therefore, this questions the role that traditional physical setting played 

in lifestyle branding, specifically since the apparel sector are closing more stores that 

other industry sectors across the world (IAB, 2018). The notion of “concept stores” that 

has been so in vogue in past decades is a weak depiction of lifestyle brands per se. 

Lifestyles are embedded in culture8, they also act as an expression of culture and 

are a useful within-country criterion (de Mooij, 2004). However the lifestyle concept is 

in itself more elastic, less static than the latter, it seems suited for the current consumer 

                                                        
7 Pikolinos describes their brand universe as: “La pasión es nuestro estilo de vida y representa el 
compromiso con los valores de Pikolinos y la implicación de todo el equipo”. 
(http://www.pikolinos.com/es-es/universo). 
8 To gain more insight into the concept of culture as the root of consumer behavior, and it’s relation to 
lifestyle see de Mooij’s (2004: 124-125) book: Consumer behavior and culture: consequences for global 
marketing and advertising. Also Fernández Santana (1994) clearly synthesizes lifestyle research studies 
from a sociological point of view. 
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fragmentation which allow new markets formats to emerge, and a trend for direct-to-

consumer branding where online channels are simply an enabler to fulfill customers’ 

satisfaction (IAB, 2018). A retail and online fashion expert mentions how the digital 

transformation is more about content, and curation, with a need for cultural insights. 

Lifestyles can act as an infinite source for that content that brands crave, since they tap 

into people’s very own lives, as a unique individual and as part of a group. A recent 

Business of Fashion (BoF) article mentions the opposite trend to this desire for curated 

merchandising and refers to those who increasingly buy no-name clothes:  

 

“Apparel shopping these days begins with an online search, and research from 

consultants Bain & Co. finds that a surprising number of those queries don’t 

mention a brand at all –consumers just enter ‘yoga pants’ and see what comes 

up” (Boyle, 2017). 

 

Digital shopping, an increasing trend in the fashion industry in Spain9, sheds some light 

as to the opportunity that fashion brands have to improve their positioning by using a 

lifestyle perspective, either if they sell with a distinct brand name or whether they develop 

a brand strategy to become part of a consumer’s lifestyle. After all, as an MIT Sloan report 

anticipated: “strategy is what drives digital technology” (Kane et al., 2015).  

 

1.4. METHODOLOGY 

 

The study of branding strategies in fashion retailing companies traditionally takes 

an interpretivist, inductive and qualitative approach (McColl and Moore, 2011; Hatch and 

Schultz, 2003; Burt and Sparks, 2002). This approach is suitable to decision making and 

strategic management within companies (Silverman, 2016; McColl and Moore, 2014). 

Our research is sustained on a qualitative methodology throughout all the investigation 

process, so it is iterative in nature. It adopts an interpretative standpoint, using qualitative 

research methods for data collection, which allow for triangulation among multiple 

sources of evidence (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014; Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009). The 

research has been comprised of the following sources of information, focusing on a 

                                                        
9 See Chapter 3 of the Literature review. 
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multiple-case study method for the applied research, based on a multiple array of data 

sources that could serve as blueprint for other such studies, and it has focused on thematic 

analysis method for the data analysis (although for purpose of another data source of the 

case studies, content analysis has also been used in a specific section)10. Therefore, the 

sources of information for this investigation are the following: 

 

- Archival, text documents:  

o Literature review based on: 

 Search of articles in academic journals with High Impact Factor and in 

academic databases and catalogues such as Communication Mass 

Complete, Scopus, Web of Science.  

 Searches through Google Scholar, Academia.edu and Research Gate 

to trace recent publications on lifestyle branding and fashion by media 

have been conducted as well as market research publications on 

leading consulting firms. 

o In the applied research, review of press articles of each fashion brand 

and of the Press Kit/Brand Book facilitated by each company. 

 

- Semi-structured in-depth Interviews:  

o To 7 fashion experts from prestigious fashion consultancy firms. 

o To a fashion startup as a pilot study for the multiple-case study. 

o To 9 SME fashion brand founders/managers. 

 

The transcripts (excepting the pilot study) were imported to Atlas.ti software for 

thematic analysis of the data, together with press articles and press kits. 

 
 

 

 

                                                        
10 Note: the fact of having conducted this doctoral thesis in two languages (English and Spanish) 

has been not only enjoyable but also a way of contrasting and confirming analytical thoughts, by having to 
consider how a theme was defined or named in one language or the other, and has greatly helped throughout 
the research. 
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- Observation of:  

o Fashion company-headquarters of the multiple-case studies. 

o Instagram accounts of the fashion brands, which were analyzed using 

content analysis. 

o Videos of fashion brand founders in their YouTube channels. 

 

 

1.5. THESIS STRUCTURE  

 

Following the two main research questions mentioned previously, this doctoral 

thesis is organized into the following parts and chapters: 

 

Part I: Literature Review Chapters: 2, 3, 4 and 5  

 

The literature review Chapter 2 presents the development of lifestyle market 

segmentation research, to understand the historical underpinnings of an over-used word 

in industries from health to tourism to economics. The attachment that lifestyle may have 

in fashion brand retail context is considered, since both the fashion and lifestyle concepts 

have in common that they are abstract and complex to measure. Lifestyle is internal to 

the individual and reflects itself in attitudes and behaviors, so it is also socially shared. 

The same can be said of the concept of fashion, ever so fleeting and constantly changing, 

related to the immaterial, to the aspirational, to the desired ideal of a person but closely 

linked to a group. Our preposition is that a lifestyles approach is suited for fashion brand 

strategy.  

In this part of the literature review empirical approaches to the concept are 

presented, as well as models and common dimensions, in order to use them as a basis for 

developing interview questionnaires in the applied research of the Spanish fashion 

brands. To discover its recent usage in academia, in an exploratory manner a review of 

academic papers published during 2000 to 2018 has been undertaken, of High Impact 

Factor and of thematic relevance to our research. Articles have also been obtained through 

an in-depth search of academic databases with keywords such as “lifestyle”, “lifestyle 

brand(ing)” “lifestyle marketing”. The same keywords have been used for open searches 
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in search engines such as Google or the less well-known search engine Ecosia.org to find 

academic studies.  

 

Chapter 3, presents branding theory as a concept still in constant development 

and in continuous re-definition within the wider marketing field, specifically with the 

digital transformation of the XXI century. We concentrate on the concept of brand 

regarding SMEs, the relevance of corporate branding elements for SME brand building 

and different orientations regarding the brand/market positioning. The symbolic aspects 

of brands, concepts such as brand image and brand personality are considered as well as 

other relevant themes such as customer brand co-creation.  

 

Chapter 4, presents previous fragmented conceptualizations on lifestyle branding 

that have been organized and compiled together to serve as a conceptual framework 

devised by the researcher in order to be tested in the applied research. The findings are 

presented according to themes that have been discovered most salient related to lifestyle 

branding and lifestyle marketing (Helman and De Chernatony, 1999; Jung and Merlin, 

2003; Austin, 2008; Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Franklin, 2012; Taylor, 2012; 

Austin and Matos, 2013; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Navarro, 2015; Oh et al., 2016) but 

that to date no author has presented in a unified, holistic manner nor empirically tested. 

What aspects do these few publications have in common regarding the definition of a 

lifestyle brand? What are their differences? Is a definition or a model of lifestyle branding 

possible? (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). In which cases is it enough to deploy lifestyle 

imagery, because sometimes the mediated images of a lifestyle and its social connotations 

are more important for the consumer that its ‘truth’ (Englis and Solomon, 1997: 26), or 

when does using a lifestyle brand positioning strategy require the development of a place 

to experience and 'perform' the brand (Wickstrom, 2006).   

 

Chapter 5 the final chapter of the literature review is dedicated to the fashion 

retail context in Spain, to understand the choice of SME fashion companies, which 

represent more than 85% of fashion companies sizes in Spain and therefore have 

influenced the criteria for choosing the multiple-case study samples and discarding 

manufacturer, wholesale or bigger-sized brands such as Inditex or Mango. It also 

http://www.ecosia.org/
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introduces the online ecommerce characteristics of the Spanish fashion industry since it 

currently affects brand management. 

 

Part II: Applied Research Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 

 

The second part of this doctoral thesis refers to the applied research which is 

focused on addressing the research questions RQ1 and RQ2 –arisen from literature ad 

industry analysis- in order fulfill the objective of this doctoral investigation, which is to 

analyze the meaning of the lifestyle branding and its operationalization in Spanish fashion 

retail. 

 

Chapter 6, reflects the research philosophy behind the qualitative methodology 

chosen. Conscious of the lack of a unified body of literature on lifestyle branding (its 

definition, conceptualizations, operationalization) and thus the pioneering nature of this 

research, a qualitative paradigm has been chosen since there have been calls for research 

for qualitative methods in lifestyle research related to marketing and branding (Kahle and 

Valette-Florence, 2012; Austin and Matos, 2013; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; 

Englis and Solomon, 1997). The research design intends to open up new roads of 

investigation in lifestyle fashion branding by comparison to predominantly quantitative 

studies on consumer lifestyles that have been conducted up to date and, on the other hand, 

the mostly qualitative case-study research on global lifestyle brands (Saviolo and 

Marazza, 2013; Oh et al., 2016). The data collection is based on qualitative research 

methods and also on qualitative data thematic analysis. A multiple-case study approach 

has been chosen to gain insights as to brand management decision making by Spanish 

fashion SME brands.  

Chapter 7 presents the results of the thematic analysis of the fashion brand 

experts using Atlas 7.5.18 software. It showcases the lifestyle branding 

conceptualizations that surfaced as themes and this discussion is used as an additional 

context and therefore “data source” for the multiple-case studies applied research which 

is presented in Chapter 8. In this case, the array of data collected from multiple sources 

has also been analyzed using thematic analysis methods, although different sets of themes 

have emerged, and serve to broaden or further sustain themes of the previous chapter. For 
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instance: brand authenticity concept regarding lifestyle branding was a “new” theme that 

did not arise from the fashion expert’s analysis, as well as it’s difference with lifestyle 

imagery and its definition as more strategic brand positioning. In this same chapter, the 

final results of analysis are discussed in relation to literature. Finally, Chapter 9 presents 

the main contributions of this investigation, both related to RQ1 and RQ2 but going 

further and offering a couple of visual models that strengthen the key findings and 

summarized the proposed impact. Limitations are presented and future applied research 

perspectives are made accessible.  

In summary, this thesis aims to develop lifestyle branding as a topic, worthy of 

more profound scientific study in its own right into the fashion branding and brand retail 

theoretical fields within academia. The author considers there is potential for SME 

Spanish Fashion brands to improve brand strategy and therefore their business success in 

the XXI by using a lifestyle branding, where digital possibilities require an even more 

strategic branding outlook than in previous years and where tailored online content is 

keyfor shifting audiences who are sometimes overwhelmened and overstimulated 

(Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020: 34). 
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CHAPTER 2. 

LIFESTYLE RESEARCH IN MARKETING 
 

The purpose of this first chapter of the literature review it to explore previous 

theory and conceptualizations of lifestyle research in the marketing field. This has been 

done to understand the theoretical background of lifestyle branding, and its relation to the 

marketing field from which all brand theory stems. We consider it is important to first 

understand the term ‘lifestyle’ itself, from a conceptual point of view, then the concept of 

lifestyle marketing and of lifestyle research in marketing. This provides insights as to 

how to define the lifestyle branding term, which will be research further on in Chapter 

3.  

 

2.1. THE CONCEPT OF LIFESTYLE 

 

The notion of lifestyle has had a widespread usage in disciplines such as 

sociology1, psychology, economics and anthropology. It is also a buzzword in industries 

from health to leisure and tourism, has even been used in politics and is likewise pervasive 

in the fashion industry.  

The term can be traced to different authors and fields of study, ranging from 

Simmel in philosophy around 1900 (Veal, 1993, 2000), but mostly from Max Weber 

(1864-1920) in the sociology and economics field or Alfred Adler (1870-1937) in 

psychology. Therefore, the starting point for the wide array of applications that the 

lifestyle concept has had empirically in social sciences is said to have two common 

references: the reflection on the personality and values of an individual, that stems from 

Adler’s psychological concept and the sociological concept of the individual’s 

socialization and group belonging and its relation to the tribal, to social stereotypes, that 

stems from Weber’s “status” concept (Cathelat 1990: 179). Other authors trace further 

genealogical roots, to the term ‘style’2. The first appearance of the term ‘lifestyle’ as such 

                                                      
1 For more references and a comprehensive commentary on bibliography regarding lifestyle studies in 
sociology: Fernández Santana, J. O.  (1994), “Estilos de vida e investigación sociológica”, 161-197. In 
Kaiero Uría, A. (eds.) Valores y estilos de vida, Universidad de Deusto, Bilbao. This book compilation is 
interesting to learn about studies on lifestyle research in sociology in Spain and applied research to fields 
such as politics, leisure and TV consumption. 
2 For a historical review of origins of the lifestyle concept in social science see Ansbacher (1967), cfr. 
Anderson and Golden (1984).  Also, interesting to refer to is David Chaney’s book Lifestyles (1996).  
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was in the English translation of Adlerjung’s (1811) Moralische Geschichten by William 

Wengington (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012).  

French advertising expert Cathelat (1990) mentions that from a social sciences 

point of view the concept is no more than a relational property or a visible reflection of 

Pierre Bordieu’s term ‘habitus’: a principle that organizes and generates practices and 

representations” (Cathelat, 1990: 177). The term lifestyle and its content are in essence 

ambiguous, “it is what each researcher decides it to be” (Fernández Santana, 1994: 165)3. 

Lifestyle is far from being a fully-fledged theoretical and empirical tool: it is work in 

progress (Veal, 2000). 

In relation to culture and consumption, McCracken (1990) mentions how the 

central and “most powerfully appealing aspect” of lifestyle is that it allowed to conceive 

consumption as what Wells and Cosmas (1977) called an “interrelated patterned 

phenomenon” (Mc Cracken, 1990: 122). The idea of ‘lifestyle’ was appealing for 

consumer research, because it was a way of dealing with concepts such as social class 

and personality, of capturing ethnographic detail without having to embrace the 

conceptual and operational problems of these paradigms. For McCracken (1990) lifestyle 

allowed to glimpse patterns of relationship otherwise unseen bringing together data that 

was treated dispersedly, and there was a strong conviction that this more global view 

could capture fundamental truths about consumption4. Lazer in 1963 claimed the lifestyle 

concept “could foster the unification of findings and theories related to consumer 

behavior” (Frank, Massy and Wind, 1972; Mc Cracken, 1990): 

 

“Life style is a major behavioral concept for understanding, explaining and 

predicting consumer and business behavior… Such topics as mobility, leisure, 

social class, life cycle, status, conformity, mass, and the family as a consuming 

unit, are all part of the life-style fabric” (Lazer, 1963: 132)5. 

 

                                                      
3 “En efecto, al empezar a leer un libro o artículo cuyo título lleva incluido alguno de estos términos 
[lifestyle, way of life, ‘genre de vie’…] nunca se puede afirmar con seguridad con qué nos vamos a 
encontrar: el desarrollo de un concepto, la explicación de una metodología, la evaluación de un 
instrumento, la interpretación empírica de unos datos concretos, la argumentación de una teoría, la 
delimitación de un área de investigación, o, como sucede a veces, nada de todo lo dicho”, Cfr. Fernández 
Santana, J. O.  (1994), “Estilos de vida e investigación sociológica”, p.165. In KAIERO URÍA, A. (eds.) 
Valores y estilos de vida, Universidad de Deusto, Bilbao. 
4 Cfr. McCracken (1990: 122), who refers to authors such as Lazer (1964), Levy (1963), Moore (1963) 
and Plummer (1971). 
5 Cfr. Frank, Massy and Wind (1972: 58). 
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However, de Mooij (2004) confronts this notion of the power of lifestyles and 

claims the culture concept overrides the lifestyle concept, and has more impact on a global 

scale. Her critique is that lifestyle studies, although popular among advertising agencies, 

are very general and that therein lies their weakness to understand consumer behavior 

across cultures. Her recommendation is to distinguish ‘value’ variations by product 

category (de Mooij, 2004: 125). This opinion differs from the mainstream, where it is 

claimed that lifestyle segmentation might be effective for identifying similarities across 

countries within potential target markets (Oh et al., 2012). 

Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012), the first American and the second French who 

have conducted extensive lifestyles studies in their own countries for various decades, 

mention the fact that there have been ongoing intents to define the term ‘lifestyle’, from 

different points of view, centered on the individual, on the social influence or the more 

general or the more pragmatic. However, there is still no consensus as to the meaning 

of lifestyle and as such it does not have a unique definition (Cathelat, 1990; 

McCracken, 1990; Fernández Santana, 1994; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Ramos 

Soler, 2005; Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). In this direction, a motive as to the lack 

of shared meaning of 'lifestyle(s)' might be that the variables for defining consumer 

lifestyles are proprietary of the research and consultancy companies who promote such 

studies and it is difficult to access them (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). Commercial 

research and consultancy companies use different approaches according to their interests. 

It has been difficult to find a sense of convergence of lifestyle research studies, even 

though, it was precisely to capture unified patterns of data that the lifestyle concept was 

developed (McCracken, 1990: 122).  

Considering that the lifestyle term has no unified definition in scientific research 

in consumer or brand research and that as Low and Lamb (2000) mention, there is no 

robust definition of the brand as a concept in itself among authors, it seems reasonable to 

find no precise understanding of ‘lifestyle branding’ or ‘lifestyle brand’ in academia. This 

is the reason for which for purpose of this study the researcher has chosen to present 

previous consumption-oriented studies, since authors have claimed that lifestyle brands 

acquire meaning when placed in the postmodern context and the experience of 

consumption (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Austin, 2008; Crane, 2007) and 

branding research has been claimed to require a more holistic perspective (Burt and 

Davies, 2010) since it seems to be much more fragmented, for example, studying 
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derivations of brand strategies, such as the role the ‘time’ concept plays in consumers’ 

lifestyles, with the creation of terms such as timestyle (Davies, 2018) to conceptualize the 

context-specific reality of consumption, more ephemeral than decades ago. Indeed 

consumer culture theorists have defended a more qualitative approach to traditional 

lifestyle segmentation which has been mostly quantitative (Arnould and Thompson, 

2005; Ahuvia et al., 2006). These consumer-culture, also known as CCT researchers, are 

more interested in lifestyle groups formed around a brand, a product class or consumption 

activities and typical examples of these are Schouten and McAlexander’s (1995) study 

on new bikers, Celsi, Rose and Leigh (1993) study on skydivers or the description of 

StarTrek fans by Kozinets, 2001 (Ahuvia et al, 2006: 7). However before analyzing brand 

theory and scattered lifestyle branding conceptualizations in this next chapters of 

literature it is necessary to place the context of lifestyle research in marketing. 

 

2.2. DEFINITIONS  

 

In order to analyze the content that lifestyle -as a term that describes a reality- has 

been given in the marketing field, we will present different definitions and descriptions 

in empirical research for market segmentation purposes. This will provide insights as to 

lifestyle when used from a marketing perspective, which can thus help a branding 

oriented use of the term, since theoretically branding stems from marketing theory. 

To begin with, lifestyle has been labelled as multidimensional and multi-

conceptual phenomenon (Fernández Santana, 1994), likewise as the branding concept, 

which gives some idea as to the difficulty to embrace such abstract terms and pin them 

down. Some authors define lifestyle as the set of people sharing a similar lifestyle that 

constitutes a homogenous group having an identical way of life (Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012: 8), which is agreed upon by most sociologists, that lifestyle may be 

defined as a distinctive, hence recognizable mode of living (Sobel, 1981: 28). However, 

we consider lifestyle is different from ways or modes of living, since mass societies are 

moving from 'ways of life' to lifestyle (Taylor, 2002), and these can be viewed as a new 

social form that represents social change. Lifestyles are forms of collective identity that 

develop through time so they are not a static concept but rather more flexible, and useful 

for analysis for instance of social trends (Cathelat, 1990; Chaney, 1996; Kahle and 

Chiagouris, 1997) as shown by trends research firms Mintel, Euromonitor, Kantar and 
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others. Likewise, various authors contend that members of one lifestyle do not have to 

constitute a homogenous group, there can be more difference within that same group of 

people than with those with whom one chooses to share a lifestyle. The discussion around 

its definition continues for decades:   

 

“Life-style has been a term much used but poorly defined (…) It has been 

confused with subculture, social movement, and status group. An ultimate goal 

should be to provide a distinct and analytically useful definition of life-style in 

terms of shared values or tastes as reflected primarily in consumption patterns 

but applicable also to the evaluation of intangible and/or public goods”. 

(Zablocki and Kantar, 1976: 270). 

 

Regarding lifestyle segmentation as has been previously mentioned there are two main 

approaches according to Ahuvia et al. (2006), those more quantitative oriented studies, 

also named “traditional” and more qualitative-oriented lifestyle segmentation studies, 

which they attach to consumer culture theory, but have been less in number, but by 

contrast instead of emphasizing descriptive lifestyle labels, the latter emphasize theory 

development, where meanings differ for different customers and there is more attention 

to detail.  

Lifestyle has had quite a broad definition, ranging from easily observable 

behaviors to more hidden aspects of a person’s life that may function as determinants of 

behavior, for example, values, attitudes, opinions (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). If 

contextualized in marketing, lifestyle reflects the overall manner in which people live and 

spend time and money (Frank, Massy and Wind, 1972; Fernández Santana, 1994; 

Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1997; Kara and Kaynak, 2001; de Mooji, 2004). It is about a 

shared interpretation of the world, a shared universe of meaning that is reflected in 

attitudes, interests, opinions, activities, and behavior –i.e. purchase of products. It is 

sometimes viewed as a ‘mental construct’ that explains but is not identical with behavior 

(Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1997).  
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2.3. LIFESTYLE, PRODUCTS AND BRANDS  

  

Before presenting the lifestyle branding conceptualizations -given a lack of robust 

theory or any body of knowledge on the strategy- in Chapter 3 it is necessary to present 

lifestyle’s dimensions and its linkage to consumption, and therefore brands from a 

managerial perspective. 

Lifestyles are distinct from values, because they are a less abstract, and instead 

link products to values (Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1999: 343), they transcend individual 

brands or products, but may be specific to a product class. There may be a product-

specific lifestyle, e.g. food-related, fashion-related, but consumers may have various 

different lifestyles simultaneously. In relation to consumption, lifestyles have been 

described often as a 'pattern'6: patterns of action that differentiate people (Chaney, 1996: 

4); a pattern of individual and social behavior characteristic of an individual or a group 

(Veal, 2000: 16); patterns in which people spend their time and money (González and 

Bello, 2002), patterns of purchase behavior of consumers (Englis and Solomon, 1997). 

The latter argue that marketers and advertisers need to consider Wells’s conception of 

lifestyles as social constructions in the minds of consumers. An important consideration 

regarding brand positioning which will be discussed in the Brand theory Chapter 4. 

Englis and Solomon (1997) claim there may be a gap between 'perception and reality' 

regarding perceived lifestyle associations presented by brands through their products or 

services and on the other end, the idealized images that consumers have in their real social 

life. Because: 
 

“The ultimate goal for lifestyle advertising and marketing campaigns is for the 

target consumer to accept the specific portrayal as representing a real and 

desirable ideal, and for the customer to accept the appropriateness of the focal 

product given the lifestyle in which it is placed” (Englis and Solomon, 1997: 29). 
 

They argue that for this to take place it is important not only to select the appropriate 

lifestyle category but that it be “instantiated”, presented in such a way that it reflects 

consumers’ own cognitive representations. Englis and Solomon stress the fact that 

                                                      
6 Anderson and Golden (1984) state: “A persistent thread through the marketing literature is the notion 
that lifestyle involves characteristic patterns of behavior (Andreasen 1967; Bernay 1971; Lazer 1963; 
Moore 1963; Myers and Gutman 1974)”. 
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reflecting the ‘perceived’ market behavior might be more effective than reflecting the 

actual one, since consumers tend to make lifestyle-related product choices, based on the 

assumptions of how others live and consume. So lifestyle imagery is relevant in 

anticipatory consumption, and the success of a lifestyle campaign depends upon an 

effective evocation of the desired cultural connotation for the consumer.  

According to Solomon (1988)7 a lifestyle group may be imbued with a 

‘consumption constellation’, that is a prototypical set of products and consumption 

activities associated with a lifestyle group. In this same range of ideas, Grunert, Brunso 

and Bisp (1997: 342) regard lifestyle “as a mental construct which explains but is not 

identical with actual behavior”. Lifestyles have therefore an intermediate place between 

values that are very abstract and product/brand perceptions or attitudes, which are more 

specific, a brand may be part of a lifestyle, but cannot be a lifestyle in itself. It is 

important to consider the brand associations that want to be activated, and that a lifestyle 

brand or using lifestyle branding means being a player within the broader ‘constellations’ 

of a person’s lifestyle: 

 

“A “lifestyle brand”, after all, is just a regular brand that appeals to people’s 

“personal brands” – which in turn, are increasingly organized around courting 

relationships with lifestyle brands”. (Hess, 2018). 

 

McCracken (1990) claims the importance of understanding the content of 

‘lifestyle unities’ and why certain “bundles of attitudes, activities, consumer goods 

and family patterns” go together and accordingly are labelled and described as a ‘style 

of life’. His reference to Solomon and Assael’s (1986) preposition of product 

constellations –also named Diderot unities- might be insightful regarding our analysis of 

lifestyle branding. McCracken (1990: 120) insists on the notion that consumer goods 

appear to ‘go together’ and that this is due to a ‘cultural consistency’. The meaning of a 

consumer good (or product) arises from its position in a system of goods (product 

category) which corresponds to a set of cultural categories, such as person, place, time, 

occasion, etc. This might be the focus that a lifestyle brand should adopt, placing more 

attention on the cultural content in which it’s “mix” of products is placed. 

 

                                                      
7 Cfr. Englis and Solomon (1997: 37). 
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“The nature, the origin and the communication of the cultural meaning of 

consumer goods all help to encourage this consistency. Goods ‘go together’ in 

large part because their symbolic properties bring them together” (McCracken, 

1990: 120).  

 

 This symbolic aspect of consumption, the ‘meaning’ behind behavior is necessary 

to be taken into consideration by brand managers. Indeed, lifestyle and multicultural 

marketing have brought consumer meanings to the center of managerial concerns 

(Arnould and Thompson, 2005). Therefore, although possibly lifestyle branding theory 

has strong links to lifestyle consumption and to culture. 

 Based on McCracken’s (1990) conceptualization, the following Figure 1 helps to 

clarify concepts regarding the relation lifestyle has with products that might later shed 

some light as to lifestyle branding. Its shows in an abstract manner how the products of a 

brand are imbued with a symbolic meaning, very often from cultural sources of 

inspiration –which is where also lifestyles arise from- and how therefore products are 

imbued with a certain consistency according to these meanings. In turn, products 

communicated through certain “product constellations” that are based on the brand 

positioning that brand managers, fashion designers, creative directors, media etc. have 

created according to the brand positioning. These concepts of brand positioning will be 

further developed in Chapter 4, however this very simple image shows how it is a 

concept very much related to the lifestyles/cultural inputs that surround the product 

communication. However, lifestyle branding is not related to having or not that product 

range as some authors contend but is more related to the symbolic aspect, of how those 

products are showcased. The following citation of Saviolo and Marazza (2013) explains 

this idea: 

  

“Today many companies, from clothing design to travel, use the term ‘lifestyle’, 

believing that through their own products they are promoting a certain way of 

life. Actually, the term is often used by these brands only as an indicator of the 

product range: those who sell shoes, apparel and fragrances consider themselves 

to be selling a lifestyle as opposed to those solely specializing in and focused on 

footwear (…) but a ‘lifestyle brand’s isn’t just achieved by a wide product range” 

(Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 60). 
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Figure 1. Lifestyle and its relation to products and brands.  

Source: adapted from McCracken (1990). 

 

These insights into lifestyle and its relation to culture, products and brands are 

necessary in order to understand underpinnings of lifestyle branding which as has been 

claimed by the researcher has strong linkages with consumer research and stems not only 

from branding theory, since for instance the few publications available on the term have 

been published in Consumer Research Journals (Austin and Matos, 2013) and in 

Marketing research journals (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011). Therefore the next 

section presents lifestyle studies and their approaches regarding lifestyle consumption, 

since branding is currently also very interrelated with co-creation between consumers and 

brands. We will also take into account some consumer culture researchers, considering 

they tend to follow a qualitative methodology and that line of research has also 

emphasized the ‘productive’ aspect of consumption: 

 

“Consumers actively rework and transform symbolic meanings encoded in 

advertisements, brands, retail settings, or material goods to manifest their 
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particular personal and social circumstances and further their identity and 

lifestyle goals” (Arnould and Thompson, 2005: 871).  

 

This central idea sustained by this dissertation is that that lifestyle brands are co-creators 

of symbolic resources for customers in the fashion industry. Therefore, although 

consumer research is not the theoretical foundation of this study linkages with it are 

necessary to consider lifestyle branding holistically, as bridging the branding and 

consumer research fields. After all, consumers take part in a wide array of activities in 

which brands form part of (Pihl, 2014). 

 

2.4. LIFESTYLE CONSUMPTION 

 

There has been a wide range of empirical approaches in marketing to such an 

elusive concept as lifestyle and considering there is no unifying theory8, for purpose of 

this study the recent definition of lifestyle sustained by two expert scholars on the topic 

of lifestyle marketing research field is presented: Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012). 

These authors consider three constituent elements of lifestyle: values; attitudes, 

interests and opinions (AIO), and also behavior. Their definition is showcased in Table 

1, which the researcher has unified with the definition presented by other seminal authors 

on the topic Frank, Massy and Wind (1972) in order to grasp its applicability regarding 

brand strategy further on and to understand the word lifestyle itself before relating it to 

any brand strategy. The elements presented clearly present lifestyle elements such as 

values, attitudes, interests and opinions (AIO) and thirdly behavior and what type of 

perspective they are more related to. For instance, values and AIO focus more on user-

based characteristics that is the consumer, whilst behavior related characteristics of 

lifestyle are connected to product consumed. The far-left hand-side column presents some 

applicability for brands.  

 

 

 

                                                      
8 McCracken (1990: 122) states when considering the “lifestyle” concept: “We have been given a glimpse 
of paradise in which all data are interconnected and all theory integrated, but the road to paradise is still 
far from clear. Part of the problem is plainly that we do not have the necessary theoretical tools with which 
to handle the nature and complexity of lifestyle data”. 
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Table 1 summarizes lifestyle research in marketing, although it is focused on 

consumption studies so therefore is relevant for our lifestyle branding investigation 

regarding the type of research that could be done regarding lifestyle consumption.  

Aposteriori studies and could help brand managers try to deploy lifestyle branding 

strategy by helping them to make decisions regarding product or communication and 

marketing campaigns. This table also summarizes two aspects central to the brand 

concept itself: the product and on the other hand, the consumer; and it shows how the 

lifestyle concept is made tangible by ‘lifestyle elements’ for each one:  

1. values which are more abstract,  

2. attitudes, interests and opinions (AIO) which are ‘closer to the act of 

purchasing’ and  

3. behavior which is more peripheral to the actual motivations behind that 

purchase.  

 

 
Table 1. Elements of a “lifestyle” regarding consumption behavior. 

Source: own, adapted from Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012) and Frank, Massy 
and Wind (1972). 
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The column of brand decisions that can be made refers to the applicability of these 

elements for brand management, and therefore is open to question and to be further 

completed in the applied research of this investigation.   In addition, Kahle and Valette-

Florence (2012) present two distinctions that serve to clarify the abundance of lifestyle 

research studies in relation to marketing: 

 

- Apriori studies (based on deduction), more centered on values or activities, 

interests and opinion, they are intended to predict a consumer’s likely pattern 

of consumption. Their applicability would be for example: before launching a 

new product, to identify the values representative of the target clientele, to 

define marketing and advertising strategies taking into account the 

sociocultural profile of consumers, to decide the most effective outlet to reach 

them and lastly, to analyze the best buying options for instore or online 

purchases. A distinction Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012) mention is that 

these apriori lifestyle studies are more easily accessible in the current context, 

because (real/ideal) lifestyles are more available through social media. 

 

- Those of aposteriori studies (based on induction): these are centered on the 

definition of types of consumption, related to the behavioral. It is done ‘after’ 

research according to the real or declared consumption of consumers. For 

example, it might be interesting for research of complementary goods or for 

an entire range of products; according to patterns of consumption that big data 

makes available through internet usage of a wide array of brands.  

 

In this table we have included the ‘symbolic value’ column, on the second column from 

the left, since this symbolic aspect of consumption is pivotal to the entire ‘lifestyle 

branding’ perspective (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011) 

and will be considered as a dimension in the Lifestyle branding Chapter 3. 
 

 

“In truth, a ‘Lifestyle Brand’ status isn’t just achieved by way of a wide product 

range but above all […] by the type of benefit and symbolic value that the 

customers associates with the brand” (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 60). 
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A precision regarding the lifestyle concept in relation to consumption is that 

individuals that display identical behavior in one of the components can be totally 

different on another act (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). This supports Hines and 

Quinn’s (2007) assertion that classic segmentation strategies are more useful for static, 

ordered market conditions, where consumer behavior was more predictable in the middle 

of the XX century, whilst currently in the first decades of the third millennium people use 

brands more creatively, to symbolically realize their fantasies and to produce a sense of 

social identity.  For example, two people can share the same values but have different 

attitudes or motivations towards an issue and have likewise different purchase behaviors 

for a same brand. Lifestyle segmentation seems to have been substituted by lifestyle 

branding, which has been linked to associations consumers make, so it is more about 

linking to other people, places, organizations, activities, events, issues, other brands or 

images (Austin and Matos, 2013: 653). As Webb (2007) states currently customers 

virtually defy classification, and a quick review of the wide array of lifestyle groups 

presented by market consultancy agencies stakes claim to this maze of lifestyle meanings. 

Lifestyles have been thought to change over time a concept that has been recently 

recovered by Davies (2018), who brings forth the concept of timestyles and how brands 

should consider lifestyle as part of their strategy especially in the online context. 

Since the second half of the XX century, hundreds of consumer lifestyle 

typologies have been studied and analyzed in different fields of application to study 

consumption of different product categories: cosmetics, beer, grocery, the elderly, 

perfume preferences by market research consultancy firms ranging from Nielsen to 

Euromonitor or Kantar.  Although analysis of these consumer lifestyles and consumption 

behavior is not the purpose of this research they are interesting to take into account given 

the wide array of quantitative studies available and considering they may give insights to 

better understand the consumer regarding lifestyle branding strategies. Companies seem 

to have developed from using the initial, quantitative lifestyle segmentation tools, to 

turning into lifestyle brands themselves, or adopting a lifestyle branding orientation in 

their strategies.  Due to the increased fragmentation on a personal level but also socially 

the lifestyle concept serves as a gluing idea to contemplate brand customers and for 

devising a brand identity, oriented towards consumers that can allows for versatility 

across situations, contexts, moments, fragments, instants. It is often the case that life-style 

may be defined over a collectivity that otherwise lacks social and cultural identity 
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(Zablocki and Kantar, 1976). In this ‘anything goes’ attitude of postmodernism, one same 

person may not necessarily have a single, unified lifestyle but instead adopt different 

lifestyle ‘traits’ according to the social context or the product/service related decision or 

purchase, and as Kotler and Keller (2006) have mentioned people from the same 

subculture, social class and occupation may lead quite different lifestyles. These ideas 

may guide the usage of lifestyle brand dimensions for a specific purpose, for example 

product innovation or product repositioning by adapting the brand image to get closer to 

the core target customer group or to develop a more effective brand or 

communication/retail strategy (Bridson and Evans, 2004).  

 

2.5. LIFESTYLE AND CULTURE 

 

It is necessary thus to present the specific linkage lifestyle has with culture, given 

the fact that brands often want to interact with consumer lifestyles rather than create a 

lifestyle from nowhere. The lifestyle concept helps to explain what people do, and why 

they do it, and what doing it means to them and others (Chaney, 1996: 4), and marketers 

try to search for relationships between their products and lifestyle groups (Kotler and 

Keller, 2006). While lifestyles are dependent on cultural forms, each is a style, a 

manner, a way of using certain goods, places and times that is characteristic of a group 

but is not the totality of their social experience. So lifestyle is not equivalent to culture, 

although it is closely tied to the socio-cultural environment (Steenkamp and Ter Hofstede, 

2002). It is interesting to mention that as Veblen has already emphasized “fashion has no 

meaning when social structure was immutable” (Kapferer and Bastien, 2012: 106) and 

also that although fashion, in the same way as luxury is an instrument of individual 

differentiation, nowadays the former does not related so much to a hierarchy as the latter, 

and fashion has spread more as a tool of “clannishness” so that there is more than one 

fashion, there are enough fashion for everyone to differentiate themselves and to integrate 

into their group, and their tribe, even at low prices (Kapferer and Bastien, 2012: 107).  

However, referring back to the concept of lifestyle and culture: 
 

“Life-style is to be distinguished from culture and subculture. A given life-style 

may be characteristic of a specific social class, status group, or subculture; but 

since life-style is defined solely in terms of shared preferences, it is possible and 

indeed is often the case that a life-style may be defined over a collectivity that 
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otherwise lacks social and cultural identity. (…).  Culture or subculture implies a 

degree of consensus with respect to meaning that is not always approached by 

sharers of a life-style” (Zablocki and Kanter, 1976: 271). 

 

The above citation, clearly shows how lifestyle is a more elastic and flexible concept, 

ideally suited for postmodern or uber-modern consumption culture. However sharing a 

given lifestyle seems to imply less of an attachment and more of a personal choice. A 

person or consumer chooses, willingly to follow a lifestyle, indeed, maybe chooses parts 

of a lifestyle at a given time but not that lifestyle as a whole. A multifaceted personality 

which sometimes can combine opposites, is one of the characteristics of todays’ 

consumer, where “the same person can be a strict manager by day, an aggressive biker in 

the evening, a sophisticated weekend sailor” (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 69). These 

ideas are worthy to take into account by brands wishing to establish or connect with their 

customers, by not visualizing or picturing them as having a static personality or part of a 

group but as very multidimensional and sometimes even contradicting themselves. The 

core idea is to be a possible companion of the brand’s consumers, considering they use 

the brands as part of a broader way to express themselves (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 

2011).  

 

2.6. RELEVANT LIFESTYLE STUDIES FOR MARKETING RESEARCH 

 

As authors such as Levy have stated, “an understanding of consumer symbolism 

and lifestyle orientations is essential to successful marketing strategies” (cfr. Arnould and 

Thompson (2005: 879). Lifestyle research has been studied in the context of consumption 

of a product or service, because lifestyle traits influence consumption beliefs which in 

turn influence consumption behavior (Murry, Lastovicka and Austin, 1997: 51). Using 

lifestyle marketing strategies means considering the consumer’s lifestyle as the factor 

determining products purchased and about considering which specific brand can appeal 

to that segment (Solomon, 2007, cfr. Franklin, 2012: 29). 

Lifestyle consumption as such began in the 1960s and 1970s as a shift from the 

previous mass consumption era, the industrialized Ford time of the 1940s to 1960s, to an 

increased individualization of products for the specific personals needs of unique 

consumers (Binkley, 2009: 31). Through the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 
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1980s various studies indicated lifestyle analysis as an important tool for marketing 

strategy and of value for management to target key consumer segments. Lifestyle research 

studies pointed to the potential significance in explaining and predicting consumer 

behavior (Khrishnan, 2011). In this respect, Fernández Santana (1994: 180) mentions 

how lifestyle is used in marketing as a ‘diving board’ to develop new products based on 

unattended market segments. Customer groups are identified within a lifestyle related to 

a specific product or service.  

 This lifestyle analysis approach allowed for better understanding of consumer 

psychology and could be used as a basis for communicating and marketing to them. In 

this respect, the role of advertising and media outlets9 in transmitting and helping to create 

that aspirational lifestyle is essential. Indeed “media-transmitted lifestyle imagery can be 

very relevant, when “consumers consider the purchase of products they believe to be 

associated with an aspired-to lifestyle", such as may be the case with fashion (Englis and 

Solomon, 1997: 26). 

It is interesting to note the geographical boundaries where lifestyle studies per se 

started for marketing research purposes: in the United States in the 1960s and later in the 

1970s in Europe, specifically in France (Cathelat, 1990). This may be related to the 

historical post-war era context and its social and cultural consequences of increased 

individual consumption, where the traditional stratification of social class was questioned 

by social mobility, greater access to consumption goods and changes in traditional family 

models. But once again, it was not just about a greater functional access but also related 

to the symbolic aspect of consumption, a concept developed by Levy at the beginning of 

the 1960s10. As Levy (1963: 217) notes, and a wide array of authors after him, people buy 

products not only for what they do but for what they mean.  

This line of thinking was continued by Hirschmann and Holbrook (1982: 1) in a 

concept they coined as ‘hedonic consumption’ which could be related to  lifestyle 

branding, because it refers to “the facets of consumer behavior that relate to the multi-

sensory, fantasy and emotive aspects of one’s experience with products”. Bridson and 

Evans (2004) contend that a fashion retailer needs to foster and promote both symbolic 

                                                      
9 A recent doctoral thesis in Spain is that of Valls Martínez (2016), which discusses lifestyle depictions of 
women in Spain across different decades, presented by two local fashion and lifestyle magazines Hola!, 
and Pronto. 
10 Fenollar (2013) also presents an interesting description of lifestyles as a paradigm of symbolic 
consumption in his PhD dissertation focused entirely on a consumer culture perspective of lifestyle 
segmentation. 
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and distinctive capabilities through branding to drive merchandise advantage, and that 

value adding capabilities of a brand, those that refer to the experiential, service, quality, 

experience and values can predict a customer service advantage in the retail offer of that 

company/brand. These aspects have been researched regarding fashion brand experience 

(Kim, 2012) and focused on online fashion communities in blogs centered around brands 

(Pihl, 2014). 

In the final part of this chapter the empirical lifestyle research studies in marketing 

will be presented to help provide meanings as to lifestyle segmentation primarily and 

applicability they have had regarding brand. They are presented according to the 

categorization and profound compilation of studies done by Kahle and Valette-Florence 

(2012), who as authorized experts in the field of lifestyle studies are worthy to quote. 

These studies are organized in the following: 

 

- Values-based approaches 

- Approaches centered on attitudes, interests and opinions 

- Behavioral approaches 

 

This overview provides background knowledge on lifestyle research done for 

consumption behavior but can also help for further research regarding conceptualization 

on lifestyle branding. 

 

2.6.1. Values-based approaches to Lifestyle studies  

 

In the field of market research, lifestyle is sometimes linked to psychographics 

and to values, these three concepts have a strong conceptual overlap and are closely 

intertwined depending on different authors (Kahle and Chiagouris, 1997). Their utility as 

“fundamental constructs of consumer behavior” should be regarded within the 

contribution that the field of consumer behavior itself brings to marketing for business 

(Kahle and Chiagouris, 1997). Although the psychographics concept overlaps with the 

lifestyles concept (Kahle and Chiagouris, 1997), there has been a ‘semantic maze’ 

confusing lifestyle with psychographics (Anderson and Golden, 1984).  

Demby (1989) a seminal author for the study of psychographics, started using the 

term to conduct research in 1965 and includes the concept of lifestyle alongside others 
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such as psychological, sociological, and anthropological factors and self-concept, within 

the ‘psychographic’ umbrella. These are in turn used for market segmentation purposes 

in order to analyze decisions pertaining products, people, ideologies or attitudes towards 

issues. From a sociological point of view, Fernández Santana (1994) mentions how 

psychographic research is a trend within the lifestyle research that includes different 

approaches within itself like for example studies related to “product consumption”, 

“centers of interest” or “attitudes, interest and opinions”. On the contrary, psychographics 

is also presented by some authors as personality studies and considered an approach 

focusing on studying individual’s interests, within the AIO (attitudes, interest and 

opinions) approach of lifestyle (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). Moreover, for some, 

psychographics is a different concept from lifestyle (De Mooij, 2004). The lifestyle 

concept has become so central and the personality concept so marginal to psychographic 

research, that the latter is currently equated with lifestyle research (Vyncke, 2005). 

However, brand personality (Aaker, 1997) still has its followers, since it has been claimed 

to be a useful long-term brand management tool that influences brand equity positively 

(Valette, Guizani, and Merunka, 2011).  

Although there have been critiques to the personality concept, there seems to be 

potential in the marketing-related attempts connecting personality and behavior that focus 

on the functions of products studied or on a class of particular products such as cosmetics 

(Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). This emphasis on the product category is also 

recommended by Low and Lamb (2000) regarding the obvious fact that brands in the 

same product category might not share the same brand image dimensions, so it is 

important to consider the specific brand positioning in order to see which brand 

associations to develop, be it brand personality or other dimensions. The classic consumer 

research theory on ‘anthropomorphizing’ products and brands, such as Aaker (1997)’s 

five personality traits: sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness, 

which has been contested by some, seems to still be relevant since it affects the emotional 

relationship between brand and consumers or ‘brand love’ (Batra, Ahuvia, Bagozzi, 

2012) and brand personality has emerged as a research topic (Freiling and Forbes, 2005). 

However the impact of brand personality might vary according to the customer segment 

(Valette, Guizani and Merunka, 2011). 

Regarding lifestyle research in relation to marketing, people with identic 

demographic traits, geographic situations and socioeconomic characteristics had 
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noticeable differences in their spending habits. Therefore, traditional demographic 

variables such as gender, age, income and social class proved insufficient to describe 

shifting and changing consumer habits and preferences. Market research firms started 

developing new research to better understand consumer segments. These lifestyle studies 

in the marketing field, had an ‘instrumental’ character (Fernández Santana, 1994), not 

aimed at developing theory but used for empirical research, and at most to present 

concepts. 

Among these approaches, lifestyle research on values has been one of the 

pioneers and is of interest to our thesis since the lifestyle brand status is achieved above 

all by the type of benefit or symbolic value the customer associates with the brand 

(Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). The value concept has created a renewed interest in recent 

academic research, due to their solid theoretical foundation and the validation of some 

value-based studies on an international scale (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 258). 

Also, interest in the use of cultural factors to explain consumer behavior around brands 

has expanded (de Mooij, 2004).  

Rokeach, a seminal author in the field of values research in marketing (Kahle and 

Chiagouris, 1997) states how the antecedents of human values can be traced to culture, 

society and its institutions as well as to personality, and how the value concept has been 

employed usually in two ways: referring to people that have a value or to an object that 

has a value, and how the study of the latter is much more useful than the study of values 

that objects are said to have (Rokeach, 1973: 2-5). The definition the author presents of 

what it means to say that a person has a “value” is the following:  

 

“A value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of 

existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of 

conduct or end-state of existence” (Rokeach, 1973: 5).  
 

Rokeach offers a clear and practical distinction, between terminal values, related to end-

states of existence that is to individuals or societies goals for example freedom or peace 

and by the opposite, instrumental values, those related to modes of conduct, ways of 

being, of acting, for instance courage or honesty (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). In 

addition, terminal values may be more self-centered or intrapersonal or more 

interpersonal and society-centered, people vary in the priorities they place on such social 

or personal values and which affect their attitudes and behavior. Also, terminal values, 
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can in turn be moral or competence values. Above all, the most important contribution is 

that values have a “relative conception” (Rokeach, 1973): one value is ordered with 

respect to other values that come into play in a behavioral situation.  Based on Rokeach’s 

findings, it is necessary to clarify how: 
  

“It was observed that there was as much variation in buying behavior within 

social class groups, as there was between them and it was suspected that some 

distinctive consumer groups might straddle traditional class boundaries. The 

result was a series of attempts to segment people on the basis of values, either 

instead of or in addition to socio-economic and demographic variables” 

 (Veal, 2000: 5). 

 

The Rokeach Value Survey, presents a 36-item list, and it is possibly the seminal study 

in the field of values research regarding lifestyles in marketing (Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012). However Hoftsede is the main author for cross-cultural values studies 

and literature shows that his values research has had more application in the link of 

cultural dimensions with marketing (de Mooij, 2004). It is necessary to consider them 

given the increasing importance of brands as bearers of culture in the XXI century 

(Kapferer, 2016), as representing the social and cultural motivations of people and their 

social groups. Indeed, already some decades ago it was mentioned how “if the total 

number of human values is relatively small, and if all men everywhere possess them, 

comparative cross-cultural investigations of values would then become comparatively 

easier” (Rokeach, 1973: 4). 

For purpose of having a benchmark of types of values, the following Table 2 

shows the seminal list of values that Rokeach devised, that we present since it might serve 

as insights for understanding consumer-brand associations for lifestyle branding.  

 

Table 2. Rokeach Value Survey. Source: Rokeach (1973: 28). 
TERMINAL VALUES: 

(Personal or society-centered) 

INSTRUMENTAL VALUES:  

(Moral or competence based) 

A comfortable life 

An exciting life 

A sense of accomplishment 

A world of peace 

Ambitious 

Broad-minded 

Capable 

Cheerful 
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In essence, this Values Survey, is a projective technique, and seems to be sensitive 

to differences between cultures, institutions, group membership and personal experience 

(Rokeach, 1973). Although as authors have claimed for Rokeach, people possess a great 

number of attitudes towards products, objects, or specific situations, but they have a 

relatively limited number of values, and these are more stable and resistant to change than 

attitudes (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 18). In fact, Rokeach himself claims that 

more attention has been paid to attitudes simply because more sophisticated methods to 

measure them such as those devised by Likert and Guttman were available (Rokeach, 

1973: 51). To summarize, it has been claimed that marketing management tends to 

overrate the importance of product attributes and ignores the personal connection 

consumers make with products on more abstract levels such as values (Philips and 

Reynolds, 2009), which is relevant for the brand associations that managers want to make, 

based more on product or on a values-lifestyle perspective (cfr. Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012).  

Although a consumer-based perspective of branding is not the focus of our 

research it seems necessary to pin down this values-based approach for further 

comprehension of the consumption-context of SME fashion retail brands. Values relate 

to a more personal, internal level, are expressed for example through attitudes, but are 

distinguished from social norms in that they transcend specific situations, they are also 

A world of beauty 

Equality 

Family security 

Freedom 

Happiness 

Inner harmony 

Mature love 

National security 

Pleasure 

Salvation 

Self-respect 

Social recognition 

True friendship 

Wisdom 

Clean 

Courageous 

Forgiving 

Helpful 

Honest 

Imaginative 

Independent 

Intellectual 

Logical 

Loving 

Obedient 

Polite 

Responsible 

Self-controlled 
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different from interests which are more cognitive representations and from personality 

traits which are more stable and fixed (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012).  

Of these initial lifestyle studies based on values for consumer segmentation 

research and most recognized on a commercial level is Values Lifestyles Survey 

(VALS). It was developed by Mitchell in the 1970s at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) 

International, a consultancy company based in the United States. The Vals Framework 

created lifestyle typologies for the American market (Cathelat, 1990; Helman and de 

Chernatony, 1999; de Mooij, 2004). Stemming from the theory of needs according to 

Maslow in 1954 and the concept of social character from Riesman, Glazer and Denney 

in 1950 (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012) it uses a 34-question survey asking 

motivations and demographic characteristics that are seen as predictors of consumer 

preferences. In 1989, it is updated and renamed: VALS II typology11. It currently offers 

customized typologies for commercial use by companies. Some claim it is only relevant 

for North American people, which confirms de Mooij’s (2004) contention that lifestyles 

are a useful with-in country criterion. 

 

Another lifestyle segmentation model that can also be traced to the values 

approach is the nine-item List of Values (LOV) developed by Kahle in 1986 which 

focuses on consumer values. Authors such as Brunso, Scholderer and Grunert (2004) have 

tried to apply this system to food-related lifestyles together with their own model. LOV 

studies can furnish descriptions of market segments and definitions of positioning 

strategy as well as advertising communication (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). The 

nine value items LOV12 have been used by the Marketing Science Institute in the United 

States to develop a measurement scheme (de Mooij, 2004: 26). 

Another more recent method is the Schwartz Value Indicator (SVI) developed 

by Schwartz and Bilsky in 1990, which lists 56 values belonging to different motivational 

domains. In 2001 they developed the Portraits Values Questionnaire to assess human 

values, they define values as a desirable goal that can serve as a guiding principle in 

people’s lives and their model analyses 47 cultures of which seven values stood out as 

                                                      
11 Individual people can also take the survey for free online at the SRI.com, to see their VALS ‘type’, that 
is their attitudes, demographic traits, which in turn connect to brand preferences and adoption of new 
products. 
12 These nine LOV items are: sense of belonging, excitement, fun and enjoyment in life, warm 
relationship with others, self-fulfillment, being well-respected, and a sense of accomplishment, security 
and self-respect. 
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applicable across different cultures (de Mooij, 2004: 39). SVI has been used with success 

in international research and its main contribution is a view on values, as the ‘totality of 

experiences’ that each person has (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 30).  

In France, the other country where lifestyle research started, the study of lifestyles 

is more centered on social values. CCA (Centre de Communication Avancé), of the 

Havas-Eurocom group, was created in 1973, with Bernard Cathelat being one of its 

founders, seeking to understand the evolution of predictable behaviors and products and 

inherited sociocultural values (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). Although initially 

created to analyze French society, they developed the Eurostyles system, which aims to 

identify sociocultural trends and is focused on analyzing “social imbalances (…) based 

on the diagnostic of two competing forces: the intensity of behavior, habits and 

stereotypes, and dynamic trends revealed by expectations and desires” (Kahle and 

Valette-Florence, 2012: 86). It is a commercial lifestyle typology based on quantitative 

analysis that was established in 1989 in 15 European countries that were affiliated to the 

Europanel network. It presents a panorama of cultural trends of for example northern and 

southern Europe, and then of each country which may be useful for innovative product 

development and consumption patterns, according to the lifestyle typology of each 

country present in the analysis.  

In addition, COFREMCA another French institution based in Paris started to 

detect sociocultural analysis but is more focused on the study of people’s motivations, 

and measuring their adherence to current sociocultural trends. They use a system called 

3SC (System for Monitoring Social and Cultural Trends) which identifies more than fifty 

five sociocultural trends. Some companies that have used this information range from 

Elle magazine, Carrefour or beer brand George Killian (Genzel, 1983, cfr. Kahle and 

Valette-Florence, 2012: 85).  

Other institutions try to dimension the values systems of their countries. Mintel 

aims to provide information that is relevant to understanding spending habits in Britain 

and other Europe markets (Chaney, 1996). Censydian, a Belgian research company for 

the same purpose, uses the Socioscope system (de Mooij, 2004).  In Italy, Eurisko 

research institute directed by Gabriele Calvi in 1984 and 1986 conducted studies on 

values and lifestyles studies (Ramos Soler, 2005; Merino Sanz, 2009).  
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Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas (CIS) would be the institution for lifestyle 

studies in Spain13, related mostly to sociological studies. Some lifestyle research has been 

done on elderly consumer segments (Ramos Soler, 2005), lifestyle of immigrants in Spain 

(Merino Sanz, 2009) and lifestyle and political campaigns (Fernández Santana’s, 1994).  

There has been an encompassing study of values in many European countries in 

1981 and 1990 named European Values Survey, representative of almost 750 million 

people (Fernández Santana, 1994). Values on a socio-cultural level are researched on an 

ongoing basis. There is a World Values Survey lead by U.S. political scientist Ronald 

Inglehart, which arranges the world into two broad categories: traditional/secular-rational 

and the second is quality of life (de Mooij, 2004). Likewise, a number of proprietary 

international lifestyle segmentation schemes exist apart from those mentioned above, 

including Roper Starch Worldwide (Steenkamp and Ter Hofstede, 2002). As mentioned, 

large companies, brands and communications agencies often acquire these consumer 

insights to better target their markets, so it seems relevant to research how SME fashion 

brands in Spain acquire further insights into consumer lifestyles that big data make 

growingly also available directly from ecommerce and social media channels. 

 

 

2.6.2. Approaches centered on Attitudes, Interests, Activities 

 

Other empirical lifestyle research that has been more widespread are those 

centered on attitudes and activities known as AIO (activities, interests and opinions). It 

has been developed more fully by researchers and practitioners than any other lifestyle 

studies method (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). These type of approaches stem from 

Merton (1949) who claimed that the key to the formation of lifestyles is established at the 

level of the social groups that form the complex network of a society rather that at the 

broadest level of society, i.e. the group as a whole (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 

58). Again, studies following this approach have developed empirically but with few 

clarifications regarding theoretical foundations however, it is of interest for our research 

on lifestyle branding since as Saviolo and Marazza (2013) claim, lifestyle brands strive 

                                                      
13 For specific fields, such as lifestyles and sociology the following book is recommended: Kaiero Uría, 
A. (1994) “Valores y estilos de vida”, Universidad de Deusto, Bilbao.  
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to represent attitudes, opinions and interests of a group of individuals presenting a unique 

point of view but they do not empirically test it.   

Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012) mention some studies focus on interests and 

others more on attitudes relative to a specific product. The more exhaustive approach is 

that of AIO survey and is related to behavioral, and it attempts not only to develop 

individual’s interests but also their self-perceptions and their opinions on the economic 

and social environment. Main studies in this approach have been those of Wells and 

Tigert (1971) and Hustad and Pessemier (1974). 

An interesting characteristic, is that the AIO approach assigns greater importance 

to the environment of the individual in the process of forming lifestyles, by looking at the 

values that are reflected in activities, interests and attitudes towards leisure, work and 

consumption (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 70). Figure 5 presents some categories 

obtained through AIO type of research.  

 

 

Table 3. Categories of research of AIO approach for lifestyles. 

Source: Plummer (1974), cfr. Kahle-Valette-Florence (2012). 

Activities Interests Opinions 

Work 

Hobbies 

Evening parties 

Going out 

Vacation 

Clubs 

Community life 

Shopping 

Sports 

Family 

Home 

Work 

Local life 

Leisure 

Fashion 

Food 

Media 

Personal fulfillment 

Self 

Social questions 

Politics 

Business 

Economy 

Education 

Products 

The future 

Culture 

 

 

In general, commercial AIO studies develop exhaustive questionnaires composed of 

hundreds of items divided into three groups: interests, activities and opinions, and they 

take an empirical approach. Each study develops its own methodology in collecting 

information and most prefer to use typologies which are operational for defining 
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positioning of products/services for that segment (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 70).  

Table 4 presents some examples of lifestyles:   

 

Table 4. Examples of Lifestyle obtained by factor analysis. 

Source: Kahle and Valette-Florence 2012 adapted from Wells and Tigert, 1971. 

Sensitivity to price 

The followers of a regimen 

Fashion lovers 

Financial optimism 

Homebody orientation 

The use of credit 

Community orientation 

Sports fans 

Focuses on children 

Cooking 

Stresses order and cleanliness 

Research information 

Self-confidence 

Research on new products 

Leadership of opinion 

Research on new visions 

Tolerant of disorder 

Art lovers 

Enjoys sewing 

Financial satisfaction 

Buys canned food 

Packaging fanatics 

 

All in all, AIO inventories have been widely used for decades not only in 

marketing research in academia but also in industry, recently values based studies have 

again gained momentum for analyzing international lifestyles (Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012; de Mooij, 2004). They have had a wide range of applications from social 

marketing, to media choice, product analysis, leisure and tourism to mention some 

(González and Bello, 2002)14. 

Inspired in the AIO methodology, towards the end of the 1970s, renowned 

advertising agency Leo Burnett together with University of Chicago, Market Fact and 

Ford Foundation, developed surveys of attitudes and activities in United States, Great 

Britain and France to construct ‘thematic typologies of consumption’ for specific market 

sectors and purposes (Cathelat, 1990; Merino Sanz, 2009). In 1985, advertising agency 

Backer Spielvogel Bates Worldwide (BSBW) conducted an exploratory research under 

the name Global Scan to study consumption behavior and lifestyles across Spain, Canada, 

Mexico and Japan and other countries (Merino Sanz, 2009). 

                                                      
14 It is interesting to view an AIO application of tourist consumers in Spain presented by González and 
Bello (2002), “The construct “lifestyle” in market segmentation. The behavior of tourist consumers”, 
European Journal of Marketing, n. 36, 51-85. 
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There are many AIO and geographic/psychographic segmentation systems 

maintained by large research organizations and advertising agencies, but the method is 

criticized precisely for the diversity of measures and lack of theoretical foundations and 

because it has been problematic regarding its operationalization therefore currently 

approaches are more centered on cultural influences (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 

74). This insistence on the usefulness of cultural approaches to consumer behavior 

research is also sustained by de Mooij (2004), and has also taken importance regarding 

branding (Holt, 2003; Kapferer, 2015). Indeed the availability and greater access to 

consumer lifestyles online with data analytics software makes the concept of target demos 

less relevant since patterns of consumption across products and brands, as well as any 

type of user activity is easily trackable, even though the reason behind those footprints, 

the motivations still is not evident. 

 

2.6.3. Behavioral,broduct-centered approaches to Lifestyle  

 

Kahle and Valette-Florence (2012) in their exhaustive analysis of lifestyle 

research15 studies present a third approach focused specifically on consumption of 

products, goods and services, that is the most oriented towards branding aspects, since it 

is centered on a “product” based approach to lifestyle. The origins of these behavioral 

approaches to lifestyle research in marketing are traced back to 1963 when (Kahle and 

Valette-Florence, 2012): 

 

- Levy (1963) demonstrates the important symbolic and psychological role 

products play for people;  

 

- Kelley (1963) appreciates that consumers seem to acquire the representative 

symbols of their lifestyles through their purchases 

 

- Moore (1963) suggests that consumption methods are an expression of an 

individual’s lifestyle.  

                                                      
15 See the synthesis of Lifestyle studies in academia in the United States listed on page 167 of Kahle and 
Valette-Florence’s book, adapted from Lastovicka (1982) and Anderson and Golden (1982) that present a 
list of 84 studies between 1963 and 1982.  They are listed according to their explicit theoretical reference 
and whether they present a possible definition of the lifestyle concept and use or not an AIO approach. 
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It has been stated that individuals adopt given behavior patterns representative of 

their lifestyles and in consequence purchase different types of products or services 

(González and Bello, 2002: 52). The idea is that consumption practices can offer pertinent 

information for lifestyle researchers that may serve for predicting consumer preferences 

of ‘complementary goods’ (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012: 138). The lifestyle concept 

has been increasingly used to explain postmodern consumption and its sociocultural 

diversity (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 59).  

In addition, within this behavioral approach to lifestyle, there have been studies 

centered on geographical metrics. For instance, PRIZM was developed by Claritas 

Company in the United States and uses a 66-item list. It is based on clustering of people 

according to zip codes and tries to propose social-geographical typologies specifically for 

mail-marketing purposes. Currently global research company Nielsen’s offers PRIZM 68 

Lifestage segments, a sophisticated targeting tools for companies to better cater to their 

customers. Sony, the entertainment company, has recently taken a step further and 

completely reorganized its business units based on lifestyle segments instead of 

functional products (Elkin, 2002).  

All in all, there has been a marketing focus on lifestyle as a segmentation 

variable and as a research technique and instead of considering a “broader and more 

illuminating approach on the consumer” (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999: 53). So 

consumer lifestyles have been widely studied, for specific segments of population, across 

varied cultures and in the most varied industries, from sports to health and currently, in 

the digital world regarding e-lifestyles (Pandey and Chawla, 2014) or lifestyle and new 

media (Wei, 2006). In this sense, Kapferer (2012: 134) claims that is it necessary to 

consider lifestyle ‘fragments’ rather than segments since brands such as Ralph Lauren, 

are already creating sub-brands according to the time of the day or day of the week, and 

sex or age, and whilst market segments is more of an abstract concept by contrast 

considering the community around a brand, as a living group, means daily weaving links 

through communication, exchange and participation. This brings forth the concept of 

brand community coined by Muñiz and McGuinn (2001), and related to it style has been 

researched as a linking value for online communities around fashion brands (Pihl, 2014).  

Furthermore, and in relation to the fashion industry, brands such as LVMH have 

used lifestyle variables to focus on wealthy segments in Japan. Specifically the VALS 
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Lifestyles approach has been used by Avon to develop its advertising strategies and 

campaigns and others such as Etam or La Redoute in France have used the lifestyle 

approach to improve their analysis of consumption practices. Lancome, the luxury brand 

used the lifestyles approach by COFREMCA, the French institution specialized in social 

trends, to research the marketing of the product “Black Magic” to a particular segment 

(Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). Lifestyle approaches have been used for testing 

creative ideas and for diverse commercial strategies of varied application, such as: 

 

- Decisions concerning distribution. Burt and Davies (2003) claim the growing 

importance of the retailer as a brand, considering that “in a blurring physical and 

virtual world, any brand will have the ability to be a powerful retailer” (Clifton 

2003: 234), because those that have more control over the customer experience 

and are able to engage them better will gain advantage. It is important to consider 

where brands are enacted, and how the retail space does not necessarily need to 

require a commercial transaction. This supports interest in researching lifestyle 

retail branding conceptualizations and operationalization in the Spanish fashion 

context and the importance or not of physical interaction or not in such a strategy. 

 

- Conception and development of new products. This perspective may give 

insights for our applied research in the questionnaire of our case-study, regarding 

how research into consumer lifestyles influences or not the development of 

products, possibly for the brands founders own lifestyle or centered around a 

given consumer lifestyle. 

 

- Strategies of segmentation in the market. It seems interesting for our research 

whether the fashion retail SME brands in Spain utilize lifestyle for segmentation 

purposes or still rely on traditional demographic factors. Also to consider if 

lifestyle brand associations are actually useful for brand-oriented, lifestyle 

positioning or more for product, market-oriented positioning (Urde et al., 2013). 

 

- Identifying new market trends. How do the changing dynamics of consumption 

behavior affect lifestyle brand positioning, is it a more short or long term strategy 
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for brand management? How do SME fashion retail brands identify their target 

market and gain knowledge as to their consumer lifestyles? 

 

- Advertising strategies. This is the traditional place where consumer lifestyles 

have been researched, regarding lifestyle imagery depictions, and it seems 

interesting for our research regarding the fact that in the current context of social 

online media, public relations strategists are more involved in building a 

relationship with the customer than in just inserting brand content in traditional 

communication media (Jin and Cedrola, 2017). 

 

- For management in general: what brand dimensions can lifestyle research and 

a lifestyle branding approach activate for the company as a whole?  

 

 

2.7. CRITIQUES TO PREVIOUS LIFESTYLE RESEARCH AND POSSIBLE 

DEVELOPMENTS 

 

After this presentation of the historical underpinnings of lifestyle research 

approaches, it is necessary to present the critiques which may lay the basis as to why there 

is still no unique lifestyle theory in marketing, which might explain why, “when you move 

from lifestyle to lifestyle brands, what is an already difficult concept to define becomes 

even more elusive and ambiguous” (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 60). Various academic 

marketing research scholars have also criticized the lifestyle research instruments 

developed and used by most of the larger market research firms (Valette-Florence, 1986; 

Grunert, Brunso and Bisp 1997) for various reasons. To start with, there is no consensus 

as to what the lifestyle term means (Cathelat, 1990; McCracken, 1990; Fernández 

Santana, 1994; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Ramos Soler, 2005; Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012; Austin and Matos, 2013), and few offer a precise definition. Much of 

research on values in marketing is descriptive in the sense that it does not attempt to 

explain specific consumer behavior but draws up profiles of values that ‘might’ 

correspond to buying (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). 

The variables used for lifestyle segmentation by companies or institutions are not 

of public knowledge, but proprietary and therefore it is very hard to compare the 
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numerous consumer lifestyle groups offered (Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1997; 

McCracken, 1990; Valette and Florence, 1987; Anderson and Golden, 1984). Lifestyle 

questionnaires are based on implicit experience in market research (Vyncke, 2005), so it 

is assumed that they reflect market behavior, but it is not clear if they do really (Englis 

and Solomon, 1997; Grunert, Brunso, and Bisp, 1997).  

In addition, using lifestyles to map is more complex than merely collecting data, 

it is important to know the context and the cultural significance (Chaney, 1996: 39). There 

can be a bias in these values studies regarding the culture of the developers of the studies 

and the interest that drives them (Valette-Florence, 1983; Fernández Santana, 1994; de 

Mooij, 2004; Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). De Mooij (2004: 3) claims in her 

research on the influence of culture on brands and advertising on consumer culture that 

scholars claim there is convergence of lifestyles and values, but they lack empirical 

evidence.  

The validity of lifestyle studies across different cultures has not been 

demonstrated and it may have limited applicability (de Mooij, 2004; Steenkamp and Ter 

Hofstede, 2002; Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1997).  This presents a risk for a brand wishing 

to expand overseas presenting a unique, global lifestyle. The concept of global lifestyles 

is not the focus of our research but is relevant when considering SME fashion retail brands 

with an international scope. In this respect, some authors such as de Mooij (2004) claims 

that lifestyle is a useful with-in country criterion, whilst culture is more adequate for 

international expansion.  

Lastly, the lifestyle construct is not rigorously grounded in theory and 

methods used are purely inductive (Vyncke, 2005; Steenkamp and Ter Hofstede, 2002 

Grunert, Brunso and Bisp, 1997; Fernández Santana, 199416; McCracken, 1990; Frank, 

Massy and Wind; 1972), which stake claim as to the exploratory and theory in progress 

nature of our research and the choice of qualitative, interpretative methods to understand 

lifestyle branding for business strategy and to test conceptualizations discovered and 

fundament them empirically, issues that will be considered in Chapter 3.  

 

                                                      
16 Fernández Santana (1994: 181) presents a quotation of Tokarski and Filipkova (1990) who summarise 
the critiques: “la mayoría de los estudios conocidos en este campo [de los estilos de vida] prestan poca 
atención a las cuestiones teóricas y a los aspectos operacionales y metodológicos. La investigación de los 
estilos de vida se caracteriza por los términos vagos, definiciones imprecisas, falta de discusiones teóricas 
y procedimientos operacionales arbitrarios. Todo el mundo cree saber lo que son los estilos de vida y nadie 
puede demostrar lo contrario. Así, ¡no es sorprendente que en muchos casos los estilos de vida se definan 
como algo entre el todo y la nada!). 
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2.8. LIFESTYLE’S RELEVANCE FOR BRAND MANAGEMENT  

 

The massive change brought about by social media has created a renewed research 

interest in lifestyle (Kahle and Valette Florence, 2012), in a quest for increased 

personalization of brands to consumers. There have been calls for new company strategies 

to address the challenges of a connected world (Hamzah et al., 2015), and claims for the 

importance of brand experience (Hamzah et al., 2015) in managing corporate brands and 

for this research SMEs fashion brands, since it also allows for better brand positioning. 

In relation to this, Bridson and Evans (2004) have tried to research how a brand-oriented, 

and encompassing view can be translated to the retail elements and help to make fashion 

brand elements tangible and thus facilitate this consumer’s experience. This lays some 

foundation as to the interest of continuing to investigate the lifestyle branding concept 

from academia and research its usage in the fashion industry (Austin, 2008; Taylor, 2012; 

Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Mankodi, 2016; Oh et al., 2016). 

 

 

2.9. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

The consumer lifestyles approaches presented in this Chapter 2 especially the 

behavioral approach, shed light as to possible ways to further conceptualize and 

empirically research lifestyle branding, especially considering digital distribution and 

communications channels. This ‘digital’ aspect cannot be ignored since it allows better 

communication with clients and allows brands to attain knowledge about user preferences 

and trends instantly, which is very relevant for fashion (Modaes.es and vente-privee.com, 

2013). In fact lifestyle imagery used in social media brand accounts exist alongside 

consumer or user lifestyle accounts, which call for more detailed and updated research on 

this interchange and co-creation of symbolic content. In the case of the fashion industry, 

images presented in a brand feed might reinforce consumers’ positive association with a 

brand (Jin and Cedrola, 2017). Lifestyle imagery has always been relevant in 

consumption (Englis and Solomon, 1997).  

Indeed, the presentation of these lifestyle segmentation strategies -more 

quantitative than qualitative- summarized in this Chapter 2 allows deeper knowledge as 

to the content of the “lifestyle” word itself, and therefore is useful to understand how a 
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lifestyle branding can nurtured, considering the consumer perspective of the brand. Thus 

the definition of the words lifestyle, regarding consumption and its relation to products 

and brands. Indeed, brands can be associated and combined through usage and experience 

especially in the fashion industry (Pihl, 2014). It is relevant therefore, to have presented 

this body of knowledge on how brands can further research their consumer lifestyles in a 

lifestyle branding strategy. The next Chapter 3 will specifically concentrate on lifestyle 

branding from a company perspective, to understand what it means and how it can be 

operationalized in the fashion retail industry in the XXI digital context of consumption. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

LIFESTYLE BRANDING CONCEPTUALIZATIONS  
 

3.1. IS LIFESTYLE BRANDING IDEALLY SUITED FOR THE XXI CENTURY?   

 

Before theorizing about lifestyle branding, it is important to first consider the 

theoretically field from which it stems, that of branding. Branding as a discipline has a 

current complex status, and has transformed in the last half of the XX century and 

beginning of the XXI century, into a multidimensional, multifunctional and malleable 

entity (Bastos and Levy, 2012).  Branding is a ubiquitous organizing principle for a vast 

array of things (Hess, 2018) and currently allows different metaphors and meanings, it 

encompasses a glossary of terms: from brand identity to brand reputation, brand image, 

and brand personality (Bastos and Levy, 2012) it requires a long-term vision and is 

credible through a persistent value proposition (Kapferer, 2015), but at the same time 

brand management may be more difficult than ever (Keller and Swaminathan, 2020). In 

has been claimed by fashion media that:  

 

“The apotheosis of all this [these different brand concepts] might be the “lifestyle 

brand” – a corporate bid to escape the humdrum reality of selling products and 

instead market an entire way of being”. 

                             (Hess, 2018). 

  
This is the landscape of this investigation, to consider lifestyle branding as suited 

for the interconnected and digital aspect of consumption of the XXI century, where brands 

seem to pivot around every aspect of our lives, and therefore, companies’ messages seem 

to integrate with people’s lifestyle pursuits (Bennet and Lachowetz, 2004). Generation Y 

has shown a strong preference for lifestyle brand and an emotional connection them (Liu 

et al., 2018).   

Therefore, what new ‘brand’ positioning can be obtained through lifestyle 

branding and what are the benefits of such a strategy in the fashion industry? Because 

lifestyle consumers buy into their branded products, but bring them into a symbolic 

universe of shared-meaning with others (Pihl, 2014), and fashion is essentially a symbolic 
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terrain. Lifestyle branding is about a specific interpretation of the world, about relating to 

a certain type of mindset, and therefore of symbols (McCracken, 1990). A brand sells 

ideas, meanings (Hess, 2018) and specifically, a lifestyle brand goes a step further, and 

consumers also create those brand messages (Austin, 2008). As authors Keller and 

Swaminathan (2020) claim it takes more than branding to build a brand, and since 

consumers are more empowered than ever, and have access to a world of prescription, “it 

is the end of hollow brands, without identity” (p. 2). There have also been claims that a 

more experiential view on branding may be fruitful for research (Schembri, 2008) and 

lifestyle branding seems to also incorporate this aspect since it is about living the brand 

and using it for self-expression purposes (Chernev, 2011). 

 

3.2. LIFESTYLE BRANDS IN A CULTURAL CONTEXT OF CONSUMPTION 

 

Many in the fashion industry, both manufacturers1 and retailers consider they are 

a lifestyle brand but forget that although “every brand belongs to or accommodates some 

lifestyle but does not necessarily define or represent it in the consumer’s mind” (Hameide, 

2011: 118). In this sense, luxury brands have been seen to have potential, more than any 

other segment, to do lifestyle branding because essentially “a brand becomes a lifestyle 

brand if it succeeds in developing a strong association either through representation or 

adaptation of a way of life” (Hameide, 2011). For instance Louis Vuitton has fostered 

such a kind of positioning and creatively developed their brand around a luxurious, ‘travel 

oriented’ lifestyle, however this has also been possible be less premium brands such as 

Ralph Lauren representing the American way of life or more recently Patagonia, as an 

adventure seeking, outdoor sports lifestyle are used both as examples of lifestyle 

branding. There is abundant literature on brand building and strategic brand management 

but none specific about lifestyle brand building and how it is a strategy worth considering. 

Among authors who explore lifestyle branding itself, Helman and de Chernatony 

(1999) propose the retail marketing mix model conceptualized by Cook and Walters 

(1991) as a useful and flexible framework for developing a lifestyle brand and for 

                                                      
1 In Spain, an example could be Pikolinos, a show-manufacturer Brand, who in its website presents its 
“Brand universe” and claims it represents a lifestyle. It has a successful business and has incorporated 
recently innovative technologies as well as travels well abroad (moda.es, 2019). 
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reducing the perceptual gap between what the retailer believes to promote and the 

perception the customer has through the consumption experience. According to them the 

purpose of a lifestyle retail brand is to better fit the customer’s lifestyle, and for this 

current socio-cultural context where it performs is key to be considered, specifically for 

our era of postmodern context of consumption, characterized by fragmentation and hyper 

reality among other traits.  For example, the ‘fragmentation’ aspect can be reflected in the 

fact that consumers enjoy several lifestyles simultaneously (Helman and de Chernatony, 

1999, citing Adams, 1983) and this is to be taken into account by brands, since the 

lifestyles they intend to attach to, belong to a wider constellation of lifestyles the 

consumers might adhere to (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). The postmodern 

consumer is a “playful adventurous individual, putting on and taking off roles like 

costumes from an eclectic closet” (Dubois, 2012: 2). Brand products are combined into 

different style sets sometimes in the context of communities of style (Pihl, 2014). In this 

respect the idea of ‘product constellation’ considered by McCracken (1990) is still 

relevant, as a lifestyle brand might try to present a brand universe and a constellation of 

products, but these overlap or revolve around other lifestyle brands, even for instance the 

personal brand of the consumer (Hess, 2018). Therefore, lifestyle branding is more about 

being able to become a representation of that lifestyle in the consumers mind, maybe 

sharing space with other so-called lifestyle brands or even brands that are not fashion or 

lifestyle brands, but that help to widen that brand constellation. Fashion brands do not 

only compete within their category but with wider means of self-expression (Chernev et 

al., 2011). The presence of multiple sets of brands represents new challenges for brand 

managers, as brands become part of style sets, as well as consumption, product and brand 

constellations that are created, negotiated and communicated (Pihl, 2014: 15). It is 

important to recognize the co-construction of brand experience to manage brands by what 

they mean to consumers (Schembri, 2009). 

Taylor (2002: 480) claims that contemporary culture is still in the process of a 

social and cultural transition, where mass societies are moving from ‘ways of life’ to 

‘lifestyle’”. Lifestyle as a concept differs from the traditional way of life concept because 

lifestyles are ‘performed improvisations’ (Wickstrom, 2006) where authenticity is 

conceived as an entity that can be manufactured. An individual can have various given 

lifestyles at the same time (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Saviolo and Marazza, 
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2013). Therefore the lifestyle concept is flexible and elastic, one can create a given 

lifestyle according the products and services desired or purchased, and customers who 

follow a given lifestyle can be geographically dispersed and not share the same age, sex 

or economic status (Zablocki and Kanter, 1976). Indeed, product symbolism, i.e. what the 

meanings behind consumption may vary within a particular lifestyle (Ahuvia et al., 2006). 

In this fragmentation of consumption, concepts such as timestyle (Davies, 2018) have 

arisen, as possibly a more tailored adaptation of brands to consumers’ shifting lifestyles. 

Indeed brands must have character, their own beliefs and as a result help consumers in 

their life (Kapferer, 2015). It has been claimed that “during a period of cultural transition, 

life-styles will proliferate more rapidly than cultural systems of value” (Zablocki and 

Kanter, 1976: 271) and lifestyle fashion brands are mere players in a wider cultural game 

(Binkley, 2009), in a consumption game (Pihl, 2013). According to Helman and de 

Chernatony (1999), lifestyles retail brands involve a means of creating value and 

redefining, which implies changing relationships between consumers and retailers. 

 Furthermore, in our postmodern times there is no notion of a single, unified consistent 

self-image or lifestyle (Firat et al., 1995). Therefore we could claim that lifestyle branding 

is suitable for the current trend toward individualization (Binkley 2009), where the 

process of consumption is linked to role-playing (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999) and 

performance by brands and consumers (Wickstrom, 2006). Although it has been claimed 

that “a lifestyle brand need not just to be part of a lifestyle, but to define that lifestyle” 

(Hameide, 2011: 118). As Kapferer (2015) has claimed “major brands are not only driven 

by a culture but convey their culture” (p. 159). 

 

3.3. REVIEW OF LIFESTYLE BRANDING PUBLICATIONS 

 

After having reviewed the literature regarding the origins of lifestyle analysis in 

the marketing field in Chapter 2, and the previous section of this Chapter 3 on theoretical 

basis regarding branding and consumption of the lifestyle branding concept itself, this 

part aims to present the meanings behind the concept of lifestyle branding from a 

scientific point of view, since it has had many formulations outside of academia (Jung 

and Merlin, 2003; Austin, 2008; Hameide, 2011), but few scholars provide a definition 

(Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011, Austin and Matos, 
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2013; Saviolo and Marazza, 2014). There have been calls for more rigorous research to 

better understand this brand typology (Austin and Matos, 2013) which places our research 

in the light of increasing the knowledge on what lifestyle branding means and to explore 

its operationalization in a specific context: small and medium fashion retail companies in 

Spain. Previously, luxury brands have been positioned as lifestyle brands (Hameide, 

2011) but there is no research up to date as to how SME fashion brands can benefit from 

a lifestyle branding strategy, and there is a lack of empirical evidence of how Spanish 

fashion companies do lifestyle branding, which places our research into acquiring more 

evidence and to doing exploratory, theory building of the concept (Eisenhardt and 

Graebner, 2007).  

This research is sustained on this void in academic research and on the increasing 

interest it has from practitioners (Hameide, 2011) and the growing attention ‘lifestyle’ 

concept for brand strategy creation in fashion media and industry in the Spanish fashion 

context and abroad. A scant number of papers related to lifestyle branding/brands 

conceptualizations can be found to date in academic journals (Austin and Matos, 2013; 

Chernev, Hameide and Gal, 2011; Jung and Merlin, 2003) and less related specifically to 

fashion (Oh et al., 2016; Mankodi et al., 2016; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013).  There have 

been calls for further research of fashion retailers’ own brand strategies (McColl and 

Moore, 2011), being lifestyle branding one such. Furthermore, some managerial books 

on the topic of ‘lifestyle marketing’ exist and explain the concept of lifestyle within 

market segmentation in the United States (Michman et al., 2003) or analyze the concept 

of lifestyle brand from a conceptual point of view and with regard to big fashion 

companies (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013), but no academic or managerial author has 

specifically confirmer or studied the “holistic” dimensions of lifestyle branding regarding 

a scientific methodology nor tested them it empirically regarding its operationalization 

by Spanish fashion retail SMEs. In Spain, lifestyles haven been studied in industries such 

as tourism (González and Bello, 2002) or regarding elderly population lifestyles (Ramos 

Soler, 2005), or in the light of advertising campaigns of lifestyle magazines (Valls 

Martínez, 2017), but not with regard to a brand perspective which claims interest on 

acquiring more knowledge on lifestyle analysis in other contexts and sector but still leaves 

the lifestyle branding concept and its usage as a strategy in fashion retail undiscovered. 

No in-depth study has been retrieved to date on lifestyle fashion brands in Spain.  
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In the revision of journals and academic publications from 2000-2018 only a 

scattered number of undergraduate and masters’ dissertations have appeared from varied 

geographical origins, which highlights the fact that the concept is considered worthy of 

academic research and there is interest in gaining more knowledge about it. As 

mentioned, concepts are scattered and unrelated from one author to another. Lifestyle 

branding per se from a holistic point of view and as a concept in itself has not been studied 

thoroughly, although some interpretative models exist (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; 

Saviolo and Marazza, 2013), and its brand dimensions have been explored (Jung and 

Merlin, 2003; Austin and Matos, 2013; Oh et al, 2016), but these propositions have not 

been empirically tested. This places our investigation in an innovative field of conceptual 

research, to explore new meanings for the lifestyle branding concept and its 

operationalization in the Spanish fashion industry by SME brands.  

With this introduction, the structure of this chapter will be to first present common 

dimensions among the publications retrieved in order to later on in the applied research 

chapters test them empirically and considered of use regarding the data analysis of 

Spanish fashion SME brands to answer the research questions of this study already 

presented in the Introduction:   

 

- RQ1: What is lifestyle branding? What are the dimensions of lifestyle 

branding? 

- RQ2: How are they operationalized by the SME fashion retail brands?  

 

The first stage of our literature review was revising relevant journals related to our 

topics of study: fashion management, branding, retail positioning, and secondly, with 

high impact factor or from renowned editorials.  

A time span from 2000 to 2015 was initially done, with the intention of 

discovering recent scholarly literature on the topic of lifestyle branding.  The main 

journals included in this review are research are: Journal of the Academy of Marketing 

Science (IF 2017: 8.488) and Journal of Retailing (IF 2017: 5.480). There have also been 

reviews from academic publications relevant to the topic and from prestigious editorials 

such as Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services (IF: 2.919, Journal of Product and 

Brand Management (IF 2017: 2.757), Journal of Marketing Management (IF 2017: 2.229) 
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and European Journal of Marketing (IF 2017: 1.497) and Journal of Fashion Marketing 

and Management. In those journals and during the mentioned years, no paper specifically 

titled lifestyle branding directly related to the fashion industry in Spain. As mentioned, 

there is a lack of discussion of lifestyle brands in the most highly respected academic 

journals (Austin and Matos, 2013). For the first two journals, the period was revised until 

2018 but yielded the same results. 

However, themes this search has discovered themes in papers that are related by 

topic such as consumer brand co-creation (Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 

May 2015; Journal of Product and Brand Management, January 2018; June 2017), brand 

value creation (Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, May 2016), brand 

experience (Journal of Marketing, May 2009) or consumer-generated brand extensions 

(Journal of Product and Brand Management, April 2016) regarding the retail context, 

concepts such as flagship stores, ‘store as a brand’ strategies (International Journal of 

Retail and Distribution Management, June 2012), brand associations and brand extension 

strategies and lifestyle related to niche marketing and relationship marketing, community 

brand building and experiential branding. There has been an initial intuition that these 

themes are related to the concept of lifestyle brand and might even be included in lifestyle 

branding dimensions, but to be discovered or explored in the applied research of this 

dissertation to see their linkage to lifestyle branding.  

 The initial supposition is that this scarcity of lifestyle branding research in 

academia is due to the fact that it is a recent development within the field of branding, 

which lacks specific theorizations as yet (Austin and Matos, 2013). Is it possible to study 

the concept holistically from a brand perspective or is it simply a different naming of an 

already existent form of marketing/branding strategy? If it is an entity in itself, given its 

pervasiveness in fashion management and communication, why has it not been 

scientifically defined or researched?  

A second strategy for this literature review has been to conduct searches in 

academics databases and scientific ones such as Communications and Mass Media 

Complete, and in open search engines such as Google Academics and Research and also 

others as ecosia.org, utilizing the same keywords above mentioned: Lifestyle, lifestyle 

brand, lifestyle branding, lifestyle and brands. In this manner scattered and fragmented, 

or sometimes questions quality were retrieved regarding studies and academic 
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dissertations of writing paper, academic papers, publications, books, and dissertations 

(excluding management or press articles) on the concept of lifestyle branding/brand. They 

form the corpus of this intent of constructing a solid body of literature on lifestyle 

branding and help in the theory-building purpose of this dissertation. It is interesting to 

note the interest the topic has arisen in publication recently (one in 2017, two in 2016; 

two in 2015; two in 2013; two in 2012; one in 2011; one in 2010; one in 2008; one in 

2006; one in 2003; and finally one in 1999), so these publications reflect there is a recent 

interest in the XXI century on studying and researching lifestyle branding but not in a 

unified manner, since one author does not cite others so there is no work in progress 

regarding its conceptualization in academia2.  

By analyzing these publications we have identified three different types of themes. 

First, those that define the term lifestyle branding or lifestyle brand specifically, 

regarding its conceptualization and definitions. For instance, placing a lifestyle brand in 

the postmodern retail context and analyzing how they are constructed, communicated and 

consumed (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999); trying to provide definitions and attributes 

of the term ‘lifestyle brand’ in an exploratory manner (Austin and Matos, 2013) and 

relating it to corporations and global brands (Jung and Merlin, 2013), and the only 

interpretative model of lifestyle brand concept as opposed to other types of brands –

iconic, cult, love brands (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013).  

  A second tier of publications present aspects of the lifestyle brand: studied in 

thesis such as the role of visuals in defining fashion lifestyle brand identity (Taylor, 2012), 

the importance of peer-to-peer communications –i.e. word of mouth, as a form of 

marketing lifestyle brands (Austin, 2008); and other brief published papers in journals 

discussing lifestyle brand extensions (Kim and Brandon, 2010), the influence of lifestyle 

on brand equity (Pagalea and Munteanu, 2012) and finally a quick mention as to 

drawbacks on the concept such as the ‘perils’ of lifestyle brands in relation to other self-

expressive brands but without defining the concept itself (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 

2011).   

                                                      
2 Related topics have been found for instance: lifestyle hotel brand attachment (Liu et al., 2018), lifestyle 
marketing (Sathish and Rajamohan, 2012; Franklin, 2012; Mazze et al., 2003), lifestyle experts and 
celebrities (Binkley, 2012; Lewis, 2010) but they do not refer to lifestyle branding itself. 
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Thirdly, the research has classified geographical context-specific studies of 

lifestyle branding studies, such as the comparison of lifestyle brands in Korea with respect 

to United States brands (Oh et al., 2016); consumer lifestyles and their depiction by 

brands in the Indian market (Sathish and Rajamohan, 2012; Mankodi, 2016); lifestyle 

branding and service brands in Malaysia and the importance of culture (Poon, 2015); 

ideas on how to develop lifestyle brands in the Middle East (Nakra, 2006); a bachelor 

thesis of how a strong brand identity can be converted into a lifestyle brand, relating it to 

the Spanish context (Navarro Martin, 2015); a case-study of a lifestyle brand in the Unites 

States from a sociological point of view (Dubois, 2008) and lifestyle brands in the surfing 

context of Australia (Franklin, 2012).  

The publications retrieved however provide focus as to three areas of interest 

regarding the concept: firstly, the definition of what a lifestyle brand is or is not, or 

lifestyle branding as a strategy; secondly, the different associations regarding it; and 

thirdly, its application in different markets or geographical contexts. However an 

encompassing, scientific and empirically tested definition or discussion among others is 

lacking. 

 

3.4. COMPILATION OF FRAGMENTED CONCEPTUALIZATIONS  

 

Regarding the review of literature on conceptualizations of lifestyle branding that 

have been discovered common dimensions and aspects around the concept have been 

grouped by the researcher and named according to some categories. These could be 

summarized into the following:  

 

- The creation of a symbolic universe: through storytelling, a history, branded 

content, to focus on a point of view, a value-creation to inspire a lifestyle, a 

clear well-defined way of living; to create a brand narrative, storytelling, 

lifestyle themes and a mythology (Austin, 2008; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013), 

to create a value constellation (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999), to make the 

brand stand for something, to foster an emotional attachment and to pay 

meticulous attention to image at inception (Jung and Merlin, 2003); to espouse 

a set of values that resonate with customers (Austin and Matos, 2013); to 
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present a recognizable script of aesthetics (Dubois, 2012); global lifestyle 

brands attracts customers with clear concepts and themes (Oh et al., 2016); to 

have a clearly defined theme (Taylor, 2012); brand imagery is the only 

dimensions of brand equity influenced by all lifestyle components (Pagalea 

and Munteanu, 2012); value emerges from the symbolic realm structured 

through and around the brand (Lewis, 2010). 

 

- Living the brand in the physical space and client experience: how the retail 

mix drives the value proposition (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999); creating 

a total store experience; creating multi-faceted marketing mixes (Austin and 

Matos, 2013), and customers can participate in that lifestyle (Taylor, 2012); to 

integrate the perceptions of the brand, points of contact with the customers and 

stakeholders (Jung and Merlin, 2003), to communicate the brand holistically 

(Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). 

 

- The importance of personal branding/self-expressive benefits/social 

benefits for the customer: brands are used for self-identity creation and self-

expression (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Jung and Merlin, 2003; 

Munteanu and Pagalea, 2014; Austin and Matos, 2013; Helman and de 

Chernatony, 1999; Austin, 2008; Lewis, 2010), they provide social benefits 

(Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Dubois, 2012), customers can showcase their 

personality (Taylor, 2012). 

 

- A wide range of product categories: to have a broad target/categories, to 

correlate to a total package (Helman and de Chernatony), a constellation of 

products (McCracken, 1990), a wide range of products (Saviolo and Marazza, 

2013; Dubois, 2012; Taylor, 2012), to extend across many product categories 

– range branding (Jung and Merlin, 2003); an expandable range of products 

(Oh et al., 2016), for fashion brands, a second key of brand extension can be 

a ‘luxury’ lifestyle approach into new product categories. 
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- Word-of-mouth/community/relationships: (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013; 

Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003), linked to community (Dubois, 2012), 

it is also considered as attributes from relationship marketing (Austin and 

Matos, 2013). 

 

- The role of the founder of the brand as a visionary leader (Saviolo and 

Marazza, 2013; Taylor, 2012), as instilling a specific management style 

(Austin, 2008). In the case of SMEs branding, the founders’ value and beliefs 

set the tone for brand identity (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2008). 

 

Other aspects that have also been mentioned regarding definitions around lifestyle 

branding, but to a lesser degree, so they will not been considered in depth but that have 

been taken into account are: 

 

- Brand identity: strong, multidimensional, consistency, authenticity across all 

touchpoints (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999, 

Kim and Brandon, 2006); authentic branding (Austin and Matos, 2013; 

Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003) (Taylor, 2012; Kim and Brandon, 2012). 

Since this is per se a branding topic it will be considered in Chapter 4.  

 

- Cobranding, collaborations between brands: having value-adding 

opportunities for value co-creation, brand associations, creating a value 

constellation, to achieve total looks, and how other partners help to co-

construct value (Austin and Matos, 2013; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; 

Austin, 2008), collaborations with other life-related business areas (Oh et al., 

2006). 

 

These considerations serve to answer RQ1 and to have a theoretical background 

for which to devise for instance the questionnaires of the applied research chapters and 

themes to be researched, and to empirically explore RQ2 as to how Spanish fashion SMEs 

operationalize lifestyle branding.  
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3.4.1. Symbolic Universe, Value Constellations 

 

Within this symbolic dimension attributable to lifestyle brands an element that is 

included is that of being value constellations (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999), 

portraying a mythology (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013), 

employing a ‘recognizable scripts of aesthetics’ (Dubois, 2012), about succeeding in 

establishing itself as a ‘flagship brand for a certain lifestyle’ (Hameide, 2011). They are 

able to create value and portray a symbolic universe that is relevant to a specific customer 

lifestyle, who create meaning and share meaning with it, this is why a lifestyle brand has 

been said to be embedded in culture (Helman an de Chernatony, 1999; Saviolo and 

Marazza, 2013; Hameide, 2011). The brand creates this symbolic universe and must make 

it tangible so it must be enacted for consumers to experience it, both in the communication 

channels and interaction with the brand as well as with products (Jung and Merlin, 2003; 

Saviolo and Marazza, 2013, Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). However, it is important 

for brand management to consider the symbolic aspect of consumption remembering that 

the creation of that universe or mythology is not only in the hands of the company, it is 

consumers who give ‘meaning’ to it and create part of its value through consumption, 

since lifestyle and multicultural marketing, considered as a consumer research 

development, have brought consumer ‘meanings’ to the center of managerial concerns 

(Arnould and Thompson, 2005). In consumer culture theory, consumers are seen as 

“active participants in the construct of what the product or brand will mean within their 

lifestyle group” (Ahuvia et al., 2006: 36).  

Therefore, the emphasis of a lifestyle brand is placed in the symbolic universe 

conveyed, the magical world and how it is consistently brought across all the company 

touchpoints with the consumer: the physical or online store, the product, the visuals, the 

customer service, how staff communicate or other communication channels (Savviolo 

and Marazza, 2013; Jung and Merlin, 2003). In relation to how this brand universe can 

be enacted, if the “stores tell stories”, then it is necessary to give more attention to 

“esthetics and to the processes by which consumers make meaning out of their physical 

[digital] experience of place” (Kozinets et al., 2002: 17). Lifestyle consumption implies 

niche marketing and is related also to relationship marketing (Michman et al., 2003; 

Binkley, 2009; Austin and Matos, 2003; Interbrand, 2006). Considering that retail 
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markets in the XXI century are more diverse and fragmented than in previous eras 

(Kozinets et al., 2002) and that style can function as a linking value in communities 

centered around fashion brands (Pihl, 2013). The notion of value created by consumers is 

central to the lifestyle brand concept (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Pérez and 

Solanas, 2006; Nakra, 2006; Austin, 2008; Pagalea and Munteanu, 2012; Lewis, 2012). 

Bastos and Levy (2012: 362) cite Levy who as far back as 1963 already saw marketing 

as: 

“A process of providing customers with parts of a potential mosaic from which 

they, as artists of their own lifestyles, can pick and choose to develop their 

composition”  

                  (Bastos and Levy, 2012: 362). 

 

Placing a brand on a more symbolic level, means associations with specific values, 

and in some cases also developing specific personalities or brand characters (Kapferer, 

2015; Bastos and Levy, 2012; Hameide, 2011; Lewis, 2010; Aaker, 1997). In the scant 

lifestyle branding literature, only Austin and Matos (2013) refer to the creation of a ‘brand 

personality’ as a dimension for lifestyle branding strategy, whilst other authors mention 

the importance of co-producing the brand value with other partners is essential (Helman 

and de Chernatony, 1999; Taylor, 2012; Austin and Matos, 2013; Oh et al., 2016), a 

concept that is also known as co-branding  and linked to lifestyle branding in main 

managerial publications, for instance the following extract regarding the automotive 

industry: 

 

“Lifestyle branding is one of several strategies that auto companies are currently 

using to expand their consumer base. Businesses are no longer limiting themselves 

to one category of goods or services; companies recognize the benefits in tapping 

into markets that are not normally their own (….).Cobranding is another 

opportunity for companies to tap into the devoted consumer base of another, 

benefit from that brand’s popularity, and consequently expand their reach”.  

                                                 (Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton LLP, 2013).  
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Therefore, the value creation does not only have to be created nor is it created by 

the lifestyle brand, but consumers participate in creating the lifestyle retail brand (Nakra, 

2006), it is about understanding the value that the consumer perceives and trying to reduce 

the gap between the value the retailer believes to deliver and that perceived by the 

consumer (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). The symbolic aspect of lifestyle branding 

is closely related to the personal identity, sometimes not at all clear, of customers. 

Lifestyle branding has been tagged as the ‘apotheosis’ of branding, a place where personal 

branding meets a company’s brand: 

 

“A “lifestyle brand”, after all, is just a regular brand that appeals to people’s 

“personal brands” – which in turn, are increasingly organized around courting 

relationships with lifestyle brands”.  

              (Hess, 2018). 

 

This conceptualization seems adapted to the digital context of consumption, where 

people showcase their better selves online and brand themselves to others. The ‘lifestyle 

personas’ those of celebrities such as Martha Stewart, Oprah Winfrey or Jaimie Oliver 

have managed to turn their personal brands into something similar to a lifestyle brand 

(Lewis, 2010). Likewise that of influencer marketing, where people show their lifestyle 

and represent specific values or brand associations (Díaz, 2018). Lifestyles have been 

studied regarding bloggers (Pérez del Castillo, 2010) and in broader communications 

settings such as fashion films (Díaz-Soloaga and García Guerrero, 2016) and previously 

regarding research in academia of lifestyle branding strategy (Díaz-Soloaga and Pérez del 

Castillo, 2016). 

 

 

3.4.1.1. An Interpretative Model for Lifestyle Brands 

 

It is interesting to discover what differentiates a lifestyle brand from other types 

of brands, the only authors that conceptualize on this aspect are Saviolo and Marazza 

(2013) who in their interpretative model represented in Figure 2 place them in a 

continuum of symbolic benefits.  
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 In this respect, they claim that “a lifestyle status isn’t just achieved by way of a 

wide product range but above all the type of benefit and symbolic value that the customer 

associates with the brand which is alike cult brands for instance, but the latter serve one 

product category or target, whilst lifestyle brands are oriented towards more unrelated 

product categories (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). This coincides with the symbolic 

dimension mentioned previously, where lifestyle branding is more about the social 

benefits the brand brings across and less about concentrating on one target. In addition 

lifestyle branding it is not so much about serving a wide range of products but what makes 

a brand focused on a consumer’s lifestyle (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013) but that the key 

is to focus on a symbolic universe where consumers can live in (Hameide, 2011; Austin 

Figure 2.  Lifestyle brands compared to other types of brands. 
Source: Saviolo and Marazza (2013: 39). 
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and Matos, 2013). Again, lifestyle branding is a field of symbolic value creation, and has 

moved on from a simply functional or auto-directed emotional benefit, to more of a social 

one (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). This is where both the symbolic dimension of branding 

and the community aspect come together, as will be researched and contrasted in the 

applied research of this study.  

Therefore, those that have a clear, distinct direction, and can inspire and guide 

social values succeed as lifestyle, although initially it is based on a leadership in terms of 

product (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). Explicitly: 
 

“A lifestyle brand typically covers a semantic territory, creating a disruption with 

the status quo and proposing an innovative viewpoint of the world”.  

      (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013: 48).  
 

These authors are the only that focus on trying to define a lifestyle brand, through an 

interpretative model, that they apply to global fashion brands such as Abercrombie and 

Fitch, Patagonia, Diesel.  

However, they do no empirically present their methodological research but interpret their 

model applying it to these brands, without explicating their research design or methods 

of analysis. As shown in Figure 3, they distinguish three elements in a lifestyle brand: 

 

- Background: means the fundamental set of beliefs or guiding principles of the 

brand, a “credo”, which is strategic to the brand. It tends to be made of 

aspirational values that influence small decisions within the company, guide 

Figure 3. The interpretative Lifestyle Brand Model. 
Source: Saviolo and Marazza (2013: 78). 
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attitudes, behaviors and decisions. A key component mentioned by the authors 

is the ‘stories’ that can be told about the company, its products, its customers 

and users, and which reflect the credo. It is about evoking an engaging world 

that must be memorable.  

 

- Manifesto: a distinctive value proposition that means showing a perspective 

on the world. It is a set of topics and intentions that generally originates from 

the founder of the company, also or otherwise expressed in “codes” that 

communicate that point of view, but they can change according to different 

cultures. The importance of the founder has been also empirically researched 

by Austin (2008) in her study on SME fashion brands in the United States.  

 

- Expression: In this third aspect Saviolo and Marazza (2013) comment how 

the lifestyle brand becomes tangible through elements such as communication 

activities -essential according to Jung and Merlin (2003)-, direct interaction 

with the customers in-store or through its products or services. Indeed, retail 

mix elements can help position a brand and make it relevant for its customers, 

by fitting better with their customer lifestyles (Helman and de Chernatony, 

1999).  

 

These three constituent elements are related by two other linking aspects, the role of the 

visionary leadership as representing the brand vision is what links the credo and stories 

to the lifestyle proposition and codes; and the organizational mechanisms in turn link 

these lifestyle proposition and codes –the manifesto- to the expression, that is they allow 

the brand communication and interaction with the product. 

As mentioned previously, these authors explore this model using four brief case 

studies of three big global fashion companies and one in the grocery category, which they 

consider are lifestyle brands such as Diesel, Patagonia, Apple and Slow Food. They might 

serve as a point of comparison, regarding how small and medium fashion brands in Spain, 

might use similar lifestyle branding dimensions or if there are differences according to 

company size. As mentioned during the literature review other authors do no present 

specific, holistic and empirically tested conceptualizations on lifestyle branding 
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dimensions, they do provide characteristics regarding different geographical contexts for 

instance Poon (2015) presents the cultural determinants of lifestyle branding in Malaysia 

by applying Aaker’s 1996 model of brand equity attributes of loyalty, perceived quality, 

differentiation and awareness to four global brands Starbucks, McDonald’s, Pizza Hut 

and Snowflake and how they interact with Malaysian consumers, but no discussion to a 

lifestyle branding literature itself is presented other than referring it to branding 

constructs.   

 

3.4.1.2. Mythology and Values  

 

To bridge this divide between lifestyle branding as an understudied topic in 

academia but ubiquitous in practice, Austin and Matos (2013) strive to offer a more 

comprehensive point of view, by bringing together different brand dimensions presented 

by branding authors, and adding some of their own, specifically the attributes of the 

importance of: Mythology, meaning the brand embodies a story that resonates with deeply 

held social ideals (citing Holt, 2004), and that of Values, as a lifestyle brand dimension 

which means the ability to communicate a set core of values that are important to 

employees and consumers (citing Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Sen and Bhattacharya, 

2001). Therefore, the notion of creation a symbolic universe is emphasized. They claim 

that in lifestyle branding multifaceted marketing mixes are used to appeal to more than a 

single aspect of their customers’ interests, feelings and needs (Austin and Matos, 2013) 

which relates to the importance of the credo, the story and the lifestyle proposition and 

codes presented by Saviolo and Marazza (2013). However, there have been calls for not 

focusing so much on lifestyle and values regarding consumption but more on embedding 

brands within a socio-cultural context and within everyday life (Schembri, 2009). In this 

respect, these authors name other constructs but do not empirically test them. 

 

3.4.2. The physical setting 

 

  Lifestyle brands therefore place an emphasis on the relationship, as a continuous 

process, since brands are socially negotiated (Austin, 2008), to the extreme that anything 

that can be consumed is now understood as a brand (Hess, 2018). The relationship 
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between consumers and branded products is not passive (Kapferer, 2015; Lewis, 2010; 

Dubois, 2012), consumers forge the meaning of brands in their social relations, and this 

is what gives the brands value (Lewis, 2010: 595). Although, “it is not to brands that 

consumers will be loyal, but to images and symbols, especially to images and symbols 

that they produce while they consume” (Firat et al., 1995: 251). 

In any case passion and involvement are essential for a lifestyle brand to establish 

an emotional bond with the consumer and it can be achieved only through a direct 

interaction with the consumer, be it virtual or physical, such as the point of sale (Saviolo 

and Marazza, 2013: 74), since we are in an increasingly lifestyle-oriented consumer 

culture (Lewis, 2010: 586). In this respect the brand experience topic has become a topic 

for some years already (Kim, 2012; Brakus, Schmitt and Zarantonello, 2009). Indeed, 

consumers are searching for meaningful experiences and the global fashion industry is 

becoming a network of experiences across diverse consumer product lines (Kim, 2012: 

421). These considerations place lifestyle branding with regard other recent trendy 

concepts such as consumer-brand experience in fashion (Kim, 2012), also the real 

importance placed by the retailer on the experiential aspects of the store environment and 

the real value given by customers on more traditional aspects such as customer service or 

store layout (Backstrom and Johansson, 2006). The specific attachment of lifestyle 

branding to experiential marketing still requires further research since there is abundant 

literature on retail atmospherics and the five senses (Kozinets et al., 2002) themed 

retailing (Wickstrom, 2008) and of aesthetic experiences of luxury, for instance Louis 

Vuitton stores in Hong Kong and China (Joy et al., 2014).  
 

 

3.4.3. Self-expressive, social benefits, enabling the ‘personal’ brand  

Continuing with the analysis of lifestyle branding aspects that have been 

mentioned by authors regarding this type of brand strategy, one common trait for lifestyle 

branding seems the ability to conveying self-expressive benefits (Helman and de 

Chernatony, 1999; Jung and Merlin, 2003; Nakra, 2006; Austin, 2008; Lewis, 2010; 

Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Khrishnan, 2011; Dubois, 2012; Taylor, 2012; Saviolo 

and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013, Munteanu and Pagalea, 2014). A lifestyle 

brand/product has self-expressive benefits because it allows for the individual to self-
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express themselves to others (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011). Citing Belk (1998)’s 

concept of “second-skin” products, Jung and Merlin claim that these kinds of products, 

typical of fashion or other conspicuous products, are seen in public, so they express the 

person’s image and are apparent in a social setting, they affect the image of the user of 

those products, since others seem to ‘evaluate’ him/her. These ‘high involvement’ 

products such as clothes, cars or cosmetics and drinks, are much easier to encompass in 

a lifestyle brand (Jung and Merlin, 2003). Indeed it is considered that the purpose of 

lifestyle branding is to position the brand as representing part of the customer’s self, and 

very often consumers choose brands that are appropriate to their self-image (Jung and 

Merlin, 2003; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). Accordingly, companies try to position their 

brands in order to fit into their consumers' lifestyle (Munteanu and Pagalea, 2014: 103).   

For many companies, lifestyle branding as a positioning and differentiation 

strategy, offers “a way of breaking free of the cutthroat competition within a category by 

connecting with consumers on a more personal level” (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011: 

79), however, although lifestyle brands allow consumer’s self-expression this implies a 

competition with other types of self-expression possibilities that may even not be brands 

such as hobbies, affiliation, social interactions (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011: 14). 

This critical notion of lifestyle branding sheds some light as to the wide arena in which 

lifestyle branding is placed. In this light, Jung and Merlin (2003) claim that lifestyle 

brands can be created from scratch or otherwise evolve into one if the owners capitalize 

on three elements: a product’s self-expressive benefits, implementing an integrated 

marketing strategy and using range branding.  

Consumers search for the social links and identities that the brand enables, not for 

the brands themselves (Kozinets et al., 2002; Schembri, 2009; Bastos and Levy, 2012). A 

branded good is a mediator (Binkley, 2002), a symbol and a tool (Schembri, 2009) for 

lifestyle consumption. Indeed brands facilitate consumer’s identity formation through 

exposure to lifestyle (Hackley and Tiwsakul, 2006), and can act as stated by Lury, “as the 

bearer of lifestyle authority”, they are a partner and adviser for consumption choices (cfr. 

Binkley, 2002).  

Consumers use brands to express and validate their identity (Chernev, Hamilton 

and Gal, 2011 citing: Aaker, 1997; Berger and Heath, 2007; Escalas and Bettman, 2005) 

and this idea has led many companies to reposition their products from focusing on 
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functional attributes to focusing on emotional ones, to how they fit into a consumer’s 

lifestyle. In this same thread of thought, Jung and Merlin (2003) have developed their 

own definition of lifestyle branding as “a product or service that provides consumers with 

an emotional attachment to an identifiable lifestyle – the rugged outdoorsman, the posh 

executive or an urban hipster. The consumer then projects this lifestyle to society by 

purchasing and using particular brands (Jung and Merlin, 2003: 40). Lifestyle brands may 

have personality traits associated to their brand which link to the buyer’s own sense of 

identity (Hameide, 2011). Fashion brands try to reproduce the lifestyle and image of who 

they believe their consumer wants to emulate (Dubois, 2012). This also links to the 

concept of brand associations, as an important experiential aspects of consumer behavior 

(Kim, 2012).  

However, whilst in the past only self- expressive products could be considered to 

belong to lifestyle brands, currently companies that do not sell products with high 

emotional involvement can still use lifestyle branding strategies (Jung and Merlin, 2003). 

Thus lifestyle branding as a brand differentiation strategy now competes with any brand 

that enters the ‘self-expressive domain’ (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011). To clarify:  

 

“Competition is no longer bound by product categories: all lifestyle brands 

compete across categories for a share of consumer identity. Fulfilling consumers' 

need for self-expression is becoming the new frontier of brand competition”  

                    (Chernev, 2011: 67). 
 

Fashion brands are a source of ‘mythic and symbolic resources through which 

people can construct narratives of identity’ (Arnould and Thompson, 2005: 871). 

Although, it is less about focusing on specific concepts but rather offering the consumer 

the possibility to “construct intrinsic meanings around their own experiences of the retail 

place” (Nuttavuthisit, 2014: 437). An article published by the Marketing Science Institute, 

based on Chernev, Hamilton and Gal (2011) summarizes:  

 

“There will be winners and losers in the lifestyle branding game (…). Lifestyle 

branding requires a different set of core competencies and strategic assets rather 
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than competing on functional attributes, and only those brands that can truly 

relate to their customers’ identities will succeed”  

                         (Marketing Science Institute, December 18th 2013). 

 

In this manner, fashion brands have potential for growth using lifestyle branding 

since fashion field is based on symbolic and not to functional attributes. Fashion is about 

the intangible, about image, about a dream, it’s aspirational, a ‘cycle of desire itself’ and 

immerses consumers in “a perpetual state of dissatisfaction over one’s current lifestyle 

and physical appearance” (Thompson and Haytko, 1996: 3). A product is purchased to 

convey a type of lifestyle which one may not currently fit in with socially or 

economically, “but by continuously acting out the identity by showcasing the products, 

others may begin to see them as being part of that lifestyle” (Taylor, 2012: 5). Moreover:  

 

“… Lifestyle brands have a deep understanding of their target consumer’s way of 

life. They understand the type of experiences that they crave, as well as the people, 

places and things that motivate and inspires them. It’s not simply a compilation 

of their demographic data with some key "interests" and "likes" thrown into the 

targeting keyword list — it’s understanding their consumers fully as an 

anthropologist would understand a culture. And then once that is determined, it’s 

about inserting your brand — not necessarily your product — into that culture so 

your brand and products become key contributors to your consumer’s way of 

life….” 

 (Frías, 2016). 

 

Although clothing brands are perfect candidates for lifestyle branding they do not 

always succeed (Austin 2008; Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011), and a reason behind 

this might as mentioned earlier that they compete for a share of their consumer’s identity 

with other players who might be brands from another product category or even non-

brands or activities that allow consumers self-expressive benefits (Chernev, Hamilton and 

Gal, 2011). For example, deciding between buying a clothing item, spending that money 

instead travelling or going out to a fancy restaurant. Sometimes brands can become such 

a regular part of life of consumers that they can become invisible or unnoticeable – they 
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simply exist in the background (Couplan 2005, cfr. Bastos and Levy, 2012: 359). Lifestyle 

brands have been claimed to reflect and facilitate people’s way of living, and enable key 

aspects of their consumers’ behavior, ranging from core users, who help define the 

brand’s meanings, to those for whom the lifestyle is aspirational (Austin and Matos, 2013) 

and they authentically and consistently espouse a set of essential values that deeply 

resonate with their consumer base (Austin and Matos, 2013) and are relevant for their 

consumer’s lifestyle (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). 

More so, the success of a lifestyle campaign might depend upon an effective 

evocation of the ‘desired’ cultural connotation for the consumer (Englis and Solomon, 

1995), brands are used as a cultural resource (Hackley and Tiwsakul, 2006) and 

“consumers do not only buy products: they buy the lifestyles, stories, experiences and 

emotions that products convey” (Bulmer and Oliver, 2004; cfr. Hackley and Tiwsakul, 

2006: 7).  

 

 

3.4.4. Community, WOM and relationships 

 

Lifestyle branding has been also related to the conceptual fields of relationship 

marketing (Austin and Matos, 2013), peer to peer communications (Austin, 2008) and 

brand authenticity (Hameide, 2011; Austin and Matos, 2013) as a strategy that allows to 

create relevant associations for a way of life. However, this need for ‘authenticity’ 

required in a lifestyle brand, is a claim that is also true for other brands (Napoli et al., 

2014), so it is not a unique dimension of lifestyle branding, although it would be interested 

to see its linkage to brand authenticity construct (Schallehn et al., 2014). 

In addition, it has been claimed that brand personality “is developed primarily 

through the lifestyle images that it comes to signify and the shared values between retailer 

and consumers that it represents” (Moore, 1995). However, these shared values are 

therefore not exclusive property of the company-brand, but part of a wider context of 

sharing and interpretation, therefore another aspect of lifestyle branding could be said to 

be that of community, including word-of-mouth where value is co-created between this 

interaction between the customers among themselves and with the brand. In this respect 

Austin (2008), in her research on small fashion brands in the United States posits that a 
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lifestyle brand is more appealing if it places less emphasis on traditional marketing and 

instead fosters peer to peer communications by core users. Before the digital surge of 

social media platforms, it has been already claimed that the portrayal of lifestyles are the 

backbone of many positioning and promotional strategies that rely upon reference group 

influences to motivate consumers' purchase behaviors (Englis and Solomon, 1995), but 

due to technological possibilities this aspect has been multiplied exponentially, since 

users are influenced by other peers in their perceptions about brands. How has it benefited 

this type of branding strategy, given the infinite consumers lifestyles that are available on 

social media? It seems especially relevant to consider that consumers tend to make 

lifestyle-related product choices, based on the assumptions of how others live and 

consume, in this respect brands “foster community creation and allow customers to 

become involved in the lifestyle proposed” (Diaz-Soloaga and García-Guerrero, 2016: 

51).  

In addition Austin (2008) intends to define lifestyle brands, by opposition to what 

is “not” a lifestyle brands and an essential characteristic of lifestyle branding is according 

to her the relevance of ‘peer-to-peer communication’. Austin (2008) claims that, although 

there are different kinds of lifestyle brand users, those which are core enthusiasts are more 

likely to establish peer to peer communications without the brands intervention. Lifestyle 

brands consciously seem to embrace multidirectional relationship marketing (Austin and 

Matos, 2013; Austin, 2008), an attribute to be found in smaller companies who strive to 

harness consumer word of mouth to gain brand awareness (Hamilton et al., 2016).  

Furthermore, lifestyle branding has been said to embrace multi-directional 

relationship marketing (Austin and Matos, 2013) although this has not been studied 

empirically. The construct of relationship marketing has not been researched yet as to 

which type of business it is useful for and in which conditions (Adjei and Clark, 2010). 

The concept of brand community as has been proposed by Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001: 

412) has been defined as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on 

a structured set of social relations among admirers of a brand”. The extent to which 

lifestyle branding has this community dimension has yet to be researched. A study by 

strategic consultancy agency Llorente & Cuenca (2019) includes the element of 

community as essential for creating a lifestyle brand, together with other elements such 

as personalization, becoming part of an everyday life situation, embracing 
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experimentation and fulfilling the expectation of younger generations. By contrast, brand 

community has been claimed by authors to not consist of homogeneous lifestyle segments 

or consumption constellations but to be formed around one good and service and not 

many (Muñiz and O’Guinn, 2001), and they have been said to be “explicitly commercial 

collectives centered around a brand, not incidental contact with commercial space” 

(Muñiz and O’Guinn, 2001: 426). It still remains to be tested whether lifestyle branding 

is more related to fostering a community or to establishing relationships with 

customers/users and then the former might come naturally.   

 

3.4.5. Product range or “categorical” breath   

 

Most authors retrieved mention that having a wide range of different products is 

characteristic of lifestyle brands (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999: Nakra, 2006; Austin, 

2008; Hameide, 2011; Taylor, 2012; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). Although it is 

necessary to make some precision, for instance Jung and Merlin (2003) when 

commenting on dimensions of lifestyle brands refer to the concept of ‘range branding’, 

citing Aaker (1996), and differentiate it from brand extensions: “a range brand has one 

carefully crafted brand identity that appeals to one psychographic group, unlike brand 

extensions, which can appeal to more than one psychographic group” (Jung and Merlin, 

2003: 42). Therefore, extending across many product categories although attributable to 

lifestyle fashion brands is necessary to be researched since it has been claimed that it is 

about an offering of “multifaceted product and promotional mixes that appeal to more 

than a single aspect of their customers’ interests, feelings and needs (Austin, 2008: 1), 

and emphasizing a symbolic dimension, about creating a brand universe, in the sense that 

goods ‘go together’ in large part because their symbolic properties bring them 

together” (McCracken, 1990: 120). Indeed lifestyle positioning has become frequent in 

categories where functional differences are hard to maintain (Marketing Science Institute, 

2013). Lifestyle brands are able to express a ‘way of life’ in different categories and 

business segments but it does not necessarily have to be so, there might be lifestyle brands 

without brand extensions, since a lifestyle brand is not about having brand extensions, but 

about the symbolic, for instance Patagonia mentioned by many to be typical lifestyle 

brand, is a bearer of an ideology, in this case “environmentally friendly” (Saviolo and 
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Marazza, 2013). However, it has been claimed that “successful fashion companies need 

to develop brand extension strategy and/or provide new lifestyle products to secure more 

targeted consumers” (Kim and Brandon, 2010). Some have claimed the Chinese brand, 

Shanghai Tang is also a lifestyle fashion brand, showcasing traditional Chinese culture 

(Hameide, 2011). Focusing on this symbolic rather than the functional has allowed brands 

from non-symbolic domains, like consumers goods to enter this lifestyle territory:  

 

“Thus, in addition to brands positioned as lifestyle, such as Ralph Lauren, 

Abercrombie & Fitch, and Martha Stewart, several well-established brands, such 

as Gillette, Dove, Montblanc, Oakley, and Quicksilver, have transitioned from 

being performance focused to lifestyle oriented.  

        (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011: 14). 

 

What this “lifestyle orientation” implies in terms of products categories in the fashion 

industry will be further researched in the applied chapters, since for instance more 

premium brands such as Tag Heuer and Armani have used brand extensions to with a 

focus on lifestyle products in order to target different consumers (Truong et al., 2009, Cfr. 

Hennigs et al., 2013).  

 

3.4.6. The role of the founder of lifestyle brands   

 

The role of the founder of the brand, is considered to be important for a lifestyle 

brand’s essence (Austin, 2008; Taylor, 2012; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013). Of the studies 

retrieved regarding lifestyle branding, Austin (2008) presents empirical qualitative 

research on lifestyle branding by three small fashion companies in the United States and 

Dubois (2012) studies the production of a lifestyle brand in Wall Street from a consumer 

culture perspective. Both emphasize the role the brand ‘producers’ play in creating that 

consumer lifestyle, although Austin (2008) emphasizes the key figure of the 

founder/managers as ‘produsers’, that is at the same time producers and users of the 

brand, a concept where the production and consumption of goods go together (Ritzer, 

2014). On the other hand, Dubois (2012), from a cultural perspective, criticizes the fact 

that the ‘lifestyle brand producers’ often do not live the brand but instead focus on 
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leveraging those products and specific brand image so that they represent that consumer 

lifestyle. Saviolo and Marazza (2013) place the visionary leadership of the brand in a core 

and strategic place, as what defines the brand ‘manifesto’ and defines the creation of a 

lifestyle proposition and the subsequent lifestyle codes to be able to communicate the 

brand.  

In this manner, the main contribution of Austin (2008) is that lifestyle brand 

founders/managers have a high level of awareness about themselves, their brands and 

customers, so much so they are also consumers –prosumers- of the brand they market. 

This is exemplified by Taylor (2012) in her analysis of how brands such as Coco Chanel, 

Diane Von Furstenberg and Ralph Lauren promoted a lifestyle brand that was crafted by 

the founder.  

Saviolo and Marazza (2013) also claim as mentioned previously that the visionary 

leader emotionally portrays the ‘lifestyle brand manifesto’ to all the company, and they 

make a difference because they tend to have a “a high sensitivity and a strong assertive 

and original perspective that he or she is able to express through a product or brand” (p. 

79).  

In addition they personify and represent that for which the brand stands for, 

although this is hard since their vision has to be reinvented over time. Founders of brands 

have a strong influence in the brand symbolism regarding SME brands however there is 

no discussion regarding the relevance they have for lifestyle branding a topic that will be 

further discussed in Chapter 4 and tested once again, as other aspects of literature in the 

applied research chapters.  

 

 

3.5. ONLINE FASHION BRAND CONTEXT  

 

On another thread of ideas, it is important to consider the current context of 

fashion brand creation and also consumption, which has changed exponentially since the 

advent of social media. Primarily Instagram in 2010 which are essential inspiration and 

image showcases for a fashion brand, a window for a brand to present lifestyle content, 

through stories or posts and for consumers to co-create brand value, and also in a sense 

become brand prosumers (Ritzer, 2014). In fact, instashops or links to the online 
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ecommerce websites are branded themselves, because they represent the brand and are 

the brand. This specificity seems interesting to research regarding our study of the fashion 

industry and startups in Spain, where a wide array of brands have been born online and 

have been pure players before entering a physical outlet. In this sense, it is interesting to 

research whether lifestyle branding is about depicting lifestyle imagery online in web and 

social media channels or if it is a different concept from imagery portrayed in digital 

channels. 

In fact, the specific linkage of lifestyle branding and digital strategies have not 

been researched. The specificities of SMEs, fashion industry and social media marketing 

yet require more research (Ananda, et al., 2015). It is also necessary to discover 

differences in operationalizing lifestyle brand dimensions between a fashion brand that 

has been born as a pureplayer or has started from traditional physical retail and 

incorporated an online social media account, an online store/e-commerce website as 

another tool for brand image creation. Full scale attention to branding means creating 

imagery that affects all senses (Bastos and Levy, 2012: 360) and this has been recently 

studied by management (Lindstrom and Kotler, 2005). It has been claimed that pure 

players that only have one brand of merchandise should place close attention to how they 

market their overall brand image (Kumar and Kim (2014: 693). These issues will be 

considered in the applied research chapter, by sampling two sets of brands, those pure 

players born online and though who have entered the digital terrain from a traditional 

branding approach born in physical retail.  

 

 

3.6. LIFESTYLE AND FASHION BRAND EXPERIENCE 

 

 Brands can harness “specific hedonistic desires in expressing a bigger sociological 

and psychological construct such as lifestyle” (Munteanu and Pagalea, 2014: 4). Indeed 

digital media and web have become important catalysts in the development and 

management of successful lifestyle brands (Poon, 2015). Analyzing shifting consumer 

behavior is essential, since lifestyles are constantly changing, therefore lifestyle brands 

should be aware of their consumers’ lifestyles need, desires, attitudes, opinions to 

establish a closer connection with them, and in fact, consumer-driven marketing 
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increasingly is a central component of fashion marketing and a promising field within 

fashion research (Pihl, 2014). Lifestyle descriptions can provide fresh insights and gives 

a more three dimensional view of the target market consumers (Krishnan, 2011), and 

therefore a more emotional connection can be created between the brand and the 

consumer (Gobé, 2009). As this brand consultancy firm explains: 

 

“Lifestyle branding is increasingly the Holy Grail for many brands, but what 

defines the ‘lifestyle’ offer now and which brands are really defining it? The 

strategy of moving beyond product and services to own a larger slice of the 

customer’s identity has proven excellent protection against the variety and 

volatility of the markets’ — and consumers’– increasing inconsistency”. 

       (Maxwell, 2017). 

 

  The benefits of using lifestyle positioning regarding consumers and how to cater 

the brand to them has been claimed to improve company differentiation (Chernev, 

Hamilton and Gal, 2011), offers opportunities for new product development (Pérez and 

Solanas, 2006) and simplifies the communication process between the retailer and 

consumer (Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). It has been identified for fashion own-

brands, that focused differentiation is the pivotal point of marketing strategies, built on 

lifestyle segmentation and directed towards specified target segments, and such as 

strategy implies “a consistent and uniform corporate image replicated through all stores 

(…) achieved primarily through the image of the own-brand and the lifestyle symbols it 

represents” (Moore, 1995).   

The real connection between lifestyle branding and fashion retail has been 

scarcely studied empirically or scientifically and in only some specific geographical 

contexts (Oh et al, 2016; Mankodi, 2016; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin, 2008; 

Sathish and Rajamohan, 2012; Nakra, 2006). However, the current XXI century digital 

context of consumers lifestyle have been theorized as influencing emotions derived from 

product experiences (Mishra et al. 2014). As has been previously mentioned consumption 

today is not just buying a product but has become more as a means of self-expression and 

individual identity creation (Gabriel and Lang, 2008), it has become ‘aestheticized’ with 

more emphasis on sensory aspects of the products for user experiences like social image 
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and usage pleasure derived from it (Mishra et al. 2014). Smartphones have become an 

important ingredient in the lifestyle of users as people look for congruence between the 

symbolic meaning of the product and their own ways of looking at life in general, since 

the lifestyle of users define the roles users play at different point of time (Mishkra et al, 

2014).  

 

3.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 

To summarize, the concept of lifestyle branding seems to have various points of 

contact with other brand constructs (Austin and Matos, 2013) but these have not been 

empirically tested, although as has been seen it has been related to relationship marketing, 

to brand community, to brand equity, to brand experience, to brand positioning.  

The next Chapter 4 will present Brand theory which will allow to place the term 

within its theoretical field of study, since it is in fact a brand strategy and to understand 

its linkage with other branding themes. This chapter together with previous Chapter 2 has 

therefore served as a context, to understand “what has been mentioned” about lifestyle 

branding in academia and management, but there is insufficient scientific research as to 

how it can be defined, what its dimensions are and how these can be empirically justified. 

Therefore, we have seen that lifestyle branding has been regarded to have 

attributes similar to relationship marketing, brand authenticity and self-expressive 

branding literature (Austin and Matos, 2013: 653). It has also been seen that it is important 

to consider the cultural aspect regarding lifestyle brands, indeed “failure in lifestyle 

branding is not as openly discussed or documented” (Baladi, 2011; cfr. Poon, 2015) and 

for instance in Asian business communities, lifestyle branding is viewed as secondary 

regarding other sources of product promotion or sales, and how conservative Asian 

business communities frequently view lifestyle branding as secondary to profit from 

product promotion and sales (Poon, 2015). 

Finally, this chapter has allowed to review publications on the topic and regarding 

these, since they are scattered and none based on empirical research, the author has 

compiled together aspects that have been mentioned but to date not presented in a unified 

manner, so they will be tested in the applied research chapters. However, these 

dimensions have become the body of knowledge for this study together with Chapter 2 
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and Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of the literature review, in order to focus on answering 

research questions RQ1 and RQ2 that have been stated in Chapter 1, the Introduction. 
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CHAPTER 4. BRAND THEORY AND SMEs 

 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter 4 of the Literature Review presents the theoretical underpinnings 

of the brand/branding a concept that requires multiple brand identity enactments in the 

XXI century (Uggla, 2006), for purpose of our research on lifestyle branding in the 

Spanish fashion retail industry and specifically of small and medium fashion companies. 

SME retail branding conceptualizations are also presented since it is still a relatively 

young field of study (Krake, 2005) and academics tend to consider branding with regard 

to big companies (Juntunen, 2011) but branding has been seen to have a positive impact 

in SMEs (Agostini, Filipinni and Nosella, 2015). Because SME branding is quite a recent 

topic of research, first the overtly corporate branding theme –considering the organization 

as a whole-, is presented to provide a background knowledge for more niche and tailored 

forms of branding (Inskip, 2004). In addition, this Chapter 4 presents the brand 

positioning concept, which implies deciding which elements of a brand identity to keep 

and which ones to change (da Silveira et al, 2013, cfr. Urde and Koch, 2014) and it 

explores brand oriented-positioning as opposed to a more market-orientated positioning 

(Urde, 2003, 2014). These considerations provide further theoretical underpinnings of 

lifestyle branding as a positioning strategy and how it relates more to a brand-oriented by 

contrast to market-oriented positioning.  

The interest in studying lifestyle branding by small and medium fashion retail 

brands and how their specific type of brand identity is similar but at the same time 

different to other brands, is justified by the fact that in Spain, these types of brands sum 

up more than two thirds of fashion brands (Modaes.es, 2018), and that there have been 

claims for more contextually based research to expose the multifaceted meaning behind 

the brand construct (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012). 
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4.2. XXI CENTURY BRANDING: MULTIPLE MEANINGS 

The branding context has transformed in the last half of the XX century, from its 

historical origins referred to ownership and reputation, to being more related to brand 

image, symbolic values, fantasy, and relationship partner (Bastos and Levy, 2012). 

Branding currently is widespread, pervasive and has a ubiquitous status (Kent, 2003; 

Bastos and Levy, 2012; Kapferer, 2012; Keller et al. 2012; Hess, 2018), evidenced by the 

emphasis placed on the word ‘branding’ itself by all sorts of entities. It has turned into a 

multifaceted, multidimensional, multifunctional and malleable entity (de Chernatony, 

2006; Bastos and Levy, 2012).  The seminal paper of Gardner and Levy (1955) seems 

still relevant: a brand is a complex symbol that represents a variety of ideas and attributes. 

There are claims for the flexibility the branding concept allows, thus the wide array of 

metaphors currently used to make sense of brands (Stern, 2006).  A recent perspective, 

aligned with the focus of our research is that we are in a world of brand polysemy or 

brand morphing where there are multiple meanings for the brand concept (Kapferer, 2015; 

Merrilees, 2007) and which means that consumers co-construct brands with producers 

(Schembri, 2009; Joy et al., 2014), the power in constructing a brand resides in the minds 

of consumers and what they have learned and experienced of the brand over time (Keller 

and Lehmann, 2006). 

The concept of “brand” and “branding” has had multiple theoretical propositions 

and paradigms. One of the hottest points of disagreement between experts is the definition 

of a brand (Kapferer, 2012). Regarding literature on branding theory, there are claims for 

a more holistic perspective (Burt and Davies, 2010; De Chernatony, 2006; Clifton, 2003) 

by linking a brand to a person, a place, a thing or another brand, and taking into account 

the effects this has on consumers’ brand knowledge (Keller, 2003). Moreover, academic 

research on retail branding seems to have “evolved from the level of the product to the 

level of the company, via the store” (Burt and Davies, 2010: 871). Moreover, there are 

multiple dimensions of brand knowledge, such as: awareness, attributes, benefits, images, 

thoughts, feelings, attitudes, experiences, that have however not been studied holistically, 

from a broader perspective. In the case of the fashion brand concept for instance, there 

tends to be a powerful symbolic dimension, which conveys lifestyle messages to the 

consumer, whose uses them as a means of self-expression within their social context 
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(Moore, 1995: 5), but the fashion brand itself has not been studied in depth regarding 

lifestyle branding strategy. 

Furthermore, the branding concept has expanded to an emphasis on the values of 

a brand, which have taken on greater significance in the late XX century for both 

corporate and product brands (Kent, 2003). As experts have widely stated, branding and 

retailing are both processes that ‘add value’ (de Chernatony, 2009) and specifically a 

brand could be defined as a “cluster of values” (de Chernatony, 2009: 104). There have 

been calls for a better understanding of “how retailers become engendered with brand 

significance through retail brand management” (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2011: 

161).  

Our perspective on SMEs retail branding -and within it pure players- and how 

value is delivered internally bringing it down to the fashion retail context, is related to the 

primary idea of shopping as a total experience presented by Martineau (1958), regarding 

the fact that customers do not dissociate the store brand image –physical or online- from 

the image of the core brand itself. Therefore, in this framework, the corporate brand 

concept gains importance, due to a broader marketing trend that reflects a current complex 

brand management challenge and increased collaboration between brands (Uggla, 2006). 

This aspect of an increased brand collaboration between brands, as a way of creating 

brand associations that add to brand identity, is relevant to our research on SME retail 

branding since in Spain there is evidence of co-branding strategies. Even though co-

branding is claimed to be used by large companies (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010), and 

SME branding has been seen to differ from big company branding (Juntunnen, 2011) our 

contention is that SMEs can also benefit from these type of brand association strategies.   

Therefore, in these wide theoretical underpinnings and meanings of the brand 

concept and the branding field the purpose of this chapter is to present brand dimensions 

and SME branding conceptualizations to have a context for the applied research chapters, 

regarding multiple-case studies of SME fashion retail brands and how they operationalize 

lifestyle branding strategy. The contribution of this research is based on calls for further 

work into corporate branding in retailing and based on themes that Ailawadi and Keller 

(2004) (Burt and Davies, 2010), recommend for a retailing branding research agenda such 

as:  
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- The development and application of traditional branding theory to retailer 

branding. This is specifically our case since we will consider the concept of 

lifestyle branding, as closely linked to branding theory, and apply its 

conceptualizations to Spanish fashion retailer brands. The intent of this study is 

to delve into concepts that are related to it and that have been called for further 

research such as brand personality and experiential marketing, which as has been 

mentioned in Chapter 3 are related to lifestyle branding. 

 

- The role of private labels in building brand equity. In this case, we will consider 

issues recommended for further research such as lifestyle branding as a type of 

brand positioning and a means of added value for SMEs brands, also as an 

enactment of the brand identity, and therefore consider dimensions of lifestyle 

branding that are important as brand associations for leveraging that brand 

identity. 

Our brand theory literature review is highlighted by the shift of power in brand 

management to the retailers (Kapferer, 2015; Hill and Lederer, 2001; Gadd, 2001; Ind, 

2001), and the fact that engaging in a relationship with customers is a key competitive 

factor. In addition, although there is abundant research on SME marketing there have 

been calls for further investigating in the specific field of SME branding (Mitchell, 

Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012; Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010; Merrilees, 2007; Wong and 

Merrilees, 2005; Krake, 2005; Hill and Wright, 2001).  

In our review of brand theory we will also consider concepts such as that of brand-

oriented against market-oriented positioning strategies (Urde and Koch, 2014), the 

concept of brand identity as a pivotal unit of analysis (Kapferer, 2012; Uggla, 2006; 

Aaker, 1996) and explore ways of enacting this brand identity, considering relevant topics 

for this research on lifestyle fashion branding such as that of brand associations (brand 

intangibles, brand personality, brand image, etc.). Within this concept of brand 

association, not only the direct experience is important but also that perceived through 

others. When regarding the ‘personality’ of a retail store, the seminal author Martineau 

(1958) claims that: “The attitudes towards a company image are not necessarily formed 

from experience. Rather, they may be shared ideas relayed from word of mouth” (p. 55). 

This is relevant given the importance of word-of-mouth for branding in social media 
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where consumers perceive brands maybe not through direct experience but by what is 

told, seen, liked, recommended (Carol and Ahuvia, 2006). Indeed sometimes people are 

not interested in the objects of consumption (Cova and Cova, 2002) but in the relevant 

social links and identities they enable (Schembri, 2008) and the meaning they can derive 

from brands (Fournier, 1998). 

 

4.3. CONSIDERING THE BRAND CONCEPT FOR SMES  

Brands are one of a firm’s most valuable intangible asset (Ailawadi and Keller, 

2004) and increasingly of strategic importance for management (Kapferer, 2012), and 

also specifically for SMEs. There is scant research regarding small business branding 

(Krake, 2005; Merrilees, 2007; Spence and Hamzoui, 2010), since there is a perception 

that small and medium brands tend to dedicate less importance to branding and brand 

creation, due to their efforts to increase sales and business (Wong and Merrilees, 2005) 

and because they tend to be more product-centered (Krake, 2005). Branding conducted 

by small and medium companies has not been extensively researched in contrast to SME 

marketing, despite the fact that 95 to 99 percent of businesses are considered as SMEs1 

worldwide according to OECD data in 2005 (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010). There have 

been claims to how SMEs may benefit from managing their brands more strategically and 

being more brand-oriented. In this respect, the concept of brand orientation introduced 

by Urde (1994, 1999), is relevant since a company may benefit from being more brand-

oriented, as opposed to a more market-oriented or customer-centric approach, 

predominant in literature and management (Urde, Baumgarth and Merrilees, 2013). It 

seems necessary to integrate both perspectives and consider a positioning perspective that 

is more identity-based for longer-term brand management (Urde and Koch, 2014). 

Taking into account the brand factor for small and medium companies, is key due 

to the current competitive markets led by intangibility, expressive and symbolic 

consumption patterns (Abimbola and Kocak, 2007).  

                                                           
1 The European Commission program for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs (COSME) is 
focused on implementing the Small Business Act (SBA) which reflects the Commission’s political will to 
recognize the central role of SMEs in the EU economy, since Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
(SMEs) are the backbone of Europe’s Economy and provide 85 % of all new jobs. It is running from 2014 
to 2020, with a budget of €2.3billion.  
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4.4. CORPORATE BRANDING ELEMENTS FOR SME BRANDING 

As mentioned by Burt and Davies (2010) retail branding seems to have moved 

from a product-based perspective to a more corporate store brand perspective. Therefore, 

since branding per se is a focusing tool and brands are ‘drivers’ of a purpose (Aaker and 

Joachimsthaler, 2000),  corporate branding may aid small and medium businesses in 

bringing discipline to the innovative and creative process of creating and establishing a 

new brand (Merrilees, 2007). Various authors have presented the differences between 

branding for large companies by contrast to SMEs (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 

2012), but in essence the concept of corporate branding refers to the entire organization 

and not necessarily to a large company (Merrilees, 2007) and thus some of its elements 

are also applicable to SMEs fashion retail brands. In this sense, Merrilees et al. (2012) 

claim that a central difference is that brand management for large companies is more 

complex than for SMEs, where branding is more ‘reductive’ in nature, based more on 

experience of what has worked in the past, and tends to be more tactical and sales oriented. 

Indeed, SMEs have a clear advantage over large companies in their branding efforts due 

to their more flexible structures and processes (Abimbola and Vallester, 2007), so there 

have been recommendations for SME owners/managers to adopt the principles of wider 

larger organizational branding, such as a focus on the consumer, who ultimately interprets 

brand meaning (Louro and Cunha, 2001, cfr. Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012). 

In essence, the corporate branding concept stems from the core concept of 

company or corporate identity, which addresses the question of ‘what the organization is 

or stands for’ (Balmer, 2001). As a business moves towards globalization, in an Internet 

and digitalized era, companies will not succeed purely on the basis of what products or 

services they offer (Keller and Richney, 2006). Consequently, shifting from marketing 

(product brand) to corporate branding becomes essential, since positioning a product 

solely with values associated with product performance rather than values associated with 

the corporation may shorten the life of the brand differentiation (Balmer, 2010; Kapferer, 

2012; Hatch and Schultz, 2009; Balmer and Gray, 2003; Cfr. Hamzah, Othman and Alwi 

(2015: 84). In addition, de Chernatony (2006) claims brands are a holistic entity and that 

particularly for product-based brands there are “unseen value-adding processes inside the 

organization that give brands their competitive advantages” (p. 11) and there are 

elements with less customer visibility but that also influence the brand concept, such as 
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committed staff, a well-respected research and development department, helpful 

customer services staff, well-conceived logistics process. De Chernatony (2006) calls for 

brand managers to recognize two critical assets -internal to the organization and unseen 

by consumers-: 

- Core competencies: which allow to preserve the brand’s functional advantage and 

to devise the positioning strategy using the brand’s functional values. 

 

- Organizational culture: which characterizes the corporate personality and allows 

the development of a personality strategy that metaphorically represents the 

brand’s values. This includes elements mentioned earlier such as committed 

employees or helpful staff and the role they might have in building the brand. Of 

relevance to this research on SMEs is the fact this tends to be unified in the 

founders/entrepreneur, at the initial phase, who represent the corporate personality 

of the SME. 

In addition, the corporate brand construct also designates the profile the company wants 

to promote among its different audiences (Kapferer, 2012: 27), so the corporate brand 

concept has become a ‘new hot managerial topic’ due to a greater sensibility to reputation, 

instead of to brand image. Although in-depth analysis of this concept of reputation2 

exceeds the scope of our research on lifestyle branding by SMEs fashion retail companies, 

it seems necessary to remark that reputation-management is of relevance for SME 

branding. In essence: 

“Reputation takes the company as a whole. It reunifies all stakeholders and all 

functions of the corporation (…) companies have realized they cannot stay mute, 

invisible, opaque. They must manage their visibility and that of their actions in 

order to maximize their reputational capital”.  

                                                                                              (Kapferer, 2012: 27). 

In the case of SMEs, for those that are pure players online or have online channels which 

represent an important element of company strategy, the concept of reputation is 

                                                           
2 For more insight into the concept check Fombrun and Van Riel (2008). 
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important to bear in mind, since it might be gained or lost instantly in a constantly 

connected digital world, of greater global exposure than years before.  

Clifton (2003: 237) claims there needs to be more focus on brands as total 

experiences, and as central organizing principles, rather than just products and logo, 

because they can build deeper customer relationships. This means concentrating on a total 

“chain of experience” –from visual identity to advertising, product, packaging, PR, in-

store environment – and increasingly 24/7 presence and availability online. According to 

the author, current technology and future innovations will provide the opportunity to build 

an even greater sensory experience into brands through touch, smell and sound, but still 

distinctive value will need to be added at every stage of the experience. In this respect, it 

is worthy to mention the Corporate Brand Experience concept (CBE) because it gives a 

corporation a source of added-value and allows to compete for a long-term point of 

differentiation (Hamzah, Othman and Alwi, 2015: 83). Instead of focusing on product 

level regarding elements such as the external environment, controlled communications, 

branding, visual identification and image-research there is greater recognition among 

scholars and marketers of the importance of corporate aspects (Balmer, 2001). And the 

brand experience has been seen as necessary due to competition on the Internet (Hamzah, 

Othman and Alwi, 2015). 

To summarize, managing the corporate brand, means considering the unique 

proposition, or set of values for which the company stands (de Chernatony, 2006: 31), 

and requires strong leaders who nurture value-adding communities. In the case of the 

SME fashion retail brand, it means considering the brand as the whole company and the 

concept of brand orientation is essential, more recently coined brand positioning and also 

presented as ‘brand alignment’, an important aspect if the whole organization is to ‘live 

the brand’ (Ind, 2001), since it is the process by which organizations think of themselves 

as brands (Kapferer, 2012: 72). 
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4.5. BRAND-ORIENTED VS. MARKET-ORIENTED POSITIONING 

It is necessary to consider how ‘brand oriented’ SMEs Spanish fashion companies 

are since they might be different in nature and a single brand strategy would not fit all 

SMEs (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010). In the fashion sector, the degree to which the 

company values its brand and is oriented toward brand building is of great importance to 

gain a competitive advantage (Bridson and Evans, 2004). Brand orientation is a strategic 

choice, which means a transition from focusing on brands to concentrate on the 

company’s activities (internal and external communications) around the brand (Urde, 

1994). The empirical benefits of being brand-oriented have not been applied extensively 

to SMEs (Wong and Merrilees, 2005), although there are various studies which have tried 

to research the concept using qualitative methods (Hirvonen and Laukkanen, 2016; Wong 

and Merrilees, 2005; Bridson and Evans, 2004). The definition of brand orientation 

according to Urde (1999) is: 

“… An approach in which the processes of the organization revolve around the 

creation, development, and protection of brand identity in an ongoing interaction 

with target customers with the aim of achieving a lasting competitive advantage 

in the form of brands”. 

      (Urde, 1999: 117). 

An important aspect in a brand oriented company, is that positioning the brand and 

defining the target group is essential for the relation between brand and product. Figure 4 

clarifies the way a brand-oriented company has linkages between the different brand 

elements. All elements, starting from the brand vision, trademark (brand) and product 

influence the target group; as well as the corporate name and corporate identity, and brand 

positioning.  
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In essence brand orientation is the traditional market orientation focus of any company, 

which is customer-driven, but with an additional sophistication, so both mindsets and the 

perspectives should be integrated in order to better understand, operationalize and 

evaluate alternative approaches to branding and marketing (Urde, Baumgarth and 

Merrilees, 2013). In the brand orientation paradigm, there are three levels of interaction 

between values and identity, composed of:  

- the organization 

- the brand 

- the customer and non-customer stakeholders 

In addition, within the literature on brand orientation, there are different 

perspectives, one more cultural, centered on corporate culture and another, more 

behavioral, centered on the internal ‘anchorage’ of the brand identity (Urde, Baumgarth 

and Merrilees, 2013). Urde, Baumgarth and Merrilees (2013) present a relevant Brand 

and Market Orientation Matrix that can help identify the positioning of SMEs Spanish 

fashion brands in the applied research chapter regarding a more market-oriented or brand-

oriented perspective. The authors present four approaches, in a continuum of being more 

Positioning

Target 
group

Corporate 
identity

Product

Brand 
vision

Trademark

Corporate 
name

Figure 4. The fundamental relations and concepts in a brand-oriented company.  
Source: adapted from Urde (1994: 26).  
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brand-oriented or more market-oriented which can be summarized in Figure 5. It shows 

how companies can take more of an outside-in approach, that of market orientation 

where brand image is a fundamental concept, in contrast to a more inside-out approach 

taken by brand orientation where brand identity becomes a key concept. As mentioned 

these two axis can serve to later position the fashion companies and also regarding its 

linkage to lifestyle branding. 

 

Figure 5. The Brand and Market Orientation Matrix. Source: Urde et al. (2013: 16). 

 

With their model of Brand Market Orientation Matrix presented by Urde, 

Baumgarth and Merrilees (2013) four different approaches to these different strategic 

orientations, brand or market can be identified, as shown in Figure 5. The “hybrid” 

approaches that emerge between each orientation could be summarized as: 

- Market orientation: The needs and wants of the consumers are viewed as 

essential, and are the point of departure for creating value. More importance is 

placed on the brand image. 
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- Brand orientation: this approach emphasizes the significance given to brand 

identity (mission, vision, values) which serves as guiding principle for 

organizational culture, behavior and strategy. The brand is ‘paramount’, so the 

internal aspect of the brand, that is, the organization and all its core competencies 

(employees, etc.) are seen as vital in the brand-building process. 

 

- Market and brand orientation: This hybrid approach puts the view of the market 

and the customer first, but still brand identity influences culture, behavior and 

strategy.  

 

- Brand and market orientation: The view of the brand identity comes first, but 

both the brand image and the needs and wants of consumers play an important 

role in the strategy and culture of the organization. 

Urde, Baumgarth and Merrilees (2013) claim for further research to re-examine the nature 

of these orientations using case studies. Indeed, in a further development and 

simplification of this model, which present different positioning schools, Urde and Koch 

(2014) state that the pivotal questions to consider are: 

- To what extent should an organization be guided by its identity in positioning its 

brand? 

- To what extent should it be responsive to others’ views and wishes?  

 

The following Table 6 summarizes aspects of a more brand-oriented or market-oriented 

positioning:  
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Table 5. The two approaches to positioning. Source: Urde and Koch (2014). 

 Market-oriented positioning Brand-oriented positioning 

Point of 

departure 

External market demand and 

industry structure 

Internal strength-driven 

brand potential 

Approach Outside-in Inside-out 

Key concept Image Identity 

Prominence Market (customer) over resources 

(brand) 

Resources (brand) over 

market (customer) 

Strategic focus Positioning the brand to satisfy the 

needs and wants of the customers 

and non-customer stakeholders 

Positioning the brand to 

satisfy the needs and wants 

of the customers and non-

customers stakeholders – 

within the boundaries of its 

identity. 

 

Urde and Koch (2014) claim the decision to take a perspective on positioning is 

conditioned by the nature of the brand (product or corporate), its market (consumer or 

industrial) and the phase (introduction or fortification). The concepts of brand positioning 

presented by authors regard it as “a story that supports the brand and shows how internal 

and external stakeholders should see the brand’s position” (Urde and Koch, 2014: 478), 

but it has a varied usage and is related to a variety of concepts, and used initially in 

advertising but applied now in marketing, strategy or branding. Regarding authors that 

associate positioning closely to brand identity, a positioning statement is said to 

communicate the brand’s functional values in contrast, to the brand personality, or the 

metaphors used to communicate the emotional values (de Chernatony, 2006), the brand 

position is intended to communicate to an external audience (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 

2000). By contrast, authors that are more market-oriented according to Urde and Koch 

(2014) would be Ries and Trout (1980) who proclaimed the importance of positioning, 

as that of winning the brand battle in the mind of the consumer. In any case, for sake of 

our study, we present the encompassing definition presented by Urde and Koch (2014) in 

their review of positioning schools:  
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Positioning is the management process that seeks to establish a new 

positioning in markets and minds or modifies (fortify) an existing one”.  

 (Urde and Koch, 2014:  479). 

In relation to scholarly approaches that follow the most brand-oriented school of inside-

out, identity-driven positioning, authors present the metaphor of Domino, which means 

matching the identity with selected market positions based on brand identity with the 

objective of fortifying them over time (Urde and Koch, 2014). Typical concepts used in 

literature3 in this brand-oriented approach are concepts of identity, brand values, track 

record and authenticity.  

In the current plethora of brands, and especially in the fashion sector, where new 

brands pop up and others disappear easily, another consideration on the positioning 

concept might help to focus on what the brand really stands for and makes it known to its 

customers: 

“Positioning is a process for ensuring the brand can fight through ‘noise’ 

in a market, and enables the brand to occupy a distinct, meaningful and 

valued place in target customers’ minds. For example, Harley-Davidson 

has succeeded in positioning itself”. 

  (Clifton, 2003: 237). 

In our case, SMEs in the fashion retail industry are mostly product brands, but as 

has been mentioned, they should take into account corporate brand considerations for 

their branding strategies, regarding the fact that the fashion retail market is extremely 

competitive based on intangibles, where differentiation and having a certain brand-

orientation is essential. However, before considering the seminal concepts of brand 

identity and brand associations we will present the specific interpretations regarding 

SMEs retail branding.  

 

                                                           
3 As key readings for this Brand-oriented school, Urde and Koch (2014) suggest: De Chernatony (2010), 
Kapferer (2012), Riezebos and van der Grinten (2011), although in their study they present more insights, 
metaphors and brand examples of different positions in that brand or market-oriented continuum. 
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4.6. SME RETAIL BRANDING INTERPRETATIONS 

As has been mentioned previously, a holistic brand management approach is also 

suited for entrepreneurs and SMEs and for this the three elements of the brand itself, the 

organizational identity and the reputation should be considered (Abimbola and Vallester, 

2007), however, for purpose of this research only SMEs and not ESMEs (one person only 

entrepreneurial companies) are considered since entrepreneurs as individuals are not the 

focus. SMEs by definition employ fewer than 250 people and have an annual turnover 

not exceeding EUR 50 million (European Commission recommendations, 2003; 2014). 

Small to medium companies tend to employ 10 to 49 employees, and medium companies, 

50 to 249 employees. 

 

Table 6. SME definition.  

Source: European Commission recommendations (2003; 2014).  

Company 

category 

Staff headcount Turnover (EUR) Balance Sheet 

total (EUR) 

Medium-sized <250 ≤ 50million ≤ 43 million 

Small <50 ≤ 10m million ≤ 10 million 

Micro <10 ≤ 2m million ≤ 2 million 

 

It is interesting to remark that some SMEs tend to resist directly addressing the 

branding concept in itself, but might be more open to addressing elements of the brand – 

or brand dimensions- such as reputation, quality, image, customer attitude and customer 

association, that relate directly to sales (Wong and Merrilees, 2005). SME branding is of 

a ‘reductive nature’ (Spence and Essoussi, 2010) which means that SME owner- 

managers tend to simplify the abstract complexities of the brand concept and break it 

down to component parts (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012). These considerations 

are relevant for our latter applied research on lifestyle branding by Spanish fashion 

SMES, so it is necessary therefore to present specific conceptualizations regarding SME 

branding. Wong and Merrilees (2005) in their case-study research of SMEs identify three 

critical brand constructs for small and medium companies:  
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- Distinctiveness: a focus on a certain product or service, a positioning of its goods 

in a unique way that provides a marketing edge to distinguish it from its 

competitors. This is alike to the central notion of brand essence and/or brand 

identity, which seminal authors of branding have emphasized (Keller and 

Swaminathan, 2020; Kapferer, 2015, 2012; de Chernatony, McDonald and 

Wallace, 2012; Keller, 2003; Aaker, 1996; de Chernatony, 2006), and it 

underlines the previous identity-driven, brand-oriented perspective (Urde, 1994, 

1999; Urde and Koch, 2014) as a core aspect for differentiation and brand 

positioning. 

 

- Brand-marketing performance: achieving a competitive advantage over 

competitors, which is reflected in traditional facets such as brand awareness, 

quality products/services, repeat patronage and brand image, and others strategic 

features like a solid reputation.   

 

- Brand barriers: an inference that SMEs have not enough time or money to invest 

in branding activities, which make some SMEs have a short-term focus.  

These three brand constructs together according to Wong and Merrilees (2005) affect the 

brand orientation (a fourth element) of the company.  

In addition, Krake (2005) also presents some guidelines for creating a strong SME retail 

brand, presented in a model, using qualitative case-study research. He recommends that 

SME brands: 

- Concentrate on building one (or two) strong brands. This  contradicts Spence 

and Hamzaoui’s (2010) findings that some SME brands allow their firms to grow 

beyond the original brand and diversify into activities such as the development of 

product lines or other proprietary brands, licensing agreements to distribute other 

brands with potential, acquisition of new brands and private branding or even co-

branding strategies.  
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- Focus on a creatively-developed marketing program on one or two brand 

associations, to serve as the source of ‘brand equity’. This is consistent with 

Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) who state the fact that broadening associations for 

the SME brand, can increase differentiation and add value, in fact they highlight 

Bhat and Reddy’s (1998) conclusion, that both functional and symbolic 

associations can be used successfully by the brand. Examples of symbolic 

associations being for instance emphasizing experiential aspects of products and 

promoting a lifestyle; whilst functional association examples are such as 

exclusivity of distribution channels or sophisticated packaging of products, that 

concentrate more on the product per se.  

 

- Use a well-integrated mix of brand elements that support both brand awareness 

and brand image. In this respect, Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) claim that 

functional and symbolic associations mentioned above contribute to create this 

brand image.  

 

- Be logical in their policy and consistent in their communications. 

 

- Ensure that there is a clear link between the character of the entrepreneur and 

that of the brand. The owner manager is a key driver of the creation, 

implementation and management of the SME brand (Krake, 2005), which is a 

result of the entrepreneur’s vision, beliefs and values (Spence and Hamzaoui, 

2010). 

 

- Cultivate a passion for the brand within the company. This is related as we have 

mentioned previously to the organizational culture (de Chernatony, 2006) as a 

critical asset for managing a brand. In the case of some SMEs this corporate 

personality might be identified with that of the founder’s personality, and may 

later be more artificially developed.  

 

Krake (2005) discarded two guidelines in his study, that he mentioned are however 

included by Keller (1998) in his model for SME brand management, and which is of 
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relevance for this research on Spanish SME fashion retail brands, namely the guideline 

referring to broaden the brand with as many secondary associations as possible. The 

importance of leveraging a brand with these kind of secondary associations has also been 

confirmed by Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) and Abimbola (2001), for example the use of 

country of origin or inspiration factors. These secondary associations are a way of 

leveraging knowledge that might otherwise be difficult to achieve through product 

marketing programs and which affects how consumers view the brand or ‘primary brand 

knowledge’ (Mathews, Hancock, II et al., 2014: 8). This can also be achieved for example 

through co-branding strategies. 

Furthermore, Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop (2012) provide an insightful model 

of SME retail branding that breaks the brand management idea into components and 

presents the different levels from which the owner-manager-entrepreneur can start 

thinking about his SMEs branding: on one side the intangible or more abstract and on the 

other, the operational or the merely functional level. 

Figure 6.  Reduction of brand concepts for SMEs into functional and operational 
components.  Source: Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop (2012). 

 

Component based 
Level:

Products and Services 
Provided by SME 

Retailer

Operational Level:
Store Environment, 

Customer 
Experience

Abstractive/Intangible/Symbolic Level:
SME Firm Identity, Brand Imagery,

Reputation, Firm Heritage

Owner 
Manager 
Perspective 
Based upon 
Intuition 
and Self-
reflection 
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An important consideration of this model is that the elements are fluid and 

interconnected so become a useful tool to aid the coordination of brand communication 

more effectively (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012).  It shows the dynamic nature 

of SME retail branding, and how it is different from simple product branding, since the 

owner can start thinking about the brand from any level of the brand component, for 

instance more functional or more symbolic. These considerations are useful regarding the 

approach that brand founders might have to branding, by no thinking of the concept itself 

in abstract terms and in a unified manner but by mentioning its attributes and starting 

from any level. 

The following Table 8 intends to summarize the guidelines for branding in SME 

retail brands: 

Table 7. Branding for SME retail brands. Source: own, based on authors. 

Guidelines Authors 

Brand Strategy Concentrate on one or two strong brands Krake (2005) 

Keller (1997-1998) 

Abimbola (2001) 

Brand diversification  Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Simplify brand components Mitchell at el. (2012) 

Brand orientation and “distinctiveness” Wong and Merrilees (2005) 

Brand 

associations 

Founder’s values, vision and passion plays a 

central role 

 

 

 

 

Krake (2005),  

Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Mitchell, Hutchinson and 

Bishop (2012)  

Ojasalo et al. (2008) 

Merrillees (2007) 

Secondary associations:  

country of origin 

Keller (1997, 1998) 

Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Ambibola (2001) 

Broaden associations: 

-Functional and Symbolic associations 

contribute to creating brand image 

-Based more on personal identification  

Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Mitchell, Hutchinson and 

Bishop (2012) 

Boyle (2003) 

-Concentrate on 1 or 2 brand associations Krake (2005) 

-Operate better at a subconscious level Boyle (2003) 

IMC strategy  Focused, consistent communications Krake (2005) 
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Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Wong and Merrilees (2005) 

Keller (1997-1998) 

Product To innovate on products  Spence and Hamzaoui (2010) 

Organizational 

identity 

Cultivate a passion among employees Krake (2005) 

Wong and Merrilees (2005) 

 Founder is role model for organizational 

culture 

Abimbola and Vallester (2007) 

Retail branding   Store environment, shopping experience, 

customer service, product mix 

Mitchell, Hutchinson and 

Bishop (2012) 

 

The studies presented in Table 8 are of varied contexts, ranging from wineries to software 

companies, so in our applied research we may discover those that are more relevant for 

SMEs Spanish fashion retail brands (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012; Bridson and 

Evans, 2004).  The lack of a proper identifiable background theory for SME branding 

developments (Abimbola and Kocak, 2007) justifies the more interpretative and 

exploratory nature of our research, which is the most appropriate means of approaching 

the SME retail-branding (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012; Spence and Hamzaoui, 

2008). 

Having presenting SME branding concepts and the importance that brand identity 

has been given by authors and that of brand associations as a way of enacting it (brand 

personality) as well as brand image, theory on these in relation to SME branding will be 

presented.  

 

4.6.1. Brand identity in SMEs  

As with large companies, the development of brand identity in SMEs is also based 

on associations (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010), but it is different from the former who 

tend to create brand associations representative of customer’s needs and created 

artificially to correspond to an ideal positioning (Kapferer, 1997) whilst in SMEs, the 

founder’s personality and vision mainly conveys the brand identity. Essentially, for SMEs 

usually at the start of the company the founder(s) are the main source of brand 

associations that develop core brand identity (Krake, 2005; Merrillees, 2007; Ojasalo et 
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al., 2008; Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010; Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012). Brand 

identity is therefore the principal driver behind the concept of brand association, central 

to a brand’s strategic vision and provides direction, purpose and meaning for the brand 

(Aaker, 1998). Both concepts are closely related, as can be seen in the definition of brand 

identity in itself, and encompasses that of brand associations: 

“Brand identity is a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist 

aspires to create or maintain”  

      (Aaker, 1998: 68). 

It is interesting to reconsider the concept of brand identity, to see its role regarding 

a conceptualization on lifestyle branding. Aaker (1998) claims that a brand identity 

perspective serves as a frame of reference for customers when recalling the brand, and 

that to achieve brand strength the scope of brand identity should be broad, because it tends 

to be conceptualized too narrowly, and that it should have a strategic thrust and an internal 

as well as an external focus. In addition, it needs to provide a value proposition to the 

customer: functional, emotional and self-expressive benefits to lead to a customer-brand 

relationship and to drive to purchase decisions (Aaker, 1998: 95). A brand identity should 

have depth and richness to drive all the brand-building efforts, it is not an advertising 

tagline or even a positioning statement (Aaker & Joachminsthaler, 2000: 43). The concept 

of brand identity in relation to the positioning of a brand is an important recent 

development in the field of brand management (Riezebos and Van der Grinten, 2011):  

“Making a well-considered position choice on the basis of brand identity is the 

start of product or service innovation, design strategy, employee motivation and 

the entire communication and image-building process”.  

       (Cfr. Urde and Koch, 2014: 

480).  

 Aaker (1998) presents four perspectives although overtly cited due to their 

simplicity they might help fashion retail brand managers define their concept of brand 

identity when developing a lifestyle branding strategy. The list is a starting point, since 

the possible combinations and linkages of these and other brand associations are infinite, 
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according to each brand’s market and its competitors, and the company itself values, 

vision, etc.  

Table 8. Brand Identity perspectives and brand associations. Source: Aaker (1998). 
Brand-as-a-product Brand-as-an-

organization 

Brand-as-a-person Brand-as-a-symbol 

Product scope 

Product attributes 

Quality/value 

Uses 

Users 

Country of origin 

Organizational 

attributes 

Local versus global 

 

Brand personality 

Brand-customer 

relationships 

Visual imagery/metaphors 

Brand heritage 

 

Also relevant are the concepts of core and extended identity, the first refers to 

dimensions that reflect the strategy and values of the organization and is likely to remain 

constant as the brand travels to new markets and products, and it is easier to communicate 

both inside and outside the organization than the full, extended identity (Aaker, 1998). 

By contrast, extended identity provides texture and completeness to the ‘terse description’ 

of the core identity (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). Useful elements of the extended 

identity for instance include brand personality and symbols. In addition, the brand 

essence concept gives a specific focus to the brand identity, it is: “a single thought that 

captures the soul of the brand” (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). It seems relevant to 

lifestyle branding, since one of the key functions of a brand essence is to represent the 

identity, and communicate it (De Chernatony, 2006) and energize those inside the 

organization (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). Urde and Koch (2014) refer to Ind et al. 

(2013) who claims that the value proposition a brand identity offers to customers, should 

also provide ‘participatory’ benefits –co-creation of brand value- to increase the closeness 

between brand and customer.  

Also relevant is a more recent perspective on brand identity is the renowned 

definition of Kapferer’s (2015: 154-155), who claims that identity is more stable and 

long-lasting because it is tied to the brand roots and fixed parameters than positioning, 

which he considers is more “competition” oriented, and is more comparative and is a 

concept that starts with customers. In fact according to the author, brand identity is larger 
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than mere positioning, and it is what gives a brand its uniqueness and singularity. The 

author claims that: “engaging brands must not be hollow, but have a deep inner 

inspiration”, they must have “character, their own beliefs and as a result help consumers 

in their life and also in discovering their identity” (Kapferer, 2015: 158). The well-known 

visual representation of brand identity prism, include elements of a brand as relationships 

and culture (within the organization) that play a key role since people tend to gather 

together around causes, ideas, ideals and values, and this is the cultural facet of a brand, 

and the brand has a personality and a physique and this is equaled by the consumer’s 

reflection and their self-image (Kapferer, 2015: 160). 

 

4.7. CO-CREATION OF BRAND VALUE 

There have been calls to examine brands from a critical perspective and analyze 

the branding process where layers of multiple meanings and negotiations are created with 

the customer (Matthews and Hancock, 2014: 9)4 . In relation to this, the concept of brand 

co-creation becomes key for brand management considering the fact that brands 

ultimately reside in customer’s minds (Ind, 2003; de Chernatony, 2009). Brands have a 

transformational quality, since customers are often swayed by their needs and desires, 

and are willing to pay for the perception of added value, and that of the product itself, but 

it is still they –the consumers- who have the power to begin, sustain and terminate a 

relationship with the brand (Ind, 2003: 3). Literature suggests that lifestyle brands, such 

as Abercrombie and Fitch, allow consumers to co-produce the brand experience through 

the experience world of the brand (Wallace, Buil and de Chernatony, 2012; Chernev, 

Hamilton and Gal, 2011). 

Therefore, the connotations that a brand triggers for a customer is essential, these 

may be achieved by the brand associations promoted by the company but also the brand 

associations the customers makes and which help create the brand image they create 

through perceptions. In the case of global brands, consumers often appropriate the 

meanings to their own ends, creatively adding new cultural associations, dropping 

incompatible ones, and transforming others to fit into local cultural and lifestyle patterns 

                                                           
4 For more insights: Murray and Ozanne (2006) and Moor (2007). 
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(Thompson and Arsel, 2004). According to Meadows (1983), branding is not something 

done to consumers, but rather something they do things with (cfr. Thompson and Arsel, 

2004). In relation to the fashion industry, brands such as Ralph Lauren enable their 

customers to ‘perform’ and create their own experience with the brand, thus co-creating 

their own interpretation of the brand and their own added-value (Wickstrom, 2006). 

It is widely stated how brands allow to reduce insecurity and anxiety in the 

decision-making process of consumption. In this process, the co-creation of brand value 

is also done with others, especially in this connected, internet era where word-of-mouth 

and social marketing are on the rise, which means that people do not always directly have 

a relationship with a brand, but that it might be mediated and indirect, and that information 

is received in a ‘filtered’ way, for instance through the social media feeds of friends. Peer-

to-peer communications (Austin, 2008) and relationship marketing has been linked to 

lifestyle branding (Austin and Matos, 2013). 

On another range of ideas, it is worth considering the concept of ‘brandscape’ 

presented which Sherry (1998) has introduced (Cfr. Thompson and Arsel, 2004: 632) and 

which considers that consumers create “personal meanings and lifestyle orientations 

from the symbolic resources provided by an array of brands”. However, Thompson and 

Arsel (2004: 632) broaden this initial concept and turn it into a more brand-centered 

concept proposing the term hegemonic brandscape, which means that brands acts as a 

cultural model through which consumers, act, think, and feel, and which shapes their 

consumer lifestyles. This, although related in their study to Starbucks as an experiential 

brand, is worthy to consider regarding consumption of SMEs and how some are also a 

way by which consumers act, think, feel and therefore using that brand they shape their 

own customer lifestyle. In relation to this, Kapferer (2012: 129) claims companies should 

move away from cognitive static models of branding such as that of Keller’s (1998) 

‘brands as a network of mental associations’ to more energizing and social model of 

branding. Likewise, he criticizes the concept of Ries and Trout (1980) of ‘positioning’ 

and ‘battle for the mind’, claiming that brands need to propose a new meaning for 

consumption, where people are looking for meaning in their life.  
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4.8. BRAND INTANGIBLES AND BRAND ASSOCIATIONS FOR IDENTITY 

CREATION IN SMALL COMPANIES 

A unique aspect of branding research is the focus on brand intangibles –aspects of 

the brand image that do not involve physical, tangibles, or concrete attributes or benefits 

(Levy, 1999). Intangibles means placing more attention on issues that transcend physical 

products in order to differentiate a brand from others (Kotler and Keller, 2006). They 

cover a wide range of different types of brand associations such as actual or aspirational 

user imagery; purchase and consumption imagery; and history, heritage, and experiences 

(Keller 2001), and play an important role in brand positioning (Keller and Lehmann, 

2006). People want to give meaning to their consumption and only brands that add value 

to the product and tell a story about its buyers or situate their consumption on a ladder of 

intangible values can provide this meaning (Kapferer, 2012: 1). This concept of 

intangibles, regarding brand associations, is essential in the fashion industry where most 

assets are non-tangible (Jin and Cedrola, 2017). Considering a brand a transformative idea 

that converts the tangible into something of value means questioning how to manage this 

transformation (Ind, 2003). This is the central idea we consider to be emphasized in our 

research on lifestyle branding, the fact that consumers in affluent societies choose brands 

not just because they trust that a specific brand will ‘deliver’ but also because of the value 

attached to the relationship with the brand, that is translated into a product, service or 

experience through the branding process. The importance of brand intangibles has been 

highlighted in the fashion industry, as part of the mix of brand associations, since the 

share of a company’s value that stems from intangibles such as brand and innovation (the 

Q ratio) tends to be greatest in apparel/footwear sectors (Jin and Cedrola, 2017). 

Brand associations are one of the fundamental cornerstones of brand value and 

managing the wide array of associations (intended or unintended by the company) is 

essential, since they serve to create meaning for the brand and to differentiate and position 

them regarding customers (Till et al., 2011). They can positively influence consumer 

choice, preferences, purchase intention, and also brand extensions’ acceptance (Spence 

and Hamzaoui, 2010). They represent an asset for a company that help to build brand 

equity alongside other elements such as brand loyalty, brand awareness, and perceived 

quality and  have been called “the heart and soul of the brand” (Aaker, 1998). It is 

essential to better understand and manage them since they can guide brand development 
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(Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000) and confer power to a brand to influence purchase 

decisions (Kapferer, 2012). 

Brand associations can be anything that connects the customers to the brand 

(Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000), it can be customer associations, what comes to mind 

when the customer thinks of the brand or on the other hand, brand associations created 

by the company such as the development of a brand personality, of a user imagery, or 

promoting organizational associations (co-branding), usage situations, symbols, etc. In 

fact, creating (often unconscious) associations that are harder to measure and justify are 

often the most important elements (Clifton, 2003: 228). An interesting aspect in this 

respect is that brand associations differ across brand and product categories (Low and 

Lamb, 2000), and understanding brand associations is useful for when a company decides 

when to transfer specific attributes from an existing brand to a new product category 

(Crawford et al., 2014). The fundamental task for a brand is to transform the product 

category, claiming the product should have a separate identity. Therefore the concept of 

product associations should also be considered (Kapferer, 2012), but the more strategic 

one of brand associations might aid towards driving the brand vision and having a clear 

idea of what each product category should become. The relationship between product and 

brand has already been previously mentioned in Chapter 2 on lifestyle marketing studies. 

Another recommendation is to investigate the relationship between brand associations 

between themselves for instance country of origin with other attributes or else investigate 

the cultural dimension behind some brand associations, as a source of consumer brand 

knowledge (Crawford et al., 2014), since for instance, it has been claimed that brand 

personality traits vary between countries but some may be universally relevant and 

generic (Davies et al., 2018).  

Regarding SME brands, as has been presented in Table 8 there is no consensus as 

to whether one or two main brand associations (Krake, 2005) are better than broadening 

into a wider set of associations (Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010; Mitchell, Hutchinson and 

Bishop, 2012) or than concentrating on ‘secondary associations’ such as the country of 

origin, company reputation, spokesperson, personality or events (Keller, 1998). However, 

there seems to be a recurrent views on the importance of the founder-manager as a key 

brand association factor (Mitchell, Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012; Spence and Hamzaoui, 

2010; Ojasalo et al., 2008; Merrilees, 2007; Krake, 2005). Moreover, from the 2000s 
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onwards, the main gluing concept for branding strategy is that values are created outside 

the individual brand (Kent, 2003), and there is an increasing importance in unifying 

synergies, and thus the rise of co-branding, of benefiting from like-minded assets of other 

“partners” and in that linkage increasing brand equity. SME branding should focus on 

strong associations developed by the firm itself or through partners (Spence and 

Hamzaoui, 2012). Indeed, the rise of co-branding is symptomatic of our era, with its 

culture of networking and relationships (Kapferer, 2012), and in this context some 

emphasize the encompassing concept of brand identity as being more crucial than those 

of brand associations or brand image (Kapferer, 2015: 40). 

In summary, brand associations are useful as a differentiation statement, for 

positioning a brand, for placing it with regard to its own identity, that of competitors and 

in the symbolic and emotional radar of consumers.  

 

4.9. A SYMBOL OF SOCIALIZATION AND CULTURE 

The fact that branding is related to adding-value to products/services (Wallace, 

Buil and de Chernatony, 2014; Bastos and Levy, 2012; Ind, 2003), implies a need to 

operate in a symbolic realm, where consumers use brands and the products for self-

expression (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Fournier, 1998). Placing a brand on a more 

symbolic level, means associations with specific values and sometimes developing 

personalities or brand characters (Bastos and Levy, 2012), so that consumers and relate 

to and establish a relationship with these brand associations -and/or 

personalities/characters- (Aaker, 1997). However, this does not seem to be the case 

regarding SME brands, where the brand owners’ personality is considered as a source of 

association for building brand identity. Therefore it is necessary, considering SME 

branding, to present the concept of brand personality from a broader view, considering it 

can enrich the understanding of people’s perceptions of and attitudes towards the brand 

and guide the communication effort (Aaker, 1998: 150). For strategic purposes, a brand 

personality, can serve as the foundation for meaningful differentiation, providing depth 

and texture especially in contexts where brands are similar with respect to product 

attributes (Aaker, 1998). This is the case of fashion, mostly based on intangibles, because 

the product itself –clothes, accessories, shoes, etc. - are usually very similar in their 
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production process but the creative and symbolic aspects are what differences one brand 

from another.  

As has been defined by Jennifer Aaker (1997) brand personality is:   

“A set of human characteristics associated with a given brand” (…) “Customers 

often interact with brands as if they were people, especially when brands are 

attached to such meaningful products as clothes and cars” (cfr. Aaker, 1998: 

142). 

Aaker (1997) presents five big personality dimensions: sincerity, excitement, 

competence, sophistication and ruggedness that have been proven to describe differences 

between the personalities of brands in the United States (Aaker, 1997) but have however 

received criticism from authors such as Azoulay and Kapferer (2003) who state it merges 

elements from the identity concept itself (cfr. De Chernatony, 2006: 247). In the specific 

case of fashion retail it has been claimed that adverse personality traits may be evoked 

due to the many ambient, design and social components of the shopping environment 

(Ross and Harradine, 2011). In contrast to Aaker (1997), other scholars refer to the 

concept of brand personality as:  

“A more encompassing perception of a brand’s composite image, derived from 

multiple source inputs such as product endorsers, celebrity spokesperson, and 

animated characters” (Parker, 2009: 177). 

Brand personality has been considered however as a concept worthy for developing a 

relationship with customers (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000; Bastos and Levy, 2012; 

Fournier, 1998; Keller, 2012). It is not the brands consumers are interested in but in the 

images and symbols (Bastos and Levy, 2012), the relevant social links and identities that 

can be achieved through a particular object (Cova and Cova, 2002). Consumption is a 

socializing tool and the brand is a symbol of that socialization (Holt, 1995; cfr. Schembri, 

2009), it therefore acts as a symbolic or self-expressive device (de Chernatony, 2006). 

This ‘self-expressive function’ is relevant for our research since lifestyle brands compete 

with other self-expressive brands (Chernev et al. 2011), so possibly for SME fashion retail 

brands concentrating on the self-expressive or symbolic function of their brand seems 

more of a competitive advantage. Brands are much more than a personality or a set of 
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product benefits, and it is the culture facet that acts an important element of brand identity 

which means that people gather around causes, ideas, ideals and values (Kapferer, 2015: 

160-161). This dimension has already been recognized by authors years ago, for instance 

according to McCracken (1986, 1989), consumers look for products and brands whose 

cultural meaning corresponds to the person they are or want to become: their ‘social self’ 

(cfr. Aaker, 1998: 153). This pursuit of ideal or perceived self by the customer should be 

taken into account by brands when developing symbolic brand associations to allow the 

customer to feel or not identified:   

“People don’t buy a Mercedes just because of the brand’s performance, but rather 

because of status and lifestyle represented by the brand. Brands acquire symbolic 

meanings in society and, through people interacting with each other the meanings 

represented by a brand become better understood by people.” (Holbrook, 1995, 

cfr. De Chernatony, 2006: 245).  

Moreover, basing a brand on emotional and self-expressive benefits enables more 

emphasis on relationships, and makes it less vulnerable to product-related changes and 

allows it to be more easily applied to new contexts (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000: 48). 

Building emotional ties means another definition of branding, a much deeper one that can 

energize the brand itself and its followers (Kapferer, 2015: 160).  

 

4.10. FASHION RETAIL BRAND ORIENTATION  

After the previous discussion on SME branding and brand dimensions, it is necessary 

to focus on the fashion industry, the context of the applied research of this study and 

discover the linkages of the brand concept within it. Kapferer (2012: 69) explains how 

one can differentiate two different business models for brands in the fashion industry: the 

first includes brands with a ‘history’ behind them such as luxury brands, while the second 

covers fashion brands that have invented a story, mostly typical of brands from the United 

States and also the case of some SME Spanish fashion retail brands. Regarding the 

former, Kapferer (2012) explains how these type of companies, follow a model where the 

‘brand ideal’ is at the center. For instance Ralph Lauren brand, which regards each line 

extension as an expression of that brand ideal. Indeed, in this perspective brand 
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positioning is regarded by most authors as “a story that supports the brand and shows 

how internal and external stakeholders should see the brand’s position” (Urde and Koch, 

2014: 478). Also named as “brand orientation”, it acts as a compass for fashion retailers’ 

decision-making (Bridson and Evans, 2004: 409). In their conceptual model, Bridson and 

Evans (2004) explain how being brand-oriented enables the fashion retailer to achieve a 

competitive advantage and becomes a valuable asset to distinguish itself from other 

competitors. The model includes four capabilities enabled by a brand: distinctive, 

functional, value adding and symbolic dimensions; which influence four elements of the 

traditional retail marketing mix elements as shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. Conceptual model of the relationship between brand orientation and 

retail elements. Source: Bridson and Evans (2004: 13). 
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From their study they have gained the following insights and relationships between the 

brand orientation and its operationalization in the retail context:  

- Merchandise. Distinctive and symbolic brand dimensions influence this element 

positively, since products and merchandise can become desirable for consumers 

for emotional reasons, because they can reflect a consumer’s self-image or desired 

image. The symbolic dimensions of a brand are intangible and need to be 

expressed in a tangible manner: merchandise is a tangible representation of the 

brand and what it stands for. In this aspect, although not mentioned by the authors, 

pricing can also be a strategy for brand creation. On the other hand, focusing on 

functional and value-adding capabilities does no lead to merchandise advantage 

superiority over other brands. 

 

- Trading Format. No brand dimension in itself is particularly important, in 

contrast all as a group have a strong explanatory power: 

 
o Value-adding features and benefits such as providing entertainment 

improve the customer’s store experience.  

o Functional aspects such as store layout, atmosphere and window and 

interior displays that satisfy customer’s needs and relate to the tangible, 

basic, rational needs of the customer. 

o Distinctive branding elements, such as logo, sign of ownership or brand 

name that make that brand unique. For instance also legal protection or 

guarantees can also help it achieve greater market differentiation. 

o Symbolical dimensions, for instance the brand’s personality, can be 

reflected in the store itself. The concept of flagship store can be a symbolic 

expression of the brand itself.  

 

- Customer Service. For this retail element, the value-adding capabilities of a brand 

were considered most essential. Bridson and Evans (2004) mention being brand-

oriented can be reflected by offering additional levels of in-store and after sales 

service in order to add value for customers beyond their purchase needs. Shopping 

especially in fashion is often a leisure activity, terms that have become frequent 
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in scholarly and management publications such as shoptainment or retailment 

reflect this trend. Regarding other brand dimensions such as distinctiveness, from 

their study Bridson and Evans (2004) claim they found an unexpected negative 

association between being unique and a superior customer service. Functional and 

symbolic capabilities of the brand do not enhance this advantage, for instance, 

they state that even if one recruits staff and employees according to the brand’s 

personality it does not mean that sales assistants will deliver a superior customer 

service. 

 

- Customer communication advantage. In this case, the authors claim their 

findings support Urde (1994) and Hankinson’s (2001a) claims that brand 

orientation enables firms to synchronize their communication activities and 

consistently communicate a set of core values to consumers. To gain an advantage 

in the retail arena for this function, Bridson and Evans (2004) state that functional 

capabilities, that meet customers basic needs have to be promoted, such as a focus 

of communication strategies in the store or retail outlet to solve customer’s 

purchase problems. This seems relevant for online website of SME fashion 

brands. 

In summary, according to these authors fashion brand retailers must focus on developing 

each and every aspect of these brand orientation elements (distinctive, functional, value-

adding and symbolic capabilities) in order to achieve an advantage in the retail market.  

However, these considerations should consider how two decades into the XXI century, 

the fashion industry is presented with challenges in two complex areas, those of 

digitalization and of sustainability (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020), which 

should not be understated regarding the elements of brand orientation. In addition, it is 

relevant to present some characteristics of the Fashion industry that are still applicable to 

the current context, as defined by Kapferer (2015): fashion is consumer-oriented by 

contrast to the luxury sector which is more creator-driven; it is ephemeral, about imitation 

and tribal differentiation, whilst luxury is timeless, and focuses on self-distinction and 

social elevation.  

The following Figure 8 can illuminate these distinct characteristics in order to be 

able to understand the choice of fashion brands better, and also taking into account that 
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lifestyle has been prototypically used in the luxury sector, to convey the way of life of a 

very select, inaccessible group but not so much in fashion, aimed at becoming available 

for all. 

 

  

Just as there are different perspectives on what defines luxury according to each 

culture (Kapferer, 2015), the same happens within the fashion sector. For instance, 

Bridson and Evans (2004) have based their research in the Australian fashion retail sector, 

whilst the Spanish fashion context that will be considered in the next Chapter 5 has its 

own peculiar characteristics, that of being an SME sector, where many are pure players 

that have already been born in a digital-era by contrast to a predominant physical settings 

where brands were born and where Bridson and Evan’s (2004) elements for brand 

orientation could be considered regarding a mostly “physical” retail area. 

However, the antecedents they propose for brand differentiation such as: 

organizational strategy, resources, market, innovation and operational issues (Bridson and 

Evans, 2004), can still be considered as to how they are operationalized in the Spanish 

fashion context and where “the battle for resources and talent” in make it tougher for 

small and mid-sized brands who are under pressure to fully leverage new technologies 

(Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020), which is the case of Spanish fashion retail. 

Regarding these, lifestyle has been considered as a useful within-country criterion while 

Figure 8. Differentiating fashion brands from luxury and premium.  
Source: Kapferer (2015: 67). 
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the culture dimension seems more effective for global brand strategies (de Mooij, 2004). 

Of relevance for the applied research of this study, which is focused on the Spanish 

fashion context, and within it those small and medium companies/brands, is the 

continuum presented by Urde and Koch (2014) to see whether the SME fashion retail 

brands are more brand or market-oriented, and how lifestyle branding might be about a 

deeper brand-oriented perspective is interesting to discover. Also, given the dynamic 

fluctuations of consumption nowadays “a socially constructed understanding of market 

strategy” seems more appropriate (Hines and Quinn, 2007), since consumer behavior is 

unpredictable and more context-specific. Given the struggle of traditional brand 

engagement models on established social media platforms, fashion brands are challenged 

to rethink their strategy to finds ways maximize returns and “attention grabbing content 

will be the key” (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020:16), as this leading industry 

reports claims regarding consumers shifts, “more than two thirds of fashion players 

believe that increased exploration of spend on new media platforms vs. ‘traditional’ 

platforms is a top theme of this year” (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020:16). 

This challenge of a digital context versus a previous physical, traditional-based 

setting is the landscape in which lifestyle branding will be researched in Chapters 6 and 

7:  

“Companies are starting to create and market their products and services as 

solutions to common lifestyle problems, rather than around product categories 

(…) a trend that has major implications both for the methods of delivery of the 

proposition, and its branding and communications” (Webb, 2007). 

 

4.11. DIGITAL ONLINE CONTEXT OF FASHION RETAILERS 

Once again, as many industry reports ascertain it is necessary to mention that 

digital technologies have created new challenges and also opportunities for fashion brand 

management that should not be understated. It is important to consider this still-new facet 

of brand strategy, since internet although it has been around for almost two decades, but 

specially and social media platforms have transformed retailing in recent years (Keller 

and Swaminathan, 2020). It is “a mass medium of affinity” where users immediately 
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communicate with friends or their community and the usual word of mouth or “word of 

mouse” can turn any rumor viral (Kapferer, 2015: 86). The fashion industry in Spain has 

been also affected by this global market trend, and many startups have emerged as online 

pure players, by starting to conduct business online, through the creation of an 

Instagram/e-commerce account, and building their brand from there. However, despite 

these new technological tools, the realities of brand building such as creating a unique 

aspect of the brand, delivering customer service and being well positioned is crucial and 

the best rely more on word-of-mouth than lavish marketing campaigns (Keller and 

Swaminathan, 2020). In a digital arena, it is ever more important to convey meanings, 

values and personality in order to be relevant and differential (Ollé and Riu, 2009). In this 

aspect, flexibility to cater to local needs and to establish a tailored strategy for each 

country (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020). 

 

4.12. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In this Chapter 4, current conceptualizations on branding and SME branding 

specifically are presented, to understand the theory behind each construct and multiple 

meanings authors have presented. The concept of corporate branding and its relevance 

for SME branding is also considered, in order to understand small and medium companies 

more strategic brand management issues, especially in a digital context of competition 

where organizational and company culture have been highlighted for any brand to be 

authentic in its value proposition.  

The researcher also places focus on brand positioning types, either more brand or 

more market-oriented, as a basis to further research what specific type of positioning 

lifestyle branding can facilitate. Other brand elements namely the concept of brand 

identity, and brand intangibles: associations and personality are presented together with 

aspect such as co-creation of brand value to provide theoretical knowledge for the applied 

research chapters.  

The body of knowledge presented serves to place lifestyle branding within its 

main theoretical field of brand management by contrast to the previous conceptualization 

of lifestyle research itself and its origins in market segmentation. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

SPANISH FASHION INDUSTRY OVERVIEW  

 

This chapter presents the context of the Spanish Fashion retail industry, in order 

to provide a background of this industrial sector in which to place the applied research 

Chapters 6 and 7. The main characteristics of the Spanish textile and fashion industry 

are illustrated and serve to justify the sample of fashion companies chosen: small and 

medium companies and not wholesale companies or bigger fashion conglomerates. It also 

presents the digital transformation that has been embraced by the fashion sector in Spain 

and the weight of online fashion sales. 

 

5.1. SALIENT ASPECTS OF SPANISH FASHION  

Fashion is one of the most vibrant sectors in Europe and important contributors to 

the European Union and SMEs play a leading role in the European fashion industry 

(Ananda et al., 2015). Regarding this importance, the European Commission works on 

initiatives to strengthen the competiveness of the fashion and high-end industries 

specially to help fashion small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) access finance and 

stimulate creativity and innovation, and has devised different action plans regarding these 

(European Commission, 2020).  

In Spain, the textile and apparel industrial sector according to Eurostat is the fifth 

most important producer in Europe after Italy, Germany, France and UK. This textile and 

apparel sector is usually presented together with the leathers good and shoes sector. 

However, the Spain fashion industry as a whole is very diverse, since apart from the 

leading big fashion companies such as Inditex, Tendam, Mango and Desigual, there are 

a plethora of small to medium companies of different industrial sectors, some of these 

successful industry operators are known to the public and others remain totally unknown 

(Modaes.es & Kantar, 2019). 

The national classification of economics activities, in Spanish named 

Clasificación Nacional de Actividades Económica or CNAE, as an acronym developed 
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by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism in the latest classification of 2009 

(CNAE 2009) presents three industrial sub-groups for what is considered as fashion:  

- The textile industry (CNAE 13) 

- The apparel sector (CNAE 14) 

- The leathers goods and shoes sector (CNAE 15).  

This provides a picture of the importance of industries such as shoe wear in Spain, since 

it is separated from apparel, and on the contrary apparel is usually considered alongside 

the textile industry itself. The following Table 9 lists the activities that are represented 

within each group. 

 

Table 9. Industrial sectors of the Spanish Fashion Industry (CNAE 2009).  

Source: INE, 2019. 

13 TEXTILE - Industria textil 

131 Preparación e hilado de fibras textiles 

1310 Preparación e hilado de fibras textiles 

132 Fabricación de tejidos textiles 

1320 Fabricación de tejidos textiles 

133 Acabado de textiles 

1330 Acabado de textiles 

139 Fabricación de otros productos textiles 

1391 Fabricación de tejidos de punto 

1392 Fabricación de artículos confeccionados con textiles, excepto prendas de vestir 

1393 Fabricación de alfombras y moquetas 

1394 Fabricación de cuerdas, cordeles, bramantes y redes 

1395 Fabricación de telas no tejidas y artículos confeccionados, excepto prendas de vestir 

1396 Fabricación de otros productos textiles de uso técnico e industrial 

1399 Fabricación de otros productos textiles n.c.o.p. 

14 APPAREL - Confección de prendas de vestir 

141 Confección de prendas de vestir, excepto de peletería 

1411 Confección de prendas de vestir de cuero 

1412 Confección de ropa de trabajo 

1413 Confección de otras prendas de vestir exteriores 

1414 Confección de ropa interior 
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1419 Confección de otras prendas de vestir y accesorios 

142 Fabricación de artículos de peletería 

1420 Fabricación de artículos de peletería 

143 Confección de prendas de vestir de punto 

1431 Confección de calcetería 

1439 Confección de otras prendas de vestir de punto 

15 LEATHER GOODS AND SHOES - Industria del cuero y del calzado 

151 Preparación, curtido y acabado del cuero; fabricación de artículos de marroquinería, 

viaje y de guarnicionería y talabartería; preparación y teñido de pieles 

1511 Preparación, curtido y acabado del cuero; preparación y teñido de pieles 

1512 Fabricación de artículos de marroquinería, viaje y de guarnicionería y talabartería 

152 Fabricación de calzado 

1520 Fabricación de calzado 

 

Regarding the importance of this sector in Spain, it is important to consider that 

the weight of Spanish Fashion has passed from being 2.9% percentage of total GDP in 

2018, according to official estimates, to a downfall of representing 2.8% of GDP in 2019 

(Modaes.es, 2019). The number of companies within the three industrial groups can be 

seen in Table 10. Where apparel is the first, followed by textile and leather goods and 

shoes, however this does not mean the same representation regarding turnover.  

Within each group, the textile and apparel sector have seen an increase in the 

number of companies in the 2010-2017 period, but a slight decrease in overall turnover 

and in number of employees; whilst by comparison the leather goods and shoes1 sector 

which have increased in number of companies and in turnover and employees in that same 

period. Regarding, once again the textile and apparel sector, according to a recent report2, 

there is a decrease in production and sales due to a strong competitive context on a global 

scale and also due to changing consumer behavior, where brands are very “polarized” and 

online e-commerce sale are 7.4% of total turnover of this sector (europapress.com, 2019). 

                                                           
1 The shoes sector is very successful in the Spanish fashion industry, only that industrial sector employs 
30.000 people, has a 70% export rate 9.000 specialized store chains and a turnover or 3.000 million euros 
(modaes.es, 2019). 
2A report presented by CESCE, Compañía Española de Seguros de Crédito a la Exportación (Source: 
europapress.com). 
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Table 10. Number of companies of each industrial sector in the Spanish Fashion 

Industry in 2018. Source: INE, 2019. 

Sector Number of companies 

Textile 6.518 

Apparel                         9.025 

Leather goods and shoe wear 4.726 

Total  20.269 

 

There are also employment differences within each of the three sectors. During 

the first half of 2019, the three industrial groups represented the following employment 

figures: the textile and apparel sector created 4.21% of total jobs in Spain, employing 

95.761 people. If the leathers goods and shoes sector where added it represents 38.906 

people working in the textile, apparel and leathers and shoes sector in Spain together, 

which sum up for  6.11% of total jobs in 2019. 

 

Table 11. Number of employees in the Textile and apparel industry in Spain 

Source: Mincotur based on Mitramiss. September, 2019. 

 2018 2019 (September data) 

Sector Employees % of total jobs Employees % of total jobs 

Textile  47.154 2.10 47.269 2.08 

Apparel 49.567 2.21 48.492 2.13 

Leather goods 

and shoes 

43.808 1,95 43.145 1,90 

Total     140.529          6,26          138.906               6,11 

 

Within the Spanish textile and fashion sector, 85% of companies haven less than 

10 employees (Lorenzana Iglesias, 2018). Focusing only on the apparel sector the vast 

majority of companies have no employees whatsoever, or else are small to medium 

companies as Figure 10 shows. For instance, according to European Commission 

classification for small to medium companies, the majority of companies belong to the 

10 to 49 employees group and less to the medium companies of 50 to 249 employees. 
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Worthy to remark is that since 2013 the categorization of companies by the Ministry also 

includes those that do not have employees. 

The following Figure 10 reflects how the majority of companies in the Spanish 

Apparel sector are SMEs businesses regarding the number of employees they have. 

 

 

This difference in number of employees per company is even more evident if the whole 

industrial fashion group in Spain is considered: textile, apparel and leathers goods and 

shoes companies, as Figure 10 shows, there are 17.706 companies with no employees, 

against 22.216 companies with 1 to 49 employees by contrast to only 604 companies in 
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the whole industrial sector of 50 to 499 employees. This presents the picture of the 

characteristics of fashion companies in Spain, where the majority are startups, small and 

medium companies and stakes claim to scientifically researching this “reality” by contrast 

to abundant studies and publications of more renowned, bigger brands such as Zara or 

Tendam.  

As mentioned previously, a very distinctive characteristic of the Spanish fashion 

industry is that it is a very heterogeneous, fragmented and polarized sector, which 

includes apparel, accessories, shoe wear, watches and cosmetics, both in their industrial 

and commercial areas (Lorenzana Iglesias, 2018). These characteristics have been another 

reason for choosing brands from different product categories during our applied research. 

There is also different weight regarding geographical regions, for instance within 

the textile and apparel sector in Spain, according to European Economic Union data 

available for 2017, Cataluña represents the highest turnover with 38.5% of production, 

followed by Comunitat Valenciana with 18.9% and Galicia with 15.9%.  

In addition, the age of creation of companies in the apparel sector of the Spanish 

fashion industry is necessary to mention since there has been a considerable amount of 

creation of companies in recent years, as show in  Figure 12  for instance most are of less 

than 4 years creation, followed by the second most abundant group of companies with 

more than 16 years creation. This is why in the sample of fashion companies in the applied 

research two groups of companies have been chosen: startups, smaller companies by 

contrast to medium-sized, older companies, because they are representative of the 

Spanish fashion sector, and also to consider if these different characteristics regarding 

company size and age of creation (regarding context factor such as digital technologies) 

influence some lifestyle branding dimensions. In 2018 there were 10.024 companies of 

less than seven years creation in all the fashion industrial sector compared to 6.764 

companies with more than 16 years of age. If focusing on the apparel sector, the 

companies of less than seven years creation amount to 2.870 compared to 2.408 of 

companies with more than 16 years of age. 
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For many companies, their international expansion has been a life-savior, and this 

is evident by considering that up until 2015, the weight of international sales for Spanish 

fashion companies which was 23% of results accounts, whilst national (home) sales 

decreased by 20%. Currently international sales represent almost 70% of income in the 

Spanish fashion sector, although some inequalities should be considered in the data such 

as the fact that Inditex group sales represent more than 60% of fashion sector sales and 

nearly 80% of exports (Lorenzana Iglesias, 2018). The following Figure 13 exemplifies 

this reality showcasing jobs created by Inditex group in comparison to other medium/big 

Spanish fashion companies such as Mango, Tendam and Desigual. 
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Regarding retail distribution formats, according to a report by Acotex, the main 

association for fashion retail in Spain, specialized fashion chains, have 33.9% of market 

share, hyper and supermarkets, 25.1%, multi-brand fashion stores, 17.4%, factory/outlet 

15.1% and shopping malls 8.5%.  This is another justification for the choice of specialized 

fashion brands, against other types of fashion retailers.  

 

5.2. BRANDING THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

Although some of the brands of Inditex group such as Zara and Massimo Dutti are 

usually included in Spanish brand rankings such BrandZ and contribute most of a third 

of the value of the 30 most valuable brands (Kantar Milward Brown, 2019), there have 

been calls for Spanish Fashion companies to manage their brands better on a global scale, 

and so, associations such as Moda España, created in 2013 by conglomerates of fashion 

businesses in Spain have been created with the purpose of harnessing value creation in 

all the fashion supply chain (Marca España, 2019). The most representative institutions 

of the fashion sector belong to this platform: FEDECON (apparel), AEGO (knitwear), 

ASEFMA (leather goods), ACME (fashion designers), ACOTEX (textile, accessories and 

leather), SFA (Spanish fur association), AEDM (fashion law) and ASIRTEX (fashion 

recycling) as well as other regional and local or national confederations.  

This country-brand for Spain called Marca España has tried to improve the 

branding of Spanish fashion companies, an issue that many experts in the sectors have 

claimed is lacking, since Spanish fashion companies excel in areas such as logistics or 

operations and distribution but do sometimes not know how to sell themselves better. 

Indeed, the fashion sector in Spain has been considered as strategic, but it lacks the same 

degree of visibility as other sectors for instance finance, telecom, energy or infrastructure 

(Arribas, Josa and Bravo, 2016). There is some variance regarding product categories, for 

instance Circulo Fortuny3 is an institution that tries to represent high-end and luxury 

                                                           
3 Círculo Fortuny is a non-profit organization founded, founded in 2009, with the aim of bringing together 
the Spanish industry of prestigious cultural and creative brands in a common forum to collectively promote 
and defend their shared values. Current sectors represented are: Design & Furniture, Fashion, Gastronomy, 
Health & Wellness, Hotels & Resorts, Jewels & Watches, Leather Goods, Perfumes & Cosmetics, Wines 
and Spirits; and finally Craftsmanship Gunmakers. It gathers 56 brands and institutions, such as Lladró, 
Loewe, Natura Bissé, Delpozo, Lorenzo Caprile, Navascués, Rosa Oriol Atelier TOUS and Suarez among 
others. International members in Spain include: Bulgari, Louis Vuitton and LVMH. Department store El 
Corte Inglés is an Honorary Partner. (www.circulofortuny.com, Accessed: March, 12th 2020). 
 

http://www.circulofortuny.com/
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Spanish fashion brands, and belongs to the European Cultural and Creative Industries 

Alliance (ECCIA), but small fashion companies lack a unified strategy for improved 

brand visibility, apart from the confederations mentioned previously that have come 

together for the Marca España initiative. However, some startups and small Spanish 

fashion companies have been claimed to being doing well internationally, although once 

again with diversity according to product type (Arribas, Josa and Bravo, 2016). A recent 

report mentions that Spanish brands are poised to have more potential in the near future 

are those that have a strategic model, a positioning and strong management together wih 

internationalization (Modaes.es, 2019). Some have a clear, unique brand identity such as 

Loewe, Papiroga or Tous, or are able to communicate an original message through the 

internet such as Pompeii, Muroexe, Camper and Tiny Cottons. Others have turned the 

“made in Spain” label into an added value and have gained recognition such as Pedro 

García, Malababa, Mint&Rose or invested in technological innovation, such as Lookiero, 

Yuccs, Pikolinos and Freshly Cosmetics, by introducing new production processes or 

market and commercial facilities, by contrast other have embraced sustainability and 

social responsibility in a business-oriented successful manner such as Ecoalf, Sea 2 see, 

El Naturalista and All Sisters (Modaes.es, 2019). 

Within the sector there are also some leading market segments among them 

childrenswear where international sales are higher than national sales in Spain (Asepri, 

2019). Also leading within the overall fashion industry are leathers shoes and goods, 

many companies within this sector belong to Federación de Industrias del Calzado 

Español (FICE), a business organization created in 1977 which represents around 500 

companies –more than 90% of all companies within the sector, that participate in events 

such as the World Footwear Congress, reach international agreements with similar 

industrial markets in Japan or Italy among other lobby activities (FICE, 2019).  

Therefore regarding the applied research brands from various market categories 

and product categories have been chosen to represent this diversity regarding types of 

small and medium Spanish fashion companies.  
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5.3. ONLINE FASHION E-COMMERCE 

Before finishing this chapter on Spanish fashion industry characteristics it is 

necessary to mention how digital has become a big focus for the fashion industry. By 

2020, it has been predicted that 25% of fashion sales will be done through Internet across 

Europe (Expansion.com, July 2019). According to official data, in 2019, the most popular 

type of goods and services purchased online in the EU were clothes and sports goods (65 

% of e-buyers), more than the travel and holiday category (Eurostat, 2020). However 

some types of fashion companies are winning over others, pure fashion-tech players are 

turning digital opportunities into an advantage since they have raised almost half the 3.7 

billion dollars total from initial public offerings (IPOs) in fashion in 2018 to 2019, despite 

accounting for just 17 percent by number of companies. In addition, pure online players 

often trade at an average enterprise value (EV)/sales ratio of above 2x, compared with 

0.8x for the wider fashion sector (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020). This stakes 

claims as to differences within the fashion industry itself. 

On another hand, the fashion industry in Spain has embraced online channels 

relatively late by comparison to other sectors like travel and music, and for decades it has 

focused on physical store retail but in recent years digital is completely transforming the 

value chain (Modaes.es & Kantar, 2019). In Spain, there is still an opportunity to increase 

fashion ecommerce turnover (Kantar Milward Brown, 2020) and numbers lag behind 

other countries such Germany or Great Britain, where it is 20% of the sector turnover, 

although during the 2012-2018 period there has been an increase in sales, and in 2018, 5 

out of 100 garments were distributed online and 7.4% of total fashion sales were done 

through internet in 2019. This implies an increase of fashion sales compared to 2018 when 

they were 5.9% and compared to 2012 when fashion sales on the Internet were only 1.4% 

(Modaes.es & Kantar, 2019).  

Although online ecommerce is an important business asset for fashion companies 

but it is highly complex to make that channel profitably (Modaes.es Magazine, 2020). In 

a special report on the challenges that ecommerce presents to the fashion sector, it has 

been highlighted how there are still some “traps” to selling online (Modaes.es Magazine, 

2020):  

- Ecommerce has forced fashion companies to compete with giants of 

internet traffic, to try to gain a share of the audience. 
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- There is a lower conversion rate online, and a much wider array of stock and 

merchandise, so therefore more promotions and discounts are readily 

available: online sales are oriented towards price, discounts and special offers, 

which therefore affects profit margins. 

 

- The issue of which company costs should be assigned to the online channel 

and the physical outlet are put to question. Some influence the latter such 

as: transport, store rental or staff salaries, whilst other influence the online 

channel such as specific packaging or delivery. But indirect costs of the online 

channel should also be considered such as headquarters, infrastructure, finance 

and general IT systems. How should these be shared among both? 

 

- Capturing online users has become more expensive due to big fashion 

companies with limitless budgets, which have increased prices of digital 

marketing strategies so smaller companies face the risk of being through out 

of the game. Catching a first user, the “acquisition cost” is not the same as 

retaining a client, where others operations platform costs have to be considered 

and require big investments, ranging from a monthly fee, to a fee per 

transaction, additional fees for each app or improvement to the basic package, 

etc. 

 

- Online logistics imply costs such as delivering individual packages to a single 

client instead of a set of items to a store have also implied more investments 

into logistic centers. Return policies are also a weak point of ecommerce but 

pure players are making profits.  

 

- Overall ¿how should profitability be measured regarding other 

“invisible” costs? Digital technology is changing company structures, 

although some still work with an only-physical mindset.  There is a new 

“power” balance, where digital and logistics department in fashion companies 

are gaining as much leverage as buyer and operations departments. 
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- Higher margins are necessary on the online channel: a fashion item sold 

online needs between a 10-15% higher margins than an item sold on the 

physical store.  

Overall there is still room for growth in online sales because a wide portion of the 

population still does not use that channel (Modaes.es Magazine, 2020). 

Retailers have also increased their online sales to 51.3% more than those of online 

pure players (Modaes.es and Kantar, 2019), which stakes claim as to the importance that 

digital transformation is having for traditional Spanish fashion companies, and not only 

for pure players online. In fact, as fashion experts have claimed digital fashion players 

need ensure they are clear about which elements of their business model will drive profit 

and no rely solely on retail margins and existing offerings (Business of Fashion & 

McKinsey, 2020).  

The above is another reason for considering two sets of company case-studies: 

pure players and physical-born companies to see how digital channels have influenced 

brand management and how lifestyle branding strategy is to be used differently in each. 

 

5.4 THE FASHION CONSUMER IN SPAIN 

In 2019, according to an Eurostat Survey, 71% of internet users in the EU shopped 

online, and within these e-shoppers aged 16-24 were the top age group when it came to 

clothes and sports goods purchases (73 %), whilst those aged 25-54 were top buyers in 

online purchases of travel and holiday (57 %) and the older age group (55-74) in buying 

books, magazines and newspapers, together with those aged 25-54 (35 % both) (Eurostat, 

2020). 

 Regarding Spain, there is room for growth regarding ecommerce, since of total 

internet users, only 58% purchased online in 2019, compared to the European average of 

63% of online “buyers”, therefore Spain lags behind other countries such as Belgium, 

Bulgaria, Czechia, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Ireland and Greece, but is above Italy 

and France among other countries of the 28-member union (Eurostat, 2020) 
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The average expenditure of Spanish consumers in online fashion was 135.8 euros 

in 2018, an increase if compared to 127.8 euros in 2017 and 107.4 euros in 2016, and they 

buy around 6.5 items a year (Modaes.es & Kantar, 2019). 

 

In 2018, there have been more than 10 million fashion consumers in Spain and 

fashion is the most frequent purchased product only behind plane tickets, and the number 

of online mobile purchases has grown to 47% in 2017 and whilst five years ago, it was 

pure players who had the biggest share on online fashion purchases, now retailers have 

more than 51% (Modaes.es & Kantar, 2019). These numbers stake claim as to the interest 

in researching both traditional, physical retailers compared to small, born online brands, 

to see the differences in their usage of online channels, and within each group also gain 

deeper insights. Even though this dissertation is not specifically about online digital 

branding, having a picture of how these have influenced the fashion sector in Spain is 

important to take into account elements that influence brand strategy. 

The fact of adapting as a company to changing consumer habits, no matter the 

distribution channel whether offline or online has been ascertained by many experts. 

Indeed it has been claimed that the distribution format is not as determinant for successful 

fashion companies in Spain and more the fact of managing all aspects of the supply chain 

in a cohesive manner in order to deliver a product offer to suit the customer (Lorenzana 

Iglesias, 2018) and create true value for clients (Lara and Mas, 2018). It has been claimed 

that “the client does branding” due to the fact that he is also a sender of communication 

Figure 13. Ecommerce of total Fashion sales in Spain 2012-2018. 
In percentage over total value. Source: modaes.es/Kantar, 2019. 
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messages and a prescriber or detractor sometimes with even more influencer power than 

the brands themselves (Lorenzana Iglesias, 2018: 138).  

In addition, due to big data, the consumer typology is much more specific than 

before, so it does not depend on sex, age, purchase power or geographic location, it has 

to be “refined” much more so now concepts of lifestyle, family situation, tastes and 

interests emerge because it is information you can collect (Lorenzana Iglesias, 2018: 141). 

 

5.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY   

In the global fashion industry between the 2011-2018 period there has been a 

pronounced polarization, meaning that top 20 players  carry the industry’s value creation 

and economic profit in 2018 (Business of Fashion & McKinsey, 2020). This is also the 

case of the Spanish Fashion Industry, where successful fashion giants such as Inditex 

have accrued sometimes 80% of total revenue of the sector. However, this Chapter 5 

shows the very peculiar characteristics of the Spanish fashion industry and how it is 

mostly composed and small and medium companies, where most have been created in the 

last four years –in the case of small, digital pure players- or have more than 16 years 

creation –in the case of medium-sized physically born fashion companies. Spanish 

fashion brands that have a strategic business model and positioning have been claimed to 

have more potential in the future, and specific examples are mentioned. They have 

succeed regarding different levers:  

- Establishing a clear, unique brand identity 

 

- Communicating through the internet in an “original” manner 

 
- Gaining recognition with the “made in Spain” label for added-value creation 

 
- Investing in technological innovation 

 

- Introducing new production processes, market and commercial facilities 

 

- Embracing sustainable and social responsibility in a business-oriented manner 
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This Chapter 5 presents describes how clothes and apparel are a leading category 

among online ecommerce sales in Spain, and how in 2018 in has been the most frequent 

purchased product only behind travel and holiday and mobile purchases. Although there 

has been an increase, still only 7.4% of total fashion sales were done through the internet 

in 2019 so there is room for growth. 

The challenges that SMEs face regarding digital are also presented. Despite the 

fact that pure players have been “winners” in the game, in recent years, the entrance of 

big fashion companies, for instance Inditex group, one of the top three global fashion 

companies –alongside Nike and LVMH- by economic growth in 2019 (Business of 

Fashion & McKinsey, 2020) is making online marketing ever more expensive for smaller 

players. There risks that these increasing costs of acquisition and platform management 

cost presents for small and medium companies have been addressed.  

Finally, the above mentioned Spanish industry characteristic and digital 

challenges stake claim to the choice of fashion companies for the applied research 

chapters, and sustain the two company sets that will be researched: to understand whether 

being “born online”, as a pure player has influenced use of lifestyle branding differently 

with regard to “physical-born” pre-internet era fashion companies.  
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CHAPTER 6. METHODOLOGY  
 
 

6.1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY 

 

The complete the process of research for this dissertation are visually described in 

the following Figure 15 in order to clarify the steps that have been taken regarding firstly 

the Literature Review, the Methodology and the applied research chapters: 

Figure 15. Process of Research for this Lifestyle Branding thesis. Source: own. 

 

As has been considered in Chapter 2, qualitative research opens new realms for 

lifestyle research (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012; Grunert-Beckmann and Askegaard, 

1997), and it is essentially creative and interpretive (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). It does 
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not stem from a pre-established theory but is more about the construction of meanings, 

about understanding and discovering (Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009). The focus of this study is 

to develop lifestyle branding conceptualizations, given the lack of plausible existing 

theory, and to recognize patterns of relationships among constructs (Eisenhardt and 

Graebner, 2009: 25). The aspects discovered in the scattered publications available have 

been compiled together and reviewed by the researcher to present common traits that have 

been then used to devise the interview questionnaires for Chapters 7 and 8 and which 

are available in the Annexes of this study. 

According to Bordieu, scientific analysis of retailers and products is a largely 

intuitive process (Kahle and Valette-Florence, 2012). Therefore a qualitative paradigm 

has been chosen to study lifestyle branding from a company-oriented perspective in order 

to develop propositions on lifestyle branding and theoretical constructs from case-based 

empirical evidence (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). First, the context of Spanish fashion 

retail has been described (Coller, 2005) in order to discover circumstances by which 

lifestyle branding is done or not by small and medium-sized Spanish fashion retailers.   

Considering there is a lack of a body of knowledge, of unified theory on lifestyle 

analysis in marketing much of previous quantitative methodology has stood as “a positive 

barrier to understanding the interrelated nature of lifestyle phenomena” (Mc Cracken, 

1990: 120). The few publications on lifestyle branding conceptualizations are 

interpretative in nature but lack an empirical scientific research to sustain them (Savviolo 

and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013). Therefore our research goes a step further 

by testing lifestyle branding dimensions using theory building from cases approach 

(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). We intend to study the meanings behind the concept of 

lifestyle branding, to clarify its dimensions and also is application in the specific fashion 

brand SME context. Indeed there have been calls for more traditional qualitative research 

methodologies usage for analyzing brand associations (Crawford et al., 2014) and fashion 

studies are taking off as an interdisciplinary, largely qualitative field internationally 

(Jenss, 2016: 162). 

In this manner, the literature review of previous chapters has allowed to attain a 

“thematic nucleus” about lifestyle branding (Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009) from which the 

author has extracted themes. On the other hand, a distinct characteristic of the Spanish 
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fashion industry is that that 97% of companies have 1 to 49 employees, or 85% if 

considering companies with no employees and with up to 9 employees (INE, 2019) so 

the majority of Spanish fashion companies are small and medium enterprises. The choice 

to focus on fashion retail SMEs has arisen from these salient characteristics and is 

sustained by calls to use a qualitative approach to explore the nexus between brand, 

identity and entrepreneurship, considered as “fuzzy concepts loaded with meaning and 

interpretations” (Abimbola and Kocak, 2007: 416). This applied research is therefore 

based on an interpretivist paradigm, considering that there are ‘multiple realities’ to be 

researched (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003: 5).  

 

6.2. THE METHODOLOGICAL PROCESS 

 

The study of branding strategies within manufacturer, retailing and fashion 

retailing companies traditionally takes an interpretivist, inductive and qualitative 

approach (Hatch and Schultz, 2003; Burt and Sparks, 2002; McEnally and de Chernatony, 

1999) allowing the researcher to adopt a qualitative research design, gathering rich and 

detailed data (Yin, 2013).  This approach is proposed to be suitable for complex 

management decision making and strategic approaches within companies (Silverman, 

2016; McColl and Moore, 2014). 

The methodology of this study has been qualitative in nature through the whole 

stages of research, as a process of moving forwards and backwards, from fieldwork to 

analysis (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014), being iterative and reflective (Nowell et 

al., 2017). There are no prior empirical scientific models of research on lifestyle branding 

as a strategy despite intents using qualitative research (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; 

Austin, 2008) nor case studies research of its usage in Spanish fashion retail of lifestyle 

branding. Therefore, the focus of this doctoral research is centered on the methodological 

aspect to achieve trustworthiness, conscious of the fact of delving into an unexplored 

terrain. For purpose of this study, it is considered best to focus on multiple case study-

research, to address the “how” and “why” of lifestyle branding, due to lack of viable, 

tested theory and empirical evidence on the phenomenon (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 

2007).  
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6.3. PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW OF MULTIPLE-CASE STUDIES METHOD 

 

 Considering lifestyle branding is a strategy open for all but that there are no 

specific studies in the Spanish fashion context itself and conscious of entering an 

unexplored terrain, this research is phenomenon-driven, with a broadly scoped research 

question (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). The relationship between qualitative research 

and case study research has not been fully explored but “features and core characteristics 

of case studies – for example, the necessity for defining a “case”, the triangulation among 

multiple sources of evidence, and the ability to rely on quantitative data- seem to push 

case study research beyond being a type of qualitative research” (Yin, 2018: 18).  

 Following Yin (2018), the multiple case-study method is the most appropriate 

since the focus of this research is to answer “how” SME Spanish fashion brands are 

operationalizing lifestyle brand dimensions, so it is a research method suited for our 

purpose of understanding and gaining insights both on lifestyle branding concept and its 

usage by small and medium Spanish fashion brands:   

“A case study is an empirical method that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its real-world context, especially 

when the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly 

evident” (Yin, 2018: 15). 

This is the case of lifestyle branding, where the ‘phenomenon’ of what it means or implies 

is unclear from a scientific and scholarly point of view and as of date has not been studied 

in depth and within the real-world context of Spanish SME fashion brands. In the choice 

of multiple-case studies, some to intend to predict similar or contrasting results but to 

pursue different patterns of theoretical replications (Yin, 2018). A case study method 

allows more complex and fuller explanations of phenomena, and if strategically selected, 

as in the case of multiple cases, they “can provide a much tougher test of a theory and 

can help specify the different conditions under which a theory may or may not hold” (de 

Vaus, 2005: 227).  

 All in all, the multiple-case study methods, as the word itself translates implies 

studying of a variety of connected “case studies”, it is about collecting information from 
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varied sources in order to address a need to explore, understand and explain a 

phenomenon better (Wimmer and Dominick, 1996: 160). 

 

6.4. DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 

The analysis of data collected for the applied research chapters has been conducted 

through qualitative research methods, primarily thematic analysis. Before presenting the 

research design and data collection process for each of the applied research chapters, this 

thematic analysis is explained. 

 

6.4.1. Philosophical review of Thematic Analysis 

The research method that has been chosen throughout the applied research 

chapters is that of thematic analysis, which may have an inductive oriented approach 

(Braun and Clarke, 2006) or a more deductive orientation, whilst some authors use both 

types (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). As Grbich (2013) claims, in qualitative 

research sometimes the term “themes” and “codes” become interchangeable. The first 

type of analysis, that of identifying themes in a database, occurred in the 1960s with 

Glaser and Strauss’ publications on grounded theory, whilst computer management 

programs in the 1980s created more “emphasis on the notion of coding as an essential 

process of breaking data up into segments” (Grbich, 2013: 260).  

For purpose of this research, a thematic-oriented analysis approach is conducted 

based both on deduction, considering pre-considered themes arisen in the literature on 

lifestyle branding that have influenced the interview questionnaires. The qualitative 

analysis of texts both for the interview transcripts of fashion brand consultants (Chapter 

7) and of Spanish fashion brand founders/managers (Chapter 8) are based on 

recommendations by Miles, Huberman and Saldaña (2014). For this aim, literature on 

thematic analysis as a research tool for analysis was revised (Nowell et al., 2017), 

considering thematic analysis implies reporting the results by extracting themes (de Vaus, 

2005). For instance in the multiple-case studies in Chapter 8, interview verbatim 

transcripts were analyzed but also news articles on each brand and press kits, to see how 

themes themselves might arise from all the data (Holliday, 2016; Braun and Clarke, 
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2013). Themes do not always coincide with the interview questions or with the research 

questions proposed, but our analysis has had a strong theoretical base (Michman, Mazze 

and Saldaña, 2014). It is essential that the interpretation of themes be translated into a 

common language of symbols that can be shared with other researchers (Ruiz 

Olabuénaga, 2009). As has been claimed by Gibson and Brown (2009), conceptual 

themes are likely to achieve the most difficult aim of thematic analysis, which means 

examining relationships between different elements of the data and contribute to 

understanding patterns of relationships (cfr. Harding, 2013:109). 

 

6.4.2. Auxiliary method: Content analysis of Instagram Accounts  

In order to better grasp the symbolic dimension which has come forth as an 

important theme during the applied research chapters both by fashion experts and fashion 

brands, and given the importance of digital context for branding, it has been decided 

during the multiple case study analysis to do a brief content analysis of each fashion brand 

case study, regarding the types of images each brand portrays, using content analysis 

technique. As Wimmer and Dominick (1996: 170) state, a content analysis must be: 

- Systematic: the sampling has to be justified, as well as the coding process for 

evaluating content has to follow the same criteria. In this case, the Instagram 

accounts of each of the 8 fashion brands has been chosen to answer the research 

question of the type of images (lifestyle-oriented or product-oriented) that they 

portray in order to gain more insights into how each brand portrays their symbolic 

dimension online. The criteria for classifying these types of images is presented 

in the multiple-case studies Chapter 8. This brief content analysis, in order to 

further research the symbolic creation dimension of each brand, is part of the main 

research question of this dissertation that is to explore how SME fashion brands 

operationalize lifestyle branding dimensions. 

- Objective:  which implies that the operational variables and their classification 

must be explicit, so the study can be replicated. Therefore the units of analysis, in 

this case Instagram posts, have to be clear. As is described in the results of the 

content analysis section of Chapter 8, the universe of analysis has been 33 images 
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per fashion brand, that appear in the official Instagram account feed of each, 

retrieved on September 4th, 2019 which have resulted in 264 photos. Since not all 

brands post every day regarding the time frame of the photos some brands had 

posted images as back as July 2019. 

- Quantitative: In order to be representative of the Instagram account of each 

brand, quantification is an important aspect of this quest for precision: 33 photos 

were chosen per brand, and not by contrast a time frame, since some brands post 

images more frequently than others.  

All in all, it is necessary to clarify, that this content analysis method is not the core 

part of this research method but serves in a way as a documentary source for one lifestyle 

branding dimension that was decided upon after the thematic analysis of the multiple case 

studies, given the fact the Instagram social media had emerged as a salient theme for 

brand communication (the symbolic dimension). 

 

6.5. RESEARCH DESIGN AND SAMPLING 

6.5.1. Semi-structured Interviews  

As mentioned previously the first stage of empirical research of this study has 

been conducting semi-structured interviews to fashion brand consultants to understand 

the lifestyle branding phenomenon and its dimensions, and how they relate to fashion 

branding and the digital branding context according to literature review. These interviews 

to fashion brand experts are done for purpose of gaining further theoretical knowledge on 

lifestyle branding and most of all on creating a context (Yin, 2018) for the multiple-case 

studies. Semi-structured interviews “are a highly efficient way to gather rich, empirical 

data” (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007: 28). Since this research is “discovery-oriented” it 

requires informants with knowledge and varying perspectives about the selected topic and 

research questions (Creswell, 2007; Strauss and Corbin, 1998, cfr. Avinash and Malsdhe, 

2017: 899). The choice of professionals has been done according to those that showcase 

‘lifestyle branding’ as part of their professional expertise and company focus. This set of 

fashion consultants and experts group is aimed to provide rich insights regarding the 

meaning of lifestyle branding strategy and how fashion brands use it. 
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Therefore the sampling of fashion brand experts was based on intentional and 

theoretical criteria (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014; Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009; Valles, 

2009; Eisenhradt and Graebner, 2007; Coller, 2005). These consultants have proven 

experience and work in prestigious companies due to their global scale and others are 

listed as leaders in the strategic communications consultancy in the Spanish fashion 

industry. They are not named for confidentiality reasons, but have consulted for fashion 

brands in Spain such as: New Balance, Vans, Mango, Bimba y Lola, Hackett London, 

well-known department store El Corte Inglés, Estée Lauder and Peuterey among others. 

They are from diverse field specializations: strategic communication (Carlos), digital 

branding (Sandra), public relations and communications (Carmen), social media channels 

(Begoña), lifestyle retail (Elvira and Eva) and influencer marketing (Luis). 

The interview questionnaire was based on the same themes for each expert, in 

order to address the research objectives presented in the Introduction, Chapter 1. The 

object of study and research questions have to be translated across the interview questions 

or topics (Valles, 2009). In this research, the questions and order were adapted slightly if 

during the course of the interview topics gained more or less predominance (Ruiz 

Olabúenaga, 2009). Interviews were audio taped with prior consensus. Overall, the 

qualitative analysis of interview transcripts was based on recommendations by Miles, 

Huberman and Saldaña (2014).  

 

6.5.2. Multiple-case studies 

The previous Chapter 5 presents sufficient grounds as to the choice of small to 

medium fashion companies by contrast to other types of brands. The method of multiple-

case studies enables broader exploration of research questions and theoretical elaboration 

(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007: 27) in this case of how small and medium fashion brands 

(startups or medium-sized) operationalize lifestyle branding in their retail setting and how 

they might benefit from such a strategy for business success.  

The criteria for choosing the sample of companies, in the same way as with fashion 

brand experts, is intentional and theoretical (Coller, 2005; Eisenhradt and Graebner, 2007; 

Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009). This means that “cases are selected because they are particularly 
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suited for illuminating and extending relationships among constructs” (Eisenhardt and 

Graebner, 2007: 27).  In our case, the criteria for the specific fashion brand companies 

has been this reasoning of considering Spanish SME fashion companies that apriori 

seemed to be doing some kind of lifestyle branding in their communications channels. In 

selecting the guidelines for the sample units proposed by Morse for this kind of criteria 

(cfr. Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009) are taken into account: 

- The extreme cases, those that exemplify the characteristics of most interest. 

This means choosing two groups of SME fashion companies, those born-

online/startups born after social media and internet and those physically-

born/medium sized brands, born more than a decade ago.  

 

- An intensity sampling, which includes the interviews to fashion branding 

consultants and experts, previous to the case-study selection, who act as 

authorities regarding fashion branding, and therefore provide insights 

regarding the definition and understanding of lifestyle branding. 

 

- A sampling of maximum variance, for this aspect, within the two groups, we 

have chosen SME fashion companies from diverse product categories: 

intimate, children, women and menswear in the case of the medium-sized 

company and in the case of startups: shoes, women apparel/dress, accessories 

and menswear to seem commonalities or different deviations among them. 

 
- Some critical cases may help to identify the phenomenon better. Within these 

we consider brands that a priori seem to have lifestyle branding strategies, for 

instance El Ganso for the medium-sized companies and for the startups 

Eddmond Studios or Pompeii.  

 

- Confirmatory and negative (un-confirmatory) cases have been chosen, in 

this sense brands such as Gocco or Coosy, who initially stake claims as to not 

totally exemplifying lifestyle branding strategies, but being one medium-

sized, born physical and one digital, pure player they serve as an opposing 

argument (Coller, 2005) as to which kind of fashion brands do not 
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operationalize lifestyle branding. Also, Women’Secret brand has been chosen 

as belonging to a bigger conglomerate but seen to be doing lifestyle branding. 

In this case study design, situations involving a small number of cases with a large 

number of variables have to be considered (de Vaus, 2005), so the Spanish fashion SMEs 

are from different categories and origins. The choice of how many and which companies 

has been difficult, so the above guidelines have been used as parameters to provide rigor 

in the sampling of companies. As mentioned two sets of groups, the more-traditionally 

based offline retail companies (born-offline group) and on the other hand those that are 

recent startups (born online group), and within these two of different categories have been 

devised. 

In this therefore theoretical sampling, the aim is to achieve saturation level for 

new concepts and categories (Ruiz Olabuénaga, 2009) about lifestyle branding. The 

insights obtained from the in-depth interviews of fashion brand consultants provide 

knowledge regarding the notions on lifestyle branding, opportunities it offers by contrast 

to other types of brand management strategies and its usage in the Spanish fashion 

industry. The previous knowledge and access the researcher had about SME fashion 

brands has also aided in the choice of specific companies. 

 

6.6. FASHION BRAND EXPERTS INTERVIEWS  

6.6.1. Data Collection 

Once chosen the case-study research method, the data collection methods in the  

first phase are those of semi-structured interviews to fashion brand experts, which implied 

initially a direct interaction with the interviewee and revision of documentation and 

archival records of each company and interviewee, in order to allow for triangulation and 

multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2018; de Vaus, 2005).  

Seven fashion branding consultants were chosen to conduct semi-structured 

interviews in a location in Madrid chosen by the interviewee, in a coffee shop close to 

their workplace or at their offices, during the period of November 2018 to May 2019. 

They were scheduled by email or telephone and then a setting was agreed with the 

interviewee. The interviews were of an hour duration and taped with prior consensus, 
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field notes were also taken during the interview. The transcription was done personally 

in most cases in order to be able to gain further knowledge and interpretation and in two 

cases done by an experienced academic transcriber and the transcript revised in detail. As 

has been mentioned, the interview questionnaire was based on the same themes for each 

expert, which was developed based on literature review of lifestyle aspects that arose in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The questions and order were adapted slightly if the interview 

topics gained more or less predominance and according to the expertise of the 

interviewee. The questionnaires can be found in the Appendix. The interview to Begoña 

served as a pilot interview but was also included in the sample due to the perspective of 

online marketing strategy that it brings forth for fashion branding and usage of social 

media platform Instagram.  

 

6.6.2. Data analysis process 

The steps of analysis consist of four main phases: first, a manual reading and 

revision of all texts to be familiarized with contents, write the themes and ideas on coding; 

secondly, all texts were imported into Atlas.ti software and coded according to a code 

catalogue and re-assigned or changed. Thirdly, citations for each code were exported and 

re-read so that codes were seen to be supported by data and themes defined more clearly. 

Lastly, all coded interviews was re-read and citations relevant for codes as well as 

reflective memos resulting in a semantic map pictured in Annex 7. 

In the first phase, all interviews transcripts were read and revised manually to 

familiarize the researcher with the text and notes were taken about ideas for coding. From 

this initial reading a list of broad in vivo themes / codes emerged from the text. After 

reading texts, the coding was done in a very open manner, to extract themes and patterns 

and not every line of text was coded. First cycle and second cycle coding was used to 

search for patterns and to be able to group summaries of themes into more meaningful 

units of analysis (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014). A code catalogue was devised in 

order to aid the actual coding of the texts (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014).  These 

‘patterns’ consist usually of four, often interrelated summarizers:  
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- Categories/themes 

- Causes or explanations 

- Relationships among people 

- Theoretical constructs 

Table 13 lists codes used for the Fashion brands experts analysis, presented in Chapter 

7, which was different from the codes/themes used for the multiple case studies phase, 

presented in Chapter 8. The themes are presented as an exact replica of how they were 

used during the coding. For purpose of clarification, the meaning of some verbatim are 

listed: 

DIG = digital branding approach 

BR = branding 

LB = lifestyle branding 

DIM = dimension  

DEF = definition 

Table 12. List of themes/codes identified for the Experts Interviews analysis. 

Source: own. 

 
Código-filtro: Todos 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
UH: Experts-interviews-analysis-13-junio-2019 
File:  [C:\Users\Usuario\Documents\Scientific Softwar...\Experts-interviews-analysis-13-junio-2019.hpr7] 
Edited by: Super 
Date/Time: 2019-06-19 14:04:09 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
BIG COMPANIES 
DIG-BR-MOBILE 
BR-IMAGE-VIDEO 
New technologies/communication formats 
LB-BRAND-IDENTITY-Intangibles 
FASHION-CONSUMER 
STARTUPS-COBRANDING 
BR-FASHION 
DIG-BR-VIDEO 
BR-EMOTIONAL BENEFITS.INTANGIBLES 
DIG-BR-MOMENTS.TARGET 
FASHION-COBRANDING 
BR-IMAGE-SOCIALMEDIA 
DIG-Consumers.DigitalNatives 
BR-COBRANDING 
BR-STRATEGY-MICRO.INFLUENCER 
LB-DIM-VISIONARYLEADER 
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CONSUMER LIFESTYLES 
STARTUPS-LIFESTYE BRANDING 
LB-MOMENTS.TIMESTYLE.BRANDSTYLE 
LB-DIM-WOM 
FASHION-DIGITAL APPROACH 
DIG-ONLINESTORE-WEB 
LB-CULTURE.SOCIALGROUPS 
BR-APPROACH-TRADITIONAL/PRODUCT 
LB-CONSUMER-ASPIRATIONAL 
BR-APPROACH-TARGET/AUDIENCE 
DIG-PUREPLAYERS 
BR-POSITIONING/VISIBILITY 
LB-DIM-PERSONALBRANDING.PASSION.RELEVANCE 
BR-METRICS/SALES 
BR-IDENTITY-AUTHENTICITY 
LB-COBRANDING 
LB-SOCIALMEDIA 
BR-PHYSICAL.STORE/RETAIL 
LB-DIM-LIVETHEBRAND-PHYSICAL RETAIL 
BR-IDENTITY-VALUES/PERSONALITY 
BR-IMAGE 
DIG-BR-INSTAGRAM 
SME BR-STARTUPS 
LIFESTYLE IMAGERY 
LB-DIM-PRODUCT/CATEGORICAL BREATH 
LB-MICRO.INFLUENCER 
LB-DIM-SYMBOLICUNIVERSE.CONTENT.STORY 
LB-DIM-COMMUNITY.NICHE.TERRITORY 
SME BRANDING-VS-BIG 
DIG-BR-APPROACH 
LB-DIVERSE.TARGET 
LB-FASHION BRANDS 
SPANISH FASHION 
LB-EXAMPLES 
LB-DEF.STRATEGY 
 

 

 

In the second stage of the analysis, all seven interview transcripts a total of 56.786 

words were imported to Atlas.ti.7.5.18 and coded. After coding two interviews, codes 

were adapted or eliminated, and new themes arose. The other five interview transcripts 

were read again and coded with this catalogue in mind. The aim was to ensure that codes 

had explicit boundaries and were not interchangeable (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 

2014). Coding is in itself analysis and that qualitative data evolves during the research 

process (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014). The author was careful to allow the text 

to speak for itself, so some codes were discarded or re-assigned to another always keeping 

research questions in mind: 

- How is lifestyle branding defined as a branding strategy? 

- What are the dimensions of the concept?  
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- How is lifestyle branding related to SME fashion companies?   

In the third stage of analysis, after having coded all the interviews, the codes and 

citations were exported from the software and citations related to each code were read 

once again to see if they matched that code and category.  The idea was to see if each 

theme was supported by relevant data. For example if some did not have enough data or 

citations to back them up or others needed to be broken down further into different codes 

because there was too much data or themes that had to be separated into codes. In this 

manner each theme was better defined and a sense of the connections between topics 

allowed the author to further interrogate each theme (Nowell et al., 2017).   

After the coding process and revision of codes and citations, the author read 

through all coded data as well as raw interviews transcript data, as well as reflective 

memos to confirm linkages between themes. Thus a thematic map emerged and a story 

(Nowell et al., 2017), of the Spanish fashion brand consultants conceptualizations over 

lifestyle branding as a strategy and how these are similar or different, to those presented 

by literature. These will be presented in Chapter 7. 

  

6.7. FASHION BRAND MULTIPLE-CASE STUDIES 

The previous data collection and data analysis of fashion experts’ interviews, 

allowed more in-depth information of the context of Spanish fashion SMEs and also 

discovered deeper understandings of lifestyle branding and its dimensions. They have 

served to understand each case better, since their real setting is considered (Coller, 2005), 

through the expert opinion of fashion brand strategists that consult for Spanish fashion 

brands. For instance, the topic of the increased digitalization of the fashion sector, which 

has been an opportunity for fashion brand startups to be created and on the other hand 

presents a challenge for retail-born brands, was a theme that arose from the first phase of 

fashion brand experts’ interviews. It has helped to decide on having two sets of company 

groups.  

The specific data collection for multiple-case studies has been done considering 

that:  
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“A major rationale for using multiple sources of evidence in case study research 

relates to the basic motive for doing a case study in the first place: to do an in-

depth study of a phenomenon in its real-world context. Being both in-depth and 

contextual –a context that potentially includes events over a period of time- means 

collecting a variety of relevant data and hence relying on multiple sources”. (Yin, 

2018).  

Therefore, the previous phase of researching fashion brand experts opinion also becomes 

part of the data collection for the multiple-case studies research which has been the main 

focus of the applied research of this dissertation.  

 

6.7.1. Data collection and fieldwork: multiple-case studies 

To obtain information for each company, an extensive amount of time and 

management process was invested across various months in order to attain intensive, 

case-study type, multiple sources of information to allow for triangulation (Miles, 

Huberman and Saldaña, 2014). Therefore, multiple data sources (meeting each brand 

more than once, interviews to fashion experts previously), methods (the interview 

document, observation at headquarters), data types (online news article texts, visual 

images of web and Instagram accounts) as well as theories on branding, retail positioning 

and fashion branding and digital branding were used. The following Table 13 and 14 

show the sources of information for each case study. 

In order to allow for further researchers to possibly use this study as a blue print 

for other multiple case-study research, it is necessary to mention that in our case, the main 

source of information for each case study has been a personal, semi-structured interview 

of approximate an hour long, with the founders of the company in the case of the startups 

and with a top brand/communications manager in the case of the medium sized 

companies. Case studies themselves essentially rely on interviewing, as well as on 

document analysis and observing (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). The case studies 

interviews of brand founders/managers were conducted from February to June 2019, in 

Madrid or surrounding areas, with the same characteristics as the fashion brand 
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consultants’ interviews, at a chosen location, often the company headquarters, sometimes 

at nearby café.  

 

As can be seen in Table 13 there has also been observation type of data collection, 

which has been conducted in various ways. One primary source of observation has been 

a direct visit to company headquarters, sometimes coinciding with the founder/brand 

manager interview and in some cases in different dates, such as a professional visit (tour 

of the headquarters with university students or with university colleagues).  During the 

course of this investigation which has expanded during almost five years, the author has 

also attended fashion conferences and academics talks where the brands were spoken of 

or played a leading role as protagonists of the venue. This for instance in fashion industry 

talks and conferences open for industry professionals. Other types of observation have 

been done by monitoring their online channels such as ecommerce web, online account 

on Instagram and company accounts on LinkedIn.  

Table 13. Data collection sources for physically-born, medium-sized companies.  Source: own. 

 Company Name 

Womens’ 

Secret 

Dolores 

Promesas 

Gocco El Ganso 

Source of information:     

Interviews 

Informal meetings/encounters 

previous/after interview with other 

employees 

2 2 2 2 

Semi-structured interview with 

Founder/Manager(s) 

1 1 1 1 

Observations 

Headquarter visit 

Flagship/Pilot Store visit 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

Documents/Archives     

Brand Press Kit/Brand Book Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Instagram revision Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Web homepage revision Yes Yes Yes Yes 

YouTube videos  128 videos. 

7275 

subscribers 

26 videos. 

121 subscribers 

402 videos. 148 

subscribers  

75 videos. 

955 subscribers 

Online news articles Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Additionally, print and online documents to contrast branding or communication 

strategies for each brand have been consulted. For example, secondary sources such as 

material provided by the own brand, like a press kit or brand book in the case of brands 

such as Eddmond Studios or Dolores Promesas but which was not facilitated by extreme-

case brands such as Coosy. The documentary sources also included press articles about 

the brand found in specialized fashion media such as www.modaes.es or leading 

economic newspapers such as www.expansion.com as well as doing recurrent Google 

searches of the brand on an ongoing basis. Also, more specifically, during the days of 

July 3rd, July 4th and July 5th, 2019 the first five pages of results under the “news” function 

of the Google search option were revised. In the case of modaes.es all articles about each 

brand were retrieved. However, this online, although also analyzed using thematic 

analysis software did not provide any relevant information for this research other than 

economic-related data on brand revenue, business strategy, influencer collaboration. 

Therefore, it was rather a secondary source of data collection that allowed for 

confirmation of issues that itself arose, as mentioned before in the interviews, which 

further sustains the rich data that can be acquired through qualitative research.  

An additional source of evidence, which has also been recommended by 

qualitative experts, has been the technique of keeping a rough book, also known as 

reflexive journal to write down reflective notes, perceptions, opinions, thoughts during 

the interviews and observation, regarding our research topic, of impressions during the 

interviews or during the visits to headquarters or stores. This technique has proved 

extremely useful and has been confirmed in our study, as qualitative experts have overtly 

stated (Miles, Huberman and Saldaña, 2014) that they are effective for the analytic 

process the researcher has to go through of sifting through the large amount of data that 

qualitative research allows to collect. The task of where to start analyzing the data, what 

themes or topics emerge, how to relate one to another or which themes should be 

considered as “sub” themes even though they may appear very recurrent, has been 

accomplished sometimes with the help of these “memos” that we written in paper, but 

mostly done during the usage of Atlas.ti software. We can ascertain that through our 

research the technological instrument itself is therefore only a tool and does not do the 

study data analysis. These reflective memos are of great help for memory and audit trail 

of how a chunk of data was analyzed and connected to another, always based on data. 

http://www.modaes.es/
http://www.expansion.com/
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Table 14. Data collection sources for online-born, small sized companies. Source: own. 

 Company Name 

Pompeii Coosy Verbena Eddmond 

Studios 

Source of information:     

Interviews 

Informal meetings/encounters 

previous/after interview 

2 1 - - 

Semi-structured interview with 

Founder/Manager(s) 

1 1 1 1 

Observations 

Headquarter visit 

Flagship/Pilot Store visit 

- 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Documents/Archives     

Brand Press Kit Yes No Yes Yes 

Instagram revision Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Web homepage revision Yes Yes Yes Yes 

YouTube videos  30 videos  

 

No YouTube 

channel 

5 videos  No YouTube 

channel 

Online news articles Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

 

6.7.2. Data analysis process 

As with the fashion brand expert interviews, all the verbatim interview transcripts, 

press kits and news articles for each fashion brand were imported into Atlas.ti 7.1.18, but 

by contrast a separate hermeneutic unit was created for each individual brand instead of 

doing one unified hermeneutic unit. Therefore, this resulted into 8 different hermeneutic 

units, in order to be able to grasp the particularities of each fashion brand and to compare 

the brands within their group and across groups.  

In the case of the social media platform Instagram account for each brand, a 

content analysis was devised so this was not included within the Atlas.ti software but 

done manually using the platform itself.  

Regarding the coding process, the main themes used for the fashion consultants 

interviews analysis presented in Table 13 were considered for each brand to allow for 

similar coding definitions and categorization, in order to relate each case study to the 

same lifestyle branding dimensions theory. However, there were differences in the coding 
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of each company as can be seen in the annexes, due to the fact that inductive coding was 

done. That is, to let the text speak for themselves and allow themes to arise. 

 

6.8. SUMMARY OF DATA QUALITY AND SEARCH FOR VALIDITY 

We consider the data retrieved is strong data since all fashion brand experts and 

brand interviewees of the multiple-case studies are active participants of their branding 

strategies thus playing a leading role. For example, in the case of the born-online 

companies, they were the actual brand founders so this implies unique, first-class data, 

being the “protagonists” of the brands they themselves created. In the case of the medium-

sized brands, in Dolores Promesas case, the interviewee was a brand co-founder playing 

a leading role in the brand Re-thinking process as well as the case of El Ganso brand 

manager, who was actively participating in the same kind of brand re-thinking. In the case 

of Gocco and Women’s Secret, they belong to the Marketing department and were the 

main actors for brand strategy. In most cases, there was an established trust and closeness 

during the interviews, since there had been informal meetings with them or other 

company employees. Since the purpose of these spontaneous encounters was different to 

the purpose of the thesis, it helped build a previous, trustworthy knowledge of the 

researcher.  

Worthy to mention, was the case of Coosy brand, despite previous encounters the 

founder was reticent and kept mentioning that maybe the brand would not serve the 

purpose of the interview, emphasizing they did not do strategic branding. This seems to 

be the case in some small companies as experts have claimed and reflects how some SME 

brand managers prefer to talk about their brand strategy regarding components (Mitchell, 

Hutchinson and Bishop, 2012). Coosy serves as an outlier of a born-online brand, that is 

very successful but claims not to be doing any kind of strategic branding, but however 

contradicts itself by mentioning aspects such as that it has hired a press agency, but has  

to date not sent the press kit despite various requests. 

Another reinforcement of data quality, regarding triangulation purposes, is that 

different data sources have been considered from news articles recompilations or from 

company press kits; using different methods such as doing observation during the 
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headquarter visits apart from the interview document itself, and viewing visual material 

from web and Instagram accounts. 

During the coding process while using the Atlas.ti software it was seen how 

themes and codes developed through the analysis itself and it was difficult to decide 

whether two codes went together or not. For instance, was symbolic universe to be 

identified with brand image? Or is “personal branding” the same as “clients live the 

brand”? A clear example is the “employees live the brand” code that emerged as a theme 

during the fashion brand experts analysis in itself was not considered relevant and was 

placed together with the “physical live the brand” code but during the multiple-case 

studies had to be opened up and the codes separated because they meant different things.  

 

6.9. DATA DISPLAY 

Is necessary to ascertain that throughout this research and given the qualitative nature of 

on which is sustained the issue of data display was thoroughly considered as very 

important and essential in order to properly transmit the results. Data display was used 

both during the data analysis, for instance Figure 15 (in Chapter 7) where after the coding 

of themes, relationships among themes were able to emerge and to construct a semantic 

map of the discussion around lifestyle branding, its relation to the fashion industry, to a 

digital branding approach and the lifestyle branding dimensions itself emerged. This 

“visual” representations of ideas has greatly helped to understand and then further account 

for each part of the discussion, and therefore has allowed knowledge to emerge. It is 

essential in qualitative research as many experts have claimed (Miles, Huberman and 

Saldaña, 2014) and should never be understated, or at least, that is a reflection that this 

study has allowed us to methodologically confirm. Indeed, in Chapter 8 on the multiple-

case studies, an approach of “how to display data” has clarified meanings both in using a 

table format to present the data collection sources and the description of the company 

profiles, as well as using a timeline for instance to place the sample of fashion companies 

according to Internet surge (Figure 17), or for instance to show the differences between 

lifestyle and product-oriented images per brand (Figure 20). In order to address lifestyle 

branding dimensions specifically, Table 26 for instance allowed to better visualize and 

compare companies. There, use of visual displays has been useful at all stages of data 
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analysis (Verdinelli and Scagnoli, 2013). Lastly, for the conclusions graphical models, 

which are widely used in qualitative research, allows to represent main contributions of 

our research, innovative in the fact that it presents a state-of-the-art study of lifestyle 

branding which to date has not been conducted using multiple case-study. These 

methodological aspects, such as the importance of categorizing qualitative data and 

making data understandable and translatable in a visual manner is sometimes maybe not 

sufficiently overemphasized as to it being a necessity and of great aid both for analytic 

reflection and “to allow readers to acquire insights, develops an elaborate understanding 

or appreciate new knowledge” (Verdinelli and Scagnoli, 2013: 360).  

 

6.10. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

To conclude, this Chapter 6 presents the different steps of this research, ranging 

from the theoretical framework of the qualitative methodology to the different steps of 

the methodological process: from research design and sampling, to data collection for 

each part of the research. It also presents the philosophical review of the main research 

method chosen: multiple-case studies, as well as the others used within it, such as semi-

structured interviews or content analysis methods, which were auxiliary methods within 

the wide range of methods for data collection that can be used within “multiple” case-

study research. In addition, the data analysis methods are revised, such as the primary 

source of analysis: thematic analysis method. Within the research design and sampling 

and the data collection for each of the following two chapters on fashion brand experts 

analysis (Chapter 7) and multiple case-studies (Chapter 8) the choices for the reasons 

of having chosen certain types of fashion experts and fashion companies are explained. 

Finally, a section on data quality and validity is also included, and also it was decided to 

include a section on data display which has been key as a methodological tool, as in how 

to go about analyzing and reporting on the results. More than 56.000 thousand words that 

were imported to Atlas.ti for the thematic analysis for instance can be overwhelming, to 

which reflective memos should be added. The “visual” displaying of results is therefore 

very useful to analyze and also for the final report. 

These reflections are aimed on providing more depth of knowledge on possible 

approaches to multiple-case study methodology by other researchers.  
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CHAPTER 7. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: FASHION 

BRANDING EXPERTS 

 

This Chapter 7, the first of the applied research chapters of this thesis is set to 

providing context for the next Chapter 8, which is where the direct empirical research of 

SMEs fashion brands is done and to try to answer the objective of the research questions 

RQ1 and RQ2 presented in the Introduction Chapter 1.  

The results of the thematic analysis serve as empirical evidence of main themes 

regarding the lifestyle branding concept that have emerged: starting from its definition, 

how it relates to core topics of the fashion industry, and also lifestyle branding 

dimensions, as well as new themes that have arisen, such as the importance of a digitally-

oriented branding approach and how lifestyle branding is immersed within it. 

 

7.1. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS PRESENTATION 

The analysis of texts has allowed to construct a semantic map of themes that have 

arisen during the coding process of the verbatim of each interview and the relationship 

between them, which is reflected in Figure 15. Necessary to mention is the fact that not 

all codes are included in that semantic display, since for instance codes named “branding” 

which referred specifically to the definition of that construct were not included. The focus 

was placed on the research questions themselves which were not focused on defining 

branding but lifestyle branding. The network of themes allows to visualize relationships 

and patterns around the concept of lifestyle branding, its dimensions, and its linkage to 

the fashion industry, to a digital branding approach and to SMEs. The categories and 

codes that appear come from the code’s list which are shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 15. Semantic Map of themes of Fashion experts’ interviews. Source: own. 
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The presentation of results in the following sections are organized primarily 

around the first research question of this thesis, which as was mentioned in the 

Introduction, Chapter 1 are: 

 

RQ1: How is lifestyle branding conceptualized? How is it defined?  

 

- Answering this topic, the results present possible definitions and 

conceptualizations around the lifestyle branding concept. 

- Results are also organized around linkages that the construct has to the fashion 

field. For instance, the topic of digital branding itself, and differences between 

digital channel usages. 

- Lastly, results are presented according to lifestyle branding themes that have 

arisen from the texts themselves and that the researcher has organized into a 

specific dimension. The interview questionnaires were based on themes that 

have been revised in the literature review, based mainly on the list of 

conceptualizations presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. However, as has been 

mentioned these have not been empirically tested. 

- In sum, the sub-sections into which the results are organized are: 

o Towards a strategic conceptualization of lifestyle branding. 

o Lifestyle branding and the fashion industry. 

o Lifestyle brand identity and target. 

o A digital branding approach: social media and startups. 

o Lifestyle branding dimensions (presented in Table 15). 

 

Table 15. Lifestyle branding dimensions by fashion experts. Source: own. 

 Symbolic universe creation. 

 To embrace a community and WOM. 

 Evolution of product categories. 

 Live the brand: the physical space and client experience. 

 To empower the personal brand of consumers. 

 The role of the brand founder.  
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The second Research Question (RQ2): How is Lifestyle branding operationalized in the 

Spanish Fashion Industry?, is not directly addressed in this chapter, since it is the 

purpose of the next Chapter 8, although nonetheless it does not mean that themes relating 

to it have arisen during the course of the interviews, and the theme itself was addressed 

during the interview questionnaire1.  

 

 

As was presented in the previous Chapter 6 on Methodology, the fashion brand 

experts belong to prestigious fashion consultancy companies of varied fields of 

specializations which gives a wider picture regarding perspectives on lifestyle branding. 

For purpose of anonymity the company names are not presented, however the weight of 

                                                           
1 The interview questionnaires are available in Annex 1. 

Figure 17. Screenshot of Code’s List for Fashion Expert’s analysis. Source: own. 
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each company they work for regarding, examples of Spanish fashion brands they have 

consulted for and the experience of each fashion brand consultant is showcased in Table 

16. 

  

Table 16. Sample of Fashion brand consultant’s interviewees. Source: own. 

Name Job Position Company type (in Spain) 

 

Carmen 

 

 

 

Account director, 13-year experience in 

fashion  

 

Leading fashion communications agency 

worldwide and in Spain. Clients such as 

Peuterrey and Hackett London. 

 

Sandra  

 

YouTube and Video Lead.  

20-year experience in the Spanish 

fashion industry   

 

Global internet search company. Clients such as 

New Balance. 

 

Elvira  

 

 

 

Fashion retail consultant, 8-year 

fashion experience 

 

Retail consultancy firm for lifestyle and fashion 

brands. Clients such as Ecoalf. 

 

Carlos  Brand & consumer engagement 

director. More than 13-year experience 

in strategic branding consultancy 

Strategic communications consultancy for 

public affairs and fashion brands. Clients such 

as Vans and Mango. 

 

Luis 

 

 

 

Founder of influencer marketing 

company, 17-year experience in 

consumer brands marketing 

 

Marketing company specialized in influencer 

marketing. Clients such as fashion brand 

Bimba&Lola. 

 

Eva  

 

Lifestyle retail brand founding partner, 

16-year experience in brand 

development 

 

Lifestyle branding concept store, successful for 

three years in physical retail which closed then 

expanded online. Clients such as Converse, 

Puma, Mascaró. 

 

Begoña  Community manager and creative 

director, 2 years-experience 

Image consulting and social media management 

for fashion SMEs. Clients such as El Corte 

Inglés. 
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7.2. TOWARDS A STRATEGIC CONCEPTUALIZATION 

Likewise to the notion that arose in the literature review, the fashion brand experts 

claim the term lifestyle branding is hard to define (Austin and Matos, 2013; Jung and 

Merlin, 2003), but they all agree that it is a strategic term, an aspect which had not 

emerged in literature. Carlos for instance states that not all that is claimed as lifestyle is 

lifestyle, for him it is very clearly related to community, to establishing a specific 

conversation whilst for Luis lifestyle is an overused word, for Carmen a fad that will pass 

in fashion branding, a trend in the fashion sector that has been around for a few years 

already.  

A perception supported by these fashion expert interviewees is that lifestyle 

branding as a theoretical concept is worth of research, a “strategic” concept. Some 

companies achieve lifestyle branding through intuition claims Carlos but it can be reached 

by a branding process, it is about transcending the product itself and having a fertile 

territory by which to develop a community around the brand, so possibilities of brand 

expansion are much higher because you connect on a more fertile level. It is above others 

tools such as brand content, as stated by Sandra but the omnipresence of the word itself 

in industry and media makes it difficult to define. It is interesting to note, as stated by 

Carlos whether it is necessary or not to differentiate between lifestyle brand and lifestyle 

branding as a strategy:  

"I understand lifestyle branding as a management tool for intangible assets in  

order to arrive at being a lifestyle brand”.  

Intangibles were also mentioned by Carmen:  

“A lifestyle strategy starts with intangible values about what the brand 

represents". 

Begoña claims they do not use the concept of lifestyle branding itself, but use it to refer 

to content production, to cater to the lifestyles of the clients of the brands they work for. 

Most experts agreed that they did not recognize lifestyle branding as a concept separate 

from branding: Elvira, Carlos, Luis, Sandra and Eva claimed it is hard to picture a brand 

currently that does not position itself through lifestyle, as if it were not an option but a 
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necessity. For Carlos, lifestyle branding is the ambition of every fashion brand and Elvira 

claims: 

“In my opinion a brand that does not position itself in that lifestyle will struggle 

much more to position itself than others, it’s just I do not see another type of 

strategy. I think it is a necessary one to pursue” (Elvira). 

By contrast, regarding the definition of the lifestyle concept, Sandra had the most 

differing view, for her lifestyle branding means that a brand has diverse customers.  She 

links lifestyle branding directly to target market definition, meaning not defining 

customers by the same demographics, but by their diversity, as having diverse lifestyles. 

For Sandra, two ways to operationalize a lifestyle brand are to focus on relevance, being 

relevant for the consumers and secondly, on creating passion, around the interests, 

affinities, tastes of that diverse target. Therefore, lifestyle branding is building a brand 

around the target, with these two pivotal points: diverse target market and brand 

relevance.  

All consultants used different phrases to envision lifestyle branding. Carlos 

described it as an intangible asset management tool to become a ‘lifestyle brand’, he 

claims it is concentrating on a specific territory of consumers and focusing on brand 

fanatics. This makes the brand management more authentic because it is not imposed but 

it grows from the communities’ interests and passions.  For example, in the sports 

category, breaking it down to runners and then focusing on runners that drink beer. You 

cannot just associate yourself to the generic sports category:  

“It is true that brands that connect with a lifestyle, have an authenticity that 

emanates inside and out, and you encounter fanatics. Just as communities are 

governed by specialization, by a funnel, by synthesis, it has to be something 

specific. In fact, it does not count to associate yourself with sports. The sports 

territory is all right, but the specific community is ‘runners’ and within runners 

you have those that drink beer. That specificity is what works. And it produces 

fanatics: it’s exuberant to see people really enthusiastic over that aspect” 

(Carlos).  
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The above idea, confirms some attributes mentioned in literature (Austin and Matos, 

2013) such as the importance of being authentic and being selective, not being all things 

for all people. 

Lastly, Carlos mentions that lifestyle branding is not so much about positioning 

as it is about differentiation, legitimacy and brand relevance. The latter was also 

emphasized by Sandra as essential to lifestyle branding. Rather than placing your brand 

between the perceptual space of variables such as price, image or any other but more 

about being relevant for a certain group or different types of consumers. So lifestyle 

branding is more about positioning your brand on lifestyle variables (interests, passions, 

tastes) than on traditional ones such as socio-economic, age, location.  

Sandra mentions that “lifestyle branding is above brand content and content in 

itself”. She claims it embraces everything, and that is has “a lot of legs”, which might be 

for instance live video-content on You Tube and stories posted on Instagram. Carlos 

claims that lifestyle branding is one of the most difficult things to achieve, because it goes 

beyond marketing in itself. It is the ambition of any fashion brand, to find that fertile 

territory, especially when it is hard to find new styles because everything seems to have 

been already exploited. The goal in lifestyle branding is to find:  

“A new dynamic environment, to belong to it, and to have tools, a place for 

development, a clear archetype of a persona, a specific community that can then 

spread across its frontiers” (Carlos). 

Although with different degrees of consent, lifestyle branding is considered by 

consultants as allowing a different type of connection with consumers, of being more 

relevant for a target group, which was not defined as such but considered as a community 

of like-minded people with which the brand can establish a relationship.  

 

7.3. LIFESTYLE BRANDING AND THE FASHION INDUSTRY  

The relationship between lifestyle branding and the fashion industry was not easy 

to specify since they are similar as concepts. Carlos proposed that fashion embraces 

lifestyles across all categories. Similarly, Elvira explained there is an absolute link 

between lifestyle branding and the fashion sector, and she does not understand that one 
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can exist without the other. For Eva, lifestyle branding is necessary in fashion because it 

is part of who you are, of whom you want to project. In contrast, Carmen says lifestyle 

branding is a way for consumer brands to enter a fashion territory and that since fashion 

brands have a strong brand identity they do not need to change their strategy.  For her 

lifestyle is a “packaging” a wrapping around your brand, more useful for consumer brands 

that lack the fashionable prestigious aura and who wish to enter that terrain. Fashion 

brands naturally use lifestyle content so it is easier for them to do collaborations with 

other consumer or service brands and reach out to other consumer lifestyles claims 

Carmen whilst by contrast lifestyle branding can be more of a benefit for consumer-goods 

brands, since they can create favorable, brand associations with fashionable brands and 

therefore improve their brand image. Similarly, Luis proposes that lifestyle branding is 

easier and more important for consumer brands because:  

"In the end it is about equipping your brand with a personality. And all are brands, 

be it technological, food, sports or fashion brands. I think it is a really useful 

strategy for any brand not just for fashion brands".  

Further to this, Luis proposes that lifestyle branding activations such as using an 

influencer who publishes lifestyle material regularly might be even more important and 

useful for non-fashion brands, who do not belong to conspicuous categories and who lack 

that personality that fashion industry has. However, Carlos explained that fashion has 

been able to portray lifestyle well and “has quickly embraced fertile cultural ingredients”. 

The natural, essential link between lifestyle branding and fashion are evident:  

“If I had to link any other thing that were not fashion to a lifestyle, I would end 

up necessarily thinking in fashion too” (Carlos).  

Also Eva supports this view:  

“… Everything in some sort of manner is related to lifestyle, but in fashion much 

more so because it is necessary. Because it is part of who you are, of who you 

project. Then there are other brands for instance of technological gadgets or any 

other. They might be part of lifestyle but it is more ambiguous”. 

The influencer and marketing expert Luis states that lifestyle branding is conceiving a 

brand through a lifestyle which arises from the content that you want to share with others: 
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“in fact, a lot of influencers have become famous not because of being a fashion 

subscriber but because of being a lifestyle subscriber”.  

It was hard for all fashion brand interviewees to mention specific examples of 

Spanish brands that are using lifestyle branding. They mentioned a wide array of names 

from premium brands such as Loewe and Bimba y Lola, others mentioned Zara, and most 

had to refer to foreign fashion brands such as online pure players. There was no consensus 

as to one prototypical brand. On one hand, this might be due to the experts not being able 

to articulate what lifestyle branding actually means. On the other hand, as fashion expert 

Carlos claims there is a lack of Spanish lifestyle brands examples because of a lack of 

cultural unity in the country. Those brands that have embraced “Spain as a nation” type 

of values are labelled as opportunistic, because of the political, social and economic 

fragmentation that abounds. 

 

7.4. LIFESTYLE BRAND IDENTITY AND TARGET 

Regarding the linkage between lifestyle branding and the concept of brand 

identity, there were two views among the experts. Sandra considered it was not necessary 

to have a solid brand identity in the current digital context, since consumers ask brands 

to change:  

"If you find a brand that somehow accompanies you in your life, adapting to the 

lifestyle you have in each moment, those kind of brands succeed”.  

She predicts that brands that have a strong brand equity and vision but do not evolve will 

eventually end, because studies of generation Y and Z, show that consumers ask brands 

to change their identity to adapt to consumers’ lifestyles. It is not so much having a strong 

brand equity as adapting to the targets’ life moments and building your brand around it. 

Another expert also claimed that you cannot just proclaim “this is my brand” you have to 

link the brand to a lifestyle terrain, and show what your brand would represent in each 

category, like a puzzle: it would be this in food, this in watches, this in accessories and so 

on. 

However, Sandra’s vision, based on her solid fashion industry and digital-

branding approach expertise, contrasts with that of others. Carlos believes that identity is 
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the result of symbols and it is what defines you and in fashion, it is very closely related 

to personality. Likewise, Elvira also thinks a strong brand identity is necessary to build a 

lifestyle brand. Just as Luis says: “to do lifestyle branding you have to have a clear picture 

of why you exist" and Carmen adds that: the first thing for starting a lifestyle strategy is 

to know your brand well, who it is and then think who you are going to target.  

To summarize, findings on the importance of having a strong, solid brand identity 

in order to do successful lifestyle branding were not clear. In literature review, however, 

this was referred to as linked to being authentic across all consumer touchpoints, so this 

would require further research regard the type of brand identity enactment. 

 

7.5. A MORE DIGITAL BRANDING APPROACH 

A salient and new theme that surfaced during the analysis, by contrast to previous 

literature was the linkage of lifestyle branding to a more digitally oriented brand 

approach. New technological developments in the digital field make it easier for lifestyle 

branding, claims Sandra, because you have more information from big data to build your 

lifestyle brand on. Indeed, the retail fashion expert claims that we are in a very interesting 

moment for brand creation, a digital approach that is very different from traditional 

branding based on product or price, and currently digital technologies are “brutally” 

changing brands building strategy. This has happened in the last two to three years, since 

the surge of social media 2015-2016 claim both Sandra and Eva. Begoña mentions that 

social media are a constant call of attention to lifestyle branding, and especially through 

(micro) influencers. This requires personalizing your product, to introduce it into the life 

of someone, to sell it to someone and to ask yourself questions such as: How does this 

girl live? What does she like? What values does she have?   

An initial supposition from the literature review before interviewing experts was 

whether lifestyle branding in the digital context enabled only lifestyle imagery or if it also 

allowed living the brand and enacting, using authentic lifestyle branding. With regard to 

this, Sandra claims that whilst big companies create lifestyle imagery by contrast small, 

SME companies are those that authentically do “real” lifestyle branding. It is easier for 

them to enact the values or ideals they stand for however she claims that pure player that 

did not require a physical presence also can do lifestyle branding. For instance, Sandra 
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mentions that big companies use Instagram in a more cross media manner, similar 

creativity and materials for off-line and on-line communications, whilst smaller, digitally-

born brands tend to create directly for a digital channel. Therefore, digital technologies 

make a difference, she stresses, and allow a different new branding approach for these 

smaller brands, offering fresh, quick and immediate content different from traditional 

media such as fashion magazines. Big data makes lifestyle branding easier claims Sandra. 

The concept of ‘micro moments’ was mentioned as a way of considering lifestyle 

consumer moments but not in a monolithic way. Lifestyle branding strategy has been 

enhanced due to this window display of consumer lifestyles claim some experts. 

The type of branding that digital technologies enable would require further 

research. A theme that surfaced is two approaches to branding: a traditional, pre-digital 

era type perspective by contrast to a more digitally-oriented approach that was seen to be 

linked to lifestyle branding, to entering pre-existent conversations, to being relevant for 

customers regarding their tastes, affinities, hobbies. Your intangible brand values, which 

are the starting point of lifestyle brand as claimed by a fashion expert have to then 

“materialized”, made tangible. Consumer lifestyles displays on the internet allow a 

company quick access to people, places, objects, etc. to embody your brand: “the thing 

about lifestyle is that the scope can be opened up until infinity”. 

 

7.6. LIFESTYLE BRANDING DIMENSIONS 

Until now, we have considered the relationship between lifestyle branding and 

brand identity, the fashion industry and its linkage to a more digital-branding approach 

as a new topic that emerged during the data analysis. The following sections present 

fashion experts’ opinion around six lifestyle branding dimensions that coincide with some 

literature aspects that have thus been tested but that the author has organized according 

to themes that have arisen in the analysis. 

 

7.6.1. Symbolic Universe creation 

The concept of lifestyle imagery appears to be different from that of lifestyle 

branding and is different from that of creating a symbolic universe for the brand. The 
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latter refers more to content creation whilst lifestyle imagery is about using lifestyle from 

a brand-image perspective, and therefore in a less authentic manner, for example lifestyle 

imagery might not be coherent with the brand’s culture, employees or products, claim 

some experts. For Sandra lifestyle branding has to be relevant for the consumer through 

relevant content. In digital channels, she emphasizes the importance of creating “live” 

content, through video:  

“Above all it is video. I would say it is about constructing with live content and 

within that video, the audiovisual format really.  And then that aspect of micro 

influencer that somehow opens the brand spectrum, I think those are the two 

pillars on which I would build a lifestyle brand today” (Sandra). 

Secondly, it is necessary to construct passion around your target, which means 

considering interests, affinities and other hobbies which Sandra claims is different from 

creating a community, and could be summarized in these two questions: Why is my brand 

relevant for this audience?  How do I respond to the passions of this audience?  

In this sense, the symbolic universe creation is an essential aspect of lifestyle 

branding and was found as a common ground across all the interviewees, encompassing 

the management of intangibles through content creation, brand narratives, storytelling. 

This coincides with emphasis on this aspect of lifestyle branding by previous 

conceptualizations (Oh et al., 2016; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; 

Munteanu and Pagalea, 2012; Taylor, 2012; Dubois, 2002; Lewis, 2010; Austin, 2008; 

Helman and de Chernatony, 1999; Jung and Merlin, 2003).  

On the other hand, Elvira criticizes the idea of storytelling as being old and 

surpassed, in this same line, Carlos claims that “story-doing” is more important than 

storytelling. Eva says it is about more experience, more connections, more history, and 

that there are more technological tools than before so we have to learn to be able to do 

more. Regarding this dimension, there is a difference between the lifestyle branding 

perspective of consultants based more on traditional branding formats (Elvira, Eva, 

Carlos) and those that adopt a more digital-oriented approach on lifestyle branding 

(Sandra, Begoña, Luis). Sandra supports the dimension of symbolic universe creation and 

claims that due to the surge of branded content many brands are taking “lethal leaps” into 

other types of content, outside of their traditional areas. For instance, a bank entering into 
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educational content. This is what Sandra calls relevance, and what lifestyle branding is 

about: accompanying your target in their path in life, in their passions and interests, which 

might have nothing to do with your company’s brand itself. Thus, this symbolic universe 

creation is closely linked to the community/niche/territory:  

“You start talking about territories that are related to your brand but that 

somehow help you accompany your target” (Sandra).  

Lastly, a lifestyle branding strategy is not necessarily linked to one specific product 

because it is according to Luis the opposite of competing on price, it involves a 

competition based on emotional and symbolic attributes, of a higher value and not so 

rational. 

 

7.6.2. To embrace a community and create WOM 

The notion of a community was a theme that arose from data analysis and 

mentioned by experts as an important aspect for lifestyle branding, which contrasts with 

no reference to this relation the in literature review, although word-of-mouth had been 

considered (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; Dubois, 2012). In fact, 

before our interview, Carlos a high-ranking strategic communications and fashion expert, 

asked for bibliography on lifestyle branding, claiming there was little literature on the 

subject. His company developed a conceptualization of lifestyle branding relating it to 

the concept of community, which he claims is previous in abstract terms to the concept 

of lifestyle branding:  

“In our [company’s] theory on territory and communities, previous always to 

lifestyle, we understand there is only one brand, one strategic narrative that arises 

from it (…) sometimes one territory or maybe more, but not too many, there is 

usually only one territory and from it various narratives transcend and therefore 

various lifestyles for each one. Sometimes what might happen is that there may be 

a multiple-personality, if you escape too much there can be an excessive 

hybridization” (Carlos).  

Essentially the fashion expert claims that the concept of lifestyle branding refers to the 

brand narratives, the stories, that a company wants to establish for a certain, specific target 
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group, for a certain community. Therefore, the concept of lifestyle branding means being 

specifically oriented at a certain target, or territory it cannot be an offer for all. 

Elvira also claims that lifestyle branding will transform into creating a community, 

building a brand around it. However, for Sandra, community creation is only another 

possible aspect of lifestyle branding, which is itself a broader, more strategic concept. 

Luis states that within a lifestyle strategy, a brand should first focus on a “micro lifestyle”, 

and once consolidated within it start growing into other niches or small communities of 

that lifestyle and only then direct the brand towards other lifestyles. This dimension of 

linking the brand to a community, a niche, is related to co-branding strategy since you 

can create a community through collaborations with other brands, with similar mindsets. 

The theme of cobranding emerged during analysis as being relevant for lifestyle branding 

but not necessary a part of it.  

Summarizing, the topic of the imbrication of community creation with lifestyle 

branding requires further research because it has not arisen specifically in literature but 

came out as a theme during the data analysis of fashion experts as being relevant. It also 

is linked to cobranding, as a strategy that allows to reach out to other consumers’ 

territories and other brand communities.  

 

7.6.3. Evolution of product categories 

Previous studies propose that lifestyle branding requires a number of product 

categories (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Jung and Merlin, 2003) however, during our 

analysis it transcended that lifestyle branding does not necessarily imply a broad 

categorical breath. A brand can use lifestyle branding only with one product category. 

Therefore, rather than having many products to deploy lifestyle branding strategy, it is 

more important to create a symbolic universe, that embraces a product, and becomes the 

“packaging” for the brand claims Carmen. If the brand has only one product, other 

product categories can be reached through that symbolic universe creation and through 

collaborations with other brands and through co-branding. Sandra, Luis and Carlos also 

claim that aligning the brand with assets and values of other brand partners can increase 

brand value. 
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 Lifestyle branding means transcending the product itself, claims Carlos, and is 

more about the activities that surround the brand, about connecting with others and going 

beyond the core brand product itself.  

“Conceptually, lifestyle brands transcend themselves, it is not just the product the 

brand has to be surrounded by a wide array of activities and it is then when you 

need to really connect with other brands to in reality have a fertile territory in 

which to develop that community and that is difficult to do alone. The possibilities 

of expansion are much quicker and fertile if you connect with others. It might even 

be related to your lifestyle but not with your core product; indeed it might not 

have anything to do in terms of product.” 

Therefore, lifestyle branding seems to pivot less on a wide set of product extensions as it 

is usually considered (having a homewear, petwear, café, etc.) and more on that symbolic 

universe: but it is not just lifestyle imagery, it is about authenticity by entering a 

conversation, a pre-existent lifestyle rather than creating one from scratch as mentioned 

by Carlos. Because of this strong hold, the brand can share symbolic assets with other 

brands, and collaborate within that universe offering a wider product base.   

 

7.6.4. Live the brand: the physical space and the client experience 

The fact of having a physical space for customers and clients to experience the 

brand seemed initially necessary for lifestyle branding (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013; 

Austin and Matos, 2013; Taylor, 2012; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999) in this respect 

opposing views have been found among the interviewees. For Carlos, there is currently a 

more rational and balanced vision between the online and the offline channels as shared 

experiences. On one hand, digital formats have very specific norms which are sometimes 

more limited than the physical space, where the possibility of having a tactile experience 

is unique, but they complement each other. In addition, the fact that brands create or enter 

into a community implies having a physical space where the relationship between both 

can flourish. Luis, the influencer marketing expert claims to the contrary, that a physical 

experience is not necessary, likewise Sandra who was more inclined towards a digital 
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approach to branding and adds that physical it is not necessary at all, especially for digital 

natives, where the physical space becomes only a transaction: 

"You can perfectly well be a lifestyle brand without having a physical point of sale 

(…) because it is difficult to immerse yourself in a lifestyle experience in a physical 

store. I think it is complicated" (Sandra). 

Sandra stresses the difference between digital pure player branding approaches by 

contrast to physical born brands. In between these two stances, Elvira defended a more 

flexible retail, where venues are not fixed: permanent stores are not necessary, but can be 

adapted according to the brand strategy and the purpose of the physical outlet. Although 

she claims that on the contrary, it is very necessary for lifestyle branding. Eva also claims 

that for lifestyle branding, both digital and physical are complementary, because you need 

to demonstrate both visually and digitally the story you want to tell.  

Therefore, there seem to be opposing views on the issue of requiring a physical 

venue to experience the brand’s lifestyle, although some experts considered an integration 

of both digital and offline, whilst others claimed that lifestyle branding is perfectly suited 

only for the online channel.  

 

7.6.5. To empower the personal brand of consumers 

In a lifestyle branding strategy, there seems to be an emphasis on the fact that a 

brand must allow the consumer to express himself and the wider set of social benefits 

acquired (Munteanu and Pagalea, 2014; Austin and Matos, 2013; Saviolo and Marazza, 

2013; Dubois, 2012; Taylor, 2012; Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Lewis, 2010; 

Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). This assertion 

was also sustained by fashion brand experts, for instance Carlos claims that in lifestyle 

branding it is important to consider the consumer dimension as a place where the brand 

has to nurture an environment of personal development for their clients. This then 

becomes the dimension through which the brand can develop and live alongside other 

brands. In Carlos’s own words: “it is many times pretentious by brands to try to create 

that lifestyle”. Brands are mere facilitators for their customer’s own lifestyles, and as he 
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claims, it is more profitable to join a conversation, a lifestyle that already exists in the 

market than creating one from scratch. Carlos insists:  

“The brand does not create [lifestyle] it exists and is developed through people, 

they are the ones that really legitimate, create and enrich it”. 

Other experts claimed that there is a relationship between the personal brand of consumers 

and lifestyle branding, because each client feels in some way identified with the story. 

Sandra stressed that what differentiates a lifestyle branding from other types of branding, 

is that you build a brand according to the interests of your target and not as a function of 

your “demo” target:  

“I think that is what differentiates lifestyle branding from a more traditional way 

of building your brand. In the different point of view you have on your segment, 

your target and not only your target… For instance, traditionally I build a car 

brand according to the use my target does with the car, to travel, to move with my 

family. Now it isn’t like that, now it’s about this person, and what other affinities, 

what other passions and what other interests they have”.  

Therefore, the importance of being relevant for a specific customer instead of traditionally 

for a pre-defined target demo has come out as a specific lifestyle branding issue, closely 

tied to digital context of branding. 

 

7.6.6. The role of the brand founder  

Carlos mentions that in smaller business ventures branding seems more effective, 

because the brand is understood as an asset that still implies the relationships between 

marketing and communication alone. In addition, he claims that in smaller companies the 

founder has a more holistic and integrated vision of the brand unlike big companies where 

there are an array of departments to deal with. Small companies permit a more complete 

type of branding, closer to business strategy and therefore lifestyle branding seems more 

natural for a small brand, with a founder that belongs to a small community and a brand 

that grows out of it: 
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“[Startup brands] are born more naturally because probably the person 

[founder] also has an age by which he has his own lifestyle so then he creates a 

brand, with the same image and likelihood as his own. By contrast, a big brand 

will have to use marketing and methodological tools to be able to claim: I need to 

be there, so how can I arrive to that point?” (Carlos). 

Sandra, Eva and Begoña also claim the founder is crucial since he becomes a reference 

for the lifestyle of the brand. Luis mentions the visionary leader is very important, 

although it does not have to be the founder, it can be somebody that personifies the brand, 

which relates this dimension to the usage of celebrities or a person that represents the 

brand values.  

 

7.7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS ON FASHION EXPERTS’ INSIGHTS  

 This applied research Chapter 7 has served to broaden conceptualizations on 

lifestyle branding by studying it empirically through the lens of Spanish fashion industry 

experts from various disciplinary backgrounds within the field: influencer marketing, 

social media strategy, online search platform, strategic communications and fashion 

retail, reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of fashion (Jenss, 2016). It has proven the 

rich insights that can be obtained through qualitative methodology (Miles, Huberman and 

Saldaña, 2014) in order to grasp profound meanings and understand underlying themes 

and patterns (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2009), in this case on arriving at a more 

encompassing definition of lifestyle branding.   

Given the lack of robust, scientific discussion around the lifestyle branding 

concept in reputed marketing journals (Austin and Matos, 2013), it was discovered by 

fashion brand experts how it is a strategic theme, worthy of study which also is reflected 

in the recent interest the topic has gained. In addition, there is strikingly growing interest 

in graduate and undergraduate research on the topic such as lifestyle hotel brand 

attachment (Liu et al., 2018); lifestyle marketing (Sathish and Rajamohan, 2012; 

Franklin, 2012; Mazze et al., 2003); lifestyle experts and celebrities (Binkley, 2012; 

Lewis, 2010); mediating lifestyle consumerism (Binkley, 2009); lifestyle brand case 

studies of global brands Muji and Ikea (Muzi, 2017); fashion brand identity (Taylor, 
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2012); lifestyle branding as peer-to-peer communication in fashion brands in United 

States (Austin, 2008) and fashion lifestyle brands as a means of conspicuous consumption 

in Wall Street (Dubois, 2012).  

Although finding a consensus on a precise definition of lifestyle branding seemed 

like “beating among the bush”, supporting literature viewpoints on this aspect (Jung and 

Merlin, 2011; Austin and Matos, 2013) only when asked about its relation to other 

concepts such as community creation, co-branding, symbolic universe creation or its 

relation to SME branding, was it easier for fashion brand experts to try to define an elusive 

term, as elusive as the lifestyle word itself in marketing research (Kahle and Valette-

Florence, 2012).  

An insight is the fact that almost all experts claim that lifestyle branding is a 

necessary form of branding nowadays, both terms cannot be dissociated. During analysis 

it was seen to be closely related to a more digitally-oriented brand approach, which had 

not been considered by literature and is a discovery as a theme. Is lifestyle branding 

different from more traditional forms of branding –based on product and price- and more 

of a digital-oriented branding approach? Indeed, lifestyle branding seems to be 

specifically more target-audience based and less focused on company-brand identity, it is 

more about symbolic universe creation around a product (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; 

Austin and Matos, 2013; Pagalea and Munteanu, 2012; Dubois, 2012; Austin, 2008; Jung 

and Merlin, 2003; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). Even though as most experts have 

mentioned it has existed before the social media surge, the immense consumer lifestyles 

available online highlight the importance of researching lifestyle branding and its linkage 

to other brand constructs such as brand authenticity and relationship marketing (Austin 

and Matos, 2013).  

The idea of the brand being used for personal expression (Munteanu and Pagalea, 

2014; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; Dubois, 2012; Chernev, 

Hamilton and Gal, 2011; Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003; Helman and de 

Chernatony, 1999) did come across by some fashion experts as important and has been 

brought forward as a salient aspect of branding since “consumers use brands as a way of 

communicating with others and performing key roles in their lives” (Keller and 

Swaminathan, 2020).  
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Regarding the other dimensions, the role of the visionary leader did come out as 

being relevant (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013) but lifestyle branding can be done without a 

visionary leader, although this seemed more relevant for small brands.  

The notion of word-of-mouth did not arise in itself a lifestyle branding dimension 

by contrast to literature (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; Dubois, 

2012; Jung and Merlin, 2003) but was more tied to community.  

Also, another discovery regarding dimensions of lifestyle branding is that one 

product is not necessary since due to collaborations and co-brandings, other partners help 

to expand the product categories, which contradicts previously literature (Jung and 

Merlin, 2010; Saviolo and Marazza, 2013).  

Therefore, a conclusion is that lifestyle branding for a fashion brand does not mean 

having brand extensions such as homewear, petwear, restaurant or café: lifestyle branding 

can be done with just one product because of the importance of the symbolic universe. 

The importance of experiencing and “living” the brand in a physical space as an element 

of lifestyle branding strategy, had contradictory opinions, so did not reaffirm previous 

conceptualizations regarding its key role for enacting the lifestyle (Savviolo and Marazza, 

2013; Austin and Matos, 2013; Taylor, 2012; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999). This 

dimension should be further researched, as well as other topics such as the importance of 

employees living the brand values. 

 

7.8. CHAPTER SUMMARY   

This Chapter 7 is part of the wider research purpose of Chapter 8, the usage of 

multi case-studies method applied to small and medium sized Spanish fashion brands. 

Therefore insights obtained in this chapter are useful for that specific purpose. For 

instance the new theme discovery of lifestyle branding being suited for a more digitally-

oriented brand approach, or that such a strategy seems easier for smaller companies, 

because the community comes more naturally due to the role of the visionary founder, 

and the brand authenticity it instills. However, it is necessary to confirm and contrast each 

of these dimensions, some of which test previous literature but others that have arisen as 

new themes from the analysis. Such news themes are for instance Instagram usage, which 
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came out in the thematic analysis as the most relevant channel for fashion brands (a code 

was created for it) and therefore this topic will be considered in applied research Chapter 

8, and the theme was included in the interview questions for the fashion brand 

owners/managers. Overall, this Chapter 7 has greatly aided towards the creation of a 

context as recommended by Yin (2014) regarding the lifestyle branding concept and the 

themes included in RQ1 stated in Chapter 1.  
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CHAPTER 8. 

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS: SPANISH 

FASHION SME BRANDS 

 

8.1. INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter 8 is the second phase of the applied research of this thesis and the 

main focus on answering Research Question 2 (RQ2): How do Spanish fashion small and 

medium companies operationalize Lifestyle Branding? It is also set on answering and 

broadening the conceptualizations around the lifestyle branding construct which have 

already arisen from the fashion consultants’ thematic analysis in Chapter 7. For instance, 

the theme of digital branding was a salient topic that had arisen in the previous chapter, 

therefore it was seen useful to conduct a pilot study with an online Spanish fashion startup 

to discover underlying meanings or areas to research that may not have surfaced 

previously in literature on SMEs. This pilot interview helped to further define the 

sampling criteria that has been detailed in the methodology discussion in Chapter 6, and 

understand the importance of choosing two sets of fashion brands, based on a theoretical 

criteria, to see it lifestyle branding translated differently among each group.  

To be able to explore these variations within and across each group of companies, 

two fashion company types were chosen: 

- Physical-retail born, medium-sized brands (PH), more years of creation.  

- Born-online, pureplayer, smaller sized brands (BO), less years of creation. 

In addition, different product categories were chosen: apparel, shoe wear, menswear, 

accessories, lingerie and intimate wear. A further parameter for the sampling was those 

that apriori were considered to be doing some type of lifestyle branding or lifestyle 

imagery each seemed to depict on communication and promotional channels1. Within 

                                                           
1 For example Gocco brand using: #GoccoLifestyle tag in Instagram, or El Ganso brand claiming in their 
About Us section of their website: “Queremos establecer un estilo en todo el mundo”; 
https://www.elganso.com/es/about-us. Last date retrieved for accuracy: November, 12th 2019.  

https://www.elganso.com/es/about-us
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each group there are 4 companies, considering this is an adequate number for gaining 

insights within each company (Coller, 2005). Also, a consideration was to include 

‘outlier’ cases, that is, online, startup brands like Coosy which did not seem lifestyle 

oriented, but had been born online and have a successful business. Likewise, an apriori 

prototypical case such as Edmmond Studios was included considering they have lifestyle 

imagery in their online channels and seem to be using lifestyle branding dimensions such 

as symbolic universe creation around lifestyles rather than product. In addition, the choice 

of companies with some track record and turnover was taken into account especially for 

startups. Lastly, the not least important matter of access to each company was considered 

for time constraint purposes of this study. For instance, other interesting brands for further 

research is brand Pikolinos, which represents a wholesale shoes company that uses clearly 

lifestyle imagery and Paloma Wool, an online startup created around the lifestyle of the 

founder, but lack of easy access or time nor funding to travel to Barcelona in the case of 

the latter impeded this.  

The fact of being professionally linked to the fashion industry in Spain for more 

than eight years has also provided a more solid criteria in considering or discarding one 

company or other, given prior knowledge of the Spanish fashion industry on a constant 

and frequent basis, so it was not a new terrain to research into. This has served as further 

assurance regarding what brands seemed to be doing or no lifestyle branding and how 

they evolved regarding business2.  

 

8.2. FASHION BRAND COMPANY PROFILES 

The company information for each case study has been summarized into the 

following Tables 17, 18 and 19. Given the immense amount of qualitative data results of 

the analysis it is has been considered best in order to have a static picture of each set of 

company group to at a glance be able to clary company type, employees, turnover, 

distribution channels and other relevant information. 

                                                           
2 For instance when this research started officially in 2015 companies such as Nice Things or Medwinds 
from Camper group were considered, but as a couple of years passed by and their profitability was 
questioned, they were discarded.   
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The main characteristics of the two sets of groups of brands are the following:  

Table 17. Spanish fashion brands sample for the applied research. Source: own. 

 

Physical-retail brands (PH):  

Characteristics: 

+ 10 years creation 

Started with physical retail presence 

Have ecommerce web and IG 

Private-brands, own-merchandise 

 

4 Case Studies 

 

El Ganso  

Dolores Promesas 

Women’Secret 

Gocco 

Category 

 

Men and women apparel 

Women apparel 

Lingerie and intimates 

Children apparel 

Born-online startups brands (BO): 

Characteristics:  

3 – 10 years creation  

Opened online first 

Have at least 1 physical outlet 

Private-brands, own-merchandise 

 

4 Case Studies 

 

Pompeii 

Edmmond Studios  

Verbena  

Coosy 

 

Category 

 

Men and women shoes 

Men apparel 

Accessories 

Women apparel 

 

The above information showcases the characteristics and peculiarities of each group and 

serves as reference further on in this chapter regarding in which cases certain lifestyle 

branding dimensions are present and under what conditions. For instance, the percentage 

online, retail or wholesale distribution channel one company has compared to another. 

These can also serve as an audit trail for other researchers wishing to replicate this same 

study. 
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The company profile3 of each fashion brand company is presented in Tables 18 and 19.  

 
Table 18.  Physical-retail born (PH) brand company profile.  

Source: based on company data or publications on each company. 
 

 
Brand name 

 
Women’secret* 

 

 
Dolores 

Promesas 
 

 
Gocco*4 

 
El Ganso 

 

Category Lingerie – Intimate 
 

Apparel Women Children Apparel men/women 

Fiscal name Tendam Retail, S.A. Leyenda Personal 
Retail S.L.U. 

Gocco Confec 
S.A. 
 

Acturus Capital S.L. 

Employees 5 for WS marketing, 
but subcontract for PR, 
have central services 
for logistics, VM 50-60 
employees for the 
brand. 

25 in headquarters 
and 60 in their 
retail. 

625 including all 
the stores. 
 

600 aprox. includes 
all the store 
employees 
 

Turnover EUR 
 

304 million (2017), a  
¼ of Tendam group  

8.2 M (2018) 
9,6 M est. (2019) 

40 M (2018) 65 M (2018) 
65 M est. (2019) 
 

DOB 1993 2006 2000 2004 
 

International 
presence  

70 countries NO 5 countries Yes, but are closing 
stores 
 

Founder(s) Tendam Group, 5th 
largest European 
retailer 

Javier Lapeña 
Alicia Hernández 
Myriam Pintado 

Private-owned 
company  

Clemente Cebrián 
Álvaro Cebrián 
 
 

Distribution 
channels: 

 Wholesale: 10% 
Retail: 70% 
Online: 8% 

 Wholesale: 5% 
Retail: 85% 
Online: 10% 
 

Nº of 
references 
 

N/A 300 per season N/A 500 

Stores/POS 652 39 (own, 21; 12 
ECI, franchises) 
159 multi-brand 
POS 

150 150 

                                                           
3 An interesting fact is that most physical-born companies classify themselves in the official Ministry code 
of CNAE 4771: “comercio al por mayor de prendas de vestir en establecimientos especializados”, which 
could be translated as “wholesale commerce of apparel in specialized stores”, excepting El Ganso, who is 
within CNAE 4751: “comercio al por menor de prendas de vestir en establecimientos especializados”, 
translated as “retail commerce of apparel in specialized stores”. Whilst in the digital-born group, most are 
within the CNAE 4641: “comercio al por mayor de vestir y calzado” in the case of Pompeii and Edmmond, 
whilst Verbena is under CNAE 1399: “fabricación de otros productos textiles” and Coosy CNAE 4771 
(Empresia.es, 2019). 
4 * These three brands (Women’Secret, Gocco and Coosy) have up to date not confirmed this data 
officially, but it has arisen from the interviews to brand managers and published documents such as press 
kits or recent news articles from trustworthy sources. 
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Target age Women of all ages 35-50, woman 
Targeting 
millennials 

0-16 years old but 
women 85% that 
are 25-55, 
mothers and 
grandmothers 

28-45 men and 
women (16-99 says 
the founder) 
 
 
 

Lifestyle 
branding 
dimensions (a 
priori) 
 

Community (WOW 
club) 
Personalization 
Co-branding  
 
 
 
IN THE MIDDLE… 

Symbolic 
universe- 
Storytelling - 
CONTENT 
Co-branding 
(IKEA Murcia) 
 
TYPICAL 

Community - 
Club 
Co-branding 
(Juegaterapia.org) 
 
 
 
MORE 
OUTLYING… 

Symbolic universe – 
Visionary leader  
Co-branding 
 
 
 
 
TYPICAL 

Contact for 
Interview and 
Job Title 

Elena Rodríguez.  
Marketing Manager 

Javier Lapeña 
CEO and Co-
Founder 

Elena Herrando, 
Communications 
Director 
 

Pablo España, Brand 
and Events Manager 

 
 

Table 19. Born online small brands (BO) company profile.  
Source: own, based on company data or publications on each company. 

 
Brand name Pompeii 

 
Coosy  Verbena Madrid 

 
Edmmond 
Studios 

Category Shoes Women apparel Accessories Men apparel 
 

Fiscal name Paper Plane Partners 
S.L. 

Coosy Shop 
S.L.U. 

Verbena Madrid Edmmond Studios 
& Co Shop S.L 
 

Employees 37 56 2  25 
 

Turnover EUR 4 million (2018)  
5,5million est. (2019) 

More than 3 
million  

Less than 1 
million (2018) 

1. 8 million 
(2018) 
2.5 million 
estimated (2019) 
 

DOB 2015 2011 2017 2014 
 

International 
presence 

Yes, opening Portugal 
and Mexico (plans). 

No Yes Yes, through 
Wholesale  
 

Founder(s) Jaime Garrastazu, 
Jorge y Nacho Vidri 

Virginia Pozo Carmen García 
Cristina Criado 

Juan Calvente 
 
 

Physical 
distribution 
(ecommerce 
web too) 

1 stores and planning 
one opening more. 
40 POS 

More than 22 One showroom  
and multi-brand 
stores 

3 stores and 200 
POS  

Distribution 
channels: 

Online: 65% 
Retail: 30% 
Wholesale: 5% 
 

Online: 
Retail: 
Wholesale: 

Online: 55%  
Wholesale: 25% 
Retail: 20% 
 

Retail: 30% 
Wholesale: 15% 
Online: 15% 
 

Nº references 60  150 
 
 

380 
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Target Age 25 – 35  25 – 50 women 25 -40, 40 – 60 
women 

25-45  
 
 

Lifestyle 
branding 
dimension 
(theoretical 
sampling a 
priori) 
 

Co-creation of brand 
value 
Community 
Visionary leader WOM 
Co-branding 

Microinfluencers  
Colorful, happy 
clothes… 
 
 
OUTLIER CASE 
 

WOM  has 
spurred growth 
Visionary Leaders 

Strong symbolic 
universe 
Co-branding 
 
 
TYPICAL CASE 

Contact for 
and interview 
and Job Title 

Jaime Garrastazu, 
Co-Founder 

Virginia Pozo, 
Founder and 
Creative Director 

Carmen García 
Cristina Criado 
Co-Founders 

Juan Calvente 
Co-Founder and 
Creative director  

 

The method used for analysis as has been presented in the Methodology Chapter 

6 has been that of thematic analysis, by conducting as with the fashion brand experts 

analysis, first manual coding of the verbatim interview transcripts and secondly, coding 

with the usage of Atlas.ti 7.1.18 software. Considering all eight companies a total of 

83.976 words of verbatim interview transcripts were coded. The evidence for the coding 

of each can be found in the Annexes where a screenshot of the code list for each company 

is presented. This number does not include the word count for all the news articles, 

observations and reflexive notes for each company nor press kit material, considering 

they are secondary sources of information.  

 First, results are organized according to main topics that have surfaced during the 

thematic analyzed and not regarding each individual company. The focus was based more 

on the story that was told by each company across each source of information but 

regarding the whole research study of this thesis and specifically:  

Research Question (RQ2): How do small and medium Spanish Fashion brands 

operationalize lifestyle branding dimensions? Therefore results which intend to answer 

this question are presented according to these themes:  

- The issue of naming the lifestyle branding.  

- Lifestyle brand positioning as opposed to lifestyle imagery.  

- SME branding as an entity in itself. 

- A more digitally-oriented branding approach. 

- How SMEs operationalize lifestyle branding and the dimensions 

discovered and that surfaced during analysis. 
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8.3. THE ISSUE OF “NAMING” LIFESTYLE BRANDING 

As was considered during the literature review and fashion experts’ analysis the 

fact that lifestyle branding is ubiquitous in fashion management and mainstream fashion 

media, also arose during the interviews to fashion brand founders and brand managers. 

They had heard of the concept but did not directly want to associate themselves with it in 

some cases. Some recognized it was exactly the same strategy that they were pursuing. 

Table 20 presents the meanings each interviewee gave to the term and in which cases 

each brand considered they were or were not doing lifestyle branding according to their 

understanding of the term. Most born-online (BO) brands associate it to authenticity, to 

being true to oneself, to being close and honest with clients. The majority of the brand 

owner/managers think they do lifestyle branding but had varied views as to what they 

associated the word with: it is about creating a way of life, sharing values, storytelling, 

having a product that speaks about a lifestyle. In addition, they do not separate the concept 

of lifestyle branding from that of branding itself. Among the physical born (PH) brands 

the term was more associated with storytelling and experience than the BO brands. 

Among the BO brands Edmmond Studios was the brand that most claimed it was doing 

lifestyle branding although did not want to call it with that ‘overused’ word and 

Women’Secret among the PH brands:  

“I think that in Spain we would be the brand that has lifestyle more activated 

than others” (Edmmond Studios co-founder). 

 
Table 20. How Spanish Fashion brands identify the lifestyle branding concept. Source: own. 

 
Brand 

name 

Do they think they 

use lifestyle 

branding? 

The interviewee associates 

lifestyle branding with: 

They think their branding is: 

ED 

 

POM 

 

VER 

 

 

COO 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

No 

Brand positioning.  

A story behind a brand. 

Authenticity.  

 

Product/brand speaks about 

a lifestyle. 

 

N/A 

Transparent. Coherence. Authentic. 

Closeness, proximity to clients, 

authenticity.  

Nurture the brand (collaborations, 

story, personalization, work). 

Intuition. A philosophy. Experience. 
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EG 

 

DP 

 

WS 

 

GOC 

Yes 

 

Yes: values/spirit 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Create a way of living, a 

lifestyle. 

Share values, a lifestyle 

through storytelling. 

Communicating a lifestyle. 

Experience. 

Aspirational focus. 

Association with an attitude, a 

personality, a way of being.  

Positioning. Aspirational. Storytelling. 

Go further than the product. 

Experience.  

To be aspirational. Make clients feel 

identified with brand values. 

 

Edmmond Studios founder firmly believes his brand was doing lifestyle branding before 

the term became popular in the fashion industry in Spain. In fact he claims that it is very 

important to have a lifestyle construct behind a brand and confronts it to a product-

oriented view, which is more constrained:  

“Yes, I believe a lot in that… in all the lifestyle behind a brand. I think that the 

product is limited but that the lifestyle of a brand is limitless”. 

In accordance to fashion branding consultants he claims it is a overexposed word, in 

Spanish mentioning the word “manida” which has a strong connotation of something 

that has been used too much, gone stale. Some BO and PH brands claim: 

“On the level of lifestyle I insist. For me that word does not exist. I mean, it simply 

“is”, just like that. It is something connatural to us. It isn’t that I “want” to be a 

lifestyle brand”. 

Some closely linked the term to the creation of a story, a universe, a history behind 

the brand, to storytelling, mostly in the BO group. For instance Edmmond Studios founder 

had envisioned the brand from its inception as all the universe behind it, as having a story 

at the start of launching the brand, when they just had two product references. It is also 

about identifying with a given lifestyle and chosen values: 

“I understand [lifestyle branding] is a brand that markets a specific lifestyle. In 

our case, it’s what I’ve told you, it is about being near to people that have the 

ability to say what they do right and what they do wrong, people that like to travel 

in the same way as we do” (Jaime, Pompeii co-founder). 
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However brands that place more emphasis on the product for instance 

Women’Secret than the symbolic universe creation around a lifestyle still consider 

themselves to be identified with the term:  

“In the end, through the product and the manner in which we take care of the 

brand, we are identifying ourselves with quite a specific lifestyle”. 

“We are a brand that has more lifestyle we like to say, than a retail brand”. 

The most-outlier BO brand Coosy emphatically claimed they are not doing 

branding strategically, because they lack a budget that big companies have, instead Coosy 

does “pronto moda”. For Gocco’s marketing director, a lifestyle-orientation means being 

aspirational for consumers, to become a benchmark in the children category. Another BO 

co-founder claims he would like to go a step further than lifestyle because it is difficult 

for a brand, it is not a mere appearance but being able to turn the values they stand for 

into a reality:  

“We do not want to be a brand that apparently travels but instead a brand that 

really travels, in truth”.  

This idea of being and acting according to what once stands for as a company, of 

bringing it to “life” was ascertained both by BO and PH lifestyle-oriented brands. For 

instance, Pompeii stands for travel and through their “mundology” emblem has paid three 

travel trips for three online followers. When talking about the word, Pompeii co-founder 

claims it is a way of being, not a place to arrive at, it comes naturally to them, as a second-

skin: 

“I would like to understand it [Pompeii] as a way of being. I don’t know how to 

explain it. As normal, as nearby, I wish it was understood that way. That be not 

associated with a social status… I wish it were not understood that way but 

fashion is like that. I wish it was seen as people that like to dress in an elegant, 

funny way and made by welcoming people”. 

Women’Secret brand present themselves as “pioneers in the lifestyle intimates market”, 

and claim when regarding lifestyle that they try to think in all the situations a woman can 

live by regarding intimate wear moments. They consider they are lifestyle-oriented 

because they adapt to a wide array of user moments, and exemplify this through actions 
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such as their post-surgery bras for women having undergone cancer treatments. El Ganso 

claimed they were lifestyle in the sense that they lived the lifestyle but they place more 

emphasis on words such as “attitude”, an outlook on life, an interpretation of the world: 

“Well, it’s the same as El Ganso. I mean, if it is like that, we are creating a way, 

a lifestyle so that according to the lifestyle we have to be able to build the apparel, 

the events, the collaborations, the recruitment… everything”. 

By contrast, for some brands such as Dolores Promesas they did not want to be 

allied with the word lifestyle itself: 

“We believe that the lifestyle term is a bit prostituted (…)” 

“We don’t like to talk about lifestyle much, we talk more about values which in 

the end means the same”. 

Those that are more lifestyle-oriented take the focus away from the product: El 

Ganso, Edmmond Studios, Pompeii; others are in between such as Women’Secret, 

Dolores Promesas, Gocco and Verbena whilst Coosy is on the opposite end of the 

spectrum. As a fashion expert claimed, it is about a more consumer-oriented focus: 

lifestyle branding is a strategy focused on a diverse target that has “life changes”, so the 

brand is relevant for that target, through providing content around the passions of that 

target across online channels. When asked about whether they use such a branding 

strategy Women’Secret claimed:  

“Yes, I think we use [lifestyle branding] yes, we are somehow in between”.  

“… It is about using a way of life, a universe or an imaginary world as a way by 

which to do branding. It is an approach by which you treat clients, how you 

communicate, you are closer to people. Yes, we do use it [lifestyle branding]. And 

we try to use it more and more, at least it is understood like that by top 

management because then you have to break it down into actions, but 

management understands it more now”.  

This reference to “now” brings forth the idea of the disruption digital technologies and 

especially social media have caused for traditionally-orientated brand managers and 

which has surfaced as a theme. In the case of Gocco, they seem to use more lifestyle 
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imagery through their hashtag #Goccolifestyle in Instagram. When asked if they think 

they used lifestyle branding according to what they consider it is they mention: 

“Well, I would tell you that lifestyle branding is the aspirational focus that a brand 

must have. I mean, it is what you provide the client with: the input, the ambience, 

the feeling, the moment that he will be able to live thanks to that brand. Therefore, 

you have to explain it well, to communicate it well and to show it through the 

stores so that the clients say: I want to belong to that, I want a piece of that. Or I 

want to support this brand because it has the same values that I want to transmit 

to my children. It is about reaching that level of identification and aspiration with 

the client” (Gocco).  

 

8.4. LIFESTYLE BRAND POSITIONING  

Lifestyle branding as connatural or equivalent construct to branding was 

emphasized by more lifestyle-oriented brand such as BO brands Edmmond Studios and 

Pompeii and as has been ascertained by some fashion consultants. On the hand, other PH 

brands claim to have arrived at such a lifestyle positioning for instance Gocco; while 

Women’Secret and Dolores Promesas claim that from the start they wanted their brand to 

stand for more than just the product. 

Among the multiple cases researched, those that identified themselves clearly as 

having a lifestyle branding positioning, namely Edmmond Studios, which could be seen 

as the “prototypical” case among all brand cases studies mention he did not question 

whether or not they were doing lifestyle branding, it came natural as part of the brand 

itself: “It’s just that I do not understand a brand that doesn’t have it”.  

This confirms the opinion of fashion experts: lifestyle branding is a necessary 

form of branding. Lifestyle branding is about positioning your brand within that lifestyle 

and focusing accordingly on that target, claimed some PH and BO brands with a strong 

lifestyle-orientation although there can be “degrees” of more authentic lifestyle branding, 

a higher or lower positioning of it. This coincides with fashion experts opinions that 

lifestyle is more about differentiation, it is about being ‘relevant’ for a certain customer 

group. Within research question 1 (RQ1) of this study mentioned in Chapter 1, an aspect 
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to investigate was whether lifestyle branding is the same as lifestyle imagery in the digital 

era. In this respect, the multiple-case study analysis confirmed that they are two separate 

concepts, especially because the first is related to brand coherence and to the notion of 

brand authenticity, of “doing in action” that for which the brand stands for, whilst the 

latter lifestyle imager can just be about image and appearances. In words of a BO brand 

founder:  

“I don’t know if I am mixing brand positioning issues with lifestyle but I believe 

that they are both connected in a sense”.  

“There has to be a coherence ok? A brand coherence. For me, that is what lifestyle 

is about”. 

Regarding research question 2 (RQ2) and the consideration of whether lifestyle branding 

was easier or very united to startups and BO brands, this was questioned by the startup 

founders themselves:  

“I don’t believe so [that lifestyle branding is specially linked to start ups] … (…) 

“There are a set of business activation levers so that you choose … a brand 

positioning… it is a DNA… There is a word in business called scope, so we have 

that scope. We have to be liked by a specific group of people that have affinities, 

hobbies, tastes, demographic traits… So that photo, I arrive to these people 

through a specific positioning”. 

In the case of Women’Secret, they claim competing on the lifestyle dimension is related 

to going one step further than concentrating on sales revenue. It is about organizing 

activities for customers, to encourage and facilitate experiences in physical-store settings 

as well as in their online channel and also about generating content for their WOW fidelity 

club.   

Lifestyle positioning was also referred to being related to budget: 

“…If I had a huge budget I assure you that the lifestyle of Edmmond Studios would 

be much bigger than it is right now. All the branding that Edmmond Studios 

currently has was done without enough resources, I mean, it has been done with 

very little money”.  
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8.5. SME BRANDING 

8.5.1 Born-online, smaller brands’ focus 

The issue of there being a different kind of branding, that of small and medium 

companies by contrast to bigger companies was ascertained by most born-online (BO) 

companies, explaining it is due to budget and resources, but mostly because of the 

different focus they give to their branding. This is due to a generational change, but also 

to more creative ideas that arise from emergent talent that is easier to recruit claims 

Verbena brand founder. Another theme is big companies can make mistakes in their 

branding strategies and learn from them without jeopardizing long-term investments:  

“I think small brands allow another kind of management. First, to learn quickly, 

second they allow you to make mistakes, third they allow you to try new things 

and forth, they allow you to think without money, which makes you smarter”. 

It was mentioned that smaller brands can take the risk of more disruptive 

campaigns whilst big companies have a higher cost of doing so. Furthermore, according 

to Women’Secret brand manager big companies are trying to imitate smaller brands and 

startups’ branding, by trying to portray a closer relationship to the client, based on 

contacting directly with clients. This idea coincides with a fashion expert’s opinion that 

big companies are currently trying to create smaller brands to become closer to customers.  

In addition, a topic that arose is that smaller brands emphasize the storytelling and 

experiential aspects of branding instead of focusing on the product whilst in bigger 

companies according to one BO founder the storytelling gets more diluted. As was 

mentioned by a fashion consultant SMEs branding is related to the strategic outlook of a 

brand. Similarly a BO founder claimed, the difference between smaller and bigger brands 

is only the fact of having the resources for positioning brands and investing more in the 

brand itself, but it is not so much linked to the size of the company.  

“Unfortunately, I think we cannot differentiate as my ‘reference’ brands do 

because of a lack of budget. I mean, lifestyle strategy is tied to having a budget”.  

Likewise, one PH founder claims that they have been very ambitious in their 

branding and have succeeded in attaining a premium positioning but must now make the 

company -much smaller in value than the brand itself- accompany that higher positioning 
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of the brand, the case of Dolores Promesas, which has attained a premium brand 

positioning but with a company turnover of less than 10 million euros in 2018.  

Lifestyle branding, is therefore not necessarily easier for smaller brands. There is 

not a different kind of branding exerted by smaller or bigger companies and it seems to 

be more about considering lifestyle branding as a type of brand positioning claims one 

BO founder. 

 

8.5.2. Physical-born retailers adapt to startups competition  

As was brought forward by most born-online brands, the difference that was 

initially considered regarding the company size, relates to aspects such as budget or 

resources to work with, claim half the physical-born brands (PH). However, within this 

group of companies a theme that arises is that of the digital transformation of business 

itself that creates varying branding perspectives between the more traditional-oriented 

focus of medium to big companies that have been born and developed through physical 

retail, in a pre-internet era. For instance, Women’Secret claims how they used to publish 

look books four times a year and older generations are not accustomed to the current 

challenge of having to publish regularly on online channels. By comparison, born online 

brands (BO) have a kick-off start with a digitally-oriented approach and a digital mindset 

of creating content in a quicker, more flexible manner. It is a generational change due to 

age claims a BO brand founder. This coincides with what was claimed by an fashion 

expert specialized in online strategy consulting: big sized companies are using cross 

media content, one type of content that is delivered to different offline and online 

communications channels and adapted for each, whilst small online pure players directly 

create for online. Women’Secret a brand that belongs within a larger company group and 

serves as a contrasting case –because it is a medium brand within a big company- and 

clarifies this change of approach: 

“… Even if you are very big you want to communicate on a one to one basis. 

Maybe it wasn’t like that before… when it was like: I am a brand, I am God and 

I communicate that I have power and I am talking to you. Now we are searching 

that relationship, of reaching out and communicating with people”.  
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Women’Secret marketing manager emphasizes how top management is taking more 

interest and bringing up the topic of startups brands in meetings as “actors” worth to pay 

attention to, a conversation that was unthinkable some years ago she claims. Gocco a 

premium children category brand, who claims the secret to survive this aggressive 

competition and surge of smaller brands in their market segment is to stay faithful to what 

the brand stands for. Startups often take away a piece of the pie due to their immediacy, 

something that a medium-sized company cannot do.  

Therefore, considering the concept of SME branding, there seems to be a more digital-

oriented approach which marks a difference between pure players online and medium-

sized, physical born brands. It is more about brand positioning than about size. In 

addition, the concept of startup branding seems to be different from SME branding, and 

is a theme that confirms literature findings and could be considered for further research. 

The following Table 21 clarifies themes presented. 

 

Table 21. Company viewpoints on SME branding. Source: own. 

Company name SME branding is about… …It is the same as big 

company’s branding 

ED 

POM 

 

VER 

 

COO 

Brand positioning.  

Learn quickly. Make mistakes. To 

be a “closer” brand. 

Connect with clients directly. 

Create brand value. Experience. 

Experience, storytelling.  

No, but is linked to budget. 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes, linked to budget. 

EG 

DP 

WS 

GOC 

Create brand value. Communicate. 

Is brand positioning.  

Being closer to the client. 

Startups are quicker. 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No, be loyal to brand identity. 
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8.6. A MORE DIGITALLY-ORIENTED BRANDING APPROACH 

The fashion consultants’ analysis highlights that digital disruption and especially 

social media, since the last 2 to 3 years (around 2016) have brought forward a different 

focus on branding: a more digital approach that is totally different from traditional 

branding based on product or price. Digital technology is brutally changing the manner 

brands are built. This theme was brought forward by some BO founders too, mentioning 

the context of constant change and not being able to predict what was coming next or 

maybe not even wanting to, since they adapt to clients. BO group of brands do not place 

emphasis on the technology itself at all but present it as a vehicle for communication. 

This has been stressed by most BO companies with more of a lifestyle-orientation whilst 

the outlier case, Coosy did not consider digital channels as related to fostering 

relationships but as a traditional means of communication, as an image-vehicle or for 

helping to drive traffic to physical sales of stores. When talking about the character of the 

brand a BO founder, of millennial age, repeatedly referred to the word ‘closeness’ linking 

it directly to a generational change that influences online behavior and social media usage: 

“I think that there is a generational way of doing things. There are a lot of brands 

that have been born before or slightly after us that I think have a very similar 

character to ours. It is very linked to the importance of social media and the 

closeness that it has enabled for brands”. 

In fact, another BO founder emphasizes that people want to be sold less things so the way 

in which users are approached also has to be different. This idea was stressed by lifestyle-

oriented Edmmond Studios BO brand also, that as a company they do not want customers 

but clients, they do not want to talk about sales: these come as a consequence of the 

relationship with them. This means they do not place emphasis on focusing on 

profitability as a unique company focus, but more on fostering a relationship with 

customers whom they do not think of only as “clients”. Figure 17 helps to place each 

brand regarding the start of Internet and of social media.  
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Another surprising theme related to the digital context is that big data for BO 

brands is not such a “big thing”, they believe more in creativity and inspiration. The 

information provided by users traffic online might show patterns or trends, says Pompeii 

co-founder but you have to see the motivation behind that product purchase or the 

demands for product changes and concentrate on always surprising your customer instead 

of satisfying requests that might simply be whims. Edmmond BO brand founder claimed 

that blocks of data allow for “lifestyle packages” but these have to be used within one 

brand lifestyle, in a unified manner:  

“The issue is that the union of them of [lifestyle with big data] will give you 

different universes. You will create different patterns. But I cannot create I mean 

different lifestyles within a brand (…) as a brand in the end I cannot micro-

segment so much”. 

All BO brands claimed that digital technologies were a window opportunity they 

had that is “perfect” to start their brand and a huge benefit, claim Pompeii and Verbena 

BO brands. Others had grown their brand a lot specifically due to Instagram, both in Spain 

and on the international scale as is the case of Edmmond Studios, with a high amount of 

wholesale distribution. By contrast Coosy, a BO brand with many retail stores claims they 

were pioneers in launching a website and seized that opportunity, otherwise it might have 

been a different story. 

Figure 17. Timeline of SME brand case studies creation. Source: own. 
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The fact that bigger companies have the resources that smaller companies might 

lack regarding digital channels is exemplified by Women’Secret who claim they invest 

heavily in segmentation technologies that allow to discover consumer traits:   

… “Everything is super segmented so that the same creativity or the same 

newsletter do not arrive to the same clients, right now not so much because of 

lifestyle but because of purchase traits, but yes, in the future, in the very near 

future, segmentation will be according to everything. Or for instance when you 

promote something on social media and Facebook allows you to promote it for 

everything: by interests, by related websites, by opinions, everything”. 

The majority of brands both PH and BO coincide with fashion experts consultants, 

in the fact that lifestyle branding existed before the digital revolution, but that it has come 

forward due to information you can access more easily such as consumer behavior, 

patterns, interests, affinities: 

“… I believe that at this moment, internet, not only social media, but internet is 

helping us with that lifestyle, so that we receive more information to deliver a 

more personalized client offer. When I say offer I mean a lifestyle package that is 

more niche, more fine-tuned”.  

This growing importance is also closely related to the need for more and more content: 

“Increasingly [that lifestyle emphasis] has more influence so you need more 

content, more Stories, you need to be closer, so you need three or four times more 

content”. 

In addition, in a digital age branding is not a one-way process nor static, as they 

activate their brand management always in coherence with their values and what they 

stand for as a brand, the purpose as a company. This confirms a fashion consultant’s 

opinion, that branding is not about having a strong identity in the digital age, but about 

being relevant for your diverse target and sharing common passions with them. In 

addition, there are claims for a different way in which brands should approach users, says 

a BO founder. The content possibilities allowed by digital technologies should not be 

seen with a commercial viewpoint just for sales claim BO founder with a lifestyle-brand 

orientation:  
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“People want to be sold less things”. 

“I think the interest in having clients constantly purchase, I mean, I don’t know, 

in a certain sense it drives away future generations of consumers that are 

arriving”. 

Again, a BO founder insisted that they considered it was first about fostering 

relationships, to “give, give, give” and then lastly, as a consequence a purchase would 

arise or not, but it should not be the direct aim. This relates directly to the dimension of 

creating a symbolic universe seen in fashion consultants’ analysis, to create content that 

is relevant for the passions of your brand followers: digital branding is about “content, 

content, content”.  

 

 8.6.1. Brand Authenticity  

A repetitive theme that has arisen among the BO brands is that they do not place 

importance on the technology itself but consider that the key issue is using technology as 

a relationship facilitator, they emphasize the importance of being ‘real’ as a brand and not 

just using digital ‘appearances’. Most of the BO brands and the PH lifestyle-oriented 

brands such as El Ganso talked about working on intangibles, on having a long term 

prospect for the brand, not focusing on the product itself, but having a broader universe 

that builds around the product. As an Edmmond founder says: 

“…the product is limited but lifestyle is limitless”.  

Digital opportunities of being able to quickly start a brand online, calls for greater 

sincerity, transparency, honesty claim BO brands. The community dimension enabled by 

social media platforms such as Instagram has been great, and allowing to contact people 

with one another and the brand with its followers in a direct way, standing for specific 

values and of holding true to them is more important, explain brands such as Pompeii, El 

Ganso and Edmmond Studios. This is exemplified by taking specific actions to solution 

mistakes and publishing these online like Pompeii, or communicating, more directly, as 

if you were a friend says Verbena. This stress on using digital technologies for being 

‘close’ and creating ‘relationships’ has been stressed by all BO and PH brands, but more 

so by brands that claim they do some type of lifestyle branding for instance Edmmond 
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Studios, El Ganso, Pompeii, Verbena and to a lesser extent Dolores Promesas, 

Women’Secret, Gocco or Coosy. 

Therefore the “brand authenticity” construct has come up strongly as an important 

theme for BO companies, their brand has to do with much more than image or 

appearances. As can be seen in Table 21 the concept of lifestyle branding was essentially 

thought of as being an authentic brand and company and is different from lifestyle 

imagery, a consideration ascertained by the majority of BO and some PH brands. A 

confirmation that matches the assertion made by fashion experts’ analysis, is that lifestyle 

branding comes naturally as part of branding, if it is authentic and it cannot be dissociated 

with who you truly are claims a BO brand founders: 

 “I believe it becomes lifestyle when it is real”.  

By contrast, PH brands have not made such a strong case for being authentic and 

mention the issues of consistency among all consumer touchpoints. Most BOs brands 

claim that because of digital there needs to be a depth regarding the company behind the 

brand. They have been emphatic about this in that social media allowed a lot of brands to 

rise like “foam”, but with no true company behind it. Social media can be ‘a double-edged 

knife’ especially for startups says a BO founder since there is a lot of ‘massification’ of 

small brands, but image does not correspond to a solid company behind it: “the image 

that is portrayed on social media sometimes lacks the same depth company-wise”. 

Related to this concept of brand authenticity, is that employees not only represent 

the brand but have to feel and live the brand itself, another new theme that has arisen and 

among more-lifestyle oriented brands. For instance, El Ganso which is centered on 

structural changes within the company, wants to rebuild the brand by starting in-house, 

by having employees believe in the ‘ganso-spirit’ and what it stands for. The company is 

in a current process of re-thinking, because you cannot sell something that you are not. 

The idea of recruiting people that fit the brand’s lifestyle came forth by lifestyle-oriented 

brands El Ganso, Pompeii and Edmmond Studios.  

 “I think that it turns into lifestyle [branding] when it is real. That’s why brands 

always have to protect their authenticity. For example, because of where we were 

born as a brand, a product had to have those same characteristics. And then the 
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project, since it was a startup, without any experience, the project has to be close. 

For us it had to be close, as in: hey, I don’t know how this works, so you have to 

allow us to make mistakes”. 

For BO brands, the role of the visionary leader, the founder of the brand comes forth as 

being a source of this brand authenticity. Edmmond Studios co-founder talks about 

himself as living the brand lifestyle, just as Pompeii, while Verbena and Coosy claim that 

their vision, the philosophy and personal values as founders are reflected on the brand 

itself. In the case of the most lifestyle-oriented BO brand, Edmmond Studios this is related 

to having very distinct passions:  

“…I believe Edmmond Studios is authentic. I mean, hell, I do surf, I love 

motorbikes, I love architecture, and I love music. I mean, all of it is real, I have 

lived with it all my life. I’ve traveled a lot and these passions have been around 

me”. 

Jaime emphasizes that at Pompeii the three co-founders do not know how to build a brand 

that is not true. For instance they do specific actions such as Pompeii Inside, where each 

member of the team through Instagram Stories is available once a week for anyone online 

for questions and comments “live”. Pompeii posts videos of brand co-founders making 

announcements on their Instagram feed explaining why they have changed the price of a 

product or describing in a casual manner how a recycled sneaker was made to show their 

aim to be transparent with clients. El Ganso brand manager says they want to be ‘like the 

guy next door’ for their customers instead of doing this through social media they 

organize meet-up events such as “inspirational talks” around topics such as values of love 

for others, perseverance, doing good, which are then posted as videos on their digital 

channels, like YouTube. This exemplifies the notion claimed by a fashion consultant that 

story ’doing’ is more important than story ‘telling’. For most BO brands social media is 

seen as a window of all the work that goes behind the scenes within the company, as 

claimed by Verbena:   

“… When you are an expert in a subject, in fashion, you have to know how to filter 

and select from all that appears on social media and take good care of your brand. 

Above all, work a lot behind the scenes of social media. I mean, to have a social 
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display of your work, but not simply a hollow window display without anything to 

sustain it”. 

Another sub-theme that emerged, regarding the construct of brand authenticity is that 

since they were fashion brands they had to try to be sustainable also as companies, a 

theme that one BO founder claimed as being what comes next after lifestyle for the 

fashion industry.   

To summarize, this section can be pictured as what theme influences the other:  

Founder lifestyle             brand lifestyle        brand authenticity 

Employees                     brand lifestyle                  brand authenticity 

 

A discovery of our study is that brand authenticity also has degrees of attachment, some 

emphasize it more against others, and also claim that employees have to live the brand a 

theme that will be discussed further on. 

 

8.6.2. Co-Creation of Brand Value 

  Another important concept that has arisen during the multiple-case studies data 

analysis and related to digital technologies and social media is that especially the latter 

allow to reach more people, but not necessarily clients. In fact it is about broadening brand 

scope to other people and profiles that allow you to build your brand stressed brands such 

as Pompeii and Verbena. In this respect some BO brands mention they feel “gratitude” 

towards their followers, their community and claim they are able to continue forward in 

complicated times because of this support.   

“… The tools that are available now allow us to reach more people but not only 

our target also people that can help you build your brand”. 

Pompeii recurs to their followers by openly asking questions online such as: how 

would you do it? What would you not do? They also ask their followers to introduce them 

to new friends in a country that they are opening at. This is the case of almost all BO 

brands except for Coosy the outlier case, although likewise Verbena, they do reflect some 
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type of co-creation of value because they both publish client’s images with products in 

their social media feeds.  

Another theme that is closely related to the possibilities opened by social media 

and associated with this co-creation of brand value is the fact of being able to contact 

similar profiles that would otherwise not be accessible and to be able to do collaborations 

with them. A relationship that has arisen is that the more market-oriented BO and PH 

brands have done collaborations with influencers to co-create brand value such as 

Women’Secret and Gocco. However, those that see branding more as relationship-based, 

more lifestyle-driven brands, have associated themselves with other symbol-intensive 

brands, or like-minded brand partners, even from other categories, the case of Edmmond 

Studios, and El Ganso and Pompeii. They do this to try to co-create value by fostering 

interactions with the clients/followers in a real, authentic manner. Some brands are half-

way in between, Verbena and Coosy mention their collaborations with celebrities have 

most times come naturally. Dolores Promesas a PH brand that has grown because of 

celebrity awareness of the products does however claim they are very thoughtful over 

which person to collaborate with, it has to match the brand story, the spirit of Dolores. 

Both Verbena and Pompeii mentioned the idea of wanting “to give back” to their 

community of followers because they would not be where they are if they weren’t for 

them: 

“We win because they are giving us content and they are also our clients, so we 

are super grateful to them”. 

And Pompeii:  

“We are growing because of them [online followers]. We need them to help us 

and so that they see that we start abroad exactly the same as we started in Spain”.  

 

Women’Secret also regularly post content that are photos of clients wearing their product 

and has a specific section on their web for their customer’s showcase. This topic of co-

creation of value across online content will be considered further on in the Instagram 

section of this chapter. 
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All in all most BO and some PH brands brought forth a different approach to 

traditional branding, where previously the brand had the power, now it is quite the 

opposite and they are in “debt” to their clients, but also to other online users/followers 

who do not necessarily have to buy their products, but are co-creators of brand value, 

which is not only in possession of the company. 

 

8.6.3. Co-branding as a means of “nurturing” the brand 

The previous theme of co-creation of brand value is related to the cobranding a 

concept claimed by fashion experts as closely related to lifestyle branding and that has 

also surfaced as a theme in multi-brand case studies. It is another way of “adding value”. 

A BO brand explains this idea:  

“Thanks to these digital platforms there is much more proximity despite the 

physical distance in kilometers. This allows your collaborations with others to 

guide your brand towards people that can make a good match and add value. I 

think brands need to be richer and have more depth. I mean, you are not only 

creating a logo and telling your brand manifesto. You are showing your depth by 

the photographers you partner with. I mean, it depends, for example for a 

collection inspired in wood, you can find expert woodworkers that might have a 

really interesting digital profile. In the end it sums up to that: it nurtures your 

brand and allows you to have a lot of branches, a network that nurtures you 

brand”.  

In the case of Edmmond Studios collaborations with other brands have helped to position 

themselves in a certain lifestyle:  

“We have done collaborations that allow us to position our lifestyle”. 

Although for some BO brands this strategy of co-branding is a way of entering into other 

market categories, others claim there has to be a history behind the collaboration it is not 

just about putting two logos together. Cobranding allows to create a total look, especially 

for BOs that sometimes just have one product category:  
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“We do collaborations with different brands that we believe add value to both. It 

helps our clients to see the total look, and then take a decision as well as 

understand the concept. Sometimes it is very hard to imagine an entire look by 

only seeing one individual piece”. 

Cobranding is necessary due to the fact that lifestyle branding can be done -and for some 

is easier to do- with just one product. It is considered a way of “nurturing” your brand 

says a BO brand founder.  

All brands analyzed have done co-brandings or collaborations, although in 

different ways: those lifestyle-oriented brands collaborate with similar-brands on a 

symbolic level and those more market-oriented brands rather with celebrities and 

influencers. Regarding this section, the author has been able to establish the following 

propositions: 

- Lifestyle branding is related to brand authenticity, to acting out the value 

proposition 

- Co-creation of brand value is done not only with customers also by 

followers 

- Lifestyle branding enables cobranding 

The above serve as summarizers of the most important ideas regarding themes that have 

been discovered in the analysis and will help shape the overall conclusions of our thesis 

on lifestyle branding strategy.  

 

8.7. HOW SMEs OPERATIONALIZE LIFESTYLE BRANDING 

After having presented discoveries of brand constructs related to a more digitally-

oriented brand approach with the above themes in mind, considering it is the context  in 

which small and medium companies exist, compete and communicate, this section of 

Chapter 8 presents results of the thematic analysis of the 8 brand case studies, within and 

across their groups. It focuses on similarities, differences and relationships between 

brands and the results are organized according to six lifestyle branding dimensions which 

have arisen during analysis, some of which coincide surprisingly –and confirm theoretical 

underpinnings – with fashion experts’ analysis of Chapter 7, but others which are “new” 
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themes that have arisen from the texts itself. For instance, a new theme is the importance 

of employees ‘living’ the brand. Furthermore, the dimension of ‘physical retail live the 

brand’ that in the fashion consultant’s analysis also included that of clients ‘living’ the 

brand experience have been clustered together with the dimension of ‘empowering the 

personal brands of consumers’ and re-named ‘client experience’ dimension, since the 

theme of personal branding did not surface as very salient for company-brand strategy of 

these 8 case studies. Therefore, the main lifestyle branding dimensions of multiple case 

studies analysis are the following: 

 

Table 23. Lifestyle branding dimensions from multiple-case studies 

analysis. Source: own. 

Symbolic universe is more than just lifestyle imagery, 

One product is enough for LB and easier because of collaborations, 

Co-founder’s lifestyle as a brand vision, 

Word-of-mouth and ‘community’, 

One client experience: live the brand in physical/online, 

Employees live the brand from Monday to Monday. 

 
 

The three previous themes of brand authenticity, co-creation of brand value and 

co-branding, which have arisen as salient themes should also be taken into account 

although they would require further research as to whether they could also be called 

lifestyle branding dimensions. 

The following analysis presents themes that emerged for each individual brand, 

but organized according to these previous dimensions. The screenshots in Figures 19 and 

20 exemplify the hermeneutic unit of brands Edmmond Studios and Women’Secret show 

the Code List for each and how themes emerged differently. For instance in Edmmond 

Studios, a BO brand case study, the dimension of visionary leadership regarding the role 

the founder’s way of life, interests and passions have in the brand’s symbolic universe  
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are more fundamented –there are more codes for it- than in Women’Secret brand, and 

also the theme/code ‘naming themselves as lifestyle’ together  

 

Figure 18. Screenshot of Hermeneutic Analysis for Edmmond Studios Brand. 
 Source: own.  

  

Figure 19. Screenshot of Hermeneutic Analysis for Women’Secret Brand.  
Source: own. 
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with the ‘lifestyle positioning’ code has more fundamentation for Edmmond Studios than 

for Women’Secret where by contrast the product dimension has more fundamentation 

followed by the ‘diverse target’ code. In fact for Women’Secret the code for visionary 

leadership’ dimension does not appear at all.  Nonetheless, as has been claimed in the 

Methodology Chapter 6, the frequency of themes have not to be considered as 

fundamental in the analysis, but to consider the relationships between each theme for each 

individual case and also among the case themselves. Since this analysis is based on 

qualitative research how many times each theme appeared during the thematic analysis 

was not taken into account as the only reference. Rather they served as parameters to 

understand the topics within each dimension, and related to other new constructs that had 

not emerged previously such as brand authenticity, co-creation of brand value and the 

importance of the role of employees in living the brand.  

In the next section, each lifestyle branding dimension as named by the researcher 

will be considered as a way of ordering results for each set of fashion brands.  

 
8.7.1. Symbolic universe is more than just lifestyle imagery  
 

The dimension of symbolic universe creation, has come up as the most important 

characteristic of lifestyle-oriented brands who focus more on the creation of a universe, 

on the symbolic aspect more than that of the product. The symbolic universe theme is all-

encompassing and includes the concepts of storytelling, visual content, imagery. It is also 

related to that of brand values, and refers sometimes to personality of the brand, 

philosophy, spirit of the brand. The code for the theme coincides with that used for the 

fashion branding consultants analysis.  

Within the BO brands, the prototypical case of lifestyle branding seems to be 

Edmmond Studios due to their emphasis on a symbolic rather than functionality, product-

oriented aspect of the brand. For these type of BO brands, more lifestyle-oriented, the 

symbolic universe creation was essential to starting the brand from the beginning when 

they had almost no products claim the founders, as has also been the case of Pompeii, 

Edmmond Studios and to a certain degree Dolores Promesas. On the contrary, BO brands 

such as Coosy, Verbena and Gocco, claim to have worked on their branding and image 

creation after their product. Womens’Secret never considered themselves as a retail brand 
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but as brand that “goes a step further”. For some BO brands, this symbolic universe 

creation is tied closely to the passions and the lifestyle of the founders themselves whilst 

for other BO brands -more focused on the product- it is about the importance of creating 

a customer experience, especially across traditional retail mix formats such as the physical 

in-store display, the store image, customer service through stores assistants transmitting 

the brand values or traditional relations with print fashion media. In this latter group, the 

symbolic universe dimension implies working on aspects such as the personalization of 

clients’ needs and a focus on satisfying “serving” each individual clients, the case for 

Coosy and Verbena. One BO founder claimed that they received frequent requests from 

customers who wanted their personal image wearing their product to appear in their 

Instagram feed. This was also the case of PH brand Women’Secret but by contrast all the 

brand’s team from press relation to marketing and communications, revolve around the 

product itself. Verbena also focuses on the product but their co-founders in a similar 

manner to lifestyle-oriented brands such as Edmmond Studios and Pompeii want to treat 

each client like a friend and foster a very close relationship.  

A topic that emerges in the symbolic universe creation of product-focused brands, 

closely tied to their product’s values in itself and enabling the clients to experience the 

brand through it, is the notion of enabling the personal brands of customers. Therefore 

brand image creation is more tied to personalization around the client’s needs, the case of 

Verbena, Coosy and Women’Secret rather than to establishing relationships around a 

certain brand universe, a trait more evident is more visibly lifestyle-oriented brands like 

Edmmond Studios, El Ganso or Pompeii. These more lifestyle-oriented brands 

specifically talk about passions that activate that universe: surf, motor, architecture, 

music; travel and closeness; a certain attitude towards life, a topic that did not emerge in 

the less lifestyle-oriented brands. Lifestyle-oriented brands try every aspect of the brand 

to pivot around these passions, which in most cases are very linked to the passions, tastes 

and interest of the brand founders, who when they created the brands did so from the 

frustration of not finding the product they needed to suit their interests: 

“The reason why we started a brand was because 5 years ago we could not find 

a brand that we felt identified with, one that not only had a product but a 

storytelling behind each product”.  
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The idea of lifestyle branding being defined by instilling “passion” and being “relevant” 

for customers who share same interests, hobbies, activities; and of focusing on a certain 

“territory”, a shared community of interests were also themes that surfaced during the  

fashion experts analysis as being part of a lifestyle branding strategy. It was claimed as 

being one of the most difficult things to achieve, because every fashion brand wants to 

find that fertile territory, especially today when it is hard to find new styles as everything 

seems to have been already exploited. By contrast, in BO brands that were lifestyle-

oriented it was about being true to the founder’s passions, interests and to what they stand 

for not so much adapting. 

Tables 23 and 24 display the most salient symbolic universe elements for each 

brand and places them in a continuum of having more of a lifestyle-orientation or a 

product-orientation. This visual image has served to clarify ideas during this analysis, in 

the case of more lifestyle-oriented PH brands, there are stronger brand passions or stories, 

linked to the founders’ lifestyle as is the case of BO brands closer to that orientation, 

where it is more about instilling ‘life’ to the brand, through a fictional character such as 

Dolores Promesas or through a way of being “ganso” in El Ganso, or revolving around 

certain interests like Edmmond Studios. El Ganso co-founder, Álvaro mentions in a recent 

video about their re-branding process Volver a los orígenes that: “We want to go back to 

having a soul, not growing for growing itself, but trying to be a different brand in all the 

senses”. 

By contrast, among the more commercially-oriented brands most consider they 

are doing lifestyle branding except for Coosy brand which focuses more on the client 

experience through their retail and online channels. In this case, there is not a ‘universe’ 

of shared interests related to a lifestyle by which consumers, clients or followers are 

invited to live and interact with the brand, rather is about buying into a ‘style’ that into a 

‘lifestyle’, about bringing across a philosophy of being ‘positive’ but not with a depth to 

it or profound nurturing of brand content. As claimed by Coosy founder they want to 

coherently across all touchpoints instill a philosophy based around positivity, happiness 

and color, which translates into store image and store assistant service together with visual 

merchandising, store layout, apparel collection. Coosy brand reflects a more traditional 

branding perspective. In this respect, it is interesting to note as can be seen in the timeline 
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of each brand’s creation in Figure 18, that it was born in 2011 previous to the social media 

surge. 

 

 
Table 23. Physically-born (PH) brands symbolic universe dimension. Source: own. 

 
Product 
Orientation 

 Lifestyle 
orientation 

Company 
name 

Gocco Dolores 
Promesas 

Women’Secret 
 
 

El Ganso 

Slogan/Brand  
Values/ 
Passions 

“Transmitiendo 
ilusiones” 
Contemporary 
Mediterranean 
culture 
Family unity 
among siblings 
Tradition 

“La vida es 
mejor cuando 
sonríes”  
The story of 
Dolores 
Promesas, her 
philosophy, to 
be “Dolores-
like” 
 

 “Pretty, 
comfortable and 
sexy” 
Lifestyle around 
intimates 
 
 

To be or not 
“ganso”. 
Gentleman’s 
attitude. 

Product Style Casual but 
dressed-up  

Optimistic  
Colorful 
Patterns 

Feminine,  
sexy-for-
women, 
Romantic 

Classic, informal 
Elegant, simple 
Detail-oriented, 
quality design 

     
 

Table 24. Born-online (BO) brands symbolic universe dimension. Source: own. 
 
Product 
orientation 

  Lifestyle 
orientation 

 
Company 
name 

 
Coosy 

 
Verbena 

 
Pompeii 

 
Edmmond 
Studios 

 
Slogan/Brand 
Values/ 
Passions 

 
Happiness,  
Color 
Positive 
philosophy 

 
Artisan is the 
new luxury” 
Hand-Made 
Conscious 

 
“Mundology” 
for  love for 
travel 
“Happiness” for 
being close 

 
Motor 
Architecture  
Surf 
Music 

 
Product Style 

 
Trendy 
Colorful  
Eclectic 

 
Handmade, 
artisan hair-
bands and 
accessories 

 
Casual, street 
style 

 
Quality, 
cosmopolitan, 
sustainable 
menswear 
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Again, Coosy has a strong product-focus rather than inviting to live a certain 

lifestyle or targeting a certain consumer lifestyle. They claim, similarly to Women’Secret 

that they are very inclusive and for women of all sizes and ages. By contrast El Ganso 

brand aimed for a broad age range, 16 to 99 year old’s claim not to invite to wear a certain 

type of products, but to share an attitude, interests, tastes a way of being. Again, younger 

brands, born in the social media era, want to establish relationships with people and make 

them “live the brand” on a more authentic level and have “passions” around which they 

can interact by contrast to PO brands born before social media.  

Gocco stakes claim to be very-centered around family values of unity-and 

tradition, and love among siblings and caters for a certain lifestyle but has not completely 

moved to “a call for action” (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013) although they seem to be 

trying to embody those values by designing activities such as drawing contests or 

personalized books for each child. Dolores Promesas was created from scratch by 

inventing a story, so on symbolic universe creation, creating a brand narrative around the 

fictional character of Dolores: her pet, her family and relationships. They are currently on 

a process of also re-thinking the second part of the fictional character’s story. However, 

again like Gocco they do not bring the story down to earth as in inviting the client to live 

the brand intensely and according to passions that are “symbolic” represented in their 

brand communication and brand images. For Women’Secret their symbolic universe 

creation is created around accompanying all moments of a woman’s life, the reason for 

which it is somehow more lifestyle oriented than the former two:  

“So that is when Women’Secret says: wait a minute, I am with my clients starting 

with their first bra, I am with my clients with maternity, I have a bridal collection, 

I have bras for all moments of a woman’s life, it can’t be possible that just when 

she needs a special bra I don’t have that specific one”.  

In fact a 23-year old company employee that had breast cancer was one such client and 

therefore for the symbolic universe dimension, the theme of employees ‘living the brand’ 

also comes into play. At Women’Secret headquarter offices, almost 98% of employees 

are women so they share women’s needs naturally. This brings forth another source of 

creation of the brand’s image and symbolism which is that of employees espousing what 
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the brand stands for. This was stressed by all brands but especially by those more lifestyle-

oriented. 

The need to update brand image, has come up as a requisite for brands with more 

history. Women’s Secret made an image change before 2018 marking its 25th 

anniversary, Gocco has done the same since 2015-16 regarding its visual corporate 

identity, aspects such as corporate logo and colors, positioning and overall brand image, 

as well as Coosy, all of which have translated into store image renewal. However, other 

brands do not just want an image change but are immersed in a process of “rethinking” 

the whole company and what it stands for, the company culture. The most striking case 

is that of El Ganso, after financial struggles in recent years, it is facing recovery in 2019 

and focusing on instilling life again to the brand, but starting from the inside, specifically 

by re-motivating employees at all levels. In the analysis, the issue of doing correct 

recruiting but of also having employees live the brand authentically came up as an 

important theme, as has already been mentioned in the section on the construct of brand 

authenticity and related to symbolic universe creation.  

Employees’ influence on brand associations is a theme that is essential for 

symbolic universe creation, considered as a different brand lever from that of image 

creation ascertained by the more recently created BO brands. A common characteristic 

between El Ganso and Dolores Promesas is that they both claim to be working on a 

manifesto of what the brand stands for, an aspect that was not seen in most BO brands, 

who emphasized they do not to need to do this since it comes naturally, by who they are 

as founder’s, as transmitting their own lifestyle.  

As a summary, there are different inputs for symbolic universe creation: 

More lifestyle-oriented brands: 

Founder’s (passions, interests, lifestyle)                                                 Symbolic universe  

Clients experience “live the brand”                         Symbolic universe          

Employees “live the brand”               Symbolic universe 

Influencer/collaborations                    Symbolic universe 
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Product-oriented brands:  

Client experience traditional retail mix                  Brand values, philosophy 

 

Therefore, symbolic universe creation in lifestyle branding is not just creating a 

distinct lifestyle imagery but living the brand authentically is an aspect that proclaim the 

more lifestyle-oriented brands Edmmond Studios, Pompeii and El Ganso and to some 

extent Women’s Secret and Verbena; for others it is about being aspirational for 

customers as is the case of Gocco. 

The above brings forth this proposition: 

Dimension 1: Lifestyle branding is distinct from lifestyle imagery. 

 

8.7.2. One-product is enough because of collaborations 

Closely related to the symbolic universe dimension is that of product management, 

since it can be more or less lifestyle-oriented due to its characteristics. Although as the 

fashion experts analysis had revealed, any product category is susceptible to lifestyle 

branding, and fashion brands have it easier due to the fact that they are able to adhere to 

a “fertile territory” more effectively. BO brands started with a focus on only one product 

and from there built the brand: a t-shirt for Edmmond Studios, a pair of sneakers for 

Pompeii, an accessory created for their own use for Verbena founders, designing clothes 

she liked in the case of Coosy. However, the quality and design of the product are 

important as well as it being fitted for a lifestyle-orientation:  

“I can give you a lot of examples of brands that try to do lifestyle but have a 

horrible product”.  

The product dimension is closely related to the lifestyle of founders for BO brands 

as is the case of Pompeii brand: as university students away from home all day, they 

needed sneakers to use in different situations, they were also passionate about clothes. 

Verbena founders created hairbands to be used at their own weddings or others they 

attended but couldn’t find a product they liked. For most BO brands the product did not 
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arise from any market research but from their own founder’s needs, from a very true and 

authentic lifestyle situation:  

“First, we thought what kind of sneakers we wanted to do. Why and for which 

moment, and for whom… In this case it was relatively easy because everything 

was for us. It was a strange market research”. 

Pompeii claims their brand image is built on their product, a colorful item, an adequate 

price and a design that fits the co-founders casual, street style. This match between the 

product and the founder’s character is a common trait also for less-lifestyle oriented BO 

brands like Coosy, so it is not essential for lifestyle branding:  

“I am very dynamic and spontaneous and I think that spontaneity is also reflected 

in the clothes (…) at Coosy we are also like that, I mean, all the company breathes 

that way of life. In the end it is very happy clothes, with clear cuts for the 

complicated lives we lead nowadays. Above all, for these lives that we have it 

brings some color”.  

Another assertion made by BO brands and PH brands with a certain lifestyle-

orientation is that their branding is about more than appearances and is not focused on the 

product, but on the way the brand is “lived” by employees. This is expressed in their 

offices, where doors have an avatar-like icon personalized for each employee, their 

physical showroom and stores and of course their social media channels. Edmmond 

Studios founder claims it is easier to do lifestyle with one product since every user has a 

different lifestyle, according to different experiences and “cravings”. As a brand you have 

to stand for one particular lifestyle and it is the users who then adapt it according to their 

different motivations and different life moments. This idea of not being able to control 

the user moments or ways of using the product, came forth by some brands. For instance 

you cannot say someone is not sufficiently “ganso” says El Ganso brand manager. 

Although some products are more lifestyle-oriented or easier for lifestyle than others, 

claimed Edmmond Studios founder, you have to match it with a product accordingly, it 

cannot be less quality, or with a different positioning from that of your brand lifestyle. 

All eight brands have done some sort of collaboration or cobranding strategy, 

which brings forth the assertion by fashion experts that lifestyle branding is closely related 
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to cobranding. Having usually one product category as lifestyle-oriented BO brands 

(sneakers, accessories, men’s apparel) means they can associate with others that share 

same values or an interpretation of the world, an aspect brought forth by most brands, 

regardless of the type of collaboration. For some it implies a monetary, commercial 

exchange and for others it came naturally by a celebrity wearing the brand and sharing 

that image on Instagram. However, having a strategic outlook behind 

collaborations/cobranding was highlighted:  

“We have done a few collaborations that have helped us position our lifestyle”. 

Those brands that are in a process of a company “re-thinking”  such as Dolores Promesas 

and El Ganso claim to be very consciously considering what type of brand associations 

they want to elicit, since they have done mistakes in the past.  Also regarding the products, 

Dolores Promesas co-founder mentions that it is only once you have a brand and a 

sufficient budget that news concepts and extensions around the initial product can be 

developed. This opportunity arises once you have created a strong brand, otherwise if you 

are just centered on the product it doesn’t work “you’re damned”. The brand has to come 

before the product. For instance in a collaboration with SeiSeiTanaka, the famous 

sneakers designer, an El Ganso designer claims: 

“For us it isn’t just a pair of sneakers, it is surrounded with that military history 

that we like so much and that seeped into us so much at the beginnings of El 

Ganso”. 

The idea of lifestyle branding implying product extensions which was an apriori 

conception at the start of this research and has been brought forth by some (Jung and 

Merlin, 2003) as part of lifestyle branding was not confirmed. For Dolores Promesas 

bringing in more products from other brands did not work, since they had books, candles, 

chocolate but it didn’t sell, although they do dream of maybe someday having a café. By 

contrast, in the case of Women’Secret, the product is the basis for absolutely everything, 

and it influences the communication:  

“The design department has most of the control… because in the end they manage 

the product, they travel, get inspired, go to that evocative world, then come back 

down to earth and say: ok, I will do this and this is the collection, go on and 
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communicate it. Make the Women’Secret woman carry that product and have a 

nice picture taken”.  

Women’Secret wants to position their brand as not just “selling lingerie” but something 

else. A Pompeii co-founder claimed that they could just as well have started by doing an 

armchair instead of a pair of sneakers, that they had a long-term vision, and wanted their 

brand to stand for “a way of doing things”. In fact, for El Ganso they do not see themselves 

as necessarily having to have a fashion-product nor is the ‘fashion’ aspect the essence of 

their brand, they imagine themselves having even a branded car or a restaurant.  

Some brands have considered that doing total looks is easier, and for some it is 

useful for showcasing products online. Verbena claims it is easier for a client to imagine 

how she would wear it, whilst at Gocco they are focused on dressing siblings in the same 

way and a total look helps to hint clues for dress:  

“For example, in online we have purchase-by-look: we propose a Gocco lifestyle 

to the client. We do select the looks for us, but really it is to facilitate the client’s 

life. We offer ideas as to how you can match that beautiful blouse with a pretty 

pattern, how can the child wear it?  A lot of mothers, for instance, I’m a mother 

and I have struggled in getting the grasp of how to dress a child, you have to learn 

to do it. You are grateful if a brand says: no, this blouse goes well with these 

skinny white pants which you can also wear with another t-shirt. I mean, it’s 

linking garments together”. 

This theme of total look did not transcend in more lifestyle-oriented brands, 

possibly due to the fact that they complete that lifestyle look by offering ‘lifestyle 

packages’, the case of Edmmond Studios. However, it would require further research 

since it did come out as a theme for online communication channels and for collaborations 

with other brands. Therefore some relations that arise are: 

Product             Co-branding           Symbolic Universe  

Visionary leadership                  Product           Symbolic Universe 

Dimension 2: One product is enough for lifestyle branding due to collaborations with 

other brands.  
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8.7.3. (Co) founders’ lifestyle as a brand vision  

As has been seen previously, the role of the visionary-leader, the founders, has 

been key in BO brands, since for most the product and the brand is an extension of their 

self, the product was designed as part of their way of life and can easily be identified with. 

This is contrary to most PH brands analyzed, where the founder’s dimension was not 

important at all, excepting the most lifestyle-oriented brand, El Ganso. Which brings to 

light the fact that to some extent it is important in lifestyle branding or else has to be 

clearly substituted by a strong, company-shared values “universe” like Women’Secret or 

a story as in Dolores Promesas. Regarding the role of the visionary leader within the 

brand, at Verbena they claim the brand values represents both co-founders, they are also 

conscious about how they consume clothes and favor artisan, hand-made items. Although 

they consciously do not want to be part of the brand image and become associated directly 

with it in the end they claim you cannot do something with the heart if it isn’t true. This 

is also the case of Coosy whose brand philosophy is directly her own: “at Coosy all the 

company breathes my way of life”. Coosy’s brand philosophy is about a happy, colorful, 

positive attitude to life, portrayed in colorful dress designs, physical store visual 

merchandising and emphasis on attending clients with a smile. For Edmmond Studios 

again the founder’s vision is essential they have created the brand around those personal 

lifestyle passions:  

“We embrace certain passions, I mean, that are around Borja and me as founders 

of the project at an early stage which are surf, all movement sports, like skate. All 

the music theme, culture. Ok, music most of all, and architecture and also the 

motor-engine world. Those four pillars: motor, surf, architecture, music are the 

keynotes or activations that we do around the brand”. 

A theme that came up for all BO brands is that as founders they have to be authentic in 

their brand strategy, some bring it across more than others. Pompeii when they started 

needed a project, a venture that was close, that was uncomplicated, simple just like they 

were and to allow them to have the option of making mistakes, because they started off 

spontaneously, without having done the usual steps of market research and business plan:  
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“The brand reflects a lot of things of the founding partners”.  

“I mean, the brand, the brand is “close” because we ourselves are like that”,  

“We still believe that Pompeii is for us”. 

The role played by founders did not surface as important for some PH born brands 

where their brand universe is created around brand values or a story. El Ganso and 

Dolores Promesas started out with a strong story to tell, based on the founder’s real life 

traits or on a fictional character, but Gocco and Women’Secret have developed their 

branding as they grew, and they claim it was the employees themselves -who are also 

clients of the brand- that have created that brand vision. This “employees” role is a new 

theme that has strongly emerged and will be presented next. 

“I think Gocco has grown by itself. When it started in 1999/2000 it was done to 

fill in a market niche, clothes for children but with time we have won over people 

and created a brand image.  I mean, we did not start like Ralph Lauren who was 

a self-made man, and passed from 0 to 1000 in his personal and professional life. 

We started as an average, fashion retail company”. 

 

Dimension 3: The founders’ lifestyle is reflected in the brand’s symbolic universe. 

 

8.7.4. Employees live the brand from Monday to Monday  

A new theme that has emerged during the multiple-case study analysis and that 

had been included within the “physical live the brand” theme during the fashion expert 

thematic analysis of Chapter 7 because it did not stand out as a topic worthy of research 

is that of “employees living the brand” which clearly surfaced as a pattern across all 8 

multiple-case studies analysis. It was mentioned in both BO and PH brands and is related 

to the construct of co-creation of brand value within the company and also to that of brand 

authenticity. Brand interviewees claimed people who work for the company should 

believe in the brand itself and the way of life it showcases, whether it is a lifestyle or 

brand values, the reason for the company/brand’s very existence. The latter was mostly 

emphasized by more lifestyle-oriented brands, while more product-oriented brands, 
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stressed the fact of store assistants transmitting the brand’s philosophy at physical or 

online channels such as Coosy or Gocco by contrast to requiring employees to “live” the 

brand the whole week which brands like El Ganso stressed. 

Furthermore, this idea of employees being those who ‘co-create’ the brand, was a 

topic that PH brands emphasized rather than BO brands, but within the latter group 

appeared more saliently in lifestyle-oriented brands. For instance, Pompeii and Edmmond 

Studios mentioned recruiting like-minded people; and at El Ganso they wished employees 

to be ‘ganso-like’ from Monday to Monday. Coosy founder claimed she expected people 

to be happy when they came to work, to be amiable to clients and transmit a positive 

philosophy but not expecting them to be like that at home too, she talked more about 

people coming to work and being happy there: 

“In the end, we have to bring across that Coosy is happiness. Starting from when 

you enter a store and having the store assistant greet you with a smile every time, 

and that is what the clothes themselves reflect, don’t they? You don’t dress in 

black in Coosy, as if you were mourning”. 

Another sub-theme that emerged within this employees-live-the-brand dimension 

was that of employees also being the brand’s clients, related to the ‘prosumer’ construct, 

of those that produce the brand and are at the same time the clients (Dubois, 2012; Pihl, 

2013; Schembri, 2009). For instance at Gocco, a lot of employees are parents and crave 

having their children portrayed in campaign look books, at Women’Secret they consider 

themselves as a brand where most are women and they think for women who are just like 

themselves.  

Another topic that emerged was that of corporate culture at brands such as El 

Ganso emphatically saying they cannot stop being “El Ganso” on weekends, and that for 

this they are working on doing out-of-office events, or making things happen at the store 

so they become places that are not only commercial venues. At Pompeii they are proud 

to have “killed” the “client service” word and instead call it “Happiness”, a department 

that is always there for clients and focused on solving their problems in a direct, 

transparent manner. At Pompeii when they recruit they want somebody who shares the 

Pompeii values: of closeness, of love for travel. Both El Ganso and Pompeii acknowledge 
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they have made mistakes about recruitment policies. Reflecting about the first physical 

store Pompeii opened, they mention: 

“We try them [salespeople] to be young, to share our same interests of travelling, 

to be fun and close, and that they want to belong to Pompeii. They must understand 

‘happiness’, you understand happiness if you have that same way of being. We try 

not to hire anyone that does not have that way of being. It’s ok not to be like that, 

but it’s just that for this specific job it’s essential”. 

At the more lifestyle-oriented brands, during headquarter visits conducted for this 

research, for instance at Dolores Promesas all employees were friendly and came to greet 

and each office door had an avatar of the face of the people working in that room alike to 

Dolores image-type, a hair shape and the slogan: “La vida es mejor cuando sonríes” was 

on each door. The same was the case at Edmmond Studios, where decoration looked very 

sustainable, and very lifestyle-like according to their passions, there was a surf board, 

there were magazines and books from Monocle and other travel magazines, the few 

employees were working in open, shared spaces: 

“It’s not the usual closed office space. Everybody is young, we get along great. I 

mean, there’s like a really super atmosphere in the company”.  

“I mean, I think that they are [employees] an extension [of the brand lifestyle]. 

When we hire, we look at the CV but we also hire a perception of the person. In 

the end I spend more time with my team than with my family and we have to be 

well connected, we have to have a certain type of link, of bondage. We have a 

similar way of living”. 

The theme of employees living the brand is closely related to creating that brand 

authenticity:  

“If at the end of the day, the team, who are those that manage this startup don’t 

have that lifestyle how will they sell that our brand has the same one”. 

“Everything goes back to them [employees]”. 

In the case of Verbena, although they do not have direct employees in the strict sense of 

the term they do consider the artisans who manufacture the product as part of the brand, 

as team members, and who help create the brand:  
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“We do pictures of them, we tell their story, with their names and we always give 

a lot of importance to them [clients]. Without them the brand would not exist”. 

This “employees live the brand” dimension is highlighted especially in the medium-sized 

companies group, for instance for Gocco brand participating in Maestros de la costura 

the Spanish TV program for confectionery and seamstress which was very motivational 

for all company employees claims the brand manager. Therefore, another aspect of 

lifestyle that emerges and could be claimed as pertaining to the strategy is that of: 

Dimension 4: Employees “live the brand” universe. 

 

8.7.5. Client experience: live the brand in physical/online 

Another common trait between all 8 cases studies, was the importance of clients 

experiencing the brand, although with different emphasis in each company. In the fashion 

experts analysis this was labelled as “empowering the personal brands” of consumers but 

during the multiple-case studies analysis it was considered best by the researcher to create 

a broad “client experience” theme, which includes clients experiencing the brand in 

physical retail, or online, both together, as one unique experience and it also encompasses 

the possibility of clients enhancing their personal brand. This latter topic was considered 

relevant for social media channel usage and was a theme more insisted upon by BO 

brands, who emphasize how they try to personalize the product or service for their clients: 

“They send pictures of themselves with our product, maybe at a wedding, with our 

earrings or hairbands and say: please, could you share it through your feed and 

social media? It’s like they look forward to picturing themselves inside our 

universe”. “Or else they upload the photo and also tag us. In the end it’s saying: 

I’m proud of wearing a Verbena hairband or earring”. 

The case of Women’Secret is similar in that the brand posts images of their clients 

in their Instagram feed and also has a specific link to their “Wow experience” in their web 

that clients can directly link to from the Instagram account header.   

The client experience dimension is closely linked to word of mouth, an essential 

and key aspect that has surfaced for lifestyle branding among the case studies and which 
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confirms previous literature and fashion experts’ opinions. Within the BO brand cases 

those that have a certain lifestyle-orientation like Verbena mention that when clients wear 

their product “they tell the story of who you are”, so this links the client experience to the 

symbolic branding dimension as was seen before and also to word of mouth: 

“They are the brand ambassadors and many times their same looks, both bridal 

or as guests, are the one that other clients copy”. 

In the case of Verbena, the client experience is related to very specific moments, this 

theme of “moments” has been mentioned by the majority of the brand case studies when 

considering their target’s lifestyle situations. 

Within this topic of client experience, a subtheme that was highlighted was that 

of touching the “emotions” of customers or clients, of inviting them to live that for which 

the brand stands for. For instance, BO brand Pompeii has launched “travel scholarships” 

in 2019 so that three Instagram users could travel the world. The only pre-requisite was 

having to reach certain landmarks and post it online in their Instagram feed and tag the 

brand. Thus the digital context becomes a loudspeaker for clients’ experience which in 

turn becomes part of the brand’s symbolic universe dimension. For PH brands such as 

Gocco it means developing actions such as a personalized book for a child with the 

character having the physical attributes of the real child.  

Another subtheme within this client experience dimension for lifestyle-oriented 

brands, was that of staging events in retail outlets, so these are a place not to just only 

sell:  

“…at El Ganso we are building events and themes at the store that make you feel, 

that create emotions”. 

“I do not imagine El Ganso stores as stores themselves. I imagine spaces were 

things can happen. So there are 160 spaces where things can happen, let’s start 

to make things happen”.  

Likewise, Women’Secret has organized events such as pajama contests for clients. This 

call for action or live events was not so emphasized by other brands like Coosy, where 

the brand founder considered the client experience as more about delivering a consistent, 

cross channel experience across all consumer touchpoints, but not going a step further 
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regarding enacting emotions. The importance of store image was also seen as important 

to convey the life and spirit of Dolores Promesas, and for Women’Secret, they considered 

it having to be a holistic experience, but by contrast did not consider physical retail as a 

place for a higher-level of interaction although it is an essential channel: 

“... We are working on everything, in the store, in the experience, on how clients 

walk through the store, what they look at, the storytelling, how the dressing room 

is. The store is very important for us”.  

Traditional brands such as Gocco, with a strong retail distribution, claim the store 

as essential and that they are loyal defendants of that type of format especially now that 

the physical store is put to question, they trust their store network a lot especially store 

assistants and the visual merchandising team. Gocco also has a strong presence at Spanish 

department store El Corte Ingles because it shares the same brand values focused on 

family unity, the retailer is “a family destiny” in Spain. This emphasis on the store for 

client experience oriented towards transaction was not so evident in brands such as 

Edmmond Studios, Dolores Promesas or El Ganso. The first two have a strong wholesale 

presence as evidenced in the company profile Tables 18 and 19 which might justify this 

viewpoint. In the case of El Ganso, they are focused on other physical settings for meet-

ups with others brands that they consider ‘friends’ and also interacting with other 

members of the We Are Seekers community, but focus more on the interaction-aspect 

with like-minded others than in looking for clients or creating an appearance, an image. 

It is more about having a real-life place to interact and connect with peers around similar 

values. Indeed, for BO brands opening a store has been a necessity claims Pompeii due 

to the good results in sales which according to them meant clients needed to live, to touch 

and to feel the brand physically. For Edmmond Studios “the stores are lifestyle” in 

themselves, a place for clients to connect, not to sell: “A pretty store, but not just to sell, 

to connect with people”. 

These ideas of needing a physical place to interact with others contradicts a 

fashion experts’ notion that physical retail is not necessary for lifestyle branding and that 

only digital is enough for young, millennial generations. It brings forward again the 

distinction between lifestyle branding concept and that of lifestyle imagery. All brands 

both BO and PH mention the importance of their physical retail outlet as closely tied to 
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their online presence. A topic that surfaced by most was the fact of being authentic for 

lifestyle-oriented brands and for those more focused on their product for symbolic 

creation enabling the experience for the client. The dimension of client experience as in 

truly ‘living’ what the brand stands for comes forward:  “For me experience and 

lifestyle… like go together”. Therefore this dimension can be summarized as: 

 

Dimension 5: Clients “live the brand” experience searching for relationships. 

   

8.7.6. To create relationships through word-of-mouth and community 

Related to the previous theme of enabling clients and customers to live the brand 

is the fact that lifestyle-oriented brands do not place emphasis on sales but that these come 

as a consequence of fostering relationships. Edmmond Studios claims:  

“To sell is easy. Everybody has a product, you sell it, you market it and you forget 

about it. But we want to create relationships”.  

El Ganso wants to build relationships with other ganso-like men, and interact through 

natural communities of people with similar values and perspectives on life such as the We 

are seekers community to which some employees belong and from where for instance 

Pablo himself, the brand and events manager was recruited, because a brand co-founder 

also belongs to that group. Related to these, the concept of word-of mouth has come 

across during data analysis as the best marketing tool for all brand case studies, however 

some purposefully create content or physical venues for it to happen and rather than 

promoting word-of-mouth itself it is about facilitating relationships. For instance, the case 

of Pompeii, where 95% of their online traffic is organic and created by referrals. However, 

some insist that word-of-mouth is enabled through the community dimension:  

“…The thing is you cannot create word of mouth without creating community. 

The two are directly linked”.   

In the case of Verbena and Pompeii, word-of-mouth both online and offline has 

been essential for their growth. Pompeii in their first year did not invest a single euro in 

marketing, the best promotion was that of word-of-mouth. By contrast other BO brands 
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such as Edmmond Studios who have a bigger wholesale distribution channel mention it 

was important but not essential, it is their online-community which brings motivation in 

harsh times. In addition, BO brands whose online channels represent a bigger share of 

revenue than other channels – such as Pompeii where online sales are 65% or for Verbena 

where 55% of sales are online- seem to emphasize word-of-mouth more than other brands 

who depend on wholesale distribution channels, such as Edmmond Studios where online 

is just 15% of yearly turnover. Verbena who relies heavily on online for sales promotes 

these referrals by inviting clients to come try the headbands at their showroom and also 

invites them to bring along a friend to the workshop:  

“In fact it works great [word-of-mouth]. I mean, a lot of times friends come with 

friends of friends. We started like that, the brand started like that. Our first clients 

were friends and they were the first that supported the brand, and they started 

going to places where they wore our products, and so their own friends saw them 

and that’s how we started growing”.  

It is a more credible kind of recommendation:  

“A lot of mothers come to us saying a friend recommended us to them or they saw 

it in a magazine, and so they buy their daughters some earrings or something else. 

In the end it’s like, if my mom bought it for me, and she knows, where does this 

brand come from? It’s a great track record”.  

 Word-of-mouth is also key for PH brands such as Gocco, where there are 

communities of mothers and grandmothers, mothers from similar schools who help 

promote products among themselves, for good or bad though mentions the brand 

manager. This negative aspect of word-of-mouth was also brought forward by 

Women’Secret brand who tries to counteract it but it is not an easy thing to do. 

“We do well in the school and nursery networks, where parents always end up 

together as a group. If I need a coat, for instance a navy blue coat for the school 

uniform, if Gocco has one, all the mothers of that social-setting know that at 

Gocco there is a coat for that specific school”. 
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For Dolores Promesas it is also essential: 

“What makes you expand, is for a client to buy you frequently, not just once. And 

not just her but her friends too. That’s key for us, truly. It didn’t come out [during 

the interview] but it’s very important”. 

  Therefore the community dimension that had been highlighted by fashion 

consultant’s analysis, did not come out so clearly during the multiple-case study analysis 

but word-of-mouth was emphasized more. Regarding the creation of a like-minded 

community, both BO lifestyle-oriented companies (Edmmond Studios, Pompeii) and PH 

lifestyle-oriented companies (El Ganso, Women’Secret) do by contrast mention 

establishing relationships with customers with common interests: 

“[The community] is key in order to … become and be lifestyle”.  

In a different manner, brands that foster a more “personalized” relationship with 

their customers, such as Verbena, Coosy and Dolores Promesas did not talk about having 

a community in itself. An important subtheme within this community dimension related 

to the co-creation of brand value in digital channels that has surfaced is that not only 

clients, brand founders and employees belong to the brand’s community but also all 

online users who follow the brand on Instagram or other social media and interact with 

it.  

In the case of Pompeii this interaction with their online community allows a more 

authentic and closer relationship with clients. As a brand, Pompeii frequently recurs to 

their community to ask for advice, for help, to talk about things that have gone wrong. 

They ask them to introduce friends when considering expansion to Portugal, or which 

kind of shoes they would like the brand to develop. Almost all BO brands have a feeling 

of ‘gratitude’ for their followers because they would not have arrived where they are 

without them. Related to the interaction with their community, both El Ganso and 

Women’Secret ask their brand consumers for opinions. For instance the first at an event 

ask questions as to what type of brands they think El Ganso should associate with and in 

the case of the latter they asked members of the WOW club to give their opinion over a 

new window display. 
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It is noticeable how family-companies, such as El Ganso also nurture other 

“natural” type of communities within it, they have hired a third brother who is in charge 

of the web strategy, and recently hired an ex-Pompeii founder, for the design department 

at El Ganso. Both brand founders, some managers and some employees come from the 

same school, so have known each other from those previous type of social circles. In the 

case of Dolores Promesas, the sister of a co-founder is responsible for logistics, and two 

co-founders worked together at another business venture. 

Some PH brands associate the concept of community to having a club, such as 

Gocco&Friends –the most precious ‘treasure’ according to the marketing director- or the 

WOW club of Women’Secret with 6 million members. Both brands mentioned having a 

strong client database of loyal customers, but it is to be questioned whether this is really 

a community where members interact with each other. At Dolores Promesas they are 

considering if having a club. The concept of “club” was not mentioned at all at brands 

such as El Ganso, Pompeii or Edmmond Studios.  

Some brands claim the fact of wanting to target a more millennial age group, of 

being relevant for them again, such as PH brands El Ganso and Dolores Promesas. In 

their re-thinking process are trying to develop specific products for them: 

“Very baggy sweaters, patterns that they want. Well, and we have also adapted in 

a sense that those that are not millennial sometimes want to wear something 

millennial. And to make millennials feel identified with the brand. So that well, the 

brand does things that are not for me but it also does things I can wear”. 

The fact of trying to not constrain the customer to fixed taste boundaries came across:  

“Also for any woman that arrives at our stores, because sometimes we categorize 

too much”. 

 “A store is not designed only for a certain social sphere or type of woman”.  

Also El Ganso when re-asked about the target group confirmed they want to cater for 16-

99 year olds since they want to bring forth an attitude, a way of life and that has no age 

boundaries.  
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 Gocco, within the child segment, wants to establish a difference between the 

‘junior’ age group those 13-16 year olds, who want to be differentiated from their younger 

siblings, so the brand has created a separate Instagram just for them and has differentiated 

an in-store area for them too.  

Dimension 6: Fostering relationships creates word-of-mouth and a community, 

shared interests. 

 

Having finished the presentation of themes that arose in the SME fashion brands 

multiple case study analysis, the following matrix in Table 26 displays the most salient 

dimensions per brand in order to have a better picture of how lifestyle branding is 

operationalized by each company and group set.  

 

Table 26. Lifestyle branding dimensions for each brand group. Source: own. 

 

 Lifestyle Branding Dimension 

 

C
om

pa
ny

 

Symbolic 

universe 

Relationships, 

community 

and WOM 

Live the brand 

experience 

(personal, 

physical 

space) 

Employees 

live the 

brand 

Visionary 

leadership 

Product 

GO + + ++ + - ++ 

EG ++ ++ + ++ + + 

DP ++ - + -+ - ++ 

WS + + ++ + - ++ 

POM ++ + + + + + 

EDD ++ - -+ + + + 

VER +- + - - -+ ++ 

COO -+ -+ ++ - -+ ++ 
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This Table 26 clarifies concepts for each company type but should be considered 

alongside the other tables and aspects for each company group. It gives an overview of 

the dimensions that have arisen that can be compared to the fashion brand experts analysis  

and should be considered alongside independent themes that have arisen as “new” topics 

related to lifestyle branding such as the brand authenticity construct, value co-creation 

and cobranding themes alongside a more digitally-oriented brand approach. A difference 

with the fashion brand experts’ analysis as can be seen lies in the importance of 

“employees” that has come up as an essential theme in the brand-case analysis. 

 

8.8. LIFESTYLE AND PRODUCT IMAGERY: CONTENT ANALYSIS OF 

BRAND INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS 

In order to research further differences between both fashion brand groups and 

deepen reflection on the usage of the Instagram social media platform for fashion brands 

in recent years the research method of content analysis was decided upon during the 

thematic analysis of the brands. This is due to the fact that Instagram emerged as an 

important lever for brand image and window display in the case of more product-

oriented brand and for fostering relationships in the case of lifestyle-oriented 

brands. This analysis serves to discover and ascertain further insights into the symbolic 

universe dimension, essential for lifestyle branding. During the analysis, the first step was 

to consider the types of images portrayed, to check if they were more product-centered or 

more lifestyle-centered. The following Table 27 shows the type of images considered for 

each category: 

Table 27. Images types for Lifestyle or Product categories. Source: own. 

Lifestyle-oriented images Product-oriented images 

Founders of the brand 

Employees 

Co-brandings 

(Influencers/celebrities/collaborations) 

Lifestyle images per se (landscapes, images 

not related to the product) 

Clients using the brand 

Product 

Model wearing product 

Campaign editorials 

Store fronts, indoors 

Visual merchandising 

Sales announcements 
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During the multiple case studies thematic analysis, a topic that emerged was that 

Instagram is used more for inspiration and the ecommerce web is considered more for 

transactional purposes, therefore this was the main reason for choosing to research this 

platform more in depth with respect to analyzing the web5. The content-analysis of the 

Instagram account of each brand was conducted on September 4th 2019 viewing 33 photos 

of the feed of each brand, a total of 264 photos. This has helped to pin down the types of 

images of each, to capture whether each brand has more product-oriented or lifestyle-

oriented imagery and if this coincides with the previous product/lifestyle-orientation the 

thematic analysis brought across. As Figure 21 shows a discovery has been that across all 

brands and company-type groups more product images than lifestyle-images are 

published, so although Instagram was claimed to be used for inspiration it is still much 

linked to the product itself. One PH in fact claimed that Instagram has substituted the 

previous physical catalogues.  

 

                                                           
5 It would also distract the main purpose of this thesis, which is not analyzing online channels of each brand, 
but rather the way they operationalize lifestyle branding dimensions. And therefore, the Instagram content 
analysis, has been considered due to the salient theme of it being for “inspiration” that arose from thematic 
analysis of fashion brands. Including all the online channels of each brand would be another research in 
itself. 

Figure 21. Lifestyle and product oriented images per brand. Source: own. 
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Another finding is that BO brands –circled as a group with the spotted line- 

publish more lifestyle-oriented images than the PH brands as a group, and less product-

oriented images than the medium-sized physical born brand set. So BO fashion brands 

have a higher lifestyle imagery orientation using this platform than newcomers who 

weren’t born online. It coincides with a fashion experts’ claim in the analysis that a new 

more digitally-oriented type of branding approach exists.  

Also a BO founder claims that: 

“The digital world is experiencing a lot of changes that are closely tied to user 

behavior”.  

“The way in which brands approach users has to be different”.  

Another aspect that is consistent with the themes on symbolic universe that arose 

through the thematic analysis is that BO that are more lifestyle-oriented publish less 

product images and more lifestyle images (Edmmond Studios and Pompeii) whilst 

Verbena and Coosy publish less lifestyle images and more product images.  This should 

be replicated in further research to confirm for validity but this sample findings does hint 

for a common pattern, since as Wimmer and Domminick (1996: 174) claim, the key issue 

is to answer the research questions, which in this content analysis were to see how the 

symbolic universe creation of each fashion brand reflected more product-oriented or 

lifestyle-oriented images in their Instagram, and with this in mind the “universe” of study 

has been defined.  

However, within the PH brands group, although there are very slight differences, 

to some degree the more lifestyle-oriented brand El Ganso publishes more lifestyle-

images and less product images than the others in the group. Gocco the less-lifestyle 

oriented brand publishes more product images and less lifestyle images than the others.  

In addition, the number of followers has not been seen as a key factor related to 

lifestyle branding strategy. For instance BO lifestyle-oriented brand Edmmond Studios, 

seems to follows less Instagram accounts and has less followers, which maybe is 

explained due to it having a higher emphasis on the wholesale distribution channel instead 

of online. As can been seen in the company profile Table 19, Edmmond Studios has 15% 

of retail distribution against 30% wholesale distribution whilst El Ganso, another 
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lifestyle-oriented brand has 85% against 5% wholesale distribution. Verbena with less 

followers is the brand that follows other accounts more which might be related to their 

usage of online as a main sales channel. For purpose of comparison between the Instagram 

uses of BO brands group, the following Table 28 presents differences among aspects such 

as followers, number of posts, and type of highlights for each account, which might be 

useful for further applied research resulting from this study. 

 

 

A BO brand with a strong emphasis on interacting with the community and being 

close to users, such as Pompeii showcases this in their slogans, their IG landing page has 

the phrase: “To everyone who’s trying to start something. Just give it a try. We tried 

Table 28. Official Instagram account profile (Accessed 4.09.2019). Source: own. 

Brand Pompeii Coosy Verbena Edmmond Studios 

Posts 1.504  4.420 825 501 

Followers 174 k  246 k  26, 3 k 49,8 k  

Following 149 537 1.047 0 

Slogan “To everyone 

who’s trying to 

start something. 

Just give it a try. 

We tried sneakers. 

Because we 

freaking love 

them”. 

“Firma de moda 

Española. Una 

mujer Coosy es 

fashion, romántica, 

carismática”. 

  

 

“Handmade in Spain”. 

Sales & Rental. 

 

 

“Clothes for city 

boys” 

 

 

 

Story 

Highlights: 

 

Pompeii.pt  

Stores 

Pompeii Inside 

Pompeii Crew 

Doubts 

Coosy White 

Press 

#invitadasCoosy 

New in 

Made in Spain 

Tiendas 

Press `19 

Product Collections  

Colors 

Brides Collections ‘19 

Flamenca 

Guests ‘19 

Visits 

Pop Ups 

Collaborations 

Campaigns 

Media 

RaenxEdmmond 

Studios 

Sustainability 

About Us 

Careers 

Citizens 

Stores 
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Sneakers. Because we freaking love them” and they are also the only brand with IGTV to 

date. The Edmmond Studios brand co-founder claims to use the “Instagram stories” 

feature for a closer approach to the customer and the “Instagram feed” feature for 

activating bigger promotional campaigns. This is also evident in El Ganso brand, which 

showcases videos of the founders, of employees wearing the brand.   

The following feed screenshots of the BO brands show the difference. In the case 

of Pompeii and Edmmond Studios, more lifestyle images can be seen portrayed, whilst 

in the case of Verbena and Coosy, more product images can be seen which reflects their 

strong brand-orientation towards being more lifestyle or more market-driven as has arisen 

from the thematic analysis. 

 

This coincides with thematic analysis of all BO brands who claim digital platforms 

have enabled them to start selling and growing their brand, by concentrating on symbolic 

universe creation instead of product:  

“Well, 9 out of 10, 8 out of 10 photos were lifestyle and 2 were product. On the 

one hand, it was because we wanted it to be a basecamp for inspiration. I mean, 

Figure 21. Screenshot of Edmmond Studios lifestyle-oriented photos. 
Source: Instagram.  
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like an inspirational repository for others and on the other hand, because we 

didn’t have much product at the beginning so we alleviated this by creating a 

universe around the brand”. 

Edmmond Studios has very clear “inspiration levers” for their brand which are centered 

on the passions of the founders: the world of surf, architecture, music and motor. Creating 

content online helped some BO brands create a story when they didn’t have enough 

product to sell is a common trait for the most lifestyle-oriented brands. Instagram is 

claimed not only for creating the images around the brand, but again to help make the 

brand coherent and immerse it in that lifestyle universe:  

“On Instagram most of my images are still lifestyle they do not say: buy me this 

hat, I mean everything has a lifestyle behind it doesn’t it? Cars, motors. For 

instance, there might be a porch here, [shows Instagram feed] errr surf here… it’s 

like embedded. This makes the brand super coherent. I don’t know, I see it as 

something natural. I don’t make an effort to have a lifestyle brand. No. It’s that I 

do not understand a brand that is not lifestyle in itself”. 

Figure 22. Screenshot of Pompeii mix of lifestyle and product-oriented photos. 
Source: Instagram.  
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Brands that proclaim they do lifestyle branding have not done so by choice, they claim it 

came co-naturally to having a brand that was like themselves in most cases. Those less 

lifestyle-oriented BO brands claim that Instagram and social media serve as a ‘window 

display’ that drives traffic to their physical stores, and this is evidenced in how they make 

a direct call to purchase in their Instagram accounts, with headings saying: “Visit us in 

our stores” or “Sales and rental”6.  

Even though Verbena founders claim that in social media what best works is the 

universe around the product and that “Instagram is our star”, they are quite product-

focused in their images but use a lot of clients wearing their personalized Verbena-item. 

In contrast, Pompeii founder does not know how much good the “Instashop” is, 

questioning if it is as a good thing at all. A viewpoint also shared by Dolores Promesas 

who mentions what might come next, and explains that it is a technological tool that could 

in some years be substituted by another. Pompeii claim their Instagram is a place to 

interact with users and this is made clear from the start in their heading, the fact that they 

have a highlight in their stories called “Pompeii Inside” where employees weekly show 

                                                           
6 Since March 19th 2019, Instagram has enabled in-app checkout for its “shoppable posts”, which means 
that the process of purchasing things in its mobile app is more streamlined, and it becomes like “your own 
personalized digital mall”. In fact, Instagram with more than 1 billion users every month, “has a detailed 
dossier on each of them”, and makes note of which brands the users follow, what categories they're 
interested in and “which targeted advertisements their eyeballs linger on” (Pardes, 2019). This shows how 
Instagram is in itself a lifestyle treasure-box and how more applied research regarding lifestyle branding 
by fashions brands would be interest to further research but exceeds the scope of this study. 

Figure 23. Screenshot of Coosy product-oriented photos. Source: Instagram.  
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themselves, and they are the only brand that shows an IGTV, and post videos in their feed 

of brand founders speaking. This contrasts with the account for instance of Coosy where 

the founder does not appear nor do store employees.  

Overall, this Instagram content analysis reflects how BO brands tend to use more 

lifestyle-oriented images and those that are more lifestyle-oriented also present videos of 

their visionary founders of employees. PH brands as a group present more product-

oriented images such as the product itself with or without models, campaign collection 

editorials and physical store images, and only one brand presents images of the founders. 

This is related to having arrived later to this media platform and not having been born 

online like the pure player group of brands. 

 

As mentioned before, this content analysis does not represent the whole symbolic 

universe of each brand both on online and offline channels, it has been devised to further 

sustain the type of brand imagery regarding more lifestyle or product oriented market 

orientation.  

It is necessary now to present specific themes regarding Instagram usage that have 

emerged from the thematic analysis of the brand company interviews, independent from 

the content analysis. 

Figure 24. Screenshot of Verbena product-oriented photos. Source: Instagram.  
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Is it a discovery how, both PH brands Women’Secret and Dolores Promesas gave 

less importance to Instagram than to their ecommerce web, the first by mentioning that 

their web is much more important than Instagram and the latter by saying it is a platform 

that is in decadence due to saturation. In the case of Women’Secret they do not have a 

clear idea regarding strategy in social media channels, an issue that was also brought 

forward by other brands:  

“Everything is changing a lot… we don’t even have everything so tied up, 

established and outlined. Because you might have your social media strategy very 

clear but then Instagram came and brings out Instagram stories”. 

Also, official Instagram accounts have to co-exist with other accounts of the company, be 

it departments, franchise Instagram accounts or of specific product categories or even 

employees’ own IG. For instance Gocco’s junior Instagram account or Dolores Promesas, 

the fictional-character has ‘her own’ Instagram account. Therefore, this is a topic that 

exceeds the boundaries of this research but that would be interesting to pursue regarding 

digital branding strategy and its relation to lifestyle branding. 

 

8.9. HIGHLIGHTS OF BORN-ONLINE BRANDS 

Finally, answering RQ2 of this study, it is interesting to find the differences within 

each company set, to consider whether the fact that some have been born before or after 

the digital, social media surge influences how each brand operationalizes some lifestyle 

branding dimensions. The timeline that is shown in the previously presented Figure 17 

serves to place each brand in that timeframe continuum. 

For BO brands with mostly one product category the symbolic dimension is 

highlighted because the fact of only having one product means you need to create the 

story, the aura, and the brand content and history to augment brand meanings. This is 

closely linked by many to the fact that the visionary leader’s lifestyle shapes and 

influences that of the brand, or if lacking this possibility, or a brand universe, a philosophy 

or a vision that has to be lived by employees. Essentially and stressed by most fashion 

brands, more authentic lifestyle branding means employees’ own way of living matches 

that company’s values. Those companies that do authentic lifestyle branding claim that 
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the brand or the brand product is an extension of the founder’s own selves, it expresses 

their passions for instance motors, surf, architecture or music in Edmmond Studios; in the 

case of Pompeii love for travelling. The physical dimension has also been stated as still 

being important for all BO brands to broaden their clients need to experience the brand, 

to touch it. Since lifestyle branding essentially or primarily is not a strategy focused on 

sales first, it is a consequence of their having a relationship with their clients therefore 

more than building a community it is about relationships with others. This comes for 

many before the product itself, which could initially have not been a fashion product. In 

this more authentic type of branding, the tone of communicating is one of friendship, 

emphasizing the word “closeness”.   

 

8.10. HIGHLIGHTS OF PHYSICAL-RETAIL BORN BRANDS 

A common trait that has appeared among all physical-retail born (PH) brands is 

first, that of a recent re-branding strategy, since 2018-2019 and mostly in two ways: 

- Re-branding image: of having to update their brand image, visual brand identity 

(logo, corporate color) and their store images as key aspects in the case of 

Women’Secret and Gocco, the more commercial, market-oriented brands. 

 

- Re-branding the company itself which affects image: on the part of Dolores 

Promesas and El Ganso. The latter in a project called Volviendo al origen, from 

aspects such as proper recruitment at headquarters for the latter and employees 

really living the brand so as to internally adapting to the change, and this of course 

affecting the product, the stores and retail offerings. In the case of the former, a 

re-branding project focused on their symbolic-universe creation around telling the 

second part of the story around the fictional character of Dolores Promesas. 

Secondly, a theme that has arisen more distinctly in physical-born brands (PH) 

than in the born-online BO brands was that of appealing to emotions but very linked to 

traditional retail mix elements, such as through sales assistants, which wasn’t such a 

salient theme for the online brands, who talked more about authenticity, being true and 

being close to users, clients and followers.  
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A common aspect among the more lifestyle-oriented physically born brands is 

how they dream about not necessarily having fashion products: El Ganso thinking of 

putting up a restaurant and Dolores Promesas a café. These two brands also mentioned 

that they want to be relevant again for a younger generation, for millennials, since they 

started off and had grown with their previous customers when they were young, but want 

to capture the current young-age target that will grow in years to come. 

The importance given to the emotional benefits of the brand which was not so 

evident in literature, and was seen as a core purpose of why their brands existed: to make 

people ‘feel’ again about the brand and attach this to a sense of ‘belonging’: “What we 

really devote ourselves to and our mission is to create illusions, to create emotions”. Also 

they mentioned more the concept of values instead of lifestyle which is interesting since 

as can been seen in the literature review, the values construct was the beginning of 

lifestyle research studies and also on the conceptualizations around lifestyle branding:  

“The basis of everything is the product (…) but starting from a very good product, 

why do people choose Dolores instead of other similar brands? That’s where 

emotion comes in, doesn’t it? It’s about sharing those values, it’s about sharing 

that lifestyle, and in the end that lifestyle is very similar”. 

  

After having considering themes across the two sets of companies and overall 

lifestyle dimensions themes, the next section will present conclusions around the results 

of this thematic analysis regarding literature and considering the lifestyle branding 

concept itself in a more encompassing manner. 
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8.11. CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS   

8.11.1. According to literature 

The thematic analysis of the eight multiple-case studies –from all the different 

sources, interviews, press kits, company and store visits- together with the Instagram 

content analysis have allowed to gain insights first on the issue of naming the lifestyle 

branding concept itself, what it means and how it is a specific type of brand positioning, 

that has been researched for luxury brands (Hameide, 2011), for global fashion brands 

(Saviolo and Marazza, 2013) but with no in-depth studies for fashion retail brands in 

Spain. The lifestyle branding term has also transcended as being more strategic and 

abstract, it embraces lifestyle imagery but is not identified with it, as has transcended in 

the literature review. Therefore the purpose of this applied research chapter has been 

addressed, since knowledge as to previous conceptualizations (Saviolo and Marazza, 

2013; Austin, 2008; Jung and Merlin, 2003; Helman and de Chernatony, 1999) has been 

expanded by considering the different dimensions of the construct and empirically 

studying it in the SME fashion retail context in a scientific and intuitive manner (Kahle 

and Valette-Florence, 2012) and using qualitative methodology aimed towards theory-

building (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). 

Some themes that had been mentioned by previous authors such as the relation of 

lifestyle branding to brand authenticity (Austin and Matos, 2013) have been confirmed, 

as well as the importance of collaborations between companies through co-brandings 

which has also arisen as a theme in the thematic analysis of Chapter 7. The concept of 

co-creation of brand value did surface and confirms previously studies on the social 

benefits that lifestyle branding enables (Saviolo and Marazza, 2013) and how it is about 

allowing consumer’s self-expression (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011).  

Furthermore, the concept of lifestyle branding and its relation –by some 

considered identification- to branding in the XXI century has been ascertained, where the 

availability and widespread usage of social media platforms such for interacting with 

users and ecommerce web more for selling have transformed the fashion industry and 

company brand strategies. As was mentioned by a fashion expert the context of digital-

branding presents a new brand strategy approach that incorporates previous traditional-

branding elements such as retail or communication marketing mix but as some fashion 
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startup founders have claimed this affects companies and their brands in a more profound 

manner. For instance, being authentic in all relationships within and outside the company, 

so there are less boundaries as to who ‘creates’ brand value, since consumers search for 

the social links and identities that the brand enables, not for the brands themselves 

(Kozinets et al., 2002; Schembri, 2009; Baltas and Levy, 2012).  

Not only the founders but also the employees and clients help co-create the brand’s 

symbolic universe together with other online users that engage with the brand and may 

or may not become clients, confirming that brands become mediators (Binkley, 2002) and 

a tool (Schembri, 2009) for lifestyle consumption. This is a main contribution of this 

study.  

A subtheme that emerged and that is linked to a new kind of more digital-oriented 

branding approach is that the brand has to adapt to a diverse targets’ needs. Adapting to 

the ‘moment’ of each customer and leaving aside any type of imposition.  

In this co-creation of value a discovery through our thematic analysis in this 

Chapter 8 has been the important role played by company employees, which did not 

transcend in Chapter 7. This therefore makes corporate branding issues relevant for SME 

brands as well (Merrilees, 2007) and affirms how organizational culture is also a critical 

asset for managing small and medium companies (De Chernatony, 2009), since brands 

become total experiences (Clifton, 2003). 

A further discovery, adding to the importance played by employees in 

constructing the brand, is that all multiple case study brands analyzed consider that 

lifestyle branding does not imply entering many product categories nor is it about having 

brand extensions. This contradicts Jung and Merlin (2003) who associated lifestyle 

branding to range branding. By contrast, the concept of brand associations seems to be 

closely linked to lifestyle branding, but regarding activations of brand authenticity, 

cobranding and co-creation of brand value closely related to employees living the brand.  

 

8.11.2. Regarding the lifestyle branding concept 

An over-arching conclusion of this thematic analysis on Spanish fashion brand 

companies, that confirms what has transcended in Chapter 7 of fashion brand experts is: 
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that the construct of lifestyle branding is strategic and worthy of study, however it lacks 

also a solid definition in management and more so, a good reputation, for example by one 

brand founder calling it a “manida” word and prostituted term. An essential confirmation 

is that it is identified by most fashion brands analyzed as an equal concept to branding 

itself in the current, digital-influenced context of the XX century, which is another main 

contribution of this study that did not surface in the literature review. Lifestyle branding 

is about brand positioning, so it is a more brand-oriented type of positioning (Urde, 

Baumgarth and Merrilees, 2013). As a brand startup founder explains: 

“Brand positioning is… like a DNA. I cannot be liked by everyone, it wouldn’t be 

correct, ok? So, as a business we have to have a focus. We have to be liked by a 

specific group of people that have tastes, hobbies, affinities, interests, passions… 

I can reach them, that photo, through a specific positioning… there are many 

things I miss out of due to my positioning and my lifestyle” (Edmmond Studios). 

Lifestyle branding was not seen in the thematic analysis as a mere brand 

association such as cobranding but considered by as a more strategic type of positioning, 

by others as more of a “differentiation” construct and some also think it is the same as 

values, reflecting the background of lifestyle research in marketing considered in 

Chapter 2. Essentially, it is very different from lifestyle imagery as a brand claimed:  

“Many brands are based solely on image, buy image being a very important thing 

doesn’t give you that. It doesn’t give you values, it doesn’t give you lifestyles”. 

In essence, positioning is related to budget by some, but also it is distinct from mere 

imagery because as Dolores Promesas states “image is not enough”, because it does not 

build on values, the emotional aspect of the brand. Therefore also the importance of brand 

values has arisen too. A central issue that overrides other dimensions regarding lifestyle 

branding is that of “symbolic universe creation”, with varied inputs ranging from the 

brand authenticity construct, from the co-creation of brand value, from lifestyle imagery 

and from “living the brand” across all relationships and places. As Saviolo and Marazza 

(2013) claim it is related to a ‘call for action’, to somehow embodying that for which the 

brand stands for. The symbolic dimension was distinctly emphasized by the lifestyle-

oriented brands, referring to a universe, to storytelling, to having an aspirational focus.   
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In addition, there has been accordance in the fact that lifestyle branding existed 

previous to digital, internet and social media developments, but has been spurred by the 

latter especially by opportunities available for that co-creation of brand value by all 

profiles of clients and users that help “nurture” the brand. Digital platforms have given 

more emphasis to the existence of brand’s lifestyle positioning regarding consumers 

lifestyle due to the need for ‘content, content, content’ on digital channel formats as 

claimed by a fashion brand expert: 

“[Lifestyle branding] has always existed but has increasingly more influence 

because of digital. It has more repercussion because you need more content, you 

need stores, you need to be close, and you need three or four times more content”. 

 

8.12. CHAPTER SUMMARY 

To summarize, this Chapter 8 presents ways in which SMEs fashion brands 

operationalize lifestyle branding dimensions differently according to their higher or 

lower-lifestyle brand orientation. It is primarily based on the symbolic universe creation 

dimension but also embraces other dimensions that have arisen: founder’s own lifestyle, 

the role of employees in creating authenticity, being able to only have one product 

category and to do collaborations with brands, enabling the client experience and 

fostering relationships as a way of creating worth of mouth and community. The novelty 

with regard to Chapter 7, has been the importance given to the theme of the employees 

of each brand and by contrast empowering the personal brand of consumer’s has not been 

seen as relevant.  

The analysis of the Instagram brand account, as a social media platform that is 

very focused on lifestyle sets available for brands and that many SMEs have turned into 

a revenue through innovations such as Instagram shopping in the app itself, have allowed 

to understand and study the brand-orientation of each company. For more-lifestyle 

oriented brands they use social media more for interaction, for fostering relationships 

although this is done in different degrees whilst for more market-driven brands it is more 

of a window display. 
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To conclude, other important themes that arose during analysis, was that the 

lifestyle branding construct is essentially about brand authenticity; the importance placed 

on co-creation of brand value and also on brand collaborations. Sub-themes that emerged 

but that require further research are the role of emotions, of creating “total looks” online 

and of focusing on communicating towards life “moments” of the customer. It would be 

interesting in further applied research on lifestyle branding to see how the boundaries 

between brands and retailers are further blurred with a direct-to-consumer model that 

digital technologies enable. Lifestyle branding might seem paramount in this trend since 

there is more direct knowledge and access to the tastes, hobbies, affinities, interests and 

overall, lifestyle of consumers with no intermediaries to establish a relationships with 

them. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS 

 
This final Chapter 9 presents a synthesis of the conclusions of this doctoral thesis 

from a theoretical and methodological point of view. It presents the main contribution of 

this study which has been to develop theory on the lifestyle branding construct, its 

definition and aspects it includes. In addition, it offers a set of dimensions of how Spanish 

fashion SMEs operationalize lifestyle branding strategy. These findings are graphically 

presented in various models to make the knowledge created more understandable and 

accessible for readers and beneficial towards applicability and further applied research of 

this branding strategy in other fashion retail contexts. Towards the end limitations to this 

research, and future implications are offered. 

 

9.1. THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

9.1.1. Conceptualizations on lifestyle branding 

 

The Literature review chapters of Part I of this thesis have laid the foundations as 

to where a unified conceptualization of lifestyle branding might be sustained. It shows 

how lifestyle has been previously researched from a marketing perspective related to 

consumer studies as presented in Chapter 2. Thus, the various meanings around the term 

lifestyle are presented and it discovers how lifestyle segmentation research has been very 

empirical, and using quantitative methodologies. With regard to this, lifestyle imagery 

and the concept of lifestyle branding which were considered to be identical at the start of 

this study have come across during the applied research as separate concepts. In Chapter 

3, the scattered and fragmented publications resulting in a lack of a body of knowledge 

on conceptualizations on lifestyle branding is showcased, where few scientific 

publications exist, none with empirical research. But the term lifestyle branding is seen 

to be of relevance across studies in varied geographical and fashion contexts, showing 

that there is interest in researching the term. Next, in Chapter 4, the notions of branding 

theory regarding the various meanings it adopts in the XXI century is related to a review 

of SME branding, which is somehow different from branding by bigger-sized companies. 

Further on, Chapter 5 explains the Spanish fashion industry characteristics, for example 

that in 2018 more than 97% of fashion companies in all the sectors: textile, apparel and 
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leather goods and shoes had between 1 and 49 employees, whilst 85% had between 0 and 

9 employees (INE, 2019). These figures stake claim to researching SME brand strategy 

since these micro or small companies represent most of Spanish fashion industrial 

network. Regardless of the fact that it is the few bigger companies such as Inditex, Mango, 

Desigual, Pepe Jeans, Tendam and others that create most of the overall sector revenue.  

Finally, all the literature chapters, present a section of the digital context of fashion 

branding, due to changes that these online platforms have presented to fashion company 

brand strategies, especially in the last couple of years, since 2013-2015 the surge of social 

media platform Instagram1, which is mostly fashion-oriented. 

 

9.1.2. Methodological aspects 

 

Further on, Part II of this thesis has allowed to acquire insights and develop a more 

elaborate understanding of lifestyle branding and to understand dimensions of that 

strategy. The use of qualitative methodology presented in Chapter 6 has been of great 

help in searching for new meanings of lifestyle branding, from a company perspective 

instead of previous consumer-oriented lifestyle. The concept presented itself as an elusive 

term, with scant and fragmented scientific research. The dimensions of lifestyle branding 

that have arisen from the thematic analysis of fashion experts’ interviews allows us to 

obtain new knowledge, that is empirically-tested but related to previous conceptual 

corpus, since the interview questions were based on literature. This first stage of the 

applied research is therefore a context, and acts as an additional data source for the 

multiple-case studies. The diverse professional backgrounds of the fashion brand experts 

have allowed professionally-grounded lifestyle branding dimensions to be discovered. 

These industry-based insights have provided a framework from which to approach the 

fashion brand multiple-case studies. For instance, they have provided contrast and 

similarities according each fashion company’s characteristics and also their usage of their 

digital channels for lifestyle/product imagery. The fashion experts’ thematic analysis 

discovered that a different branding approach is used for online channels according to 

                                                      
1 The platform was created in 2010, and had 100-150 million users in 2013-2014 (Techcrunch, 2018) and 
in 2019 has 1 billion monthly users (Newberry, 2019). It is closely linked to the “influencers” marketing 
strategy, which since 2018 is included in Spain as part of non-conventional media rankings and had 37 
million euros investment together with branded content -which in turn had 316.3 million euros 
investments (Infoadex, 2019). 
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company sized, and how lifestyle branding is oriented towards this digital approach. This 

topic had not arisen in the literature review and is therefore is new knowledge acquired.   

 In addition, the use of thematic analysis in Chapter 7 allowed to discover salient 

topics for the fashion industry which served specifically for the data collection of 

Chapter 8, of the multiple-case studies and this background knowledge allowed to 

discovery new themes on lifestyle branding and how it is operationalized by each fashion 

brand case study. The focus chosen was on describing characteristics within each group, 

the four physically-born, medium-sized brands and the four small, online-born fashion 

brands, rather than on each individual company.  

Lastly, the methodology of content analysis was chosen as an auxiliary method to 

provide context for the multiple-cases. Also, it was decided upon its usage for Instagram 

analysis as a source of information because the thematic analysis of both fashion experts 

and the multiple case studies overtly emphasized the importance of social media 

platforms Instagram2 as well as other digital technologies, and the disruption they had 

created for big fashion companies and how smaller companies use them in a different 

manner. Therefore this content analysis was used as a supporting analysis to the main 

multiple-case study methodology.  

 

9.2. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

 

In order to summarize the findings and the primary contributions of our study, this 

section of Chapter 9, emphasizes new insights this doctoral thesis provides regarding 

previous scattered knowledge on lifestyle branding. First, the objective of our 

investigation and the answers to the research questions presented in the Introduction, 

Chapter 1 are addressed, to provide closure for each of the issues proposed in RQ1 and 

RQ2. Secondly, we present the insights attained in visual models to allow to present our 

final analysis and appreciate our theory building efforts around lifestyle branding 

strategy.  

 

 

 

                                                      
2 Most relevant social media for fashion is Instagram created in 2010 (Ahmad, 2015). A recent study by 
Pérez-Curiel and Sanz-Marcos (2019) analyzes the branding strategy developed by fashion brand Gucci 
on Instagram, among other numerous studies in academia on the topic. 
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9.2.1 Answers to research questions RQ1 and RQ2 

 

Overall, this research has answered the objectives outlined in the research 

questions explained in the Introduction, Chapter 1, which represent the salient and 

innovative contributions of this doctoral thesis. We have summarized the key points 

around each set of research questions: 

 

Answers to Research Question 1 (ARQ.1): What is lifestyle branding? 

 

- ARQ.1.1.The lifestyle branding concept has been confirmed as an entity in itself, 

worthy of research for brand strategy and it is different from other constructs such 

as lifestyle segmentation or lifestyle-imagery. The linkage of the concept to the 

fashion field, should be further researcher as lifestyle branding has been seen as 

co-natural to fashion –it cannot be dissociated- but it is easier and more used by 

consumer brands wishing to gain a more fashionable patina. This aspect is worthy 

of further applied research regarding the specific linkage between lifestyle 

branding and the fashion industry by contrast to others types of brands: internet, 

service, fast moving consumer goods, retailer or business to business brands. 

 

- ARQ.1.2. Lifestyle branding has been claimed as a strategic concept, which lacks 

a proper definition, since some consider it part of the word branding itself, as a 

necessary aspect that cannot be separated. Among the definitions of the term, it 

has been identified with brand positioning (Urde, 1994; Urde, Baumgarth and 

Merrilees, 2013; Urde and Koch, 2014).  

 

- ARQ.1.3. Digital technologies have enabled and facilitated consumer lifestyles 

information, access and communication so lifestyle branding has been enhanced 

and become pervasive because of these, but it existed previous to the social-media 

era. Fashion experts interviewed claimed that lifestyle branding is a necessary 

form of branding nowadays, as if it cannot be dissociated from a digital branding 

approach, but for others it is distinct from more traditional forms of branding –

based on product and price. Lifestyle branding is more target-audience based, 

less focused on company-brand identity and centered more on a symbolic 

universe around a product.      
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- ARQ.1.4. Lifestyle branding has a strong relationship to other brand constructs 

such as: brand authenticity, by some considered as the same concept that cannot 

be dissociated, and which also stakes claim to lifestyle branding being about a 

more brand-oriented positioning, where the concepts of brand identity and values 

and that of brand authenticity are key elements (Urde and Koch, 2014). Other 

constructs that have also been closely linked to the strategy was that of co-creation 

of brand value and co-branding and the importance placed on relationships. The 

concept of “values of the brand” lived by all company employees has also surfaced 

as salient and is related to brand authenticity (Beverland, 2005; 2009; Pine and 

Gilmore, 2007; 2008; Schaellhn et al., 2014). It is interesting to consider how the 

influencer trend has not been mentioned as a distinct characteristic of lifestyle 

branding, both by fashion experts and by fashion brand companies. This therefore 

calls for further research on the above themes and their relationships. In fact, the 

topic of having a sufficient budget was mentioned as relevant for lifestyle 

branding but is not considered essential, since the “authenticity” theme was 

highlighted more, sharing same values and enacting them is more important. 

 

Answers to Research Question 2 (ARQ.2): Lifestyle branding dimensions 

 

During the interview process to Spanish fashion experts and fashion brands, 

sometimes it felt like researching about lifestyle branding was not possible in a direct and 

orderly manner. Only when asking about its relation to other concepts such as community 

creation, co-branding, symbolic universe or its relation to SME branding, was it easier to 

approach lifestyle branding and to discover the other dimensions arisen from literature. 

However, we have been able to confirm the following: 

 

- ARQ.2.1. Symbolic universe creation is a key factor: The literature review of 

publications on lifestyle branding, together with fashion experts’ insights allowed 

six dimensions to emerge and some, “opened up” and allowed to develop a more 

elaborate understanding with the empirical research of multiple-case studies. The 

most salient dimension has been that of symbolic universe creation which includes 

themes ranging from storytelling, brand narratives, branded content, telling a story 

that is emphasizing the symbolic dimension of the brand, by contrast to more 
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functional attributes. Indeed more lifestyle-oriented fashion brand owners claimed 

they were not tied to the fashion product but imagined themselves being able to 

create other types of products. A salient contribution of our study is that 

lifestyle branding is different from lifestyle imagery and is limitless in scope 

due to symbolic universe whilst a product-centered focus is finite. Some 

fashion brands claimed that lifestyle was being replaced by the next hot topic in 

the industry: sustainability, and that if they want to be authentic as a company and 

to the fashion industry they have to embrace that issue.  

 

- ARQ.2.2. One product is enough: Results from the analysis contradicted literature 

which claimed that a product range is necessary for lifestyle branding (Jung and 

Merlin, 2011). In contrast to previous knowledge, both fashion brand experts 

and fashion brand companies emphasized it is possible to do lifestyle 

branding with just one product category. Therefore, lifestyle branding is not 

about accumulating brand or line extensions. Because the emphasis is not placed 

on that physical attribute of an item or a specific product category but on the 

“universe”, the intangible content that nurtures that product. Therefore, lifestyle 

branding is not about image only. That lifestyle branding can be mono-product 

was a discovery, so categorical breath the fashion brand can reach comes from 

collaborations with other brands through co-brandings. These help to “embody” 

the intangible values of the brand and materialize, to discover what that fashion 

brand would represent in other categories: cars, events, festivals, cosmetics. 

 

- ARQ.2.3. Living the client experience: the importance of having a place to 

physically experience the brand transcended also as dimension for lifestyle 

branding. Although this is not only linked to the retail/store, physical setting, 

which becomes not only a place of transaction but opportunity to interact with 

others that share the same brands values, to embrace the symbolic universe of the 

brand in a tactile manner. This emphasizes previous conceptualizations that the 

brands act a cultural model through which people act, think, fell and which also 

shapes their lifestyles (Thompson and Arsel, 2004: 632). This dimension also 

includes the social benefits of lifestyle branding considered by Savviolo and 

Marazza (2013), and how a more social model of branding is needed (Kapferer, 

2012). As was seen in literature it means lifestyle branding is competing in a 
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different domain3, not just with the fashion category products but with other self-

expressive brands (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal., 2011), brands that also enable 

the personal brands of consumers (Hess, 2018). Indeed:  

 
“This aspiration for our ideal self has caused many to structure their core 

world around three key dimensions: knowledge, authenticity, and 

experiences. Today, many individuals are actively engaged in the pursuit 

of specialized knowledge about topics such as their health, genealogy, 

environment, social issues, hobbies, politicians, and products and 

services” (Burnett and Hutton, 2007). 

 

By using lifestyle branding, fashion brands do not only compete with other 

fashion brands but with a much broader set of competitors, with other brands that 

enable people’s selves (Chernev, Hamilton and Gal, 2011). Fashion and lifestyle 

influences are impacting many product sectors beyond the clothing industry, such 

as home and leisure sectors (Webb, 2007). Therefore, our research also confirms 

how lifestyle branding is a strategy for all types of brands, but which is closely 

tied to cultural and social benefits brands can bring. 

 

- ARQ.2.4. Employees make branding authentic: A surprising theme that has arisen 

together with the one-product category is that in lifestyle branding, all employees 

“have to live” and embrace brand values for it to be authentic. The confirms 

assertions in literature that more attention should be placed to elements with less 

customer visibility but that also influence the brand concept, such as committed 

staff (de Chernatony, 2009). This seems to be a sine qua non aspect of lifestyle 

branding, as a brand manager mentioned the brand had to be lived ‘from Monday 

to Monday’. It confirms employee-brand identity have to be linked and 

organizational culture as a key asset for managing the brand for SMEs (de 

Chernatony, 2009). Fashion experts did not emphasize this dimension by contrast 

to lifestyle-oriented fashion brand owners, who considered it was not about 

delivering or portraying an excellent service, through customer attention, pre or 

                                                      
3 Regarding this it is also very interesting to see this reflected in Industry. In Spain, the fashion sector has 
recently complained about two campaigns: EasyJet’s “Menos ropa y más Europa” and Port Aventura 
with “¿De verdad necesitas esos zapatos?” because they claim it tarnishes the image of the sector and is 
unjust competition that can affect sales (modaes.es, 2019). 
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post-sales facilities, or in-store and online experience. Therefore, another 

contribution of our research is that lifestyle branding is about transmitting values 

that are lived, that are part of your own life and that you share with others. An 

innovative discovery of our doctoral research, not addressed specifically by 

previous literature around lifestyle branding strategy is this “employee” 

dimension as affecting brand creation. The recent hot topic of employee 

branding is interesting to further research regarding lifestyle branding. For some 

fashion companies it was seen how employee motivation arises from a well-

considered positioning, based on a brand identity (Riezebos and Van der Grinten, 

2011; cfr. Urde and Koch, 2014). Therefore,  

 

- ARQ.2.5. Creating relationships, WOM and community: The fact of lifestyle 

being about sharing an interpretation of the world and of community being 

previous to a lifestyle was not so emphasized by contrast to organic word-of-

mouth, which had been researched as essential for lifestyle branding. Some put 

the two together as influencing the other, but others claimed they were totally 

different concepts. However, for some fashion brands, this aspect seems to be tied 

to the brand founder, who either belongs to a given lifestyle community, naturally 

creates word-of-mouth with his peers, etc. It was discovered during our 

research that lifestyle branding seems to be easier for smaller companies, 

because the community comes more naturally especially for pure players and 

due to the role of the visionary founder’s passion and the branding 

authenticity it instills. This aspect of community itself needs to be further 

researched to see if it is less relevant for SME brands –where relationships and 

word-of-mouth seem more relevant- by contrast to bigger, global fashion brands. 

For instance renowned brands like Harley Davidson, where this sense of 

community around a shared lifestyle is more evident and others brands such as 

Abercrombie & Fitch, named as “lifestyle brands” where consumers co-produce 

the brand experience through brand world (Wallace, Buil and de Chernatony, 

2012)4.  
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- ARQ.2.6. The founder’s passions: The founder of a brand is key to instill the brand 

vision (Savviolo and Marazza, 2013) and indeed the personality of a company’s 

leaders can enhance or denigrate the brand (Burnett and Hutton, 2007).  The role 

of the visionary founder during this research came across in lifestyle-oriented 

brands not so much regarding a brand essence that has to be monolithically 

transmitted but with regard to key “passions” and “interests” of the founder. 

These were used as pivotal action points around which to create the symbolic 

universe of the brand, the lifestyle branding. This confirms the notion that the 

owner manager is a key driver of the creation, implementation and management 

of the SME brand (Krake, 2005). By contrast, our research sustains that the 

lifestyle of the founder was not so essential in less lifestyle-oriented brands. 

However, for some lifestyle-oriented SME brands, the founder’s 

passions/lifestyle/interests confirms it is a main source of brand associations that 

develop brand identity (Krake, 2005; Merrillees, 2007; Ojasalo et al., 2008; 

Berthon et al., 2008; Spence and Hamzaoui, 2010; Mitchell, Hutchinson and 

Bishop, 2012). 

 

To summarize these dimensiones, the following Figure 25 visually shows a salient 

contribution of our study, which is to have identitied dimensions of lifestlye branding 

strategy by which it can be operationalized. Of these, the innovative ones are the 

importance of “employees living the brand” and also, the fact that “only one 

product” is enough to establish a lifestyle branding strategy.  

 

As has been mentioned in the results of Chapter 8, these are new findings that 

were not ascertained in previous literature. However, further research is required as to the 

weight one dimension might have over the others, or in which type of fashion-companies 

some are more activated than in others.  
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Figure 25. Lifestyle branding dimensiones model, identified during this study on 

fashion brand SMEs. Source: own elaboration. 

 

 
 

 

Of the six dimensions presented, the “symbolic universe” has a thicker line 

because it is a salient, sine que non aspect of lifestyle branding, in fact possibly 

overarching over others. As mentioned salient contribution of this study has been the 

discovery of the importance of the organizational aspect of “employees living the 

brand” –therefore shaded in gray- not highlighted by previous literature in an 

emphatic manner, as well as the “one-product” category, which also is a discovery. 

Also, final analysis emphasized the “relational” dimension, which in some cases can be 

a community dimension but in others more centered on word-of-mouth. Therefore, the 

how and when these dimensions should be operationalized call for further research. The 

development of a lifestyle branding positioning “scale” could useful for companies 

wishing to use such a strategy, together with other models that will presented further on, 

such as brand positioning with a lifestyle-orientation versus product-market-orientation.  

Regarding further conclusive results, the aspect of co-branding, as a source 

of achieving secondary associations, did not come across as essential for brand 

management of this set of SME fashion companies, nor as necessary always for 

lifestyle branding, although it is sometimes used due to those that one have one product 

category. However, co-branding as a source of secondary associations for the brand 
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should be further researched regarding its usage by SMEs since by contrast some authors 

do claims its importance for brand management. Also the linkage of lifestyle branding 

and co-branding requires further investigation.  

 

Lastly, the relationship between lifestyle branding and the fashion sector, 

which initially was thought would be closely tied together was not direct nor clearly 

defined. It was taken for granted. This calls for further research regarding the linkage of 

lifestyle branding and the fashion industry, or if this strategy is more relevant for other 

industrial sectors that lack a strong brand identity as fashion brands tend to have. So is 

lifestyle branding more of a benefit for consumer brands, who want to enter that fashion 

terrain adopting lifestyle branding?  

 

9.2.2. Conceptual models for lifestyle brand management 

 

In this section, additional salient contributions of this doctoral research are 

presented in graphic representations as has been mentioned in the Methodology Chapter 

6, due to the importance this visual showcasing of results has gained in qualitative 

research to allow new knowledge to be appreciated and understood by the reader.  

First, we shall present the findings that sustain these conceptual models. It is 

interesting to see how at the start of our research it was considered that a lifestyle 

perspective would be closed related to the “brand personality” metaphor but lifestyle 

branding strategy itself has emerged to be more related with achieving a greater 

consistency across all brand consumer touchpoints and overall to be “authentic” as a 

brand, and adapting to consumers own lifestyles. Some companies of the multiple-case 

studies are more lifestyle-oriented, as a concept referring to a more brand-oriented 

positioning, where brand identity, as a long-term concept becomes more important. 

On the other hand, more product-oriented fashion companies have a more market-

oriented type of branding, they have an outside-in approach, where brand image 

plays a bigger role than brand identity. This would however require further research 

and empirical testing with other fashion companies using also case studies as has been 

suggested by Urde, Baumgarth and Merrilees (2013). Essentially throughout our applied 

research it can be ascertained that lifestyle branding means having a more brand-

oriented positioning, due to the fact that it is also closely tied to authenticity, as well 

as brand values. Lastly, it has also been seen how in the case of some SMEs, that are 
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less lifestyle-oriented, there is a resistance in directly addressing the branding concept in 

itself but they have been more open in addressing elements of the brand. 

 

Therefore, another salient discovery and a main contribution of this study is that lifestyle 

branding is ideal for a more digitally-oriented brand approach compared to more 

traditional-based branding. In this close linkage of lifestyle branding to a digital-brand 

approach, another primary contribution is that lifestyle branding implies a brand-

oriented positioning by contrast to a more product-oriented/market-driven 

positioning and that it requires authenticity as a brand. 

 

Figure 26. Lifestyle branding conceptual model. Source: own elaboration. 

 

 
 

The above “network” type of model has been chosen to depict the relationships between 

concepts and how they can be linked (Verdinelli and Scagnoli, 2013). They show how 

lifestyle branding strategy (and within it the dimensions that have been presented in 

Figure 25) is linked to the brand authenticity constructy, which has been overemphasized 

by lifestyle-oriented fashion companies of our multiple-case study research. On the other 

hand, in another vector of relationships, it shows how lifestyle branding is related to a 

brand-oriented positioning by contrast to a product-market oriented type of positioning, 

where a depth of identity is more important than brand image/lifestyle imagery. The 

digital-branding approach has been included as a sub-theme within positioning since as 

has been mentioned lifestyle branding has not been created due technological 

possibilities, it is pre-existent but it has though been made more visible, due to the wide 
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array of consumers lifestyles that social media make readily available and with which 

brands interact. Given the above, there are some external factors, that have been mention 

in the previous sections of these conclusions5, and that exert some influence on these 

themes. For instance, Figure 27, shows how two lifestyle branding dimensions influence 

the brand authenticity that lifestyle branding is closely related to: 

 

Figure 27. Lifestyle branding dimensions linked to brand authenticity. Source: own 

elaboration. 

 
 

Regarding the brand-oriented positioning theme of our lifestlye branding conceptual 

model presented in Figure 26, some external factor that influence it are the sub-themes of 

co-creation of brand values by others partners that help construct the brand (which can be 

employees again, other companies, clients themselves) and also improvised 

collaborations with other “personas”, followers, etc., that influence that brand- 

positioning, through content, or established types of co-branding collaborations (due to 

the one-product dimensions. Also, we have chosen to include the symbolic universe 

dimensions as influence that lifestyle-oriented positioning, because as mentioned 

previously it is a dimension that seems to override the other ones. Since it implies all that 

“brand content” with which the brand itself is instilled, not only stories or history, but the 

interaction with founder’s own lifestyle –if the case-, the consumer’s lifestyles the brand 

interacts with, etc. These are represented in Figure 28.  

 

                                                      
5 For more in-depth knowledge of these relations refer to results section of the multiple-case studies in 
Chapter 8, where these propositions are presented more clearly. 
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Figure 28. Dimensions and external factors linked to brand-oriented positioning. 

Source: own elaboration.  

 
 
Lastly, an also related to the final results of our investigation and a salient contribution 

is the difference between lifestyle-oriented companies by contrast to product-oriented, 

market-driven companies. The following Figure 29 presents these differences and the 

key points of each. Regarding fashion companies, our analysis depicts those that are 

more lifestyle-oriented place a focus on brand identity creation, whilst product-oriented, 

market-oriented companies are more focused on brand image. 

 

Figure 29. Lifestyle oriented-companies compared to product-oriented, market-

driven companies. Source: own elaboration. 
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As has been proclaimed in Chapter 8 on the results of the thematic analysis of the 

multiple-case studies of SME fashion brands, there are differences between these 

different brand-orientations. For instance, regarding type of brand content they might 

offer that is more lifestyle-oriented images or product-oriented images. Once again a 

central issue that overrides other dimensions regarding lifestyle branding is that of 

“symbolic universe creation”, with varied inputs ranging from the brand authenticity 

construct, from the co-creation of brand value, from lifestyle imagery and from “living 

the brand” across all relationships and places. The symbolic dimension was distinctly 

emphasized by the lifestyle-oriented brands, referring to a universe, to storytelling, 

to having an aspirational focus, whilst more product-oriented brands rely more on 

traditional retail mix elements and client experience as sources of brand’s value. 

 
Therefore, to conclude, this research is pioneer in presenting lifestyle branding as 

a strategic concept, worthy of research, that is closely related to the concept of brand 

authenticity and that implies a brand-oriented positioning. Secondly, it identifies lifestyle 

branding dimensions in a distinct manner, and emphasizes the importance of some of 

these and how they affect the themes of brand authenticity and brand-oriented positioning. 

Thirdly and overarching the above, it is innovative and the first study to date to state the 

close relationship of the digital technological revolution in the XXI,  especially since the 

social media surge, to lifestyle branding strategy. Therefore, our doctoral research 

contributes that: lifestyle branding is a digitally-oriented brand approach by 

contrast to more traditional retail branding, and it is a brand-oriented type of 

positioning by contrast to a market-oriented positioning.  

  

9.3. LIMITATIONS TO THIS RESEARCH 

 

This research analyses specific, small and medium brands from the Spanish 

Fashion retail industry. It would be interesting to apply the same methodological process 

to other similar sets of SME fashions brands in the country or from different geographical 

areas around the world. Would the same dimensions be operationalized? It would be 

interesting to research lifestyle branding done by wholesale or business to business 

fashion brands to understand the influence of one dimension over others, for instance that 

of living the brand in a physical retail space or the importance or not of employees living 
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the brand value also to see if other dimensions transcend. The issue of lifestyle branding 

being associated by some companies with having brand extensions6 also requires further 

research, since the topic of brand extensions did not transcend. For purpose of 

clarification, limitations are organized as follows: 

 

L1. Big fashion companies seem to do more lifestyle imagery creation whilst smaller ones 

seem to do more authentic lifestyle branding. There should be further research among 

fashion brands from different categories, since brand associations have been seen to differ 

across brands and products (Low and Lamb, 2000). So which lifestyle branding 

dimensions are more relevant for which type of products or fashion brands? 

  

L2. More investigation into the relationship between lifestyle branding and digital 

disruption of companies could be considered using qualitative methodology. Due to time 

constraints it was not possible to include ecommerce websites of each company into the 

content analysis but this could help to gain further insights into image types (lifestyle-

orientation/product-orientation) and compare them with images posted on Instagram. 

This would help to reflect on the different brand communication channels and branding 

differences regarding each company group, those physical-born, pre-social media brands 

by contrast to online-born brands and the specific usage of each channel. Also of interest 

is to research companies with “no employees”, that is only the entrepreneur himself works 

in that company and hires other staff. This would help to discover the role of the founder 

when it is more explicit and how lifestyle branding is intertwined with personal branding 

and employee branding.  

  

L.3. A final limitation has been a lack of theory on lifestyle branding to sustain our 

analysis, therefore the choice of a theory-building methodological perspective. This has 

made our research difficult to compare with previous inexistent “benchmark” studies, 

both within SME brands, in the fashion sector, in Spain or on a global scale. Meaning 

                                                      
6 However, this seems to be the manner in which companies are using lifestyle content. For example, the 
car company BMW promotes the “BMW Lifestyle”, and that section in its web shows all types of products 
and merchandise: ranging from apparel collection for adults and children, BMW bicycles, merchandise, 
leathers goods, travel accessories, and even pens (www.bmw.es/bmwlifestyle). However, is this simple 
“lifestyle imagery” that is endorsed to brand extensions and therefore different to an authentic lifestyle 
branding strategy? 

http://www.bmw.es/bmwlifestyle
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there is no previous consensus on scientific theory around lifestyle branding as a 

construct. 

 

9.4. FUTURE IMPLICATIONS  

 

This study aims to start scientific discussion around lifestyle branding. Although 

there are vestiges or aspects of the lifestyle branding approach that are discussed or 

studied it is done fragmentarily and few academic journals provide any definition. Our 

research presents salient contributions that have not been addressed in a holistic, 

encompassing manner by literature. It proposes future research directions that could 

identify the links between the concept and other constructs apart from brand authenticity 

such as relational branding, the more encompassing concept of “communities”, the co-

creation of brand value theme and co-branding. The relationship between lifestyle 

branding and culture as a source of brand association should also be further researched. 

As well as the applied research of “lifestyle category” considered as simply adding brand 

extensions to the brand. 

This research stakes claim to interest in continuing research in the lifestyle 

branding theoretical field, not only regarding product brands but also a lifestyle brand that 

is a ‘persona’, an expert that sells lifestyle packages (Lewis, 2013).  For instance, 

regarding issues such as influencer marketing and lifestyle branding, which did not arise 

as necessary one to the other, contradicting a preconception that lifestyle branding is 

essentially linked to influencer marketing. However, the rise of “persona” brands which 

sell their lifestyle to their “diverse” target group, ranging from Rihanna to Chiara 

Ferragni, offers new pathways for researching this linkage between personal branding-

lifestyle branding and influencer branding. The fact the influencers did not come across 

the research as a dimension of lifestyle branding, might hide an underlying issue that in 

fact influencers are in themselves lifestyle brands strategies “personified”. This would 

also be interesting to research. 

In addition, this research has helped to clarify ideas regarding lifestyle branding 

in the academic field and places it within the current XXI century branding and retail and 

digital context, where the hot topic is how to leverage a brand in a (not so new) digital 

context, and how to explain multiple brand identity enactments (Uggla, 2006). 

Further developments to this research include more in depth study of the seminal 

theory behind the lifestyle branding concept; its critiques and effectiveness in the current 
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consumer culture and studies of specific examples of lifestyle brands. Also interesting to 

research would be the specific anchorage lifestyle branding has with the fashion sector as 

opposed to other industries like tourism or other consumer goods.  

 

9.5. APPLICABILITY OF RESULTS 

  

An initial supposition considered for our investigation is that the scarcity of 

lifestyle brand(ing) research in academia is due to the fact that it is a recent development 

within the field of branding. That as a brand strategy it has not been given sufficient 

attention due to the pervasiveness of the word in management and the lack of a unified, 

cohesive body of knowledge. However, it is necessary to start theorizing on lifestyle 

branding given the current digital context of brand strategy that is closely linked and co-

created often by consumers lifestyle that are readily available in the Internet and closer 

than ever. Digital technologies enable infinite “fragments” of consumer’s lives: from 

credit card usage, to tastes, interests, activities, hobbies, that leave digital footprints and 

can be traced with appropriate software from social media to search histories.  

Therefore, the discussion of this doctoral research stakes claim to starting to build 

a body of knowledge on lifestyle branding, for which thus presented a current theoretical 

state of the art of the lifestyle branding construct and its underpinnings has been 

successful achieved, to enhance options for further applied research. The models 

presented in section 9.2.2 of this Chapter 9 summarize the main contributions and 

address relationships among themes and new insights. These could be applied to a 

different set of companies, using multiple-case study methodology and collecting detailed 

data as had been done in this study. It could be replicated again for medium-sized and 

pure-players fashion brands; for different product categories, for large fashion-company 

sizes wishing to use lifestyle branding for improved company success.  

To finally conclude, the objective of this doctoral thesis has been attained 

during the process of research. Lifestyle branding has been defined as a distinct 

construct from mere lifestyle imagery and as more than a showcase of consumer 

lifestyles, it is not just about appearance. It is a brand management perspective in 

consonance with the broader vision of the “cultural dimension” of brands (Kapferer, 

2012) and ideally suited for our digital age where interacting with communities, having 

conversations and providing nurtured content is crucial but which all has to be done 

“authentically”.  
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ANNEX 2. INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRES FOR FASHION EXPERTS 

 

Annex 2.1. Interview questionnaire for Carmen: works for Leading Fashion 

Communications agency worldwide and in Spain. Clients such as Peuterrey, Hackett, 

Pepe Jeans London, Champion, Olivia Burton, Norton, El Ganso, ba&sh. 

 

Tema: Estrategia de marca e imagen de marca 

¿Trabajáis con marcas pequeñas o grandes? 

En tu opinión, ¿cómo se puede ‘crear marca’ en el sector moda contexto actual?  

Dentro del sector Moda, ¿qué tipo de estrategias de creación de marcas desarrolláis para 

pymes?  

¿En qué se diferencian de las estrategias de creación de marca de empresas grandes? 

¿Cómo ha cambiado el entorno digital la creación de marca? 

Y en cuanto a la imagen de marca, ¿cuáles son los principales elementos para crearla?  

¿Qué papel juega la imagen de tienda, store image en la creación de marca?  

¿Y el uso de redes sociales como Instagram para proyectar determinado estilo de vida? 

 

Tema: Lifestyle brands 

¿Qué es para ti una estrategia lifestyle branding y en qué se diferencian de otras 

estrategias de creación de marca?  

¿Qué distingue a una lifestyle brand de otras marcas? 

¿Cómo es de relevante la identidad de marca en el lifestyle branding? 

¿Cuáles son sus principales dimensiones?  

¿Qué tipos de marcas de moda españolas son en tu opinión “lifestyle brands” o cuáles te 

parecen que están desarrollando estrategias de lifestyle branding? 

¿Qué tipo de posicionamiento posibilita una estrategia de lifestyle branding?  

¿Cuáles son sus ventajas frente a otros tipos de posicionamiento? 

¿Cómo se puede construir un universo simbólico en torno a un lifestyle?  

¿Las marcas ‘estilos de vida’/ lifestyle tienen una amplia categoría de productos o 

pueden concentrarse en un solo, y crear una fuerte imagen de marca y universos 

simbólico entorno a ese estilo de vida? 
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¿Hay categorías de producto más afines a ser asociados con un lifestyle y entorno a los 

cuales se puede construir una marca y crear imagen? 

¿Es una estrategia de marca al alcance de cualquier marca?  

¿Es más fácil utilizar el lifestyle branding debido al contexto digital? 

¿Cómo se pueden beneficiar las marcas que nacieron online, pureplayer de esta 

estrategia? 

¿Es necesario “vivir” el estilo de vida que representa la marca, pertenecer a ese nicho de 

consumidores o se trata de seducir a otros que también “aspiran” o sueñan con vivir ese 

estilo de vida si pertenecer al mismo? 

¿Se trata de construir una ‘constelación de productos? 

En tu opinión, ¿qué papel juega el consumidor en la creación de marca?  

¿Qué influencia tiene el boca oreja o word of mouth para promover una marca? 

 

Tema: Retail físico y online 

En el contexto online, ¿qué elementos pesan más para construir imagen de marca? 

¿Qué peso tiene el entorno físico, el retail en la creación de la imagen de marca? 

¿Cómo se complementan con la tienda/sitio web online? 

¿Qué elementos del retail mix (promoción –comunicación-, placement, product 

assortment & merchandise, customer service) tiene más peso, o es una combinación de 

todas? 

¿La propuesta de un determinado lifestyle de la marca y/o del consumidor es 

determinante para la creación de imagen de marca? 

 

Tema: Co-branding 

¿Cuándo es oportuno recurrir a estrategias de cobranding, para fortalecerse con los 

activos de otras marcas, quizás de otras categorías?  

¿Es el cobranding una estrategia útil para construir imagen de marca?  

En tu opinión, ¿es un elemento característico de las marcas estilos de vida? 
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Annex 1.2.  Interview questionnaire for Carlos: fashion branding expert who works 

at Strategic Communications consultancy for public affairs and fashion brands. Clients 

such as Vans and Mango.  

 

Tema: Estrategia de marca e imagen de marca 

En tu opinión, ¿cómo se puede ‘crear marca’ en el sector moda contexto actual?  

Y en cuanto a la imagen de marca, ¿cuáles son los principales elementos para crearla? 

¿Qué papel juega la imagen de tienda, store image en la creación de marca? 

¿Cómo ha cambiado el entorno digital la creación de marca? 

¿Trabajáis con marcas pequeñas también? 

Si es el caso, ¿qué tipo de estrategias de creación de marcas desarrolláis para pymes?  

¿En qué se diferencian de las estrategias de creación de marca de empresas grandes? 

 

Tema: Co-branding 

¿Cuándo es oportuno recurrir a estrategias de cobranding, para fortalecerse con los 

activos de otras marcas, quizás de otras categorías?  

¿Es el cobranding una estrategia útil para construir imagen de marca?  

En tu opinión, ¿es un elemento característico de las marcas estilos de vida? 

 

Tema: Lifestyle brands 

¿Qué es para ti una lifestyle branding y en qué se diferencian de otras estrategias de 

creación de marca?  

¿Qué distingue a una lifestyle brand de otras marcas? 

¿Qué tan relevante es la identidad de marca en el lifestyle branding? 

¿Cuáles son sus principales dimensiones?  

¿Qué tipos de marcas de moda españolas son en tu opinión “lifestyle brands” o cuáles te 

parecen están desarrollando estrategias de lifestyle branding? 

¿Qué tipo de posicionamiento facilita una estrategia de lifestyle branding?  

¿Cuáles son sus ventajas frente a otros tipos de posicionamiento? 

¿Cómo se puede construir un universo simbólico en torno a un lifestyle?  

¿Las marcas ‘estilos de vida’/ lifestyle tienen una amplia categoría de productos o 
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pueden concentrarse en un solo, y crear una fuerte imagen de marca y universos 

simbólico entorno a ese estilo de vida? 

¿Hay categorías de producto más afines a ser asociados con un lifestyle y entorno a los 

cuales se puede construir una marca y crear imagen? 

¿Es una estrategia de marca al alcance de cualquier marca?  

¿Es más fácil utilizar el lifestyle branding debido al contexto digital? 

¿Cómo se pueden beneficiar las marcas que nacieron online, pureplayer de esta 

estrategia? 

 

¿Es necesario “vivir” el estilo de vida que representa la marca, pertenecer a ese nicho de 

consumidores o se trata de seducir a otros que también “aspiran” o sueñan con vivir ese 

estilo de vida si pertenecer al mismo? 

¿Se trata de construir una ‘constelación de productos? 

En su opinión, ¿qué papel juega el consumidor en la creación de marca?  

¿Qué influencia tiene el boca oreja o word of mouth para promover una marca? 

 

Tema: Retail físico y online 

En el contexto online, ¿qué elementos pesan más para construir imagen de marca? 

¿Qué peso tiene el entorno físico, el retail en la creación de la imagen de marca? 

¿Cómo se complementan con la tienda/sitio web online? 

¿Qué elementos del retail mix (promoción –comunicación-, placement, product 

assortment & merchandise, customer service) tiene más peso, o es una combinación de 

todas? 

¿La propuesta de un determinado lifestyle de la marca y/o del consumidor es 

determinante para la creación de imagen de marca?  
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ANNEX 3. CODES LIST USED IN THE HERMENEUTIC UNIT USING ATLAS.TI 7.5.18 FOR FASHION EXPERTS’ ANALYSIS. 
 
Note: The original font as has been exported from Atlas.ti was maintained, only the font size was changed to 12 pts. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
UH: Experts-interviews-analysis-13-junio-2019 
File:  [C:\Users\Usuario\Documents\Scientific Softwar...\Experts-interviews-analysis-13-
junio-2019.hpr7] 
Edited by: Super 
Date/Time: 2019-11-14 11:18:38 
_______________________________________________________________ 
BIG COMPANIES 
DIG-BR-MOBILE 
BR-IMAGE-VIDEO 
New technologies/communication formats 
LB-BRAND-IDENTITY-Intangibles 
FASHION-CONSUMER 
STARTUPS-COBRANDING 
BR-FASHION 
DIG-BR-VIDEO 
BR-EMOTIONAL BENEFITS.INTANGIBLES 
DIG-BR-MOMENTS.TARGET 
FASHION-COBRANDING 
BR-IMAGE-SOCIALMEDIA 
DIG-Consumers.DigitalNatives 
BR-COBRANDING 
BR-STRATEGY-MICRO.INFLUENCER 
LB-DIM-VISIONARYLEADER 
CONSUMER LIFESTYLES 
STARTUPS-LIFESTYE BRANDING 
LB-MOMENTS.TIMESTYLE.BRANDSTYLE 
LB-DIM-WOM 
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FASHION-DIGITAL APPROACH 
DIG-ONLINESTORE-WEB 
LB-CULTURE.SOCIALGROUPS 
BR-APPROACH-TRADITIONAL/PRODUCT 
LB-CONSUMER-ASPIRATIONAL 
BR-APPROACH-TARGET/AUDIENCE 
DIG-PUREPLAYERS 
BR-POSITIONING/VISIBILITY 
LB-DIM-PERSONALBRANDING.PASSION.RELEVANCE 
BR-METRICS/SALES 
BR-IDENTITY-AUTHENTICITY 
LB-COBRANDING 
LB-SOCIALMEDIA 
BR-PHYSICAL.STORE/RETAIL 
LB-DIM-LIVETHEBRAND-PHYSICAL RETAIL 
BR-IDENTITY-VALUES/PERSONALITY 
BR-IMAGE 
DIG-BR-INSTAGRAM 
SME BR-STARTUPS 
LIFESTYLE IMAGERY 
LB-DIM-PRODUCT/CATEGORICAL BREATH 
LB-MICRO.INFLUENCER 
LB-DIM-SYMBOLICUNIVERSE.CONTENT.STORY 
LB-DIM-COMMUNITY.NICHE.TERRITORY 
SME BRANDING-VS-BIG 
DIG-BR-APPROACH 
LB-DIVERSE.TARGET 
LB-FASHION BRANDS 
SPANISH FASHION 
LB-EXAMPLES 
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ANNEX 4. CLOUD VIEW FOR FASHION EXPERTS’ ANALYSIS. Note: This cloud view showcases the codes that have been used in the 
hermeneutic unit analysis using Atlas.ti 7.5.18 and allows to vizualized how many citations have been assigned to each code.  
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ANNEX 5. EXCERPT OF CITATIONS FOR LIFESTYLE BRANDING CODE FOR HERMENEUTIC UNIT OF THE FASHION 
EXPERT’S INTERVIEWS ANALYSIS. 
 
Here are all the relevant citations for the Lifestyle branding definition code, named “LB-DEF”. Only size has been heightened from 9 pts to 12 
pts. The total list of citations for all the codes of this hermeneutic unit includes 117.753 words that were revised, to check that the citations 
concorded with the code. 
 
 
Código: LB-DEF {42-0} 
 
P 1: bego-san-felix-mindlike.rtf - 1:23 [Begoña, yendo un poco más haci..]  (57:58)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Begoña, yendo un poco más hacia lo que es específicamente el lifestyle branding, es para ti una estrategia de creación de marca, o no, que 
es para ti el concepto en sí¨? 
El concepto en sí no lo solemos utilizar. Sí que alguna vez, o sea esto ya lo enfocamos directamente a la hora de la producción de contenido. 
Porque ya el día a día igual en los stories sí que se puede aplicar. Pero generalmente en la producción de contenido… Encima Estee Lauder que 
es un cliente nuevo que tenemos, es lifestyle branding.  

P 1: bego-san-felix-mindlike.rtf - 1:35 [Cuáles son las ventajas del li..]  (65:66)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Cuáles son las ventajas del lifestyle bradning frente a otro tipo de branding? 
Tu tienes que personalizar tu producto. Tu tienes que vendérselo a alguien. Porque la moda es venta. Por muy impresionante que sea, tu tienes 
una marca, haces cosas preciosas, pero el objetivo es vender. El objetivo es crear una identidad de marca, para vender. O sea siempre se 
justifica vendiendo, todo lo que hagas se hace vendiendo. Para eso, tienes que personalizar tu producto, entrecomillas. Me refiero a meterlo en 
la forma de vida de alguien. 
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P 1: bego-san-felix-mindlike.rtf - 1:72 [Y el lifestyle branding, por v..]  (111:112)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Y el lifestyle branding, por volver al concepto, ¿es realmente otro nombre para lo mismo? Es niche branding, ¿o realmente es algo nuevo? 
Es algo nuevo. Igual no sé si nuevo, nuevo de hace un año, pero nuevo desde que empezaron las redes sociales sobre todo, porque yo creo que 
va muy de lo que hablábamos antes de los influencers, que viajan, que tal.. Esto ha hecho mucho en el lifestyle. Que igual tenías un surfero en 
Hawái que no tenía redes sociales porque no existían, y de repente empiezan a haber, y el surf empieza a molar, se hace realmente una forma 
de vida. Y tu forma de vida, es la que está de moda. Wow.  

 
P 1: bego-san-felix-mindlike.rtf - 1:77 [Es interesante… y en tu opinión..]  (101:102)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF] [SPANISH FASHION]  
No memos 
 
Es interesante… y en tu opinión, ¿sí que ha lifestyle brands españolas? ¿Te parece que hay una Ralph Lauren español? Es verdad que hay 
varias que utilizan lifestyle branding, ¿pero hay marcas lifestyle brands como tal, o es más una estrategia que utilizan marcas?  
No, hay lifestyle brands seguro… ahora mismo no se me ocurre ninguna. No trabajamos con ninguna. Bueno, Lolali podría decirse que sí, es una 
chiquitita de vestidos de invitadas 

 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:34 [O sea yo entiendo lifestyle br..]  (39:39)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-APPROACH-TRADITIONAL] [LB-DEF] [LB-DIM-VISIONARYLEADER]  
No memos 
O sea yo entiendo lifestyle branding como la forma de gestionar un activo intangible para llegar a una marca estilo de vida. Entonces una sin la 
otra, lo único que se justificaría en mi opinión así a bote pronto eh, verdad teresa, seria porque la marca estilo de vida, lo ha conseguido a 
través de la intuición de un creador, con una intención poderosa, con una visión más táctica pero realmente más intuitiva. Quien no ha usado 
el método tradicional del branding o futuro del branding, pero que no ha usado un método es cierto que… la relación es máxima, una cosa es a 
lo que llegas y otra cosa es la forma a lo que llegas.  
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P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:37 [En tu opinión, que distingue u..]  (40:41)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
En tu opinión, ¿qué distingue una lifestyle Brand de otro tipo de marcas? O lifestyle branding? 

Para mí la comunidad sin duda, tener una comunidad y una conversación especifica. O sea un entorno de una comunidad… trabajar sobre un 
territorio específico, que genera una comunidad y una conversación concreta. Suelen ser, marcas que trabajan de forma específica… Todas las 
marcas que son estilo de vida, tienen un entorno como una especie de embudo inverso, o sea trabajan sobre una cosa específica muy concreto, 
ya sea un deporte, un movimiento cultural,  filosófico lo que sea, y de ahí se expanden porque generan atracción. Quizás el caso más evidente 
sea el del polo, o sea polo te lleva a un estilo de vida, el preppy americano, rodeado de un deporte que antiguamente era más elitista ahora no 
tanto pero una serie de condimentos, pero la gente no tiene por qué tener un caballo.  

 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:47 [Entonces personalidad lo tiene..]  (49:49)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-IDENDITY-PERSONALITY] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Entonces personalidad lo tiene todo, yo creo que sin personalidad no hay carácter y no se entiende una marca estilo de vida. 
 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:50 [Si, un proyecto súper bonito c..]  (51:51)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-COBRANDING] [LB-DEF] [LB-DIM-PERSONALBRANDING]  
No memos 
 
Si, un proyecto súper bonito con un museo. Y hemos analizado las variables y dimensiones de la marca estilo de vida. Es fundamental pensar en 
la dimensión consumidor como un entorno de desarrollo personal y desde la marca es un entorno de desarrollar a futuro y convivir con otras. 
 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:59 [Me gustaría pensar que toda aq..]  (57:57)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-CREATION] [LB-DEF]  
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Me gustaría pensar que toda aquella marca que ha tenido cierto éxito, es porque ha conectado con un estilo de vida pero no sé si es el de todo 
cierto si me fijo en el cien por cien de las marcas. Me gustaría pensar que aquellas que tienen desarrollo y futuro, conectan con un concepto 
más amplio.  
 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:64 [Y para resumir, ¿qué tipo de p..]  (65:66)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Y para resumir, ¿qué tipo de posicionamiento posibilita el lifestyle branding? Has dicho que realmente es una conversación… Si hablas de 
posicionamiento, el lifestyle branding qué papel juega… 

Es que no sé si es tanto de posicionamiento… porque el posicionamiento entendido como espacio perceptual dentro de unas variables como 
precio, imagen, o sea las que queramos establecer… no sé si es tanto de la posición, como posicionamiento, sino más bien como diferenciación. 
Yo creo que el estilo de vida te aporta diferenciación, te aporta legitimidad, relevancia, son variables que son importantísimas para la marca de 
moda.  

 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:77 [Y quería traer a colación el t..]  (85:86)   (Super) 
Códigos: [DIG-BR-APPROACH] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Y quería traer a colación el tema de lo digital. Me llama la atención que no ha salido mucho, pero lifestyle branding ha nacido con lo digital o 
ya existía previamente, lo ha potenciado…  

Yo creo que existía ya. Sí, porque yo creo que comunidades han existido, una red social es un entorno que antes era de otra forma y se 
expresaba en otro medio, pero el canal va cambiando pero la esencia es la misma. Marcas como esta que te estaba comentando de la quinta 
esencia del estilo de vida del preppy americano como es Polo Ralph Lauren tenia fuera de su contexto digital ya tenían su terreno… 
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P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:99 [Es más difícil en cuanto a per..]  (105:106)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-COBRANDING] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Es más difícil en cuanto a personas, customer services, una parte del retail mix, pero qué papel juega lo físico, la tienda, el espacio… es muy 
importante para el lifestyle branding? Tiene que haber un espacio o puede ser pureplayer? 
No, tiene que haber un espacio pero comentaba antes, lo relaciono con que en mi opinión trascienda al espacio de la tienda, en un museo 
trascenderá al espacio del museo. A lo mejor el MOMA en su obsesión de atracción de visitantes y usuarios pues lo que quiere es llenar el 
museo, y de hecho esa democratización del arte ha llevado a una especie de overcrowd, como tendencia de están masificados… ero yo creo 
que la asignatura del museo es trascender a ese edificio y conectar con otras realidades fuera al espacio. O sea que necesitas un espacio fértil, 
sí de nuevo pero no creo que conectando a raíz de lo que decías en co-branding con otras realidades fuera… 

 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:108 [Es que creo que de todas forma..]  (116:116)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Es que creo que de todas formas no todo lo que se dice que es lifestyle es lifestyle. ¿El lifestyle se ha dicho en la moda, pero cuantos estilos de 
vida reales hay? 
 
P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:112 [porque nosotros en nuestra teo..]  (120:120)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
porque nosotros en nuestra teoría de los territorios y las comunidades, previo siempre al estilo de vida, entendemos que hay una sola marca, 
una narrativa estratégica derivada de ello pero hay diferentes, un territorio que a veces pueden ser más, pero no muchos suele haber un 
territorio y de ese territorio si trascienden varios relatos y por tanto varios estilos de vida por cada uno. Y lo que pasa es que bueno, puede 
haber una multi personalidad, si te escapas demasiado puede ser como una hibridación un poco excesiva.  
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P 2: carlos-magro-LlorenteCuenca.rtf - 2:115 [lifestyle es un entorno cultur..]  (122:122)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
Lifestyle es un entorno cultural fértil, no sé qué de una conversación existente y el brandstyle es como la marca se integra en ese lifestyle. No lo 
había escuchado, o sí pero como es un poco genérico... 
 
P 3: carmen-villegas-globally.rtf - 3:1 [el concepto de lifestyle era c..]  (8:8)   (Super) 
Códigos: [FASHION INDUSTRY] [LB-DEF]  
El concepto de lifestyle era como hace algunos años funcionaba de manera independiente la comunicación de marcas de consumo y marcas de 
moda, entonces cómo se ve en un momento determinado una manera de crecer de una manera muy orgánica, natural se empieza a ver que 
machean muy bien los partners, digamos cobranding donde se funciona consumo y moda. Entonces hay un win win muy favorable para ambas 
partes. Consumo consigue esa parte más de appealing, packaging, esa parte más dorada, atractiva que le da la moda, y moda, sobre todo, y 
yendo un poco a lo gordo empezó a verse en moda española, y en diseñadores que tenían mucha imagen, pero no tenían negocio, no tenían la 
parte go to market que sí que tenía consumo,  
 
P 3: carmen-villegas-globally.rtf - 3:48 [El lifestyle viene a ser como ..]  (42:42)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
El lifestyle viene a ser como un puzzle, vas poniendo como fichas: en moda mi marca sería esto, en comida sería esto, en relojería y accesorios 
sería esto. Entonces la manera en que vas conociendo como todo el total look a nivel puzle. 
 
P 3: carmen-villegas-globally.rtf - 3:73 [Lo primero es conocimiento rea..]  (67:67)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF] [LB-DIM-PRODUCT/CATEGORIES]  
No memos 
Lo primero es conocimiento real de la marca y no meterle accesorios. Porque al final el lifestyle es como meterle un complemento o hacer un 
total look de tu marca, para que sea un 360 y te dé para abrir scope a otros públicos. Pero si le metes accesorios completamente pegote y a 
capón canta, desprestigia. 
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P 3: carmen-villegas-globally.rtf - 3:108 [Más como packaging y no tanto ..]  (121:122)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Más como packaging y no tanto el consumidor… 

Es un packaging. El lifestyle es un packaging, es como ahora lo voy a poner bonito, tengo unos insights, tengo unos metrics, tengo unos objetivos 
de negocio por aquí por allí, tengo presupuesto… cómo le hago el envoltorio bonito dentro del lifestyle? 

 
P 3: carmen-villegas-globally.rtf - 3:114 [Sí, sí es que al final el life..]  (90:90)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Sí, sí es que al final el lifestyle branding se materializa en cobranding, en partnerships, en embajadores, en plataformas. Básicamente esos 
serían los cuatro puntos en que se materializa un lifestyle. Quién sería mi personaje, a qué eventos va mi público… 
 
P 4: Elvira-gonzalez-flexibles-places.rtf - 4:9 [entonces lifestyle branding, q..]  (21:22)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Entonces lifestyle branding, ¿qué era para vosotros como equipo? ¿Lo hablabais como concepto, o al revés solo tú en el departamento de 
marca?  
Lo que nosotros bajábamos para ponernos a captar marcas era todas aquellas marcas que las englobábamos en lifestyle desde el punto de vista 
de que se iban a convertir en una moda, iban a ser tendencia, la gente las iba a querer llevar porque era un estilo de vida, y que marcaba algo 
que se iba a poner de moda y de repente entraba dentro de tu día a día. Más allá de que eso era un pantalón, ¿qué significaba? Alguien que está 
por encima de lo que es mainstream. Es decir que está marcando una tendencia,  y las tendencias vienen normalmente de un estilo de vida, 
estaba cambiando igual que antes… 
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P 4: Elvira-gonzalez-flexibles-places.rtf - 4:14 [Cómo defines tú lifestyle bran..]  (30:30)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
Cómo defines tú lifestyle branding? Porque para mí es que la marca que no se posicione en ese lifestyle le va a costar muchísimo más 
posicionarse que a otro, es que no veo otro tipo de estrategia más allá de esa. Es que me parece que es la que hay que seguir. 
 
P 5: Entrevista-Luis-Diaz-Tinkle.rtf - 5:7 [T: Y aquí un poco la pregunta ..]  (30:36)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
Memo:[Lifestyle Branding - Definition]  
 
T: Y aquí un poco la pregunta es ¿Qué es para ti el lifestyle branding?, ¿existe como concepto? O sea que aunque seas experto en influencers te 
suena Lifestyle branding  per es cómo… 
 
L: Si, si 
 
T: ¿Y qué es en tu opinión Lifestyle branding? 
 
L: Generar una marca a través de tu estilo de vida ¿no? Del contenido que tú muestras o que tú quieres compartir hacia los demás. De hecho 
hay muchos influencers que se han hecho famosos no tanto por ser prescriptores de moda, sino prescriptores de un estilo de vida. Y al final 
para mí esto es lo más importante. Porque cuando de lo que hablábamos al principio de tiene que haber un alineamiento entre la marca y el 
influencer. Al final cualquier influencer que tiene una red social, salvo que suba todos los días una foto delante de un espejo con el outfit del 
día, que los hay. 
 
P 5: Entrevista-Luis-Diaz-Tinkle.rtf - 5:39 [T: ¿Y te parece que en moda el..]  (146:156)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
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T: ¿Y te parece que en moda el lifestyle branding es como un necesario u hoy en día puedes crear marca sin crear lifestyle y sin…? ¿Sabes? o te 
parece que es… 
 
L: Yo creo que si no tienes este mundo lifestyle a tu alrededor acabas compitiendo en precio. 
 
T: Vale, o sea, que sí que podría… 
 
L: Puedes pero entonces te vas a precio. Y entonces en ese precio la diferenciación es muy dura. 
 
T: Vale, o sí que es bastante diferenciador. 
 
L: Claro, yo creo que darle esta personalidad que sería como lo entendería yo, dotar de personalidad a la marca lo que te permite es poder 
cargar un sobre precio sobre tus competidores. Porque tu marca tiene una personalidad que a la gente le gusta y quiere ir con ella, y cree que 
le aporta algo a ellos también esa marca. Sino al final es una estrategia pura de precio donde es muy difícil sobrevivir.  
 
P 5: Entrevista-Luis-Diaz-Tinkle.rtf - 5:63 [T:¿Pero te parece que sea el m..]  (278:284)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
T: ¿Pero te parece que sea el mismo nombre para algo que ya hay? O, no es lo mismo que ¿¿?? 2:28 Esto me ha quedado claro, es diferente. 
 
L: No, no, es distinto. 
 
T: Pero es por ejemplo relationship marketing, ¿Te parece que tiene una esencia en si misma? 
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L: Si, porque… va mucho con lo que estamos hablando de construir personalidades para las marcas. Y yo creo que hay muchas marcas que han 
llegado a ese territorio por accidente, pero yo creo que cuando las marcas los van entendiendo al final necesitará que haya expertos en esa 
área que asesoren a las marcas a cómo construir un posicionamiento y hacer, cómo pasar de ser una marca con un logotipo, un logotipo, a 
tener una personalidad. Y que esa personalidad sea consistente y que refleje perfectamente lo que son mis valores, mi visión y mi misión. 
 
P 5: Entrevista-Luis-Diaz-Tinkle.rtf - 5:64 [T: Que tiene su razón de ser. ..]  (290:292)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
T: Que tiene su razón de ser. Es que es curioso, porque hay muchos, o sea que tú pones lifestyle en Google no sé qué, es como que todo el mundo 
se mete el hashtag pero realmente a nivel de estudio, bueno desde academia no se ha estudiado tanto, pero bueno, quizá… 
 
L: Quizá… un nombre que fuera de humanización, marketing humanization, no sé algo así, o algo de branding ¿sabes?, de juntar branding, 
humano… o sea que exprese la idea de hacer de una marca, una persona. Esa idea me parece que igual lo expresa mejor que lifestyle. Es que 
lifestyle es una palabra que es over-used. 
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:1 [T-de ahí el interés de ver, fí..]  (9:10)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF] [LB-STRATEGY]  
No memos 
 
T-de ahí el interés de ver, fíjate el interés de que hay tanto buzz, haces una search en google y sale millones de cosas, pero no hay tantos papers, 
porque a lo mejor se llama igual otra cosa, o lo que sea. 

S-Total. Pero cuando hablas de lifestyle brands hablas, te refieres solo a MODA o en general, porque por ejemplo aquí tenemos una discusión 
muy interesante con marcas de consumo, marcas de autos que al final ellos nos dijeron “oye yo soy una lifestyle brand”. 
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:47 [T. Sandra y ya luego entrando ..]  (109:110)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-APPROACH-TARGET/AUDIENCE] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
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T. Sandra y ya luego entrando a LIFESTYLE que es un poco el enfoque. Me interesa sí esa parte de contexto de creación de marca porque 
especificando en moda sabes, que si con respecto a otras industrias hay diferencias. Pero en tu opinión qué es de primeras el concepto de 
LIFESTYLE BRANDING? Te lo tiro así de primeras… 

S – Pues fíjate, vuelvo aun poco a lo que hablaba al principio del TARGET. O sea para mí cuando ti tienes una marca Lifestyle, tienes una marca 
de consumidores diversos. Ese consumidor que puede ser tu target objetivo, por ejemplo imagínate yo tengo marcas de automoción que ellas 
mismas se consideran lifestyle. Entonces el approach, se consideran una marca de lifestyle, porque su target objetivo es muy DIVERSO. Tienen 
estilos de vida muy diversos.  
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:49 [T- El concepto de lifestyle vi..]  (111:114)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF] [LB-DIVERSE.TARGET]  
No memos 
 
T- El concepto de lifestyle viene de los cuarenta, por segmentación de marcas, de mercado. 

S- Totalmente. 

T- Es verdad que se ha pasado a branding. 

S- Branding, y segmentación del consumidor. Al final estamos hablando de, no estamos hablando de marcas de lifestyle, estamos hablando de 
consumidores diversos. 
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:52 [Creo que esa es la parte que d..]  (116:116)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Creo que esa es la parte que diferencia un lifestyle branding de un branding de cómo construir marca de forma tradicional. En el ángulo 
diferente que le das a tu segmento, a tu target, y no sólo a tu target… 
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P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:55 [S- Entonces la parte de pasion..]  (118:118)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-CONSUMER-ASPIRATIONAL] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
S- Entonces la parte de pasiones, la partes de intereses, la parte de afinidades me parece súper relevante. Y eso es lo que hace la diferencia 
entre las marcas lifestyle y las marcas tradicionales. 
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:57 [T. Y si tuvieras que operacion..]  (119:124)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
T. Y si tuvieras que operacionalizar las estrategias de Lifestyles Branding. Cuáles dirías, cuáles serían en tu caso... Yo que sé, personalización o no, 
o es tener una comunidad… Si tuvieras una pregunta de dimensiones de lifestyle branding como estrategia… 

S – Cuando hablas de dimensiones [me hace pensar en quitar palabras teóricas, de mis preguntas de investigación a la hora de preguntar en 
entrevistas, porque me re-pregunta… o intentar hacerme entender en lenguaje más de día a día del experto, o entrevistado. Experiencia como 
investigadora novata. En los guiones de cuestionario – que podría revisar cuanto han cambiado de uno a otro fui adaptando las preguntas con 
las sucesivas entrevistas a medida que veía este énfasis demasiado teórico. Intentar escuchar lo vivo, VIVIDO] hablas de dimensiones de producto, 
precio, tradicional de la marca o no? 

T- Puede ser… o a lo mejor es co-branding, es tener una comunidad  relevante para ese lifestyle… no te quiero tampoco sesgar mucho. 

S- A ver yo te diría que más que…. 

T- O elementos  a lo mejor, es decir lifestyle branding se declina en, pues hay que tener… 

S- Yo creo que se declina en dos cosas: una, que es muy obvia y que se comparte con la marca normal es que sea relevante para tu consumidor. 
Que el consumidor de alguna forma el típico engage que hablamos cuando hablamos de las marcas tradicionales, Nike y Coca Cola. ¿Por qué 
coca cola sí y Pepsi no? O sea tú no tienes ningún… no eres objetiva a la hora de decir por qué esta marca sí… al final es una marca de pasión 
¿no? Creo que ser relevante y construir, más que comunidad te diría construir pasión entre target, creo que son dos cosas que 
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operacionalmente puedes declinarlas en un cuaderno. ¿Porque mi marca es relevante para esta audiencia? ¿¿Cómo respondo a las pasiones 
que tiene esta audiencia? Esas serían las dos cosas que yo creo que serían operacionalmente si tuviera que ahora hacer un briefing de una 
marca nueva de lifestyle cómo lo haría. La relevancia y la pasión.  
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:97 [creo que el lifestyle branding..]  (244:244)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Creo que el lifestyle branding tiene como muchas patas en otras puede ser contenido, entre otras puede ser comunidad, pero tiene que estar 
más arriba, creo que es un plano superior 
 
P 6: Entrevista-Sandra-Manresa-Google.rtf - 6:125 [T- Que es de lifestyle marketi..]  (345:348)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
T- Que es de lifestyle marketing. Por qué no sé es que lifestyle branding, si googleo la palabra, sale muchísimos artículos pero justamente de 
academics sale poquísimo 

S- No haya nada. 

T- Es interesante porque para ti el concepto sí que existía?  

S- Sí, total, pero como está declinado… 
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:14 [cuando tienes una marca al fin..]  (160:160)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-CREATION] [LB-DEF] [LB-DIM-VISIONARYLEADER]  
No memos 
 
Cuando tienes una marca al final la persona que lo visualiza es la persona que te marca el camino y es la que entiende que una marca al final es 
una forma de vida ¿no? Y entonces la creas y tiene una forma de hablar, tiene una forma de expresarse, tiene una forma de verse, tiene una 
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forma de… ¿no? 
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:34 [E: Para mí lifestyle branding…..]  (276:276)   (Super) 
Códigos: [BR-IDENDITY-PERSONALITY] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
E: Para mí lifestyle branding… es… lo defino como la vida misma. O sea, al final creo que cuando, creo que es un contexto. Tú estás poniendo tu 
moda o lo que tú estás creando en un contexto de vida y eso es lo que estás comunicando. Con lo cual tienes que contar una historia, es como 
escribir un libro, tienes que tener una historia y estás transmitiendo tu manera de hacer y tu manera de expresar y tu manera de vivir. Con lo 
cual creo que el branding y el lifestyle de una marca es el ADN de la marca.  
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:61 [T: Vale, fenomenal. Genial, po..]  (386:392)   (Super) 
Códigos: [FASHION INDUSTRY] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
T: Vale, fenomenal. Genial, porque ahí estamos estoy tocando un poco como es verdad que nadie ha definido lifestyle branding o sea hay mucho 
buzz ¿sabes? Estoy viendo un poco algunas dimensiones y a veces en general el lifestyle branding tiende a ser, ¿sabes? Que, otro asunto que 
también quería que surgiera, acometiendo a lo digital ¿existía lifestyle branding antes de digital? O es que ahora como hay pureplayer pues 
lifestyle branding, ¿sabes? 
 
E: Si existía. 
 
T: Antes. 
 
E: Ha existido siempre. Mira Ralph Lauren, particularmente. Dior, Chanel. 
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:64 [E: Lifestyle de Chanel era ell..]  (396:400)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
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E: Lifestyle de Chanel era ella, o sea, era su estilo de vida, ella rompió con todo porque estaba hasta los moños de ropas armadas, incómodas y 
por sus circunstancias, la guerra y todo cambió. 
 
T: Claro.  
 
E: Entonces era su lifestyle y la gente al final lo que le gustaba era… yo creo que eso estaba implícito, no se consideraba como lo estás 
estudiando tú ahora de definirlo, no tenía un nombre.  
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:91 [E: O sea es que no estás compr..]  (524:528)   (Super) 
Códigos: [FASHION INDUSTRY] [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
E: O sea es que no estás comprando otra cosa y les ha costado años, años, sudor y lágrimas llegar a que Hermès te venda un birkin por 30.000€. 
 
T: Claro. 
 
E: Pero ¿Por qué? Pues porque se lo han currado muchísimo, detalles impecables, han hecho un estilo de vida alrededor de todo eso que le 
rodea. Y es lo que les permite estar ahí. 
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:111 [Y creo que el lifestyle brandi..]  (668:668)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
Y creo que el lifestyle branding al final va a ser una parte… es el pan de cada día. Lo que pasa que ya lo tendremos más definido. No tengo ni 
idea de qué es lo que viene después si te digo la verdad. 
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:112 [E: No lo sé, no lo sé. Me enca..]  (672:672)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
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E: No lo sé, no lo sé. Me encantaría saberlo, pero no lo sé. Yo creo que esto siempre, creo que esto va a ser una parte intrínseca de la vida de 
las marcas y el ecosistema de las marcas siempre, siempre.  
 
P 7: Eva-Martinez-El-Paracaidista.rtf - 7:114 [E: Totalmente, si al final es ..]  (720:728)   (Super) 
Códigos: [LB-DEF]  
No memos 
 
E: Totalmente, si al final es un poco redescubrir, reinventar la rueda ¿no? 
 
T: Claro. 
 
E: Estás puliendo cosas, igual estás sintetizando algo que es más amplio en algo más concreto.  
 
T: Y que es poner una capa más simplemente ¿sabes? No es decir: esto es wow, ¿sabes? sino que… pero bueno. 
 
E: Y definirlo porque al final si lo defines lo controlas, ¿no? 
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ANNEX 6. SCREENSHOT OF HERMENEUTIC UNITS CREATED USING ATLAS.TI 7.5.18 FOR THE 7 FASHION EXPERTS 
INTERVIEWS ANALYSIS. 
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ANNEX 7. SCREENSHOTS OF HERMENEUTIC UNITS CREATED USING ATLAS.TI 7.5.18 FOR EACH OF THE 8 FASHION 
BRAND MULTIPLE-CASE STUDIES. 
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ANNEX 8. SCREENSHOTS OF  INSTAGRAM FASHION BRAND ACCOUNTS LANDING PAGES AND FEED PHOTOS.  

Coosy Instagram landing page 
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Coosy Instagram images 
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Edmmond Studios Instagram landing page 
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Edmmond Studios Instagram images 
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Pompeii Instagram landing page
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Pompeii Instagram images
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Verbena Instagram landing page
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Verbena Instagram images
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Dolores Promesas Instagram landing page 
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Dolores Promesas Instagram images
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El Ganso Instagram landing page
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El Ganso Instagram images 
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Gocoo Instagram landing page
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Gocco Instagram images 
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Women’Scretet Instagram landing page 
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Women’Secret Instagram images
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